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Abstract

Energy efficiency is one of the key design goals in modern computing. Increasingly
complex tasks are being executed in mobile devices and Internet of Things end-nodes,
which are expected to operate for long time intervals, in the orders of months or
years, with the limited energy budgets provided by small form-factor batteries.
Fortunately, many of such tasks are error resilient, meaning that they can tolerate some relaxation in the accuracy, precision or reliability of internal operations,
without a significant impact on the overall output quality. The error resilience of
an application may derive from a number of factors. The processing of analog
sensor inputs measuring quantities from the physical world may not always require
maximum precision, as the amount of information that can be extracted is limited by
the presence of external noise. Outputs destined for human consumption may also
contain small or occasional errors, thanks to the limited capabilities of our vision and
hearing systems. Finally, some computational patterns commonly found in domains
such as statistics, machine learning and operational research, naturally tend to reduce
or eliminate errors.
Energy-Quality (EQ) scalable digital systems systematically trade off the quality
of computations with energy efficiency, by relaxing the precision, the accuracy, or
the reliability of internal software and hardware components in exchange for energy
reductions. This design paradigm is believed to offer one of the most promising
solutions to the impelling need for low-energy computing.
Despite these high expectations, the current state-of-the-art in EQ scalable design suffers from important shortcomings. First, the great majority of techniques
proposed in literature focus only on processing hardware and software components.
Nonetheless, for many real devices, processing contributes only to a small portion
of the total energy consumption, which is dominated by other components (e.g.
I/O, memory or data transfers). Second, in order to fulfill its promises and become
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diffused in commercial devices, EQ scalable design needs to achieve industrial level
maturity. This involves moving from purely academic research based on high-level
models and theoretical assumptions to engineered flows compatible with existing
industry standards. Third, the time-varying nature of error tolerance, both among
different applications and within a single task, should become more central in the
proposed design methods. This involves designing “dynamic” systems in which the
precision or reliability of operations (and consequently their energy consumption)
can be dynamically tuned at runtime, rather than “static” solutions, in which the
output quality is fixed at design-time.
This thesis introduces several new EQ scalable design techniques for digital
systems that take the previous observations into account. Besides processing, the
proposed methods apply the principles of EQ scalable design also to interconnects
and peripherals, which are often relevant contributors to the total energy in sensor
nodes and mobile systems respectively. Regardless of the target component, the
presented techniques pay special attention to the accurate evaluation of benefits
and overheads deriving from EQ scalability, using industrial-level models, and on
the integration with existing standard tools and protocols. Moreover, all the works
presented in this thesis allow the dynamic reconfiguration of output quality and
energy consumption.
More specifically, the contribution of this thesis is divided in three parts. In a first
body of work, the design of EQ scalable modules for processing hardware data paths
is considered. Three design flows are presented, targeting different technologies
and exploiting different ways to achieve EQ scalability, i.e. timing-induced errors
and precision reduction. These works are inspired by previous approaches from the
literature, namely Reduced-Precision Redundancy and Dynamic Accuracy Scaling,
which are re-thought to make them compatible with standard Electronic Design
Automation (EDA) tools and flows, providing solutions to overcome their main
limitations.
The second part of the thesis investigates the application of EQ scalable design
to serial interconnects, which are the de facto standard for data exchanges between
processing hardware and sensors. In this context, two novel bus encodings are
proposed, called Approximate Differential Encoding and Serial-T0, that exploit the
statistical characteristics of data produced by sensors to reduce the energy consumption on the bus at the cost of controlled data approximations. The two techniques
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achieve different results for data of different origins, but share the common features
of allowing runtime reconfiguration of the allowed error and being compatible with
standard serial bus protocols.
Finally, the last part of the manuscript is devoted to the application of EQ
scalable design principles to displays, which are often among the most energyhungry components in mobile systems. The two proposals in this context leverage
the emissive nature of Organic Light-Emitting Diode (OLED) displays to save
energy by altering the displayed image, thus inducing an output quality reduction
that depends on the amount of such alteration. The first technique implements an
image-adaptive form of brightness scaling, whose outputs are optimized in terms
of balance between power consumption and similarity with the input. The second
approach achieves concurrent power reduction and image enhancement, by means
of an adaptive polynomial transformation. Both solutions focus on minimizing
the overheads associated with a real-time implementation of the transformations in
software or hardware, so that these do not offset the savings in the display.
For each of these three topics, results show that the aforementioned goal of
building EQ scalable systems compatible with existing best practices and mature
for being integrated in commercial devices can be effectively achieved. Moreover,
they also show that very simple and similar principles can be applied to design EQ
scalable versions of different system components (processing, peripherals and I/O),
and to equip these components with knobs for the runtime reconfiguration of the
energy versus quality tradeoff.
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Chapter 1
The Energy-Quality Tradeoff
Energy efficiency has become one of the main objectives in the design of modern
digital systems, due to a combination of economic and technological drivers.
On the economic side, the rise of the ubiquitous computing paradigm and of the
Internet of Things (IoT) spurred the diffusion of battery-powered devices, which are
supposed to operate autonomously for long periods of time, with small form factors
and very limited cost budgets [2].
At the same time, at the end of Dennard’s scaling era [3, 4] classical technological knobs to achieve energy efficiency are providing diminishing returns. MetalOxide-Semiconductor Field Effect Transistors (MOSFET) feature scaling has been
historically responsible for most of the energy reduction, approximately 100x per
decade, in digital Integrated Circuits (ICs) [5]. However, with integration approaching its physical limits, scaling is expected to continue only for few generations [6].
Moreover, the manufacturing cost per transistor has been increasing after 28nm,
hindering the adoption of the newest technology nodes in highly cost-constrained IoT
end-nodes. Supply voltage (VDD ) scaling, the other main knob for energy efficiency
in digital ICs, has practically stopped as VDD is approaching the transistors threshold
voltage (Vth ), which is in turn not being reduced due to its exponential influence on
leakage power.
In classical digital designs, a significant portion of the total energy is spent in
ensuring that the system produces reliable, precise and accurate outputs, that are as
close as possible to the correct result for the problem at hand [5, 7, 8]. One example
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is the use of large bit-width floating point numeric formats, whose superior flexibility
and precision (on average) compared to fixed point is paid by a more complex
and power-hungry hardware implementation. Similarly, the use of space and time
redundancy at different levels of granularity is also representative of this trend,
from Error-Correcting Codes (ECC) in communication channels and memories, to
duplicated hardware modules, software functions, or entire devices.
If the need for energy efficiency had not been so pressing, this trend would have
probably continued. However, the aforementioned market and technology directions
require to find new knobs to minimize consumption. To this end, analyses of
prominent applications in modern computing show that significant savings can come
exactly from a relaxation of reliability, accuracy and precision constraints [5, 7–9].
Indeed, in the early stages of computing history, most applications were in the
military, scientific and financial domains, which naturally called for reliability [7].
Conversely, modern computers are increasingly involved in consumer applications,
such as audio/video processing, gaming, web browsing, etc., in which the strict
correctness of results is less critical. Moreover, a large fraction of these applications,
especially in the IoT domain, interact with the physical world and/or with humans
(e.g. sensing and actuation, signal processing, data display, etc.). In the former
case, producing highly accurate results is often impossible, due to the inherent noise
of physical signals, while in the latter case it can be unnecessary, as human sense
organs might not be able to notice the difference.
In these and other applications, the quality of outputs, defined as their usability
from the perspective of the system’s intent, is not dramatically affected by small
or occasional errors, i.e. relaxations in the reliability, accuracy or precision of
calculations. For this reason, we broadly refer to them as error tolerant or error
resilient [5, 7–9]. A more detailed analysis of the features that cause error tolerance
is provided in Section 1.1.
For an error tolerant application, the classical design measures for producing
highly reliable, precise and accurate results are often unnecessary. This property
can be leveraged to obtain significant energy efficiency improvements, by reducing
or eliminating the aforementioned overheads involved with design techniques for
“correctness” [7].
Spurring from these observations, a new paradigm for designing digital system,
generally described as Energy-Quality (EQ) scalable, is gaining significant traction
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in recent years. In this paradigm, the quality of a system’s outputs is systematically
traded off for energy efficiency. To some extent, some authors consider EQ scalable
design techniques as the most promising ways to maintain the promises of the IoT,
despite the approaching end of classing scaling [5].
It should be noted that some of the basic concepts behind this paradigm are as
old as the history of computing. In fact, the idea of tailoring the complexity and cost
of a system to be “just enough” for its outputs to be “useful” is a basic principle of
digital design, and engineering in general. Examples of applications of this concept
are found throughout domains, from best-effort transmission in networking (e.g.
UDP) [10], to lossy data compression (e.g. JPEG) [11].
The novelty in EQ scalable design lies in the systematic application of this principle. Output quality is considered as a new optimization dimension, along with the
traditional metrics of performance, energy consumption and cost [5, 12]. Ideally, the
objective of this paradigm is to build platforms that allow a holistic tuning of the
quality and energy efficiency of a system, not restricted to application design, but
permeating all layers of the computing stack (device, circuit, architecture, system
software, etc.) and all system components (processing, memory, I/O, etc.) [13].
Jointly, an industrial application of this approach calls for Electronic Design Automation (EDA) methods able automate the implementation of such platforms. Currently,
as discussed in Section 1.6, this goal has only been partially achieved. Nonetheless,
the EQ scalable paradigm is only in its infancy, and several efforts from both research
and industry, including in some small way this manuscript, are directed towards this
goal.
In different research communities, EQ scalable designs have been realized with
different approaches, and have been referred to with several names. Some of the most
popular embodiments of this paradigm include approximate computing [8], dynamic
effort scaling [12], algorithmic noise tolerance [14], best-effort computing [15] and,
to some extent, stochastic computing [16].
In the rest of this chapter, we will first analyze more in depth the enabling
factors for EQ scalable design, and then provide an overview of the main practical
embodiments of this paradigm. The content presented in the following is an extended
and revised version of our previous publications, mainly the work of [17].
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1.1

Error Tolerance in Modern Computing

Error tolerance, or resilience, is a property of a computing application [9, 18, 7].
It can be broadly defined as the ability of the application to tolerate some errors
or losses of precision in internal computations, without a significant impact on
the quality of outputs1 . In this definition, output quality is considered from the
perspective of the user of an application, which can be either the final human user, or
another application performing some further processing on its outputs [18].
For an error tolerant application, the quality of outputs can be measured as a
continuous function of the quality of computations, rather than as a boolean one.
Consequently, outputs are deemed acceptable or not, depending on their associated
quality level, on the application requirements, and on the current environmental
conditions, rather than simply correct or wrong [9].
Several factors affect the error resilience of an application, and each author
provides his/her own categorization [7–9, 18, 13, 5]. The simplest and most general
subdivision distinguishes the factors that cause error tolerance in those related to
inputs, outputs, and application internals, as detailed in Sections 1.1.1-1.1.3. A
diagram reporting an overview of this categorization is shown in Figure 1.1.
Algorithm:
- Iterative refinement
- Statistical
- etc.

Input:

Output:

- Noisy data

- Optimal unknown

- Redundant data

- Human user

Application
Error
Tolerance

Fig. 1.1 Overview of main factors that affect the error resilience of an application.

1 Note

that here the term “quality” is not used as the opposite of “quantity” but as a synonym for
“goodness”.
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Input features

Error tolerance can arise from the fact that an application processes inputs that
are noisy and/or redundant. Examples of this very common situation have been
anticipated in the introduction to this chapter. The typical case is that of applications
that process data coming from sensors that sample physical quantities from the
environment, e.g. in sensor nodes for the IoT, control systems, human-machine
interfaces, radio transceivers, etc.
Indeed, all sensor are inherently affected by environmental noise and interference.
This noise naturally propagates to the internals of an application, perturbing its state.
This is exactly the same effect produced by small errors or precision reductions
introduced intentionally within computations. Therefore, in presence of noisy inputs,
errors in computation can be tolerated, as long as their effects on the final results
are smaller or comparable with respect to the effects of noise. Effectively, the latter
constitute an upper bound on the achievable quality of outputs.
Redundant inputs, instead, are common in statistical and machine learning
applications. In this case, some computations can be approximated or even skipped
completely, because they do not add information (quality) to the results. The latter
aspect is partially related also to the nature of the algorithms involved in these
applications, as explained in Section 1.1.3.

1.1.2

Output features

The influence of application outputs on the error resilience of an application is
twofold. Error tolerance can arise either when the definition of optimal, “golden”
results is informal or fuzzy, or when outputs are destined to be used by a human.
The first situation may occur because multiple outcomes are equivalently valuable
for the purposes of the system mission. This is the case for many data mining tasks;
as an example, two similar outputs produced by a web browser search engine might
be equally good for the end-user, and it could very difficult to rank them.
Alternatively, the optimality of the results produced by a computation can be
inherently unknown, because of the presence of random, semi-random or heuristic
operations. In those situations, slightly perturbing an internal operation might not
worsen, or even improve the quality of the final results. Applications in the domains
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of optimization and operation research (e.g. stochastic gradient descent, simulated
annealing, genetic algorithms, etc.) often fall in this category. Again, there is not a
net distinction among these features, which are conceptually related to outputs, and
the characteristics of the algorithms that produce them, analyzed in Section 1.1.3. In
literature, the broad family of Recognition, Mining and Synthesis (RMS) applications,
is often reported as a significant example of error resilience [9].
Resilience can also come from the fact that the outputs of a computing application
are meant to be used by people. Human sense organs used to interact with computers,
mainly sight and hearing, have a limited resolution both in time and space. In other
words, we are unable to distinguish very small or sparse differences, or very fast
variations in videos or sounds.
An example is shown in Figure 1.2. The rightmost picture has been generated
starting from the original shown on the left, by introducing a random “error” in every
pixel. Specifically, the 3 Least Significant Bits (LSBs) of each 8-bit color component
of a pixel (the image is in 24-bit RGB format) have been replaced with uniformly
drawn random noise. Nonetheless, at normal viewing distance, the two images look
identical, and only by zooming in on the background it is possible to notice the
distortion introduced by “errors” on LSBs.

(a) Original image.

(b) Random 3 LSBs.

Fig. 1.2 Example of the effect of small errors on perceived quality for an image.

In general, errors are unnoticed by our sense organs if they are either rare or small.
This concept is further analyzed in Section 1.2.3. Considering the visual system,
two full-HD images that differ only in few pixels are hardly distinguishable to the
naked eye (rare error in the spatial dimension). Similarly, a single altered frame in a
video stream is also practically unnoticeable (rare error in the temporal dimension).
Conversely, two images or videos are still perceived identical, even if differences
are much more frequent in space and time, as long as the pixels colors are only
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slightly altered (small error). This is the case of Figure 1.2, where all pixels have
been perturbed, but the relative value difference has been kept small by modifying
only LSBs.
Most applications that are error resilient due to the limited capabilities of human
sense organs belong to the domains of multimedia and telecommunication e.g.
audio/video compression, imaging tasks, etc.
Notice that the two output-related error resilience factors mentioned in this
section are strongly related to each other. For instance, the fact that certain differences
in an image are not noticeable by humans can be interpreted as a quality equivalence
among multiple outputs.

1.1.3

Algorithm features

The error resilience of an application can also stem from the inner characteristics of
the involved algorithms. Specifically, there are computational patterns that naturally
favor the mitigation or the rejection of errors.
A typical example of such patterns is iterative refinement, i.e. the generic
paradigm of finding a solution to a problem by iteratively improving an initial
inexact (e.g. random) solution. This pattern is used in many applications, from
recognition and mining to optimization and to the solution of systems of linear
equations [19]. The progressive improvement of the considered solution can be
seen as a “movement” on the space of all possible feasible solutions. In presence of
computational errors or precision reductions, as long as these do not “deviate” too
much the direction of this movement (e.g. leading to worsen the current solution) it
can be formally proven that the algorithm will still converge to the same final result,
although possibly in more iterations [20].
Algorithms that involve statistical aggregations, i.e. those that extract compact
knowledge from large amounts of data, are also very good in rejecting errors. Indeed,
occasional deviations on single data tend to have little relevance on the final results,
as their impact is “averaged” over the entire set of data. Moreover, unbiased errors
(i.e. whose mean effect is zero), tend to cancel with each other in presence of
aggregations [5].
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Once again, it is important to remark that there is clearly a partial overlap
between input, output and algorithm-dependent features that impact error resilience.
For example, pseudo-randomness and heuristic decisions, mentioned in Section 1.1.2
can be also thought of as algorithmic features.

1.2

Measuring Quality

In order to leverage the inherent error tolerance of an application for the design of
a digital system, it is fundamental to determine what kind of errors are acceptable.
In Section 1.1 we have explained that, for an error resilient task, the quality of
results can be measured on a continuous scale. Therefore, the problem reduces to
measuring this quality, and imposing constraints on it (e.g. a minimum threshold).
Computational errors are deemed acceptable as long as they do not let output quality
decrease below the threshold, and vice versa. In other words, since EQ scalable
designs optimize the tradeoff between output quality and energy, both dimensions of
this tradeoff must be quantifiable [5, 19].
Well-established models are available in literature for measuring power and
energy consumption in digital circuits [21]. In this section, we briefly analyze the
main metrics for assessing quality, and the basic principles related to this assessment.
In an EQ scalable design, the final output quality is a function of the errors or
precision reductions purposely introduced by the designer in the system. Therefore,
in this context, quality metrics and error metrics are often used interchangeably. In
general, a quality metric can be obtained by taking the inverse of the corresponding
error metric.
As we will detail in Section 1.2.4, there is no universal metric for quality and/or
error. Nonetheless, most metrics depend on the combination of two basic factors:
Error Rate and Error Significance. We describe these two factors in Section 1.2.1.
We then go on to list some of the most used error/quality metrics in Section 1.2.2.
Finally, Sections 1.2.3-1.2.4 analyze some of the basic principles related to quality
measurement.
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1.2.1

Error Rate and Error Significance

The overall quality of outputs of a computing system affected by errors is almost
invariably influenced by two concurring factors, commonly referred to as Error Rate
(ER) and Error Significance or magnitude (ES) [19].
The ER is the rate or frequency of occurrence of errors. It is most commonly
measured as the number of erroneous outputs over a given time interval, divided by
the total number of outputs in that interval, both erroneous (Ne ) and correct (Nc ):
ER =

Ne
(Ne + Nc )

(1.1)

The ER can be considered informally as the average probability of occurrence of an
error over the considered interval [9].
The ES defines the severity of a single error. While the definition of error rate is
common to most system, the same is not true for ES, since the notion of severity is
strictly related to the objective of an application. Therefore, there are a number of
different expressions for measuring ES in literature.
In general, ES is measured as the deviation of an erroneous value (Ve ) from
the corresponding correct value (Vc ) at a given time instant. The simplest of such
measures is the numerical difference D (in absolute value), defined as [22, 23]:
∥D∥ = ∥Vc −Ve ∥

(1.2)

Alternatively, the squared difference D2 is often used in place of the absolute value.
Both ∥D∥ and D2 can also be converted to relative differences, by normalizing them
to the correct value. For example:
RD =

Vc −Ve
Vc

(1.3)

The previous three metrics are used when the considered datum has numerical
interpretation. The Hamming Distance (HD), instead, is a commonly found alternative when all bits of the datum datum have equal importance. It is defined as the
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number of bits that differ between the binary representations of Vc and Ve [23]:
HD =

∑

(Vc ⊕Ve )

(1.4)

bit(i)=1

where ⊕ is the bitwise XOR operator.

1.2.2

Composite Metrics

For most realistic applications, quality is evaluated by some form of composite
metric, that encompasses the information of both ER and ES [24–26].
One such metric is the Rate Significance (RS), defined as the product between
the rate and the maximum significance over a set of vectors [26]:
RS = ER · max(ES)

(1.5)

where ER and ES are defined according to one of (1.1) and (1.2-1.4). There are also
variants of the RS expression in which ER and ES are assigned different importance
by means of weighting factors [26].
Another very common combined metric is Mean Error Distance (MED), defined
as the mean of ∥D∥, computed as in (1.2), over a set of N output vectors [25]:
MED =

1 N
∑ ∥Vc,i −Ve,i∥ = ET [∥Vc −Ve∥]
N i=1

(1.6)

Here, the significance is accounted by ∥D∥, whereas the error rate is implicitly
considered by taking the average, since in general, the less errors occur, the smaller
the MED. The above definition corresponds to the sample average of the error
distance over time (ET ), where E stands for expected value. If errors occurring at a
given time instant only depend on the value of the correct output in the same instant,
MED can alternatively be defined as:
M

MED =

∑ ∥Vc, j −Ve, j ∥ · P(Vc, j ) = ES [∥Vc −Ve∥]

(1.7)

j=1

where S is the set of possible values assumed by the correct output, composed of M
elements (e.g. [0 : M − 1]), and P(Vc, j ) is the probability of occurrence of value j. In
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most cases, however, errors do not depend only on the magnitude of the correct value,
but are also influenced either by previous data history, or by external conditions.
Therefore, the definition of (1.6) is by far the most used.
The Normalized Error Distance (NED) is simply the MED normalized to the
maximum possible value on a given output [25]:
NED =

MED
max(∥D∥)

(1.8)

This metric is commonly used in place of the MED whenever it is necessary to
compare errors on data that have different ranges of variations (e.g. binary variables
with different number of bits), or different data representations.
A common alternative to the MED is the Mean Squared Error (MSE), defined
as [24]:


1 N
MSE = ∑ (Vc,i −Ve,i )2 = ET (Vc −Ve )2
(1.9)
N i=1
As before, under the assumption that errors only depend on current output values:


MSE = ES (Vc −Ve )2

(1.10)

In signal processing and communication applications, a commonly found metric
is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), defined as [27, 24, 14, 28]:
σs2
SNR = 2
σw

(1.11)

where σs2 is the power of the signal component, i.e. the set of error-free values
carrying useful information and σw2 is the power of the noise component, i.e. the
combination of all disturbances affecting the measured values.
When using this metric, errors in computations are modeled as an additional
2 ). Therefore, one advantage of the SNR is being able to combine
noise source (σerr
in a single quality metric both purposely introduced errors and other sources of
noise (e.g. not ideality of analog components, external environmental noise, etc.).
In particular, assuming that computational errors and other sources of noise are
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uncorrelated, the definition of SNR becomes [28]:
SNR =

σs2
2
2
σnoise
+ σerr

(1.12)

This quantity is is often expressed in decibel (dB). Notice that SNR is strictly related
to MSE, as the “noise” due to errors (Nappr ) is typically defined as the numerical
deviation between the correct and erroneous value:
Nappr = D

(1.13)

2
and hence its average power σappr
is exactly expressed by (1.9).

A further variant of the SNR is the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), which is
computed as the ratio between the maximum possible value assumed by the correct
data and the noise variance:
PSNR =

max(∥Vc ∥)
2
2
σnoise
+ σerr

(1.14)

All above metrics are somewhat general purpose and used across application
domains. Even the SNR and its variants, which are traditionally specific to the signal
processing domain, have been adopted for example by designers of EQ scalable
arithmetic circuits [28]. However, for most complex applications, the final output
quality cannot be captured by any of the simple metrics mentioned above. In contrast,
a high-level metric is typically used, that captures the notion of quality from the
perspective of a user of the system.
High-level metrics are invariably specific to a single domain and may even differ
among applications belonging to the same domain [9, 29, 30]. For example, the
quality of a machine learning algorithm can be measured by classification accuracy
or F-score; for an image processing application, a proxy of the perceived similarity
among the input and output images is measured by the Mean Structural Similarity
Index (MSSIM) [31], etc. An exhaustive enumeration of all possible domain specific
metrics is out of the scope of this work.

1.2 Measuring Quality

1.2.3
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The Fail Small or Fail Rare Concept

Regardless of the considered domain, the great majority of high level quality/error
metrics still measure a combination of error rate (ER) and significance (ES). Clearly,
both these components should be reduced in order to increase quality. However, it is
often sufficient to minimize one of the two in order to obtain an acceptable output.
For example, considering the RS metric of (1.5), it is evident that as long as the
ER is very low, the value of the error will be low as well, regardless of the maximum
ES. Vice versa, a higher error rate could still produce a small final error, given that
the maximum significance is kept contained.
We used the RS in this example for simplicity of explanation, but the same
concept tends to apply also to most high-level metrics. A visual example of the same
effect has been provided in Section 1.1.2 and Figure 1.2.
This relation between computational errors and output quality is perfectly summarized by the “fail small or fail rare” concept, formulated and verified experimentally
in [9]. In this work, the authors provide a rule of thumb for designing EQ scalable
systems, that can be formulated as follows: the quality of outputs produced by an EQ
scalable system acting over a set of inputs for a given period of time is acceptable if
the computational errors introduced in the system are either small in significance or
rare in time. The fail small or fail rare rule is an essential guideline to the design of
EQ scalable systems.

1.2.4

The Time Dependence of Quality

Perhaps the most relevant feature of an application’s output quality is its dynamicity
over time. In particular, the notion of acceptable quality can be shown to vary in
response to several factors [5, 9]. This has a strong impact on the type of errors that
can be introduced in a system at any given time, and consequently also influences
the way in which EQ scalable systems should be designed.
Task Dependence. In Section 1.2.2, we have mentioned that each application
virtually has its own metric to evaluate the quality of outputs [9]. Therefore, a first
dependency of quality is on the considered task. Since a complex system normally
executes more than one application at a time, this translates into a dependency over
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time. In other words, the amount of errors that can be introduced in a system changes
dynamically according to the application being executed.
Context Dependence. Within a single application, acceptable quality is further
influenced by the usage context. As an example, consider a wearable device providing
video output through its display subsystem. The acceptable video quality will clearly
change depending on the external illumination conditions, as well as on the level of
user attention. To provide two representative use cases, acceptable quality constraints
will relax when the user is running and using the device as a fitness tracker, and
tighten when the same device is used for entertainment (video streaming).
Data Dependence. Input data also influences acceptable quality. For instance,
lower computational precision can be accepted when dealing with very noisy data,
since the amount of information that can be extracted from those data is limited by
noise. Similarly, when performing a machine learning task such as image recognition,
more precision might be needed when the subject to be recognized is positioned in a
small corner of the image, compared to when it occupies the full frame. Intuitively,
“errors” on single pixels have a greater impact in the former case, due to the smaller
resolution of the subject. This concept was partially anticipated in Section 1.1.1, but
here we analyze it from a slightly different point of view. The goal of Section 1.1.1
was to show that the nature of the inputs of an application (e.g. physical quantities
sampled by sensors) influences its error tolerance. Here, we are stressing that the
amount of information conveyed by inputs may change over time, and that the
acceptable precision or amount of errors in computation should vary accordingly.
The time dependence of quality is well formalized in [5] by the context of quality
slack. The author compares the gap between the actual output quality produced by a
system and the minimum acceptable quality to the timing slack of a digital circuit,
i.e. the gap between its operating period and its maximum propagation delay. As
for the latter, the quality slack changes over time, due to changes in the operating
conditions. Similarly to how the timing slack is affected (among others) by voltage,
temperature, and input patterns, the quality slack is affected by task, context and
data 2 .
2 The

author of [5] also mentions hardware resiliency as another factor that influences the quality
slack, but since this is strictly related to hardware, while our discussion is kept as general as possible,
we do not consider it in this chapter.

1.3 The Benefits of Quality Scaling

1.3
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The Benefits of Quality Scaling

In the previous part of this chapter, we have shown that error tolerance is a key feature
of many computing applications. We have then discussed how output quality can be
measured, and how the time-varying nature of quality affects the amount of “errors”
that can be tolerated. The last step, addressed in this section, is to demonstrate
how introducing “errors” can help in improving other design metrics. Indeed, it is
possible to show that quality scaling can concurrently improve all other metrics of a
digital system, i.e. increase performance, reduce cost and energy consumption [5].
We will mainly focus on energy consumption, as it is the main target of this thesis.
There are many different kinds of deviations from the nominal behavior of a
system that can be broadly considered as “errors”. The (not exhaustive) list that
follows provides some examples of such deviations, explaining how they can bring
benefits in other metrics. In general, all these approaches attempt to reduce the
quality slack, introduced in Section 1.2.4, in order to let the actual output quality
produced by the system adhere as much as possible to the minimum requirements.
Reducing data-path precision. Perhaps the most straight-forward way to improve performance and energy while relaxing quality consists in reducing the precision, i.e. the number of bits, of datapath circuits. Both in fixed and floating point
formats, a smaller bit-width corresponds to a reduction in the switching activity and
active area of the circuit, which translate into energy benefits [32–34]. Moreover, in
arithmetic circuits, the timing paths with the longest propagation delays normally
connect the least significant input bits with the most significant output bits. Therefore, in principle, reducing the number of bits also allows for faster computations.
Some of the design techniques proposed in this thesis use precision reduction as the
underlying way to perform EQ scaling. The details will be provided in Chapter 3
and Chapter 4.
Reducing design margins. Classic digital design techniques are based on socalled design margins. These are sort of safety “guardbands” that are imposed to
the main constraints of a design (e.g. timing or thermal constraints), in order to
account for unpredictable variability in the design process itself or in the operating
conditions [35]. Imposing these margins invariably causes overheads in performance,
area and energy. Considering timing constraints, for instance, a system with margins
will be designed to safely operate without timing violations at a slightly faster
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frequency than what is actually needed in the great majority of cases [7]. This
implies using bigger and more consuming logic gates, higher supply voltages, etc.
Alternatively, if the designer is willing to accept some occasional timing violations,
the system could be designed without margins (or even with negative margins) [5].
This allows significant power reductions and concurrent performance improvements.
This is the principle used by another one of the techniques presented in Chapter 3.
Eliminating redundancy. Another source of substantial overheads in standard
digital designs is the extensive use of redundancy [7]. As anticipated at the beginning
of the chapter, space and time redundancy is leveraged at many levels of the computing stack, from error detection and correction in memories and data encodings, to
full systems replication for fault tolerance. For an error tolerant application, some of
these measures can be totally or partially avoided (e.g. correcting errors only in the
most significant bits of each memory word [36]), to obtain energy reductions.
Relaxing synchronization. In complex applications that are composed of multiple concurrent tasks, synchronization often represents a performance bottleneck.
Although this is mainly affecting performance, it also secondarily causes energy
overheads, as parts of the system are kept idling (and consuming) while waiting for
synchronization. In an error tolerant application, synchronization primitives can
sometimes be eliminated or relaxed, at the cost of some dependencies violations [15].
Operating on probabilities rather than values. There are many applications
which naturally call for a probabilistic treatment of data, as opposed to a deterministic
one [16]. A typical example is maximum likelihood decoding in communication systems, but the same concept also applies to some digital signal processing tasks [37].
For these applications, the entire computing stack can be rebuilt in order to naturally deal with data interpreted as random variables, in a way that is much more
energy-efficient than in traditional designs. This is the basic principle of stochastic
computing, described more in depth in Section 1.5.1.
Evaluating approximated functions. Another simple yet effective way to exploit error tolerance in an application is to replace complex processing with simpler,
approximate evaluations. Indeed, not all kinds of computations are equivalently
efficient to implement in digital hardware (which in some cases can only performs
additions and multiplications natively [32]). Nonetheless, very complex functions
are often well approximated by simpler hardware-friendly computations. This kind
of approximation can be applied to a large number of domains, from the computation
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of gradients in an iterative algorithm [20], to that of an image transformation for
OLED displays [38]. The latter, specifically, is the solution adopted in our techniques
proposed in Chapter 5.
The above list is far from exhaustive, and only serves to provide some motivating
examples for the EQ scalable design paradigm. A more comprehensive list of
techniques will be provided in Chapter 2.

1.4

A General EQ-Scalable System Architecture

Figure 1.3 shows a general architecture common to most EQ scalable systems,
that embodies all the concepts analyzed in the previous part of this chapter. The
architecture is composed of two main parts.

Representative
Workloads

Error Tolerance
Characterization
Offline

EQ Scalable
Software & Hardware

EQ Knobs
Controller

“Quality”

Quality
Monitor

Outputs

Error Tolerance
Identification

EQ Knobs

Application
Code

Context

Online

Fig. 1.3 General architecture of an Energy-Quality scalable system.

The Offline Phase (on the left) is devoted to the characterization of the application(s) that will be executed by the system. In particular, the error tolerance of
each application must be assessed, based on the concepts introduced in Section 1.1.
Furthermore, different sections of the same application may have different degrees
of tolerance to quality degradations; for example, errors in flow control sections
may cause dramatic consequences on the application behavior, whereas errors on
data processing sections may be much more tolerable. Therefore, error resilient
sections of an application are first isolated by the Error Tolerance Identification
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phase. Then, for each of these sections, the amount of tolerance to different types of
“errors” (such as the examples listed in Section 1.3) is assessed in the Error Tolerance
Characterization phase. This is normally done using software models of the different
erroneous behaviors. Given the already stressed dependence of error tolerance on
input data, the entire offline phase bases its characterization on a set of representative
input workloads to the application, provided by the designer. Different techniques
for assessing error tolerance have been provided in literature [9, 12, 13]. Some more
details will be provided in Chapter 2.
The right part of Figure 1.3, labeled Online Phase, includes the components of
the actual system at runtime. The green block, labeled EQ Scalable Software &
Hardware, represents the part of the system that supports energy-quality scalability
(in some cases, it may be the entire system). The two blue blocks, instead, are needed
to dynamically adapt the quality at runtime, which is fundamental according to the
analysis of Section 1.2.4.
In particular, the Quality Monitor block is in charge of using application outputs
to estimate the current quality level. This can be done in various ways, (e.g. using
an estimation model, or periodically recomputing a few outputs with maximum
precision, and comparing the precise results with those generated by the system
with errors) [39]. The Quality Monitor block outputs the current quality level of
the application outputs and, in particular, the information on whether this level is
superior to the minimum acceptable quality, characterized in the previous offline
phase.
Based on this information, the EQ Knobs Controller blocks modifies the amount
of error introduced in the system by tuning a set of knobs. In general, EQ knobs can
affect both software (e.g. relaxed synchronization, computation skipping, functional
approximation, etc.) and hardware (e.g. bit-width reduction, design margin and
redundancy elimination, etc.). Different systems may expose a different set of knobs.
In its operation, the controller also considers the current application context, as
discussed in Section 1.2.4.
Altogether, the blue and green blocks form a sort of feedback control loop, aiming
at minimizing energy while keeping the quality close to the minimum acceptable
level.
Schemes similar to Figure 1.3 have been proposed by several authors in literature [8, 5, 12, 39], and are sometimes referred to with the name of dynamic effort
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scaling [12, 39]. Clearly, this architecture is highly general, and its detail may different substantially from system to system. For instance, some systems may not need a
preliminary offline characterization; online quality monitoring may sometimes be
unnecessary or impossible, etc. Furthermore, the implementation of each square
block in the figure may change significantly from one system to the other.
Regardless of these differences, however, the main factor that enables the application of the scheme in Figure 1.3 is the availability of hardware and software that
can expose energy/quality scaling knobs (i.e. the green block). This thesis mainly
focuses on this part of the scheme, proposing new software and hardware techniques
for achieving EQ scalability.

1.5

Paradigms for EQ Scalable Design

As anticipated at the beginning of this Chapter, several different paradigms proposed
in literature can be included under the general label of Energy-Quality scalable
design. All these approaches exploit application error tolerance as a knob improve
energy efficiency, but they do so in considerably different ways. In this section, we
provide a distinction among the three main perspectives, i.e. approximate computing,
stochastic computing and probabilistic computing.
The reader should be warned that the nomenclature in this field reflects its
relatively young stage of development, and as such it is not yet consistent among
authors and communities. Therefore, while we consider some of the other terms used
in the previous part of this chapter (e.g. best-effort computing [15] and algorithmic
noise tolerance [14]) as elements of one of the three main families, other authors
may disagree on this classification.
Finally, labels such as dynamic effort scaling [39] more broadly refer to the entire
set of EQ scaling techniques, and can be therefore considered as synonyms of EQ
scalable design.

1.5.1

Stochastic Computing

Stochastic Computing (SC) is probably the oldest form of error tolerant design, being
first proposed in the 60s by two independent researchers in Europe and in the United
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States [40, 41]. In SC, the semantic of binary data is completely rethought with
respect to standard computing. Rather than being interpreted as a positional number,
a sequence of bits in SC evaluates numerically to the probability of occurrence of
logic value ‘1’. For example, a 10-bit sequence of bits (or stream) composed of four
logic 1s and six logic 0s is interpreted as the rational number 4/10. More formally,
an n-bit string with n1 bits assuming value 1 corresponds to the number:
p=

n1
n

(1.15)

Evidently, all numbers in this system belong to the interval [0, 1]. Moreover,
there is not a unique representation of a number. For instance:

(0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1)SC = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0)SC = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1)SC = 0.510

(1.16)

One of the main advantages of Stochastic Computing is the fact that some
arithmetic operations between streams represented in the format of (1.15) can be
implemented very efficiently in hardware [16]. For example, the multiplication
among two streams is simply realized by a bit-wise AND gate, as shown in Figure 1.4.
01011010
(0.5)

11001101

01001000
(0.25)

(0.5)

Fig. 1.4 Multiplication in stochastic computing.

However, the results of these operations are only exact under the assumption of
infinitely long, uncorrelated streams. For example, it is easy to see that if the two
inputs to the AND gate in Figure 1.4 are identical (e.g. A = B = 01011010 = 0.5|10 ),
the result of the multiplication is 0.5x0.5 = 0.5, which is clearly wrong. In general,
the longer the streams, the lower the error introduced on average by an operation;
hence, a clear tradeoff exists between the performance (and energy consumption) of
a SC system and its output quality.
Stochastic streams are also more tolerant to faults compared to standard binary
words, in particular against soft (or transient) faults, e.g. sudden bit-flips due to
radiations or other disturbances. This greater tolerance comes from the fact that
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SC streams are not positional. Therefore, in the occurrence of a bit-flip, regardless
of the position of the affected bit, the value deviation produced on the numerical
interpretation of the stream is always 1/n. In contrast, the value impact of a bit-flip
in a standard positional binary representation doubles for every bit, from the Least
Significant Bit to the Most Significant Bit.
The aforementioned advantages of stochastic computing come at the cost of some
important drawbacks. First of all, increasing the precision of a calculation requires
an exponential increase in the length of bit streams. This affects both the speed of
calculations and the bandwidth required for memory access and communication.
Moreover, as mentioned above, SC operations produce a maximally precise result
(for the considered stream length) only when their inputs are uncorrelated. Therefore,
stochastic input streams must be generated using independent random or pseudorandom architectures (e.g. linear feedback shift registers). This clearly increases the
hardware cost for implementing SC circuits, as every input virtually needs a separate
generator (although optimization in this sense have been proposed [16]). Moreover,
the correlation problem is only partially solved by using independent generators. In
fact, some circuit topologies (feedback loops and reconvergent fan-outs) naturally
enforce a strong correlation among streams in the internal layers of a logic network.
Correlation and performance issues have limited the application of SC in general
purpose computing. Nonetheless, this paradigm has found successful applications in
several domains, such as the implementation of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs),
control systems and image processing [16]. Recently, SC has been adopted in the
decoding of Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes. Many of these algorithms
are probabilistic in nature, and as such can be naturally mapped to a SC representation. Moreover, they are also inherently error resilient, hence they can tolerate
occasional errors (e.g. due to correlations), as a “price to pay” for greatly reduced
implementation cost and energy consumption [42].

1.5.2

Probabilistic Computing

While stochastic computing completely revolutionizes the semantic of binary data,
giving them a probabilistic interpretation, it still uses hardware in a deterministic
way. For instance, the AND gate in Figure 1.4 operates exactly as in a standard logic
network. Probabilistic Computing (PC) goes even further, and proposes to exploit
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hardware unreliability to explore the energy versus quality tradeoff. This paradigm
originates from the increasing reliability issues in digital integrated circuits, mainly
caused by feature size scaling [3, 43].
Indeed, some physical phenomena such as thermal noise and aging have an
increasingly relevant impact in devices with features of few nanometers. Therefore,
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) transistor devices are becoming increasingly more unreliable with each new technological generation. Hardware
designers and manufacturers must put great effort in building reliable circuits from
unreliable physical switches. This involves the use of redundancy and design margins
to make circuits tolerant to faults, thermal variations, etc.
Probabilistic computing takes the opposite road, and accepts to work with unreliable circuits. To this end, the outputs of switching devices such as transistors are
associated with a probability of being correct (p < 1), and computer architectures
are built on top of this probabilistic model [43].
The whole idea of PC makes sense whenever a small drop in p below 1 can
provide a large reduction in energy consumption. Therefore, the results of a probabilistic computation can be correct with a high probability, despite being produced
much more efficiently than those from a standard reliable architecture.
Transistors exhibiting this type of favorable energy versus quality tradeoff have
been manufactured, and are referred to as Probabilistic CMOS (PCMOS). Complex
circuits can be built using Probabilistic Boolean Logic (PBL) as an abstract model
to design networks of PCMOS devices [44]. This has allowed to design probabilistic
architectures for various error tolerant applications, including pattern recognition
and decision systems, with promising results in terms of power efficiency [43].

1.5.3

Approximate Computing

Approximate Computing (AC) is currently the most successful design paradigm
for exploring the energy versus quality tradeoff, at least in terms of number of
applications in which it has been employed [8, 12, 13]. In some papers, this paradigm
is also referred to as inexact computing.
With respect to both probabilistic and stochastic computing, AC employs a
much less drastic approach to exploit error tolerance, and this is probably the main
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reason for its success. Differently from probabilistic computing, AC maintains the
traditional deterministic logic model for transistors, and does not explicitly model the
underlying unreliability of physical devices. Differently from stochastic computing,
standard semantics are still (mostly) used for binary information (e.g, binary, two’s
complement, etc.).
The main goal of approximate computing is to build imprecise or inexact circuits
using deterministic architectures (e.g. based on standard CMOS transistors). Clearly,
statistical considerations are still extensively used, e.g. for extracting aggregate
information on the errors committed, but this is done on top of a reliable hardware
model. Therefore, errors in AC are deterministic deviations from the standard functionality of a software or hardware system, introduced either statically by design, or
dynamically (i.e. in a runtime reconfigurable way). These deviations can range from
functional simplifications to precision reductions, and are aimed at improving some
other metric of the system (mainly energy efficiency, but often also performance).
Approximate computing techniques have been proposed at all levels of abstraction,
from transistor/gate-level up to software. In most of these, the voluntary introduction
of errors “by design” operated by the AC paradigm has been shown to produce
disproportionate benefits [13], i.e. statistically negligible quality reductions for
significant energy savings.
As mentioned, part of the success of approximate computing is due to the fact
that it maintains most of the underlying models used in standard digital systems
design, rather than completely changing the perspective as in SC and PC. This
allows the reuse of existing techniques and tools, modified appropriately to target the
exploration of the energy versus quality tradeoff. Consequently, AC is much more
accessible to software and hardware designers accustomed to standard design flows,
from both research and industry [45, 22, 29].
Finally, there is a further category of hardware design approaches for error
tolerant applications that, rather than modifying the functionality of a circuit, act
on its operating conditions. Specifically, these solutions reduce or eliminate the
standard hardware design margins, as anticipated in Section 1.3. This group of
approaches mainly leverages Voltage Over-Scaling (VOS), i.e. the scaling of a
circuit’s supply voltage below the minimum value that ensures timing correctness,
and is sometimes referred to as Algorithmic Noise Tolerance (ANT) [14]. Strictly
speaking, ANT techniques do not belong to the Approximate Computing family,
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as they do not enforce a fully deterministic hardware behavior (in contrast, they
allow unpredictable timing errors). However, at the design stage, ANT methods
still use standard CMOS models and architectures, and differences with respect to
a canonical design occur only at runtime. Therefore, ANT methods can still be
considered somewhat similar to approximate computing approaches (surely more so
than stochastic or probabilistic).

1.6

Motivation: Automating and Expanding
Energy-Quality Scaling

Design techniques that explore the energy versus quality tradeoff have the potential
of creating many new opportunities in today’s computing. Error tolerant applications
are flourishing in the IoT era, where massive quantities of data gathered from (noisy)
analog sensors are processed by (statistical) algorithms for knowledge extraction,
often to produce outputs that are consumed by humans. Approximate computing
and other EQ scalable design paradigms have shown the potential for drastically
reducing energy consumption in these applications, i.e. for overcoming the main
obstacle that, in many cases, prevents their further improvement and refinement.
However, at the current state of the art, the widespread adoption of the EQ
scaling paradigm is hampered by two main limitations: the scarcity of automation
and generality in the proposed techniques, and the lack of methods that target other
components of a system besides processing.
The availability of automatic or semi-automatic design tools has always been
a key element for the industrial adoption of any computing paradigm. In contrast,
most of the techniques proposed for EQ scalability are design-specific, and tend to
lack generality. For example, as detailed in Chapter 2, tens of different works in
the approximate computing community have addressed the design of functionallyapproximate arithmetic operators (mainly adders and multipliers). However, only
few of these works provide general methods for implementing these operators, within
a standard EDA flow. Vice versa, the great majority of techniques are based on
manual design, and the optimizations performed are specific to one particular adder
or multiplier architecture.
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Another aspect where lack of generality is evident is the abundance of static
methods, where the amount of errors introduced in a system’s component is fixed at
design time [13]. These solutions ignore completely the aforementioned dependency
of the acceptable errors on many time-dependent factors (application, context and
input data). By doing so, their usage is confined to a single application, under a
fixed quality constraint and under strong assumptions on the nature of input data
and on the usage context. Vice versa, any general EQ scaling technique needs to
allow dynamic reconfiguration of the amount of error committed (and corresponding
energy consumption) at runtime.
Although there are some research efforts that apply EQ scaling concepts to
other components of a digital system (e.g. memories [36]), the great majority of
proposals in this field only target processing elements, ranging from software [46]
to processor cores [47], to specialized hardware accelerators [48]. Considering
the typical architecture of an embedded digital system shown in Figure 1.5, this
corresponds to focusing only on the light-blue block. However, in many of such

Environment

Fig. 1.5 Typical architecture of an embedded digital system.

system systems, especially those for which energy efficiency is most critical (e.g.
IoT end-nodes), processing is not the main contributors to the total consumption. In
a sensor node, energy may be mostly consumed by sensors and data transmission,
whereas in a mobile device, the display subsystem might account for most of it.
Two examples of these scenarios are reported in Figure 1.6. Therefore, many power
savings opportunities are lost if EQ scaling principles are applied only to the “brain”
of a system.
This thesis proposes several new techniques for EQ scalable design of digital
systems, that take the two issues above into consideration. Besides processing, we
propose some applications of the ideas analyzed in this chapter to communication
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(a) Power breakdown in an IoT sensor node
(logarithmically scaled chart) from [7].

(b) Power breakdown in a smartphone during
video playback from [49].

Fig. 1.6 A typical power consumption breakdown in two different digital systems.

buses and to peripherals (namely OLED displays). In both these works, as well as in
those that target computing elements, we devise our approaches with an automationdriven approach. To this end, we make our methods general, and applicable to the
broadest possible set of targets. Moreover, we focus on ensuring compatibility with
existing standards and design flows (e.g. industrial EDA flows for digital logic).
Finally, most of our proposed methods allow to easily reconfigure the amount of
introduced errors at runtime, by means of simple knobs. This allows to easily move
the target component to a different point on the energy versus quality plane, e.g. in
response to a change in external conditions or input data.

Fig. 1.7 Summary of the innovations described in this thesis.

A summary of the innovations described in this thesis is reported in Figure 1.7.
Details on each of these techniques will be provided in Chapters 3-5.

Chapter 2
Related Work
The objective of this chapter is to provide an overview of the main techniques
proposed in literature for EQ scalable design. The focus of this analysis will be
mostly directed towards works that are related to the new techniques proposed in
this thesis, in order to provide the necessary background for presenting our new
proposals. Consequently, the following should not be intended as a complete survey
on the topic of EQ scalable design. More comprehensive surveys taken from the
literature on each sub-family of techniques will be referenced when available. The
content of this chapter is an extended, updated and revised version of our previous
publications found in [17, 33, 38, 50–58]
Due to the reasons mentioned in Chapter 1, we will concentrate our focus on
approaches that are constructed, at least partially, upon existing design methods, such
as those belonging to the approximate computing and ANT families. Moreover, we
will also consider some techniques that are not explicitly labeled as approximate, but
still leverage the tradeoff among error and energy, such as those for OLED displays.
Conversely, we will skip a detailed analysis of stochastic computing and probabilistic
computing literature, as those two paradigms are significantly different from all the
proposals presented in this manuscript.
In an attempt to classify EQ scalable design techniques, one possible way consists
in dividing them by abstraction level. A diagram of such classification is shown in
Figure 2.1. For each level of abstraction, the figure reports some of the most popular
approaches. Clearly, as any other rigid classification, this subdivision by abstraction
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Fig. 2.1 Overview of some of the main techniques for EQ scalable design, organized by
abstraction level.

is far from perfect. For example, some works for RAM memories combine both
circuit and architecture-level measures, algorithmic noise tolerance can also be
employed in entire processors, etc.
Figure 2.1 clearly shows that the majority of proposed approaches focuses on
processing components, as anticipated in Section 1.6. In the rest of this chapter, we
will first review these methods, starting bottom-up from the lowest abstraction levels.
This choice is motivated by the fact that lower level techniques often constitute the
elementary building blocks for higher level ones. At the end of the chapter, we
will then illustrate the (few) proposals that apply the EQ scaling paradigm beyond
processing.

2.1

Gate/Circuit Level Techniques

We label as “gate/circuit level techniques” those approaches that operate on the
transistor or gate-level netlist of a circuit. Two main trends can be identified in
literature for the implementation of EQ scalable designs at this abstraction level. A
very large body of research has been devoted to the development of Functional Units
(FUs) for digital data-paths. These works propose inexact or quality-configurable
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versions of the most common arithmetic data-path modules, such as adders and
multipliers. Other researchers have taken a different approach, and developed tools
for the automatic logic synthesis of inexact circuits.

2.1.1

Approximate and Quality-Configurable Functional Units

The design of approximate or quality-configurable FUs is one of the most florid
sectors of the literature in this field. As mentioned, efforts are mainly directed toward
the two most common datapath elements, i.e. adders and multipliers. A good survey
of the earliest results in this field can be found in [19].
The term approximate or inexact FUs refers to logic netlists that implement modified versions of the logic function for the corresponding arithmetic operation. In these
blocks, errors are inserted statically by design, and as such, these blocks do not allow
a dynamic reconfiguration of the output quality. In contrast, quality-configurable
FUs are designed to support multiple operating modes, each corresponding to a
different amount of error committed, and corresponding power consumption.
Approximate Functional Units
Two main types of approximate adders can be identified in the literature. The first is
based on modified single-bit Full-Adders (FAs), simplified at the gate or transistor
level in order to produce a slightly different output logic function in exchange for
power reduction. Multiple-bit adders are then constructed as a combination of accurate and approximate FAs. The second type of solution works at a coarser level,
splitting the adder in sub-blocks and working on the logic function and interconnection of each block to trade-off error for power.
In the first family of approaches, one of the earliest designs is the Lower-Part-OR
Adder (LOA) [59]. In this solution, some of the LSBs of the two input operands are
combined using a simple OR gate instead of a complete FA; the remaining MSBs are
summed accurately. The block diagram of a LOA is reported in Figure 2.2. A similar
LSB/MSB subdivision is adopted in the five Approximate Mirror Adders (AMAs)
proposed in [60]. However, in this case, the inexact 1-bit cells for LSBs are built using
transistor-level simplifications of a mirror adder, i.e. a low-cost FA implementation.
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Fig. 2.2 Lower-Part-OR Adder block diagram.

The same approach is also used in [61] to generate three Approximate XOR/XNORbased Adders (AXAs), but starting from a FA implementation that uses XOR and
XNOR gates. Transistor-level simplifications in AMAs and AXAs directly reduce
area and power in the LSBs, by reducing internal capacitances and switching activity.
Moreover, they also decrease the delay of the FA, thus allowing lower supply voltage
operation, for further power savings. Both goals are pursued while minimizing the
truth table differences between the approximate netlists and the original FA.
The second family of adders is mostly constituted by designs that break the carry
propagation chain. Indeed, the carry chain constitutes the critical timing path of an
adder, hence breaking it enables significant delay reductions, at the expense of errors
in the sum output, for some input combinations. As before, delay reduction can then
be exploited to scale the supply voltage and reduce power. Moreover, the carry chain
is also responsible for most switching activity in an adder, due to its frequent glitches.
Therefore, reaching signal stability earlier also has a direct impact on power. One
group of researchers has proposed four adders based on this principle, named Error
Tolerant Adders (ETAs) [62–65]. After the first ETA was proposed, subsequent
versions, named ETAII, III and IV, tried to improve it by reducing the impact of
errors on the MSBs, breaking the chain in non-uniform segments or borrowing
concept from carry save architectures. In [66], very similar ideas are applied to a tree
adder with Kogge-Stone architecture, to create an approximate circuit called Almost
Correct Adder (ACA). In [67], an improvement for ACA and ETAII is proposed. In
both designs, after an interruption in the carry chain, the carry-in of the next bit is
assumed to be 0 for simplicity. However, this choice biases the error towards smaller
values of the sum. Instead, the authors of [67] propose to use one input bit from
the previous block as estimate of the carry-in. Under the assumption of randomly
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distributed inputs, this estimate has a 50% probability of being correct, with a sort of
dithering effect that improves the error distribution.
For both types of approximate adder design approaches, we have reported the first
seminal works proposed in literature. Although many variants and improvements
over these first implementations have been proposed more recently, they still follow
the same basic principles. A recent survey on the subject can be found in [68].
Approximate multipliers are sometimes constructed using inexact adders as
building blocks. In [67], both ACA and ETAII are used for the partial product
summation of a Wallace tree-based multiplier. In [66], a similar idea is proposed, but
applied also to partial product generation, in a Booth multiplier with Wallace tree.
The authors of [69] approximate a carry-save array multiplier removing some of the
least significant FAs involved in partial products accumulation, and replacing them
with constant 0s. They name their architecture Broken-Array Multiplier (BAM).
The approach proposed in [70] also aims at reducing the complexity of an array
multiplier. In this case the multiplication operation is split in two parts, similarly
to a LOA. The most significant part of the operands is processed with an accurate
carry-save multiplier, while the least significant part is processed with a simpler
circuit, composed of a cascade of 3-input OR gates. In [71], a multi-bit unsigned
multiplier is constructed starting from an approximate elementary cell that performs
2x2-bit multiplication. It is shown that, by changing a single entry in the Karnaugh
map of the 2x2 multiplier, hardware complexity can be reduced of almost 50%.
Finally, several approximate divider units are found in [72]. These designs are
based on the non-restoring division algorithm, and approximations are introduced in
the implementation of the subtractor (i.e. the basic building block of the divider).
The authors propose 1-bit subtractor cell replacement, akin to those for full adders
described above. They then propose several approaches for implementing the multibit subtractors included in divider operators using the proposed cells.
Quality-Configurable Functional Units
Quality-configurable functional units must allow different modes of operation in
terms of energy and errors 1 . They do so by dynamically changing the complexity of
1 Note that we refer to these modes as quality-modes rather than precision-modes, because for the
majority of these methods, low-energy operation is not realized simply reducing the precision (i.e.
the number of bits), but rather by implementing a (partially) different logic function. The quality of
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the active part of the operator, i.e. the section of the circuit that is directly connected
with inputs in a given mode. In practice, a portion of the operator is either disabled
or replaced with simpler circuitry through multiplexing, when the unit is working in
a low-energy, high-error mode. The power benefits of this approach are similar to
the previous case of approximate FUs. First, activating simpler logic directly affects
power by reducing the switching activity of the circuit. Second, it also impacts
the total delay of the operator, and therefore allows further power reduction by
means of supply voltage scaling. As for approximate FUs, most literature on qualityconfigurable operators focuses on adders and multipliers, due to their ubiquitous
presence in digital circuits.
Some quality-configurable adders are based on enhancing an approximate unit
with error recovery circuitry, dynamically activated only when zero (or low) error
results are needed. This is the approach taken in [73, 23]. In particular, the authors
of [73] extend the ACA architecture to generate a variable latency speculative adder,
in which errors due to the broken carry chain are detected and a compensation factor
is added to eliminate them. The solution of [23] allows to dynamically set the error
rate on different output bits at runtime. Larger error configurations allow a more
aggressive voltage scaling, and consequently lower power consumption. In both
these designs, error compensation or recovery happens in the next clock cycle with
respect to the first (approximate) addition. Therefore, higher quality modes incur an
additional latency penalty.
Other solutions for adders are based on reconfigurable carry-chain segmentation [74]. This work is similar to the idea of [64] and [66] in the context of
approximate units. Here, however, the connection among sub-adders is made dynamically reconfigurable by means of multiplexing. Specifically, the carry-in signal to
each sub-adder can be selectively routed from the carry-out of the previous block, or
from the output of a simpler carry prediction circuit.
Concerning multipliers, the work of [75] proposes a design in which some
columns of the partial product matrix can be selectively disabled by means of
signal gating. An alternative method is described in [76]. In this case, all partial
products are computed, but their accumulation is implemented by means of modified
adders. These blocks are able to produce an approximate sum output and a secondary
the outputs of this function can be measured in any of the ways listed in Section 1.2; precision is just
one of these possible measures.
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correction output. The latter can be selectively used, depending on the operating
mode, to reduce the accumulation error, at the cost of additional energy consumption.
Differently from the ones described previously, this last design does not support a
maximum precision mode (i.e. a mode that produces the exact same output function
of a standard operator of the same bit-width).
Dynamic Accuracy Scaling and its Variants
Dynamic Accuracy Scaling (DAS) and its variants are among the simplest yet most
effective ways to implement quality-configurable functional units [34, 48]. Since
these techniques are at the basis of some of our new proposals discussed in Chapter 3,
we analyze them in a separate section, although they conceptually belong to the
previous category.
The initial observation that spurs the development of DAS techniques is that
using functional modifications to implement quality-configurable hardware operators
has several drawbacks. First, most of the methods described in the previous section
lack generality, being applicable only to a single functional unit architecture. For
example, the works of [75] and [76] can only be applied to array multipliers. Second,
the additional circuitry required to implement multiple quality-modes often entails
significant overheads. Indeed, while those functional units consume less power than
their “standard” counterparts when working at low-quality, they typically incur large
power overheads in the highest quality mode. In some cases, e.g. [73] and [23], also
their latency increases significantly. Last, most architectural solutions for qualityconfigurable operators design only support few operating modes. For instance,
several works only support one inexact and one correct mode [73].
DAS and its further developments solve these issues by implementing qualityconfigurable functional units that include minimal architecture modifications. Instead,
they propose to realize multiple quality-modes simply by reducing the input bit-width
of the operator, i.e. its precision 2 . In practice, this is achieved gating some of the
input LSBs to zero.
2 Indeed,

in the case of DAS techniques, quality modes do correspond to precision modes. The
term “accuracy” used in the acronym for these methods is slightly improper, as accuracy normally
refers to models, rather than computations, and indicates a systematic deviation from the correct
output.
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The standard DAS approach obtains power savings when precision is reduced just
thanks to the deactivation of a part of the circuit, which affects dynamic power consumption [34]. Dynamic Voltage and Accuracy Scaling (DVAS), a first improvement
of DAS, increases these savings by also performing supply voltage scaling. This
is made possible by the fact that (in theory) the longest timing paths in arithmetic
units are those connecting input LSBs to output MSBs. When some LSBs are gated,
these critical paths become false or deactivated, i.e. a signal transition will never
propagate through them due to the fixed zero at the input. Therefore, the worst case
delay of the FU decreases, allowing to scale the supply voltage below the minimum
value that ensured timing compliance at maximum precision, while maintaining the
same operating frequency. This provides much more relevant dynamic and leakage
power reductions compared to DAS.
Some of the advantages of these methods compared to the ones mentioned above
are immediately clear. First, bit-width gating can be realized with a 1-bit granularity,
hence allowing for a large number of different quality modes. For example, a 32-bit
unit could be used in all bit-width modes down to a minimum of 4-bit, for a total
of 28 different modes. Second, this solution has practically zero overheads when
working at maximum precision, compared to a standard design of the same unit.
Third, input gating can be applied, in principle, to any arithmetic operator, and
its benefits are maintained as long as the mentioned relation between timing paths
and input/output bits holds. This makes DAS and DVAS much more general than
previous architecture-based solutions.
Furthermore, an interesting study performed in [77] has demonstrated that, despite its simplicity, bit-width reduction is almost always superior to any other approximate or quality-configurable FU implementation in terms of energy versus quality
tradeoff. Conceptually, this happens because other approaches, although introducing
simplifications in the netlist used at low-quality (with respect to a standard design),
still invest a significant amount of power to compute erroneous information, whose
usefulness is limited. Conversely, DAS and DVAS directly avoid computing the
outputs related to some LSBs, thus saving substantially more energy. In other words,
the additional energy effort required for computing approximate results, as opposed
to skipping part of the computation, is disproportionate.
Dynamic Voltage Accuracy and Frequency Scaling (DVAFS) [48] is a further
improvement of DVAS. It comes from the observation that input gating in DAS
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and DVAS leaves a part of the operator unused. While this part does not switch
and hence only contributes to leakage consumption, even further benefits could be
obtained by reusing it for other computations. In practice, this is achieved by means
of sub-word parallel operations. For example, when a 32-bit multiplier is working
at a reduced precision of 16-bit, the LSB-part of the circuit can be used to perform
another 16-bit multiplication in parallel, by means of some additional gating logic
to decouple the two halves. Doing so, the switching activity of the operator goes
back to being approximately equal to the maximum precision mode. However, if
some minor architecture modifications are performed in order to allow separation
among the two operations, the critical delay of the functional unit is still reduced (at
least in principle), thus allowing to scale the supply voltage as in DVAS. Moreover,
thanks to sub-word parallelism, the clock frequency can be reduced of a factor of 2
while maintaining the original throughput, for additional power savings. Although
very effective, DVAFS is a less flexible approach compared to DVAS. In fact, it
does require some manual architectural modifications, and it can only be applied to
circuits whose netlist can be modified to support subword-parallel operation. A full
chip including DVAFS-based operators has been published in [78].
The advantages of DAS and its variants make them very promising general
techniques for realizing quality-configurable FUs. However, these methods have
some practical limitations when they are adopted in the context of a standard EDA
synthesis flow. Problems are related in particular to the assumption that a circuit
delay decreases proportionally to the number of gated input LSBs. This issue is the
main motivation for two of the works presented in Chapter 3, and will be further
discussed at the beginning of that chapter.

2.1.2

Approximate Logic Synthesis

Approximate Logic Synthesis (ALS) techniques generalize the concepts introduced
for inexact functional unit, and apply them to any gate-level netlist in an automatic
way. These approaches are fundamental to automate approximate design, since larger
and more complex circuits, as well as those that are less “structured” compared to
an arithmetic FU, cannot be manually turned into inexact versions just as easily as
adders and multipliers.
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Similarly to FUs, the algorithms described in this section can be divided into
those that produce statically inexact circuits [22, 26, 45, 79], i.e. netlists in which
the type and amount of errors are fixed at design time, and those that produce
quality-configurable circuits [79].
An interesting early work on this subject can be found in [22], where a method
for ALS is proposed targeting two-level combinational circuits expressed in Sum
Of Products (SOP) form. The main aim of this work is area and power reduction,
so the proposed algorithm tries to minimize the total number of literals in the SOP
expression. It does so by complementing the maximum number of minterms from
the off-set to the on-set of the expression, without violating a quality constraint
provided in terms of maximum error rate.
The same authors extended their work to the much more common case of multilevel circuits in [26]. Rather than reasoning on minterms, in this case simplifications
on the netlist are performed with methods inspired by redundancy elimination
optimizations. In particular, they consider the effects on output quality produced by
stuck-at faults at different locations in the netlist. When these effects are acceptable,
the netlist is simplified as if the fault location was redundant.
The authors of [80] propose Probabilistic Pruning (PP) and Probabilistic Logic
Minimization (PLM), two general techniques for the synthesis of statically approximate circuits. PLM is a generalization of the minterm-flipping approach proposed
in [22], which allows to also account for the case of non-uniform minterm probabilities. This is by far the most common occurrence in real applications, due both to the
distribution of inputs and to the internal topology of the circuit. Probabilistic pruning,
instead, is a higher-level approach, aimed at large datapath blocks. It consists of
an iterative identification and elimination of netlist components, driven by a greedy
heuristic algorithm, and constrained by an error function, which can be expressed
in several different forms. Circuit components to be pruned are selected based on
a merit function that combines their activation (i.e. the probability of a transition
at their output), and their significance (i.e. their impact on the output error). Both
activation and significance can be computed either using mathematical models or by
means of simulations.
One of the most effective ALS tools for combinational logic is the one proposed
in [45], under the name of Systematic methodology for Automatic Logic Synthesis of
Approximate circuits (SALSA). This work introduces several novelties with respect
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Fig. 2.3 Quality Constraint Circuit (QCC) in SALSA.

to the previous ones. Most importantly, it allows to fully leverage the optimization
capabilities of commercial synthesis tools for standard circuits, by transforming
ALS into a traditional synthesis problem. Moreover, it also unlinks the synthesis
procedure from a specific quality metric, allowing the designer to set their preferred
metric as input, thus greatly enhancing the flexibility of the tool.
The algorithm proposed in SALSA works by constructing so called Quality
Constraint Circuit (QCC), as shown in Figure 2.3. The triangular block shown on
the right of the QCC diagram, contains a logic-level implementation of the userdefined quality function. This block receives as inputs the outputs of the original
(accurate) circuit and of the approximate circuit being synthesized. It then internally
computes some form of error function, and outputs a single-bit signal Q, which is
at logic 1 if and only if the quality constraint is respected. For example, Q can be
set to 1 whenever the ED (see Section 1.2) between the output of the accurate and
approximate circuits is smaller than a threshold. Notice that both the original and
approximate netlists are connected to the same primary inputs (PIs), so that this
kind of quality evaluation is meaningful. The only constraint on the allowed quality
functions is that they must be expressible by synthesizable logic.
Given the structure of Figure 2.3, SALSA then considers all output bits of the
approximate circuit POappr,i , and computes the primary input values for which Q
is independent on each of these bits, i.e. the Observability Don’t Cares (ODCs) of
Q with respect to POappr,i . Those are the input combinations for which changing
the value of POappr,i does not violate the quality constraint. Therefore, they can
be used to simplify the approximate circuit, reducing area, power, and delay. Both
the individuation of ODCs and the following netlist simplifications are performed
with commercial logic synthesis tools. The process is repeated on all bits of POappr ,
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progressively updating the approximate circuit in the QCC. Several optimizations
are proposed in the paper to reduce the computational complexity of the algorithm.
In the work of [79], the SALSA approach is extended to consider also sequential
circuits. The resulting tool is called Automatic methodology for Sequential Logic
ApproximatioN (ASLAN). In ASLAN, a Sequential Quality Constraint Circuit
(SQCC) is constructed, conceptually similar to the one in Figure 2.3. However, in this
case, the quality function also receives as inputs the state registers of both accurate
and approximate circuits, and contains an internal state machine to determine when
quality must be evaluated. Rather than don’t care propagation methods, sequential
model checking (implemented with commercial formal verification tools) is then
used to simplify the approximate circuit.
The Substitute-and-Simplify (SASIMI) technique, proposed in [81], is one of the
most notable approaches for synthesizing both statically approximate and qualityconfigurable circuits. This solution identifies pairs of internal netlist signals which
have similar logic functions. It then replaces one of the signals, called Target Signal
(TS) with the other, labeled Substitute Signal (SS). This substitution allows to then
simplify the circuit, by eliminating the cone of logic needed to generate TS, and
possibly relaxing the timing constraints of the transitive fan-out of both TS and SS.
The process is repeated iteratively, as long as the input quality constraint is respected,
using merit functions to select the optimal SS and TS among all circuit nets.
When targeting a quality-configurable design, the cone generating TS is just
disabled rather than eliminated, so that accurate computation can be performed when
needed, at the cost of one additional clock cycle. In this case, additional logic is used
to selectively reconfigure the netlist depending on the active quality mode. More
than two quality modes can also be obtained in a similar way.

2.2

Architecture-Level Techniques

Architecture-level techniques for EQ scalable design work at a higher abstraction
level compared to the previously described gate/circuit level approaches. They target
relatively larger processing blocks, ranging from simple Multiple and Accumulate
(MAC) units to full co-processors, and they perform their optimizations without
directly modifying the individual logic gates that compose the circuits.
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A first-order classification of these methods separates those that achieve energy
savings by modifying the functionality of a block from those that pursue the same
goal leveraging its operating conditions. The first family includes approximate
behavioral synthesis algorithms and tools, while the second is composed by all those
works that leverage Voltage Over-Scaling (VOS) for approximation.
Clearly, there is not a well defined distinction between this family of techniques
and the previously mentioned gate-level ones. For example, some papers on VOS
perform experiments single functional units, and could therefore be considered at
the same level as the solutions of Section 2.1.1.

2.2.1

Approximate Behavioral Synthesis

Approximate behavioral synthesis methods address the automated synthesis of inexact circuits, starting from a functional specification of their behavior (typically
graph-based) rather than from a structural netlist of logic gates. These approaches are
sometimes also referred to as approximate architectural synthesis or more generally
approximate high-level synthesis. With respect to standard high-level synthesis
algorithms, approximate versions aim at simplifying the functionality of a design by
introducing errors or precision reductions, mostly statically at synthesis time, under
a minimum quality constraint. However, simplifications do not involve modifications
of the internal netlist of a block at gate level, as in approximate logic synthesis. Instead, FUs are considered as atomic building blocks, and approximations are realized
by their substitution, deletion, transformation, etc.
An early effort in this field is documented in [29], where the authors present
a tool named Automated Behavioral Approximate CircUit Synthesis (ABACUS).
ABACUS produces multiple inexact versions of a design, originally specified in
a behavioral Hardware Description Language (HDL). The specification is first
translated into an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) model; the latter is then transformed
by a series of operators, each of which introduces some approximations in the output,
while preserving syntactic correctness. The proposed operators include precision
reduction (i.e. LSB-truncation), variable to constant substitution, loop unrolling,
etc. Additionally, ABACUS also permits the usage of approximate FU models (such
as those presented in Section 2.1.1). In this case, an additional operator leverages
inexact FU implementations as atomic replacements for their accurate counterparts.
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The transformed ASTs are then converted back to HDL and processed with a
standard synthesis and simulation flow to evaluate their cost (in terms of area and
power) and their output quality. Therefore, ABACUS operates only by preliminary
AST optimizations, in the so-called front-end part of a high-level synthesis flow,
rather than on the actual synthesis steps (i.e. scheduling, binding, etc.).
To avoid an exponential number of synthesis and simulations, ABACUS does
not apply all its operands to all feasible locations in the AST, in an exhaustive way.
Instead, the tool generates a number of approximated ASTs choosing operands and
locations at random, then greedily selecting the best solution according to a cost
function. This process is repeated for a fixed number of iterations, where the input
to each iteration is the best AST selected in the previous step. The cost function is
expressed as a weighted combination of cost (power and area) and quality. A hard
threshold on the allowed error is also set, so that solutions that affect quality too
much are not synthesized.
The work of [82], differently from ABACUS, considers approximations within
the scheduling and binding phases of high-level synthesis. The proposed algorithms
take as input a Data Flow Graph (DFG) composed of additions and multiplications
and concurrently perform its scheduling and binding, while optimizing the precision
of each operation under an output error constraint. In this work, approximations
are introduced as bit-width reductions. The authors use a simple (and approximate)
analytical model of the DFG output quality, that does not require simulations to be
evaluated. This model greatly improves the performance of the following algorithms,
since the latter must consider quality during scheduling and binding optimizations,
and time-consuming simulations would dominate their execution time. Then, they
propose two methods to perform approximation-aware scheduling and binding: an
exact solution based on Integer Linear Programming (ILP) and a heuristic alternative
based on iterative list scheduling. Both approaches also consider the asymmetric
compatibility of approximate operations, i.e. the fact that a low precision operation
can be mapped to a high-precision FU (for improving sharing), while the opposite is
not possible.
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Fig. 2.4 General scheme of an ANT architecture.

2.2.2

Voltage Over-Scaling

The second group of architectural solutions for EQ scalable design is composed
by all those works that leverage VOS for approximations [24]. In these works, the
supply voltage Vdd of a system is lowered below the critical value Vdd,crit . The latter
is defined, for a synchronous digital circuit, as the lowest voltage that guarantees
timing correctness even in worst-case conditions of temperature, process variability,
etc. Despite using Vdd < Vdd,crit , the clock frequency fclk of a VOS system is kept at
the nominal value, to maintain the original system latency and throughput.
VOS yields significant dynamic and static power reductions due to their strong
dependence on Vdd , but also also induces timing errors due to setup constraints
violations. The rate and impact of timing errors depend both on the circuit topology
and on the characteristics of input data [17]. However, as long as these violations
only occur occasionally (i.e. for few input combinations), so that the circuit can still
output correct results most of the times, VOS operation can yield a very advantageous
energy versus quality tradeoff.
One of the first proposals to leverage VOS for designing energy-quality scalable
architectures is found in [14]. In this work, an arithmetic or DSP architecture
operating in VOS conditions is combined with an additional Error Control (EC)
block, with the purpose of detecting and mitigating the effect of timing errors. This
general scheme is shown in Figure 2.4, and takes the name of Algorithmic Noise
Tolerance (ANT), or sometimes more generally of soft-DSP. In this figure, the gray
box represents the main functional hardware block, e.g. an arithmetic unit or a digital
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filter, and is referred to as Main DSP (MDSP) block. The EC block is delimited by
the dashed box.
The purpose of the EC block is to detect timing violations, and limit their effect
by providing an approximation of the correct results. Thus, this block does not
fully correct errors, as in a fault tolerant system, and its design can be consequently
made simpler, reducing the area and power overheads. This is fundamental to ensure
that the entire ANT system in VOS consumes less power than the sole MDSP at
nominal Vdd . At the same time, the simplicity of the EC block also allows to make
this component timing compliant even at reduced Vdd , so that it is not affected by
timing errors itself, thus loosing its purpose.
More specifically, the EC block is composed of two main elements, an estimator
and a decision block. The former produces the output approximation using (in
the most general case) information from the MDSP input and output signals. The
decision block is then in charge of selecting among the MDSP and estimator outputs,
based on the possible occurrence of a timing error. MDSP and estimator outputs
are latched before being fed to the decision block. This prevents the decision logic
from ending up in the critical timing path, thus becoming prone to timing errors, and
rendering the entire architecture useless.
ANT architectures are based on two assumptions on the nature of VOS-induced
timing errors. First, as anticipated, these violations must be rare, so that the MDSP
produces a correct output in most cases, and the overall quality of the system remains
comparable to that of the MDSP at nominal Vdd . The validity of this assumption
depends on a number of factors, including the selected VOS voltage, the sequence of
input patterns fed to the system, and the distribution of timing slacks in the MDSP
netlist. As explained in the following, some works propose circuit-level methods to
enforce this assumption [83, 84]. Second, the errors produced by timing violations
must be large in magnitude, to be easily detectable by the decision block. This is
theoretically true, at least for arithmetic and DSP systems, due to the fact that critical
timing paths are those related to the computation of output MSBs (see Section 2.1.1).
The assumption of large error magnitude allows to use the absolute value difference between MDSP and estimator outputs as a discriminating factor for the
occurrence of timing errors. Indeed, as the estimator provides an approximation
of the correct result, if its output is significantly different from that produced by
the MDSP at any given time, then it is highly probable that the latter is subject to
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Fig. 2.5 Prediction-based ANT architecture.

a VOS-induced error, and vice versa. This intuition is formalized by the following
equation, which is used as decision scheme in ANT:

Y [n], if |Y [n] −Y [n]| ≤ T
M
M
est
h
Y [n] =
(2.1)
Yest [n], if |YM [n] −Yest [n]| > Th
The variables used in this equation refer to the scheme of Figure 2.4, and the symbol
[n] is used to indicate the value of a variable at clock cycle n.
Two main types of ANT architectures have been proposed, under the names of
prediction-based ANT [14, 85] and Reduced-Precision Redundancy (RPR) ANT
[86, 28]. The differences between the two mainly reside in the implementation of
the estimator block.
Prediction-based ANT
In prediction-based ANT [14, 85] , a forward predictor is used as estimator. In its
simplest form, this block approximates the correct output as a linear combination of
the recent output values history. Thus, the estimator output is computed as:
Np

Yp [n] =

∑ w p[k]Y [n − k]
k=1

(2.2)
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where regression weights w p [k] are chosen to minimize the MSE of the predictor
in absence of VOS-induced timing violations, and N p is the width of the selected
window of previous outputs. The size of this window creates a tradeoff between the
complexity of the estimator block and the prediction accuracy.
The hardware implementation of prediction-based ANT is depicted in Figure 2.5,
where boxes labeled with D are delay elements, i.e. flip-flops. The figure also shows
one possible implementation of the decision scheme of (2.1).
One critical issue with this type of estimator is the choice of the decision threshold
Th . In [85] the authors propose to use a multiple of the standard deviation of the
prediction error. However, this method does not ensure that the MDSP output is
always selected in absence of timing errors. For example, an abrupt variation in
the MDSP output may cause a large error in the linear predictor. Consequently,
depending on Th , the decision block may assume that an error has occurred, when in
reality it has not. In general, prediction-based ANT works well when the outputs
of the MDSP are strongly temporally correlated, i.e. when subsequent values of
YM are correlated with each other. Another limitation of this architecture is that the
predictor output is biased by previous errors occurring within the considered window.
In particular, if error bursts occur at the MDSP outputs, the detection and output
estimation capabilities of this scheme worsen. For this reason, aggressive Vdd scaling
is not possible in prediction-based ANT, as this would cause accumulation of errors
in the prediction window.
Reduced-Precision Redundancy ANT
In RPR ANT [86, 28], the EC block is constructed as a lower precision replica of
the MDSP, with its inputs connected to the MSBs of the MDSP inputs. A scheme of
this architecture is shown in Figure 2.6. The usual decision scheme of (2.1) is used
also in RPR, since replica outputs have a small magnitude error with respect to the
correct results (they differ only for some LSBs), and can therefore be used to identify
large magnitude errors caused by timing violations. Thanks to reduced-precision, the
replica hardware is smaller and faster than the MDSP, and therefore can be designed
to be timing compliant in VOS. As for the window length in prediction-based ANT,
the input bit-width of the replica (B) can be used to explore the tradeoff between
approximation error and EC block overheads.
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Fig. 2.6 Reduced-Precision Redundancy (RPR) ANT architecture.

Differently from the case of prediction-based ANT, the decision threshold Th in
RPR architectures can be computed in a way that ensures that MDSP outputs are
always selected in absence of timing errors. Specifically, Th can be chosen as:
Th = max ∥YM,0 [n] −YR [n]∥
∀input

(2.3)

where YM,0 [n] and YR [n] are the error-free MDSP outputs and the Replica outputs
at time n respectively. Theoretically, evaluating this equation exactly requires to
consider the entire output images of YM,0 and YR . In the case of complex MDSPs, for
which such images are not easily computed, Th can be approximated by simulation
or statistical measures.
One advantage of RPR is the higher flexibility compared to prediction-based
schemes. Indeed, approximate outputs in RPR are computed only based on the
value of inputs at the same clock cycle. Therefore, this architecture is not negatively
influenced by the lack of correlation among subsequent MDSP results 3 . Similarly,
the error mitigation in RPR ANT is not influenced by recent errors, except for the
cases of MDSPs (and replica) that include internal feedback networks. On the other
hand, RPR EC blocks tend to have larger overheads compared to precision-based
solutions, especially for complex MDSPs.
3 In practice, different input sequences do cause different timing error rates and magnitudes,
thus resulting in a different output quality. However, they do not have a direct impact on the error
mitigation capabilities of the EC block.
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Other forms of ANT
In hybrid ANT [28], the EC block is designed combining the ideas of prediction
based ANT and RPR. In practice, the estimator includes both a linear predictor and a
reduced-precision replica, and a Finite State Machine (FSM) is used to select between
the two depending on an operating mode. By default, the output approximation
is obtained with the linear predictor, while the replica is turned off by means of
power/clock gating, thus eliminating most of its overheads. When a timing error is
detected, the FSM then turns on the replica, and shuts down the predictor. In this
way, prediction divergence due to accumulation of errors is avoided. The replica is
kept active until no errors are detected for a given number of clock cycles (set as a
parameter of the system), then the default mode is restored. With this dual operation,
hybrid ANT outperforms both prediction-based an RPR solutions for many designs,
at the cost of a larger area overhead [28].
More recently, ANT solutions have been also considered for near-threshold and
sub-threshold operation in [27], targeting Minimum Energy Point (MEP) operating
conditions. Finally, the work of [87] has proposed Embedded-ANT (E-ANT). The
key idea of this approach is to reuse part of the MDSP output to build the EC block, in
order to reduce the (normally very large) overheads of conventional RPR ANT. This
goal is achieved by means of datapath decomposition, a technique that converts the
overall MDSP output function YM = f (x) into the combination of two functions that
depend only on MSBs and LSBs respectively, i.e. YM = g( fLSB (xLSB ), fMSB (xMSB )).
As long as the critical path of the hardware that implements fMSB is shorter than the
one of the new global function g, the former can be used as output approximation,
similarly to the replica output in RPR. While obtaining a significant reduction
of overheads compared to RPR, E-ANT is a less general approach. Indeed, exact
datapath decomposition can only be performed for simple MDSPs. While the authors
of [87] propose different ways to achieve an approximate datapath decomposition,
including Taylor expansion and piecewise linear approximation, those can be applied
only if some pre-conditions on f hold (e.g. differentiability). Moreover, using these
methods implies that the MDSP will never produce fully correct outputs, even in
absence of timing errors.
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Voltage Over-Scaling Beyond ANT
The so-called Significance Driven Design (SDD) family of approaches [88–91]
exploits VOS operation using a different perspective. Rather than reducing timing
errors induced by VOS, SDD approaches try to confine their occurrence to lowsignificance computations, i.e. those that do not impact drastically the output quality.
This is achieved combining algorithm-level and hardware architecture-level measures.
For example [88] applies SDD to a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) accelerator. In
this work, some of the DCT function coefficients are slightly altered (algorithm-level
modification), in order to improve hardware sharing (architecture-level modification).
These modifications allow to compute the most significant DCT outputs (from the
point of view of the visual characteristic of the output image) with a smaller delay.
Consequently, when the hardware is operated in VOS, timing errors will only affect
less significant components.
As previously mentioned, VOS-based approaches require that timing errors
are rare events. In practice, the occurrence of such errors is determined by the
activation of long combinational paths in the hardware, caused by pairs of input
vectors. Consequently, the distribution of path lengths in the circuit clearly impacts
the frequency and effect of timing errors errors. Different works have considered
the problem of redistributing the timing slack among paths, in order to allow a
more graceful degradation of the output quality of a system under VOS [83, 84].
Specifically, the authors of [83] propose a gate-sizing algorithm aimed at changing
the path distribution to enable a more aggressive over-scaling. In [84], some general
architectural modifications for arithmetic circuits are proposed, that produce the same
kind of path distribution reshaping. The latter work focuses on the so-called metafunctions, i.e. operations that are commonly found in many different error tolerant
applications. In particular, two techniques for building operators that can support
aggressive VOS are proposed, called dynamic segmentation and delay budgeting.
The former corresponds, in practice, to carry chain segmentation, described in
Section 2.1.1. Delay budgeting, instead, is used when multiple operators are chained
together, and is based on inserting latches in order to obtain an optimal share among
the operators of the delay budget available in each clock cycle.
For completeness, notice that VOS is also frequently leveraged for power reduction outside the context of EQ scalable design. In [92–94], among many others, the
authors proposed techniques for Better than Worst-Case (BWC) design. In these
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paradigms, design margins are reduced below the limits that ensure wort-case timing
correctness, and VOS is by far the most common technique employed to do so. However, rather than simply being accepted, timing errors are first detected by means
of special devices (e.g. Razor or Canary flip-flops), and then corrected, normally
allocating an additional clock cycles to let the longest combinational paths stabilize
(e.g. by means o clock gating or pipeline stalling).

2.3

Subsystem-Level Techniques

All the EQ scalable design techniques proposed in this thesis for processing elements
work at the circuit or architecture abstraction levels, detailed in Section 2.1 and
Section 2.2 respectively. Therefore, the state of the art for higher levels of abstraction,
from subsystem-level onward, will be treated in a less detailed way. Nonetheless, in
this and in the next sections, we will try to provide a general overview on the full
spectrum of existing techniques.
EQ scalable design techniques that consider entire hardware subsystems as their
target can be broadly divided into two groups: those that focus on General Purpose
(GP) processors, and those that concentrate on domain-specific or application-specific
hardware accelerators.

2.3.1

Processor Design

One of the most interesting proposals for the design of an EQ scalable GP processor
is the so called Error Resilient System Architecture (ERSA) [95]. ERSA is a multicore platform composed of some Super Reliable Cores (SRCs) and some Reduced
Reliability Cores (RRCs). SRCs are made reliable by appropriately setting margins
on the operating conditions (voltage, clock frequency, etc.) and possibly using fault
tolerance mechanisms. RRCs, instead, are subject to errors of various nature such as
aging, temperature, external radiations, etc. Evidently, the lack of error correction in
RRCs allows them to have significantly lower cost and power consumption.
The execution of an application on ERSA is orchestrated by SRCs, that execute
the main control flow and dynamically offload error-resilient tasks to RRCs. SRCs
are also in charge of performing some low-cost checks on the execution of RRCs,
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including liveness checks via watchdog timers, and minimum sanity checks on
results (e.g. whether an output belongs to the expected range, whether successive
iterations converge, etc.). Whenever a RRC hangs or crashes, the offloaded task is
restarted, possibly scheduling it to a different core. This architecture protects the
system against catastrophic errors on control and other non-tolerant computations,
while exploiting error resilience on those computations that can be approximated.
In [96] a different error-resilient processor architecture is proposed, which attempts to reduce the overheads of ERSA removing the need of an entire reliable core.
Instead, the authors analyze the minimum micro-architectural checks required to
avoid catastrophic errors. They propose to implement with reliable hardware only
the blocks required to perform these controls ( e.g. instruction sequencer, memory
fence unit, etc.) while the most part of the core remains error-prone.
The work of [47] describes a further programmable vector processor for error
resilient applications denominated Quora. The main difference with respect to ERSA
and similar architectures is that Quora offers the possibility of setting the desired level
of quality via a Quality-Programmable Instruction Set Architecture (QP-ISA). The
software designer can use the QP-ISA to constrain the quality of each individual data
instruction, for example in terms of the maximum error magnitude that it can produce.
This enables higher flexibility with respect to ERSA, in which tasks are executed
either reliably or completely unreliably. Quora is designed as a vector processor,
based on the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) paradigm. This choice is
motivated by two reasons. On the one hand, many error resilient applications (e.g.
from the RMS domain) are dominated by vector and matrix operations. On the other
hand, a vector architecture reduces the ratio between control hardware, which is
inherently error-intolerant, and data hardware, in which resilience can be exploited
for power saving. Similarly to ERSA, an accurate Processing Element (PE) is
used for control instructions. Quality programmable PEs, of two different types,
are instead used for data instructions. In the latter, different quality and power
configurations are achieved via reduction of operands bit-widths combined with
power and clock gating.
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Related Work

Accelerator Design

The application-dependent nature of error tolerance makes the EQ scalable design
paradigm perfectly suited to the design of specialized hardware accelerators. Many
researchers have used EQ scalable design techniques for accelerating error resilient
tasks. In particular, the domain that has received the most attention from this point of
view is certainly machine learning. Notice that, in the case of hardware accelerators,
there is not a clear boundary between architecture-level techniques (analyzed in
Section 2.2) and subsystem-level ones, considered here. In general, the works
analyzed in this section refer to bigger designs, that can independently execute
large-scale tasks (e.g. a full neural network inference), typically offloaded from a
CPU.
The authors of [97] propose a framework for accelerating general purpose programs using Neural Processing Units (NPUs). To this end, they introduce an
algorithmic technique named parrot transformation, which automatically converts
error tolerant code sections into a Neural Network (NN) representation, specifically a
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). To achieve this transformation, the inputs and outputs
of the target section are profiled, and used to train several MLP models; the network
topology that produces the lowest error is selected. Once the topology and network
parameters are fixed, the original code is automatically modified to replace calls to
the target function to corresponding invocations of the MLP model. At runtime, the
network is accelerated on a digital NPU, implemented as a tightly-coupled accelerator. Thanks to the higher specialization and smaller control overhead of the NPU
compared to a CPU, performance and energy efficiency gains are simultaneously
obtained.
The work in [98] introduces a design methodology called AxNN to run approximate versions of NN models onto a specialized hardware accelerator. The
methodology is composed of three main steps, which are executed cyclically in order
to progressively reduce the estimated energy consumption of the network, until a
user-provided quality constraint is respected. The first step is a characterization
of the output error sensitivity to the computations performed in each neuron (i.e.
node) of the network. Then, computations within nodes labeled as error tolerant are
approximated by means of bit-width reduction. Finally, the network is incrementally
retrained to partially restore the original output quality (e.g. classification accuracy)
despite the previously introduced approximations, thanks to the self-healing prop-
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erties of NN training. Once the approximate NN model has been generated, the
authors of [98] propose to offload its evaluation onto an accelerator named qualityconfigurable Neuromorphic Processing Engine (qcNPE). In this hardware, energy
reductions when precision is downscaled are achieved by means of input and clock
gating.
Similar considerations and analyses are performed in the work of [99]. In this
case, however, network quantization (i.e. bit-width reduction) is performed on a
per-layer basis, rather than per-neuron. Moreover, quantization is combined with
computation skipping. This additional optimization is motivated by the fact that
many of the trained parameters in a neural network have magnitude close (or equal)
to zero. Considering the very large number of parameters of high-end NN models,
computation skipping can provide relevant energy benefits, especially by avoiding
unnecessary memory accesses. The hardware accelerator proposed in [78] by the
same authors exploits both these algorithm-level optimizations to improve energy
efficiency. Specifically, one important improvement in this system with respect
to [98] is the usage of DVAFS (introduced in Section 2.1.1) for quantized operations.
A similar framework is introduced in [100], where quantization and computation
skipping are combined with further approximations by means of inexact functional
units.
The bit-width reduction concept of network quantization has been brought to
the extreme in Binary Neural Networks (BNNs) [101], i.e. neural network models
in which the weights and internal variables are constrained to assume one of two
values (e.g. -1 or 1). As long as the training process is opportunely modified,
these networks have been demonstrated to suffer very small accuracy degradations
compared to reference floating point models, at least for simple classification tasks
(e.g. handwritten digit recognition). At the same time, they allow orders of magnitude
energy benefits, thanks to the replacement of the basic MAC kernel involved in
neurons computations with binary operations, and to the dramatic reduction of the
weights memory footprint. An example of a complete hardware accelerator for
BNNs can be found in [102].
The works of [103] and [104] propose dynamically EQ scalable NN accelerators.
Indeed, previous techniques only involved static optimizations: although different
parts of the network (e.g. neurons, layers) were treated differently, optimizations
(e.g. quantization, skipping, etc.) were done independently on runtime inputs. In
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contrast [103] proposes big/little neural networks for classification tasks, in which
energy and quality are traded off by using two NN models of different sizes (obtained
by changing the number of layers, neurons, etc.) for different inputs. The “little”
NN is used by default, in order to classify as many inputs as possible with a reduced
energy consumption. The “confidence” of this classification is then evaluated by
means of a metric called score margin, and if it is lower than a pre-defined threshold,
the classification is repeated with the “big” NN. This allows to obtain an accuracy
comparable to that of the big NN, with a consumption comparable to that of the
little NN. The work of [104] further improves this concept, by designing the little
network to be a subset of the big, hence reducing the overheads associated with two
complete models (e.g. memory occupation for weights). The same concepts are extended to other machine learning algorithms besides neural networks in [105], which
introduces a general framework for designing scalable effort classifiers. Specifically,
the authors describe general techniques for building cascades of increasingly more
complex and more accurate classifiers, and propose an algorithm to automatically determine the proper number of cascade elements and the decision criteria for accepting
or rejecting the output of each.
An example of EQ scalable accelerator design not targeting NNs (but still in
the domain of machine learning) is presented in [106]. The authors of this work
use the design of a hardware accelerator for supervised classification using Support
Vector Machines (SVMs) as a case of study to demonstrate a general principle,
named Scalable Effort Hardware (SEH) design. The fundamental idea of this
technique is to combine EQ scalable design techniques at different abstraction levels.
Specifically, in [106], the SVM accelerator is designed combining computation
skipping (algorithm-level), variable operand precision (circuit-level) and voltagescalable meta-functions (architecture-level).

2.4

Software-Level Techniques

Energy-quality scalable design techniques at software-level mostly deal with algorithms that exhibit the error tolerant computational patterns described in Section 1.1.3
(iterative refinement, statistical aggregation, self-healing, etc.). Once again, there is
not a clear distinction between these approaches and those listed in Section 2.3. For
example, many of the algorithmic solutions adopted for hardware acceleration (e.g.
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quantization and computation skipping in NNs) also provide energy and performance
benefits when applied in software.
Best-effort computing is a technique for software performance improvement
and energy consumption reduction, applicable to iterative refinement-based algorithms [30, 15]. The original idea comes from the Internet Protocol (IP) in the
networking domain, in which packets are transmitted with a best-effort contract, i.e.
they are not guaranteed to be correctly received [10]. Transport-layer protocols of
the Internet stack provide both reliable (TCP) and unreliable (UDP) services on top
of the unreliable layer provided by IP. This duality allows to separate transfers that
need to be delivered correctly from transfers that can accept some data loss.
The same concept is explored in the context of parallel computing platforms for
iterative error resilient algorithms. A best-effort layer is implemented on top of the
existing operating system functionalities, in form of a software library. The algorithm
is then divided in guaranteed computations, which are fundamental for the final
result, and optional computations, which can tolerate errors without a significant
impact on output quality. The relaxed correctness requirement on the latter group is
exploited in the best-effort library to perform different types of optimizations:
• These computations can be skipped entirely, for example to reduce the system
workload or to avoid exceeding the power budget.
• The synchronization between parallel computations can be eliminated, facilitating concurrency at the cost of possible dependencies violations.
• They can be performed on EQ scalable hardware (e.g. a module operated in
VOS or a RRC core in ERSA).
All these mechanisms are managed by the best-effort layer, and are transparent to
the software engineer.
A simple yet very effective software approximation method is loop perforation,
introduced in [107]. In this work, the authors show that, for many applications, significant software performance improvements can be obtained by selectively skipping
some iterations of looping code (e.g. for or while loops). For example, convergence
of an iterative refinement algorithm can still be achieved despite skipping some
iterations; similarly, aggregate metrics computed on a set of partially redundant data
may not be dramatically affected by ignoring few samples, etc. In order to take
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advantage from this property, the authors propose compiler optimizations that first
split the main software loops into critical (i.e. that cannot be approximated) and
tunable groups. Then, for tunable loops, they propose algorithms for exploring the
performance versus output quality design space achieved by skipping the iterations
of each loop at different “rates”. This simple technique allows up to 7x performance
improvements for some applications. Moreover, reducing the computation time also
yields corresponding energy savings.
Finally, programming languages to support approximations (at both software and
hardware levels) have been developed. Examples include EnerJ [46] and Rely [108].
EnerJ is a Java extension that lets a programmer annotate variables and operations
as either approximate or correct. At compile time, the information flow of variables is checked to prevent illegal operations (e.g. the content of an approximate
variable cannot be assigned to a correct variable, unless the former is explicitly
endorsed). At runtime, approximate variables can be optimized in several ways, for
energy savings and performance improvements. For instance, they can be stored
on unreliable memories (see Section 2.6), or updated with the result of an inexact
operation. Finally, the programmer can also provide two different (software-level)
implementations of a function for correct and approximate arguments respectively.
The Rely language [108] allows a programmer to specify the desired reliability of
each operation result (defined as the probability of correctness), as a function of
the reliability of its inputs. Given this information, and a model of the target EQ
scalable hardware, the Rely compiler can provide statically-computed statistical tests
results on the probability that the program can be executed on that hardware with the
required reliability.

2.5

System-Level Techniques

System-level EQ scalable design literature deals with two main problems. The first
is the semi or fully automatic assessment of the reliability of an application. This
type of analysis, performed in the first design stages, is fundamental to drive the
design of lower level components to target the most relevant error tolerant parts of
an application, and consequently obtain the largest possible benefits.
The second problem is the dynamic management of the output quality at runtime.
This objective must be achieved by synergistically combining multiple EQ knobs
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(i.e. parameters that affect the error and energy consumption of a system), that could
operate at different abstraction levels, and is aimed at maximizing the total savings
while respecting the imposed quality constraints. Dynamic quality management
further involves two main aspects: light-weight quality estimation by means of
checkers, and quality control through the configurable knobs.
Concerning the first objective, one of the most complete works is the one of [9].
Therein, the authors describe the so-called Application Resilience Characterization
(ARC) framework. This tool takes three inputs: a high-level software model of the
target application, a set of representative input stimuli, and a user defined output
quality metric. It then uses Dynamic Binary Instrumentation (DBI) to inject errors in
different elementary sections of the application (e.g. inner loops bodies), referred to
as computational kernels. The impact of injected errors on each section is evaluated,
and kernels are split into resilient and not resilient. This phase is denoted as resilience
identification, and is similar to the analysis performed in [46] for loop perforation.
Kernels identified as resilient then undergo a following step, named resilience
characterization. In this phase, the impact of different types of EQ scalable design
techniques on each kernel is analyzed. This is achieved again through DBI; in this
case, however, errors are injected in accordance to a model of the output effects
produced by the considered technique (approximation model). The ARC framework
supports the characterization of techniques that work both at the circuit-level (inexact
FUs and precision reduction) and at the algorithm-level (e.g. loop perforation and
other algorithm manipulations). Different techniques are modeled differently in
terms of injected errors, and high-level statistical approximation models are also
available to test the impact of errors without referring to one particular technique.
For each kernel and approximation model, an output quality profile is produced, i.e.
a table reporting the value of the user-defined continuous quality metric as a function
of the model’s parameters.
A complete framework for runtime quality management is proposed in [109, 39],
with the name of Dynamic Effort Scheduling (DES). The motivation for DES (and
similar approaches) is that the tolerable amount of error varies throughout the
operating life of a system, as explained in Section 1.2.4. Therefore, setting the
amount of error of each EQ scalable component statically may result in violations
of the minimum quality constraints, or missed opportunities for energy saving. In
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contrast, DES allows to change the amount of error (and power consumption) at
runtime, by dynamically tuning a set of software and hardware knobs.
In [39], in particular, the same three approximation techniques proposed in [106]
are considered, i.e. computation skipping, reduced precision and voltage over-scaling.
Each of the three is paired with a mechanism for dynamically tuning the amount
of error, or effort (e.g. supply voltage is the knob associated to voltage scalable
meta-functions). At runtime, knobs are set automatically to achieve the optimal
quality/power level, using a control loop scheme, very similar to the one shown
in Figure 1.3. To this end, a method for runtime quality estimation is needed in
order to obtain information on the current level of output quality, and to correct the
values of the knobs accordingly. For each of the three approximation techniques, a
corresponding quality sensor is therefore defined. Specifically, the authors propose
to use Razor flip-flops to measure errors due to voltage scaling, comparators on
input variables to evaluate the truncation error introduced by precision reduction,
and checks on application-specific variables to estimate the impact of algorithmlevel simplifications. Depending on these sensor outputs, a Proportional Integral
Derivative (PID) controller is used to determine a correction factor on the optimal
amount of error. The latter is in turn used to select a combination of knobs values
from the set of Pareto optimal settings. The previously described ARC framework is
employed to optimize a DES architecture similar to the one described above in [12].
A number of other frameworks has been proposed to achieve the same objective
as DES, including Green [110], Sage [111], Rumba [112, 113], and Mithra [114].
These works do not use the term DES explicitly, but they all target the problem of
online quality management. Each framework uses different types of checkers and
quality knobs (hardware and/or software). Nonetheless, the general architecture
invariably follows the organization shown in Figure 1.3, which can be therefore
considered as the most general view of an EQ scalable system.
For example, Sage [111] approximates GPU code for performance by skipping
expensive computations (quality knob). It uses a tree-based greedy algorithm to select
the optimal quality mode (quality control) and periodically checks the output error
by performing an accurate execution every N invocations of the target code (quality
estimation). Similarly, Rumba [112] selectively schedules accurate computations on
a CPU, and error tolerant computations on an approximate accelerator, depending
on a user-defined quality constraint. Accelerators outputs that exceed the maximum
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desired error are detected by means of lightweight checks (quality estimation). These
checks can be implemented using linear regression or decision trees trained on the
accelerator inputs, or comparing the current accelerator output with an exponential
moving average of its previous outputs. The thresholds used in these checks to
detect an error can be tuned at runtime (quality knob), depending on the target
output quality or energy consumption. Consequently, the number of iterations
accurately executed on CPU is increased or decreased (quality control). All other
frameworks [110, 113, 114] follow similar principles.

2.6

The Energy-Quality Tradeoff Beyond Processing

As mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, EQ scalable design techniques that
work on other components of a system besides processing are much less explored
by the literature. In this section, we review some of the most relevant proposals
on this subject, considering the three main components of a digital system besides
processing, with reference to the architecture of Figure 1.5: memory elements,
interconnects, and peripherals. In particular, while in the context of an embedded
system, peripherals include all kinds of sensors and actuators, in this thesis we
only focus on Organic Light-Emitting Diode (OLED) displays. The reason for this
interest is twofold. On the one hand, displays are often among the most relevant
contributors to the total energy consumption of embedded systems; on the other
hand, the emissive nature of OLED devices offers unique opportunities to explore
the energy versus quality tradeoff.
In the rest of this section, we briefly analyze existing techniques for EQ scalable
design in memories. We then go into more details for what concerns works on
interconnects (specifically serial I/O buses), and OLED displays, as these are related
to our techniques proposed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

2.6.1

Memories

Techniques that exploit applications error resilience in Static Random Access Memories (SRAMs) are mostly based on applying aggressive supply voltage scaling on
memory cells, thus reducing both leakage and dynamic power. However, voltage
scaling also reduces the Static Noise Margin (SNM) of SRAM cells, and may cause
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errors when data is read from the memory, hence generating a typical EQ tradeoff.
One of the earliest works that explores this tradeoff is found in [115], where the
authors propose a hybrid SRAM architecture, composed of standard 6-Transistor
(6T) cells combined with robust 8T cells. While the latter can be operated at lower
voltage without incurring in read/write errors, their larger size induces relevant area
overheads. Therefore, the hybrid memory uses 8T cells for MSBs, and 6T for LSBs.
A similar idea is adopted in [36], but using low-overhead Error-Correcting Codes
(ECCs) instead of larger memory cells. In this work, an unequal error-protection
ECC scheme is proposed, in which higher-order bits are protected against a large
number of voltage scaling-induced errors, whereas a simpler correction scheme is
used for LSBs, thus reducing the associated overheads. A dynamic programming
approach is proposed to find the optimal error protection for different groups of bits
within a memory word, according to an error metric that takes bit-significance into
account. More recently, the work in [116] proposes an architecture in which different
bits of a memory word receive different supply voltages. The voltage applied to each
bit is changed dynamically depending on the operation (read or write) and on the
required quality. This paper also provides a good survey of other similar techniques
for SRAMs.
Differently from SRAMs, Dynamic RAMs (DRAMs) must be constantly refreshed in order to avoid data losses due to the discharge of cell capacitors. EQ
scalable design techniques for these memories focus on reducing the refresh rate,
which is a relevant contributor to the energy consumption of DRAMs. In [117],
a technique called Flikker is proposed, in which a DRAM is split in two parts:
a critical region, which is refreshed normally, and a non-critical region, which is
refreshed at a lower rate. The latter is used to store data that can tolerate errors.
At the software level, error tolerant data are identified through annotations. In the
work of [118], the entire memory is refreshed at a low rate. The rationale of this
approach is that the capacitor charge retention time is different for every cell, but
the normal refresh rate is calculated using worst-case assumptions. Therefore, even
if the memory is refreshed with longer intervals, only few of its cells will actually
generate errors. Thus, the authors propose to perform an extensive characterization
of the memory, and to rank its pages depending on the number of errors. Data are
then stored in different pages depending on their criticality. With respect to Flikker,
this solution has the advantage of not requiring DRAM hardware modifications, as a
single refresh rate is used for the entire chip. The work of [119] goes even further, by
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completely disabling DRAM refresh. With examples from graph analysis and LDPC
decoding, the authors show that as long as the lifetime of data is shorter than the
DRAM retention time, or the application can tolerate errors for a given time-span,
DRAMs with disabled refresh can still be used successfully. A summary of EQ
scalable DRAMs is provided in [120].
Finally, the work in [121] applies similar ideas to non-volatile memories. The
paper focuses on Multi-Level Cell (MLC) Phase-Change Memory (PCM) technology,
but claims that similar techniques can be used for MLC Flashes as well. Two methods
to exploit application error tolerance on these devices are proposed. The first involves
reducing the number of current pulses required to program a PCM (or Flash) memory
cell. This affects the robustness of the written datum, possibly causing read errors,
but also reduces the time and energy required for writing. The second method
involves using blocks of memory affected by static faults (caused by wear out) to
store error tolerant data. This solution increases the lifetime of the memory, which
can be used as long as its fault-free portions are large enough for storing critical data.

2.6.2

Serial Interconnects

Interconnects can be relevant contributors to the total power consumption of an
embedded device. In particular, long off-chip interconnects, such as cables or microstrips implemented on Printed Circuit Boards (PCB), do not follow the same
technology scaling trends of integrated circuits over time. Consequently, the energy
consumption of these connections, which is a function of their electrical characteristics, is becoming increasingly more relevant compared to that of ICs. This is
especially true for ultra low-power devices, such as IoT sensor nodes, which may
be equipped with very simple (and low power) processing elements, while being
connected to tens of sensors, each through a dedicated off-chip bus.
Serial links are by far the most common choice for interconnecting peripherals
(sensors, actuators, and I/O controllers) in digital systems, due to their numerous
advantages over parallel interfaces. Thanks to the absence of skew, crosstalk, and
jitter issues they allow higher signaling frequencies than their parallel counterparts.
Moreover, they result in cheaper implementations thanks to the lower pin count and
easier routing [122]. Standards protocols for this kind of connection include Serial
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Peripheral Interface (SPI) [123], Inter Integrated Circuit (I2C) [124], Controller
Area Network (CAN) [125], and others.
The main source of energy consumption when transmitting data over long serial
interconnects is the charging and discharging of large capacitances (due to PCB
strips, cables, or integrated metal routes), occurring in correspondence of changes in
the transmitted voltage. In the digital domain, these voltage variations correspond to
changes in the transmitted logic value. Therefore, most literature on energy reduction
for serial interconnects focuses on encoding the data sent on the bus, so that the
number of logic transitions in codewords (i.e. the outputs of encoding) is smaller
than that of the original data words. In general, both inter-word transitions (i.e. bit
changes within a single serialized word) and intra-word transitions (i.e. bit changes
between the last transmitted bit of the previous word and the first of the current word)
are considered. The sum of all transitions during the operation of a bus is referred to
as the Transition Count (TC).
Classically, literature on bus encodings focused mainly on parallel buses (e.g.
for the connection between a processing element and main memory). However, due
to the aforementioned diffusion of serial interconnects for interfacing with sensors
and actuators, recent years have seen an increasing interest on low-power serial
bus encodings. These proposals can be broadly categorized into two main groups:
lossless or accurate encodings, and lossy or approximate encodings. The former are
solutions for which, in absence of channel errors (e.g. bit-flips caused by external
interference, shorts, etc.), the transmitted data can be decoded exactly by the receiver.
Approximate solutions, in contrast, explore the energy versus quality tradeoff, by
sacrificing perfect decoding in exchange for larger TC reductions, and consequently
larger energy savings. The techniques proposed in this thesis, being EQ scalable,
belong to this last category. Nonetheless, in this section, we also briefly review some
of the most relevant accurate serial bus encodings, as these will then be used as
starting points or comparisons for our proposals.
Lossless Serial Bus Encodings
Lossless bus encodings can be adopted for all types of I/O, i.e. data, addresses and
instructions. Some of the most relevant techniques belonging to this family have
been proposed in the context of Network-on-Chip (NoC) links, but their scope of
application can be extended also to off-chip buses. The common approach followed
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in lossless encodings is to reduce the number of transitions for transmitting the most
probable data words, following the typical common case optimization principle of
low-power design. This requires to have some form of a priori knowledge (typically
statistical) on the data being encoded.
The work of [126] leverages statistical correlation among subsequently transmitted words (i.e. the temporal correlation) to obtain TC reductions. The proposed
approach takes the name of Serialized Low-Energy Transmission (SILENT) coding,
and its basic underlying principle is that of Differential Encoding (DE). In DE, rather
than the original binary representation of a word, what gets sent on the bus is the
bitwise difference with respect to the previous word. As detailed in Chapter 4, DE
is based on the observation that temporally correlated data tend to have a small
Hamming Distance (HD) on average, with differing bits located in the LSB-part of
words. Therefore, when these data are encoded as bitwise differences, the resulting
codewords will often contain a long string of 0s in the MSBs. Once serialized, the
latter does not incur any value transition, and hence contributes to reducing the TC.
While SILENT reduces the TC when data are strongly correlated, it actually
incurs significant power overheads for uncorrelated data [126]. In order to overcome
this limitation, the authors of [127] propose a hybrid encoding scheme, called
adaptive low-power transmission coding. In this solution, the hamming distance
between subsequent data is estimated using a simple FSM-based prediction scheme.
Depending on the outcome of this prediction, one of two possible encoding schemes
is selected: for low estimated HD, the same DE-based encoding proposed in SILENT
is used. Vice versa, when the bitwise difference between words is estimated as large
(i.e. when SILENT would generate overheads), the codeword is generated taking
the difference among the n-th word, and the (n − 2)-th one. An additional flag bit is
used to inform the decoder about the chosen encoding scheme.
In [128], transition inversion coding is proposed. In this scheme, the number of
intra-word transitions generated by serializing the current data word is computed
within the encoder. If this number is less than half of the word length, the data is
transmitted as is (i.e. the codeword is equal to the data word). In the opposite case,
the bits in positions with and even index (0, 2, etc.) are inverted before transmitting.
As before, an additional invert flag bit is added as a header to the codeword, so
that the decoder can correctly recover the original datum. An advanced variant of
this algorithm is also proposed in the same paper, to account also for inter-word
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transitions. Finally, the authors also show how their encoding can be enhanced with
a parity check bit, to achieve single-bit error detection.
In [129], the proposed encoding achieves TC reduction by swapping the positions of some bits within words. Specifically, whenever a 3-bit sequence with two
transitions is found within a serialized data word (i.e. 010 or 101), the last two bits
are swapped, thus reducing the number of transitions to 1 (obtaining 001 and 110
respectively). Such swaps are signaled to the decoder by means of two additional
lines, encoding the position (or positions) of the swapped triplet(s) within each byte.
While this solution allows TC reduction regardless of the temporal correlation among
subsequent data, it incurs significant overheads due to the aforementioned need for
additional physical lines.
In general, all algorithms that extend SILENT to reduce its overheads require
some form of redundancy, in order to achieve successful decoding. This additional
information is either transmitted on a separate physical line, as in the last example,
or added as header to the encoded words. Differently from the case of parallel buses,
this type of redundancy is extremely costly for a serial connection. Indeed, adding
physical lines effectively doubles (in the worst case) the cost of the connection in
terms of area, used pins, etc 4 . On the other hand, adding redundant bits on the same
line as the data reduces the effective bandwidth of the bus, as a smaller number of
data bits are transmitted for a given signaling frequency.
One important lossless scheme that avoids redundancy is proposed in [130]. As
for SILENT, this technique makes important assumptions on the statistics of the
transmitted data. Specifically, this encoding targets the data transmitted serially
between a processing element and a display controller, using protocols such as
Digital Visual Interface (DVI) and others. Exploiting the locality of image data
(see Chapter 4), arithmetic differences between subsequent pixels are transmitted
rather than their binary values, and a Look-Up Table (LUT) is used to map the most
commonly occurring differences (i.e. the smallest ones), to codewords with a small
number of serial transitions.
4 This is true if the original serial bus only contained one physical line. For standards that have
more than one connection (e.g. I2C [124] has separate data and clock lines), the cost is not doubled,
but still significantly increased.
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Lossy Serial Bus Encodings
Lossy encodings introduce approximations in the communication, making the received data words potentially different from the transmitted ones. For this reason,
these solutions are only suitable for data buses, and cannot be applied to addresses
and control. This is analogous to the case of processing hardware, were approximations are applicable in the datapath but mostly not in the control path. The somewhat
more limited scope of applicability of lossy encodings is compensated by the larger
achievable power savings.
One of the first proposals in this field is found in [131]. As for [130], this
encoding targets the serial transmission of data to a standard display interface.
For the two most common physical level protocols used within display standards
(e.g. DVI), that are Low-Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS) and TransitionMinimized Differential Signaling (TMDS), the authors propose two corresponding
lossy encodings that exploit the limited human perception of small color differences.
Specifically, both techniques approximate the transmitted colors, under a maximum
deviation constraint. Two versions of each encoding are proposed: a static one,
in which the amount of error is fixed at design time, and a dynamic one, in which
the quality constraint can be changed at runtime. In the former case, the optimal
codeword for each data word is obtained through an offline search process, before
being stored in a table for runtime lookup. Dynamic encodings, instead, rely on
a smart rounding of some LSBs of the transmitted pixels, which accounts for the
underlying physical layer, and also considers inter-word transitions.
The work of [132] is the first to formally consider serial bus encodings from
the point of the energy versus quality tradeoff, as an instance of the approximate
computing paradigm. The proposed encoding, called Rake, heuristically tries to
minimize the TC for each transmitted word, under a maximum value deviation
constraint, analogous to the one of [131]. This TC reduction is obtained by inverting
a sequence of ones or zeros within the data word. The error introduced by this
inversion is then compensated by also inverting sequences of lower-order bits of
opposite polarity. The entire process is performed by scanning the bits of the data
word twice, resulting in a linear time complexity with respect to the word length.
Interestingly, Rake does not make any assumption on the data statistics to reduce
the TC. Nonetheless, the authors demonstrate that when considering uniformly
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distributed data, their algorithm achieves better TC reductions for the same average
error, compared to a simple rounding of LSBs (i.e. the approach taken in [131]).
Finally, a recent and very effective lossy encoding has been proposed in [133].
This work has been published after the first dissemination of the techniques described
in Chapter 4 through our papers found in [51, 52], and is heavily inspired by the
latter. Therefore, we postpone the detailed analysis of this technique to Chapter 4.

2.6.3

OLED Displays

Displays are often among the most power hungry peripherals in digital systems (see
Figure 1.6b). In classic Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs) the light produced by an external source is transmitted or reflected by pixels, which filter the input wavelengths,
in a way that depends on the electric field applied on their terminals. Studies on
these displays have shown that the backlight (i.e. the external source) can account
for up to 80% of the total power consumption [134]. Conversely, the intensity of
the pixels in the displayed image has a limited impact on the consumption of the
display. Therefore, the vast literature on LCDs energy efficiency mostly leverages
backlight scaling as a power reduction knob [134–139]. However, backlight scaling
also causes a reduction of the overall brightness in the displayed image. To compensate for this unwanted effect, many works use some kind of image transformation
(i.e. a modification of the pixels intensities), so that the perceived image quality is
preserved as much as possible, despite the diminished brightness.
OLED displays have a radically different working principle, that opens new
possibilities for exploring the energy versus quality tradeoff. Indeed, these devices
are emissive, i.e. light is directly produced by the panel pixels, without any external
source. In particular, each pixel is formed by a combination of three emissive
devices, corresponding to the red, blue and green components of the RGB color
space respectively [140]. The intensity of each component depends in a nonlinear
way on the current flowing through the corresponding device. Therefore, the total
power consumption of the panel is strongly dependent on the brightness of the
displayed image, and secondarily on the balance between color components.
Power reduction techniques for OLEDs are tailored to this image-dependent
power consumption. In particular, one important novel possibility, with respect to
the case of LCDs, is that of altering power consumption simply by transforming the
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displayed image, changing the intensities of pixels. These transformations do not
require any type of hardware control, and can be implemented fully in software. Thus,
OLEDs enable a much larger space of possible power saving solutions compared
to LCDs. In general, methods presented in literature can be broadly split in two
categories: those targeting Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs), and those applicable
to general images.
Techniques for GUIs are based on the observation that, for a user interface, the
most important requirement is usability, rather than visual fidelity. In other words,
making sure that the user is able to distinguish text or icons from the background is
more important than preserving the exact colors of the page. Following this principle,
the authors of [141] propose a technique that dramatically alters the color palette of
a GUI, exploiting the color dependence of power. In practice, GUI elements colors
are shifted towards black and green (the latter is the least consuming RGB color
component for many real devices), to obtain progressively higher power savings, e.g.
when the battery state of charge of a device goes below a given threshold. This work
is then extended in [140], where a web browser application able to optimize OLED
power consumption is proposed, called Chameleon. This browser lets a user select
among multiple possible power saving transformations, including the previously
mentioned color shift, as well as color inversion, global darkening (i.e. luminance
reduction), etc. The selected transformation is then applied to each new displayed
web page.
A different approach for GUIs is proposed in [142]. The authors motivate this
work with the consideration that, in many types of interfaces, the user typically
focuses only on a small portion of the display (e.g. the foreground window in
a window-based graphical environment, the selected item in a settings list, etc.).
Therefore, they propose to selectively darken the pixels outside of the area of user
interest. This area is determined by the GUI software, either by approximating it
with the active window, or by monitoring screen usage patterns. A more modern
application of the same principle is found in [143]. Differently from the previous
approach, the authors propose to automatically identify the degree of user attention
for each region of the screen using the so called saliency map method. Then, pixels
are dimmed depending on their region, using a progressive scaling factor that avoids
the creation of artifacts at region boundaries.
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Approaches that target GUIs cannot be directly extended to general images or
videos. Indeed, for the latter, visual fidelity is a fundamental aspect of perceived
quality, and drastic modifications of color and/or luminance such as those proposed
in the aforementioned works would be unacceptable for a user.
An interesting solution for general images, proposed in [144], consists in applying
Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) to the OLED panel. The aim of OLED DVS is that
of reducing the maximum current that can flow through pixel devices, by means
of a custom driver circuit. Clearly, this has a direct impact on the total power
consumption of the display, but also reduces the brightness of the displayed image.
Therefore, with a rationale similar to that of LCD backlight scaling techniques,
brightness reduction is then compensated in software, modifying pixel values. In the
work of [145], the same principle is extended to fine-grain DVS. In this solution, a
different supply voltage is applied to different areas of the display panel; specifically,
areas containing major objects (identified as groups of pixels with a similar RGB
histogram), are scaled less aggressively than the rest of the display. Similar to the
previous proposal, image compensation is leveraged to reduce the visual impact of
supply voltage scaling.
In order to achieve power savings without resorting to custom OLED panel
drivers, many techniques have been proposed that act solely on pixel values. Differently from the previous group, these approaches are also applicable to to off-the-shelf
OLED displays, that may not support DVS.
Some works in this group propose to transform images in the most straightforward way that provides power benefits, i.e. a linear reduction of all pixel values.
Two variants of this brightness scaling are described in [146] and [147]. In both
cases, the goal of the proposed algorithms is to minimize power consumption under
a minimum quality constraint. Importantly, rather than using a constant scaling
factor for all images, these methods compute a different factor for each new input.
This allows to scale the brightness of an image more or less aggressively, depending
on the effect that this transformation has on its content. Specifically, the solution
in [146] only scales brightnesses higher than a minimum knee-point, and quantifies
the acceptable quality reduction in terms of maximum MSE between input and
output images in RGB (which is equivalent to a minimum PSNR, as explained in
Section 1.2.2). The work in [147], instead, uses a uniform scaling for all brightnesses,
and its quality constraint is specified as a minimum threshold on the MSSIM between
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input and output images, which correlates better with the subjective perception of
image alteration compared to the MSE.
Other OLED image transformations try to concurrently reduce power and enhance the target image, by applying a nonlinear transformation. A fundamental work
in this category is Power-Constrained Contrast Enhancement (PCCE), first described
in [148]. Starting from the observation that chrominance variations in a photo or
video strongly alter the perceived quality (differently from the case of GUIs), the
authors propose to only transform the luminance of each pixel. In particular, for
each target image, the PCCE algorithm computes a customized and nonlinear pixel
luminance mapping, i.e. a function that associates the luminance of a pixel in the
input image to a corresponding luminance in the output image, in a nonlinear way.
This mapping is determined according to an objective function that concurrently
optimizes two objectives: while attempting to minimize the output image power
consumption, it also tries to maximize its contrast. By balancing these two objectives
appropriately, the inevitable brightness reduction needed to save power is compensated by the contrast increase, thus preserving the perceived visual quality. Many
variants of the original PCCE have been proposed in following works. For example,
the solution in [149] uses multi-scale retinex to generate a variant of PCCE, while the
authors of [150] propose a similar transformation that does not require an iterative
optimization procedure. Finally, transformations with similar objectives to PCCE,
but leveraging a different internal procedure, are described in [151] and [152].
One common problem of the aforementioned transformations is that their complexity is too high for real-time implementation, unless they are executed on powerful
processing hardware (e.g. a high-end CPU). However, in the latter case, the energy
benefits on the display are likely to be offset or even nullified by the overheads
for implementing the transformation itself. This is the main motivation for our
proposed low-overhead transformations for OLEDs, described in Chapter 5, and will
be presented in more detail therein.
To the best of our knowledge, only two previous works have tackled this issue
directly. In both cases, overheads are reduced by moving the majority of the computational effort to the image acquisition phase, and in particular to the shooting
of a picture. The work of [153] proposes a custom camera application for mobile
devices (smartphones, tablets, etc.) that directly transforms the images it acquires, in
a way that preserves contrast and concurrently reduces power. By means of a slider,
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the user of this application can set the amount of contrast enhancement and power
reduction for each knew image. In [154], instead, the acquisition phase is used to
analyze the image and store some metadata, such as focus length, exposure, and
white balance. These data are then used at display-time to optimize power and image
quality. The advantage of these solutions is that the image acquisition phase does not
have the same real-time constraints of the display. Therefore, the complexity of the
image analysis and/or transformation can be higher. However, both these methods
only work if the images are acquired through a modified camera application. Hence,
they cannot be applied to synthetic images (e.g., GUIs, computer graphics, etc.) nor
to photos obtained differently (e.g., downloaded from the web, scanned, etc.).

Chapter 3
Automated Design of
Energy-Efficient
Quality-Configurable Datapaths
In this chapter, a set of techniques is presented for designing energy-efficient, qualityconfigurable digital datapaths. These proposals focus in particular on automation
aspects and on generality, having as main objective that of being easily integrated
into existing EDA flows. The first technique described consists of a framework for
the automatic design of datapath units (or operators) based on Reduced-Precision
Redundancy (RPR), introduced in Section 2.2.2. Next, we propose two different
techniques for designing the same kind of units, but using the principles of Dynamic
Accuracy Scaling (DAS) and its variants, described in Section 2.1.1, to achieve
multiple energy-quality configurations. The content of this chapter is an extended
and improved version of our previous publications found in [50, 33, 56, 57].

3.1

Motivation

As mentioned in Chapters 1 and 2, a large body of previous literature has focused
on designing processing elements that exploit the error resilience of applications.
However, the state of the art is still immature on two important aspects: industriallevel automation, and generality.
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One first fact that shows the lack of generality is that, as mentioned in Chapter 2,
a great number of literature works propose designs in which the output quality is
fixed at design time. These solutions can only be applied to very specific scenarios,
since for most realistic applications, the necessary quality level varies significantly
at runtime (see Section 1.2.4).
All techniques presented in this chapter, on the contrary, allow to reconfigure the
amount of error at runtime. Precisely, the approach based on RPR allows a minimal
form of reconfigurability, by supporting two energy-quality modes, i.e. accurate and
approximate, depending on the supply voltage applied to the circuit. The techniques
based on DAS/DVAS, instead, permit a much larger set of quality modes, at most
equal to the number of input bits of the unit.
Although there have been previous proposals for the design of processing hardware with configurable quality at runtime, these still lack in generality, being normally
tailored to one specific architecture (e.g. one type of adder or multiplier). Moreover,
most solutions tend to be based on manual design, and the authors of these works
do not consider issues related to the integration of their techniques within standard
EDA tools and flows. Thus, industrial-level automation is still mostly unexplored for
the EQ scalable design paradigm.
In summary, in the works described in this chapter, we tried not to propose “yet
another” EQ scalable design, but rather some general and automatic flows that could
be leveraged to design real integrated circuits.

3.2

EDA Flow for Reduced-Precision Redundancy

RPR is an EQ scalable design technique based on VOS, that has been shown able to
provide large power savings when applied to several datapath units for digital signal
processing applications [28]. The general background on this approach was provided
in Section 2.2.2.
Previous literature on RPR only focuses on small families of units, and is mostly
based on manual design. In particular, the reduced-precision replica used as EC
block is designed by hand for each new circuit. Moreover, the output quality of
the complete RPR block is estimated with a theoretical analysis based on statistical
assumptions on the distribution of input/output data. As explained in the following,
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these assumptions are oversimplified, and neglect important aspects, such as the
temporal correlation of inputs. Finally, the design of an optimal RPR architecture
(most importantly the replica bit-width) is performed only considering dynamic
power, and leakage is only evaluated a posteriori; however, considering that RPR
introduces redundant logic, hence increasing leakage power, we claim that the latter
should be considered as part of the optimization cost function.
In this section, we propose a new generalized approach to RPR, that allows to
overcome these limitations. By relaxing some theoretical assumptions in favor of
an empirical input-based analysis, and by leveraging state-of-the-art EDA tools,
we construct a framework able to automatically add RPR to a pre-existent gatelevel netlist. Due to its more realistic assumptions compared to the classic RPR
formulation, our approach allows to obtain a much closer matching among the power
savings considered during optimization and those of the final output design. We show
that, when tested on the same families of designs treated with ad-hoc procedures in
previous works, our approach reaches comparable savings. Moreover, we apply it to
several architectures that were not considered previously, confirming its generality
and flexibility.

3.2.1

Classic RPR Problem Formulation

In this section, we present a recap of the theory needed to formalize the problem of
designing an optimal RPR architecture. A more exhaustive treatment of this subject
can be found in [28].
With reference to Figure 2.6, in a RPR design, the MDSP output at time n and at
nominal voltage (i.e. in absence of timing errors) can be expressed as:
yM,0 [n] = s[n] + η[n]

(3.1)

where s[n] is the signal component, and η[n] is a generic noise component, that may
be due to different physical sources (e.g. environmental noise on inputs sampled from
analog sensors). RPR saves power by accepting to introduce errors due to timing
violations, which are only partially corrected by the EC block. These violations can
be modeled as an additional source of additive noise, as explained in Section 1.2.
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Therefore, in VOS conditions, the MDSP output becomes:
yM [n] = yM,0 [n] + γ[n] = (s[n] + η[n]) + γ[n]

(3.2)

where γ[n] is the additional noise due to timing errors.
The MDSP output yM and the replica output yR are then subtracted and compared
against a threshold Th . The global output y is selected according to the following
decision scheme, first introduced in Section 2.2.2:

y [n], if |y [n] − y [n]| ≤ T
M
M
R
h
y[n] =
(3.3)
yR [n], if |yM [n] − yR [n]| > Th
Timing errors only occur when the critical paths of the MDSP are activated.
Therefore, a desirable property of this architecture is that y = yM in all other conditions (i.e. when no violations occur within the MDSP). To ensure this property, the
threshold must be set as in (2.3). In this scheme, the residual VOS-induced error at
the output of the decision block is:
γr [n] = y[n] − yM,0 [n]

(3.4)

When designing an RPR architecture, the goal is to make sure that the global
output y satisfies a quality constraint. In general, the form in which such constraint
is expressed is strongly application-dependent. However, as ANT designs (such
as RPR) are typically used in signal processing applications, a commonly found
expression of the output quality in literature is the SNR. In the context of RPR, the
latter is defined as:
σ2
SNR = 2 s 2
(3.5)
σγr + ση
where σs2 is the signal power, ση2 is the external noise power and σγ2r is the noise
power due to residual errors (assumed uncorrelated from ση2 ):
σγ2r = E[γr [n]2 ] = E[(y[n] − yM,0 [n])2 ]

(3.6)
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A typical approach followed in ANT designs is to make the errors due to VOSinduced timing violations negligible with respect to external noise, i.e. σγ2r ≪ ση2 , as
the latter imposes an upper bound on the achievable output quality.
The two design parameters that affect the residual error (and consequently the
output quality) are the VOS supply voltage Vvos and the replica implementation. In
particular, since the replica is a reduced width version of the MDSP, the possible
implementations vary in terms of their error correction capabilities and power/area
overheads, both function of the number of bits (B).
The identification of the best RPR architecture can be informally defined as: finding the VOS voltage and feasible replica implementation that minimize total power
consumption, including EC block overheads, under a minimum quality constraint,
and so that the entire RPR system consumes less than the single MDSP in nominal
conditions. In formal terms, this corresponds to the following optimization problem:




min[Prpr (Vvos , B)]
Q(Vvos , B) > Qdes



Prpr (Vvos , B) < Pmdsp (Vnom )

(3.7)

In these equations, Q is a generic quality measure (e.g. SNR) and Qdes is the desired
minimum quality constraint for the target application. Vnom is the nominal MDSP
voltage, i.e. the minimum voltage that ensures timing-error-free operation at the
target clock frequency. Pmdsp is the total power consumption of the MDSP (including
leakage and dynamic power), which only depends on the supply voltage, as the
hardware of the MDSP is fixed. Finally, Prpr is the total power consumption of the
RPR architecture (including the EC block overheads), which depends both on the
VOS operating point and on the size of the replica, determined by B:
Prpr (Vvos , B) = Pmdsp (Vvos ) + Pec (Vvos , B)

3.2.2

(3.8)

Limitations in the Classic Formulation

As mentioned in the introduction to this section, while the classic formulation of
the RPR optimization problem is theoretically solid, it makes several simplified and
unrealistic assumptions, which limit its generality of application.
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A first limitation is in the way in which the decision threshold Th is computed.
Indeed, in order to use the expression in (2.3), the output values produced by
the MDSP and replica for the entire set of possible inputs must be known. The
computation of these output images requires a complete knowledge of the MDSP
functionality, which is only possible if RPR is implemented manually. In contrast,
an automatic tool that constructs a RPR architecture on top of an existing design
(e.g. specified as a HDL description), cannot in general determine the functionality
of the MDSP, except for few simple cases (e.g. adders, multipliers, etc.). Moreover,
real applications often use only a portion of the input domain of a hardware block.
Therefore, the theoretical threshold might correspond to an input combination that
never occurs during real operation.
The most important issue, however, is related to the evaluation of the final output
quality of the RPR architecture, which depends on (3.6) and (3.5) in the previously
described formulation. In particular, some aggregate statistics on uncorrected VOSinduced errors, such as their variance σγ2r , computed in (3.6), are involved in the
evaluation of most quality metrics. When this is the case, the overall output quality
depends on two quantities: the distribution of output values, and the distribution of
timing-errors.
The distribution of outputs depends, in turn, on the ones of all MDSP inputs.
In [86], some relevant simplifications were made on the latter, i.e. a uniform distribution was assumed for each input. However, in realistic applications, the distribution
of inputs is almost invariably not uniform, and in general does not follow any closedform expression. In these cases, especially if the MDSP functionality is complex, an
analytical evaluation of the distribution of outputs is unfeasible.
The distribution of errors (i.e. the probability and magnitude of each error) is
required to evaluate the global RPR output y. In fact, the value of the latter depends
both on the approximate outputs provided by the replica, and on the rate at which
the replica output is selected.
In previous works, the error probability was estimated as the percentage of static
timing paths that violated the positive-slack constraint under VOS. This percentage
was computed based on simple CMOS delay models [28].
However, timing-errors are determined by dynamic path activations, i.e. they
occur when a specific pair of inputs is applied to the MDSP, causing a critical path to
be activated. Therefore, computing the error probability as the number of violating
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static paths implicitly assumes a uniform distribution of all input pairs. As mentioned,
in most applications the probability of occurrence of input vectors is not uniformly
distributed, let alone that of input pairs. For example, inputs are often temporally
correlated, i.e. the value of an input at a given time is statistically influenced by the
values occurred in the recent past, which violates the uniformity assumption. The
assumption of uniformly probable path activation biases also the estimation of error
significance, since every possible VOS-induced error is considered equally likely.
This, in turn, affects the evaluation of which errors are detected and mitigated by the
EC block, and of the corresponding approximation accuracy.
All these aspects influence significantly (3.6), and might produce misleading
results (both overly optimistic or pessimistic) on the number of replica bits required
to ensure a minimum quality at a given Vvos . Notice that these issues are not specific
to the SNR, but apply to the majority of quality metrics (e.g. PSNR, MED, MSE,
etc.).
Another important aspect that is partially neglected by literature is the effect of
voltage scaling on the replica. In Section 2.2.2, we have mentioned that the replica
must be timing compliant in VOS, in order to let the RPR system function correctly.
However, this is not trivially achieved, and depends strongly on the topology of the
circuit. It does not suffice to assume that the reduction in critical delay of the replica
is proportional to the number of removed bits in its operands. Timing compliance
must be checked accurately, and can also be enforced, for instance with gate resizing. The latter approach, however, may increase the power overhead and reduce
the total savings of the RPR system. All these details cannot be taken into account
by optimization methods such as the one proposed in [86], which use abstract high
level models of MDSP and replica.

3.2.3

Overview of the Proposed Methodology

Because of the limitations described in the previous section, RPR designs based on
the theoretical formulation are limited to a small class of MDSPs, and can only be
optimized correctly under the unrealistic assumptions of inputs uniformly distributed
and completely uncorrelated in the time domain. Our flow for the automatic design
of RPR architectures addresses all the aforementioned issues. The following is a list
of its main features:
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• All design metrics (timing, power and area) are estimated accurately. To
this end, we operate on a gate-level model of the MDSP, as opposed to the
high-level models adopted in previous works. We evaluate power, timing and
area, using N + 1 Liberty format characterizations of the same gate library,
corresponding to the nominal supply voltage Vnom and to a series of decreasing
VOS operating points [Vvos,1 ...Vvos,N ]. This method provides much more accurate estimates of savings and timing degradation with respect to the basic delay
and power models used in previous works. Moreover, it allows to consider
all power components, including the overhead introduced by the EC block,
during optimization.
• Rather than the theoretical analysis used in the classical RPR formulation, our
tool extensively relies on simulations, performed with realistic input stimuli,
for evaluating all the quantities involved in the optimization problem of (3.7),
and in particular the output quality. This choice is based on the assumption
that a designer wanting to add RPR on top of an existing hardware has a
good knowledge of the inputs that will be applied to the circuit during its
operation. With respect to the theoretical formulation, simulations are never
100% accurate in evaluating quality, being based on a finite-length sequence of
inputs. However, in practice, they permit a much more faithful estimation of
the rate and magnitude of timing-errors. In particular, they allow to consider
temporal correlation and non-trivial distributions of inputs, two aspects that
could not be treated by simple statistical models.
• In our flow, the replica circuit is constructed automatically, starting from the
gate-level model of the MDSP, and leveraging standard EDA tools directives
for reducing its bit-width. This is done in an application agnostic way, i.e.
without requiring any knowledge on the MDSP functionality. Our method is
automatically able to discern whether the addition of RPR is advantageous or
not, and to synthesize the replica configuration that maximizes power savings
under a user-defined quality constraint. The entire process is automated, so
that no additional coding effort is needed by the user in order to implement
RPR on top of an existing design.
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Fig. 3.1 Flow of the proposed RPR automation tool.

3.2.4

Design Flow

Figure 3.1 shows the flow of our proposed RPR automation tool. One important
prerequisite that must be satisfied before running this tool is that the HDL file
describing the gate-level MDSP must be annotated by the designer with some
pragmas, specifying input and output buses.
With the term bus, in this context, we refer to a coherent set of interface wires
in the MDSP, within which each wire represents a digit in a fixed-point number. A
bus may often correspond to a port in the HDL specification, but this is not a strict
requirement. A single port may contain two sets of wires which are logically grouped
in different buses, and vice versa. An example of Verilog module definition annotated
with pragmas is shown in Figure 3.2. Notice that clock and reset signals are not
annotated, being error intolerant. The information on buses is needed by the tool in
order to automatically perform the necessary simplifications when synthesizing the
replica netlist starting from the MDSP.
module fir ( reset, clk, u, y );
input [11:0] u;
//pragma rpr bus(u) port(u) signed(N) weight(0) msb(11) lsb(0)
output [23:0] y;
//pragma rpr bus(y) port(y) signed(Y) weight(0) msb(23) lsb(0)
input reset, clk;

Fig. 3.2 Example of a Verilog module annotated with the pragmas required by the RPR
automation tool.
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As mentioned, our optimization relies on simulations with realistic input data.
The latter are provided to the tool in the form of a Verilog or VHDL testbench for
the MDSP. Similarly, the choice on the most appropriate quality metric Q and on the
corresponding minimum desired quality Qdes is also left to the user. To this end, the
tool accepts a custom quality evaluation function, currently provided in the form of
a Perl script. A different quality constraint can be specified for each MDSP output
bus, and all of these constraints must be respected at the same time, in order for the
tool to consider a given implementation valid. The quality evaluation function must
receive two arrays of binary words for each output bus, representing the sequences
of error-free and erroneous outputs respectively, and must return a single boolean
output, indicating weather the desired quality constraint for that bus was respected
or not. Standard quality functions (e.g., Q ≡ SNR) are provided in the tool, and can
be used in place of custom ones if needed.
In summary, the inputs that a designer should provide to the tool are:
1. The gate-level netlist of the MDSP, annotated with bus pragmas.
2. A testbench generating realistic input stimuli.
3. Optionally, a custom quality evaluation Perl module.
All simulations, synthesis and netlist analysis steps within our tool are performed
with commercial EDA software.
Preliminary Phase
The execution of the tool is split in two phases, grouped by dashed rectangles in
Figure 3.1. In the first step of the preliminary phase (⃝
1 in the figure), the MDSP
netlist is simulated at the nominal voltage Vnom , in order to gather the set of golden
outputs needed to measure quality during the optimization. The power and area
of the MDSP at Vnom are also evaluated and stored. These metrics will be used
as reference, and will be compared to those of each new RPR implementation. In
particular, this allows to make sure that the last constraint of (3.7) is respected, i.e.
that the final power of the RPR architecture is smaller than that of the single MDSP
at nominal voltage. Power analysis is performed using switching activity information,
collected during the previous simulation.
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Another set of simulations is then run in order to determine the outputs produced
by different replica configurations for the provided simulation inputs (step ⃝).
2
In doing this, we exploit the fact that in a fixed-point datapath circuit, removing
some LSBs from an input bus is functionally equivalent to setting them to logic-0.
Consequently, we can obtain the same outputs that would be produced by a reduced
bit-width replica, simply by forcing the corresponding number of LSBs to zero in
the simulation. This does not require the availability of the actual replica netlist, and
can be done directly on the MDSP.
During step ⃝
2 we also make the optimistic assumption that in the final design,
the considered replica implementation will be timing compliant. Because of this
assumption, we can run functional simulations in this phase, without the need of
accurate timing information, which greatly reduces the execution time. Moreover,
we can execute a single set of replica simulations, rather than repeating them for all
Vvos voltages. In the following optimization phase, this assumption will be checked
for each combination of replica bit-width and VOS supply voltage; if it turns out to
be false, the corresponding combination will be discarded.
Simulation in ⃝
2 are performed in decreasing order of replica overheads. This
is achieved by progressively zeroing out some bits of each input bus, in increasing
bit-weight order. Although precise power and area information are not yet available,
it is safe to assume that at a given Vvos,i , a larger number of removed bits corresponds
to a smaller overhead.
When golden outputs and replica outputs for all configurations have been gathered, the decision threshold Th′ for each output bus, and for each version of the replica
is computed as:
Th′ =

max
|yM,0 [n] − yR [n]| ≤ Th
all input vectors

(3.9)

This expression is in accordance to (2.3), where in this case yM,0 represents
the set of MDSP golden outputs obtained in ⃝
1 and yR represents the set of replica
outputs obtained in ⃝.
2
The empirical threshold Th′ is in generally smaller than the theoretical one,
since in most cases, the testbench provided by the user does not cover all possible
input combinations. Therefore, for some combination of inputs not present in the
simulated vectors, the decision block may select the replica output even though the
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MDSP is correct. However, if the test stimuli are representative of real usage, this
occurrence will be rare. Furthermore, using simulations to determine Th′ does not
require knowledge of the MDSP functionality.
Optimization Phase
In the optimization phase, the tool iterates over the N standard-cell library characterizations in VOS (step ⃝).
1 For each Vvos,i , the MDSP first undergoes a timing
analysis, and the computed propagation delays are annotated in a Standard Delay
Format (SDF) file. The SDF is then used to execute a back-annotated timing accurate
simulation of the MDSP in VOS conditions (step ⃝).
2 This simulation may produce
erroneous outputs due to the activation of paths that violate the timing constraints
and are sampled wrongly by memory elements (flip-flops or latches). Given that a
realistic input sequence is used, the error rate and magnitude are estimated accurately,
also accounting for temporal correlation.
With erroneous MDSP outputs available, our tool computes the minimum replica
configuration that satisfies the quality constraints (step ⃝).
3 To do so, it iterates
over replicas in descending order of bit-width. For each bit-width, the outputs of a
hypothetical RPR architecture are generated merging the erroneous MDSP outputs
from ⃝
2 and the replica outputs gathered in the preliminary phase, according to (3.3)
and to the previously computed threshold Th′ .
The sequence of outputs obtained from this merging is then fed to the quality
evaluation module, where it is compared with the error-free version of the MDSP
outputs. If the quality constraints are satisfied for all output buses, the evaluation
is repeated with a smaller replica, until a configuration that violates at least one
constraint is found.
When the minimum size replica configuration has been identified, the tool proceeds to generate its netlist (step ⃝).
4 To this end, it leverages the netlist simplification
directives embedded in all commercial logic synthesis tools (e.g. remove_net in
Synopsys Design Compiler). With these commands, the desired number of input
bits is removed from the MDSP netlist. Then, an incremental re-synthesis is performed in order to propagate these simplifications, so that the tool can automatically
eliminate all cones of logic that have become useless. Importantly, this re-synthesis
is performed under the currently considered Vvos,i . Therefore, the synthesis tool
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also performs all the necessary optimizations (e.g., gate resizing, remapping, etc.)
to make the replica timing compliant at the target supply voltage. As previously
mentioned, this is fundamental to correctly evaluate the power and area overheads
of RPR. In fact, to be error-free, the replica may contain much larger and power
consuming gates than those that compose the MDSP.
Once the replica is generated, the rest of the EC block must be synthesized. In
particular, each output bus requires a proper decision block. The latter has a fixed
structure, composed of a subtractor, a comparator and a multiplexer, as shown in
Figure 2.6. The only variable elements of its architecture are the input bit-widths
and the hardwired threshold Th′ . Therefore, our tool simply sets these parameters
within a generic HDL model before synthesizing the decision block at Vvos,i .
The final step performed by the tool is the estimation of the total power and area
costs of the RPR configuration (step ⃝).
5 In this phase, the tool also checks the
actual timing compliance of the replica and of the decision block, necessary for the
correct behavior of the entire architecture. This additional check is needed because
the previous synthesis may sometimes terminate despite having generated a circuit
with negative slack (e.g. when the maximum number of optimization iterations has
been reached). The considered configuration is considered feasible if the total power
(including dynamic and leakage contributions) is less than the power of the MDSP
at nominal voltage, and if the EC block meets timing.
The entire loop of the optimization phase is then repeated considering the next
VOS voltage.
The flow described above represents the normal mode of operation of our tool.
However, a full mode of operation is also available, in which the complete tradeoff
between power and quality is explored. In this mode, rather than just extracting
the minimum replica size for each Vvos,i , all configurations that meet the quality
constraint are synthesized and analyzed. Clearly, with respect to the normal operation,
this mode greatly increases the execution time; however, it is sometimes useful to
perform preliminary experiments (e.g. when the desired quality level is not yet
defined). Finally, our tool also allows to set a hard constraint on the maximum error
rate allowed for the RPR architecture.
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3.2.5

Experimental Results

Setup
We have validated the tool described in Section 3.2.4 with experiments on a set of
digital datapath IPs publicly available on OpenCores [155]. We have synthesized
the original RTL models with Synopsys Design Compiler F-2011.09, targeting a
commercial 45nm standard-cell library from ST Microelectronics. For all designs,
we have set the nominal (error-free) supply voltage to Vnom = 1.1V , and we have
selected a synthesis frequency that produces a critical positive slack of less than
100ps in that condition. We have characterized the standard cells library for timing
and power in a set of VOS points going from 1.05V to 0.50V in steps of 0.05V .
The flow depicted in Figure 3.1 has been integrated also with Synopsys PrimeTime
F-2011.12 for timing and power analyses and with Mentor Graphics ModelSim SE
6.4a for simulations.
We have selected the following five designs for our experiments:
• A pipelined 16th-order low-pass Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter in direct
form (12-bit in, 24-bit out) [156]
• A pipelined 4th-order low-pass Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter in direct
form I, modeled after a Butterworth analog filter (16-bit in, 32-bit out) [156]
• A “butterfly” unit employed within an accelerator for Decimation-In-Time Fast
Fourier Transform (DIT-FFT) [156]
• A rotation mode (RM) pipelined Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer
(CORDIC) accelerator (16-bit in, 16-bit out) [157]
• A fixed-point 32-bit Square Root Unit (SRU) implementing the Goldschmidt
recursive equation [32].
FIR and butterfly have been selected to compare our results with those of [28], since
those two benchmarks were also analyzed using the classic RPR formulation. The
remaining circuits serve to show the generality of our algorithm, and to discuss the
feasibility of RPR in relation to the characteristics of a given hardware block.
For each circuit, we have generated a testbench in VHDL that stimulates it with
realistic inputs extracted from a suitable error-resilient application. Depending on the
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nature of inputs, we have adopted two different quality metrics. For communication
applications, quality has been evaluated using the SNR, defined as in (3.5), while for
arithmetic units we have used the inverse of the MSE, or PSNR:
Qmse =

n
∑ni=0 (y[n] − yM,0 [n])2

(3.10)

where y and yM,0 are y and yM,0 normalized to the maximum value expressible on
each output bus, in order to meaningfully compare errors on buses with different
bit widths 1 . The discriminant for the usage of one quality metric or the other is
the presence of external noise. By combining the effects of timing-errors with a
pre-existent source of inaccuracy (noise), the SNR is effective in showing how RPR
does not affect the overall quality of processing in communication systems, if the
replica is sufficiently large. The PSNR instead, is suitable to consider the impact of
VOS-induced errors alone, for systems in which no information on input data noise
is available.
All reported results on power savings and area overheads are normalized to the
metrics of the MDSP in nominal conditions.
Analysis of Input Data Dependence
One feature of our methodology that was not present in prior art on the subject is the
possibility of taking into account the characteristics of inputs (value distribution and
temporal correlation) when implementing a RPR architecture. In order to show the
importance of this feature, we have analyzed the impact of different input datasets
on the RPR power savings for two circuits.
As a first motivating example, we have applied RPR to a simple fixed-point
signed array multiplier, with 16-bit inputs and 32-bit outputs. PSNR has been used as
the quality metric, setting an arbitrary constraint Qmse ≥ 60 dB (i.e. MSE ≤ 10−6 ).
We have executed our flow four times on this design, in identical conditions,
except for the sequence of input vectors applied to the circuit by the testbench. In
particular, we have generated two sets of 5000 inputs: in the first, both operands of
the multiplier are uniformly distributed in the range [−215 : 215 − 1], while in the
1 We

use the subscript mse for indicating quality expressed by the PSNR to avoid confusion with
the SNR.
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second, they follow a Gaussian distribution with mean µ = 0 and standard deviation
σ = 210 . Moreover, we have repeated the two experiments after sorting the stimuli
in ascending order, thus enforcing a strong temporal correlation among subsequent
vectors. The maximum error rate has been set to 0.2, which, for all inputs, has led
the tool to discard configurations with Vvos < 0.7V .
Figure 3.3a shows the results produced by our tool on a power saving versus
voltage plane. Power saving follows a similar monotonically ascending trend for
all data sets. However, the exact power reduction achieved varies significantly as a
function of the inputs: the maximum difference between the most and least favorable
input sets is around 8% (at Vvos = 0.9V ). Furthermore, the relation among input
set and power saved is not trivial, and there is no evident way in which it could be
modeled analytically.
These results are expected, and can be motivated considering the working principles of RPR. Indeed, different inputs stimulate the internal paths of the multiplier
differently. Because delay faults depend on pairs of stimuli, both the distribution
of values and their temporal sequence are relevant. Consequently, the percentage
of violating paths at each Vvos (hence the error rate) changes for different data sets.
Due to this difference, our tool will often find that, at a given voltage, the minimum
required quality is obtained using different replica bit-widths for different stimuli.
Clearly, the smaller the replica, the smaller the associated leakage and dynamic
power overheads, and the larger the achieved power savings.
Secondarily, the sequence of input vectors also directly affects the switching
activity of the gates both in the MDSP and in the replica, which in turn influences
the dynamic power consumption of the entire circuit.
As an example, at Vvos = 1V the correlated Gaussian inputs produce an error rate
of 1.5 · 10−3 while the error rate for uncorrelated data is only 0.4 · 10−3 . However,
the total power consumption of the MDSP at this voltage is 0.6mW for the correlated
inputs, and 1.7mW for the uncorrelated ones, due to internal switching activity
differences. Overall, the combination of these two effects is very difficult to model
analytically, whereas it is automatically accounted for by our simulation-based
approach.
The impact of inputs on the effectiveness of RPR is even more evident for a
larger circuit, such as the FIR. The results of an experiment similar to the one
described above on this benchmark are reported in Figure 3.3b. In this case, we
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Fig. 3.3 Examples of RPR power savings versus VDD for different input sets.
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have fed the FIR with two sets of full-swing sinusoidal samples, with frequencies
of ws1 = 0.01πrad/s and ws2 = 0.1πrad/s respectively, both affected by Additive
White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with a SNR of 25dB. The cutoff frequency of the
filter has been set to wc = ws2 . Notice that, in this case, the two sets of stimuli
have the same distribution of values; only the rate of variation over time (hence the
temporal correlation) differs. We have instructed the tool to maintain the effect of
VOS-induced errors on output quality comparable to that of input noise, by setting
the quality constraint to Qsnr ≥ 25dB. We have also set the maximum error rate to
be 0.2.
In Figure 3.3b, we only report results starting from Vvos = 0.9V because for higher
voltages, even though the critical path slack is negative, no input pair generates a
timing violation. This means that the critical path is never actually activated by the
considered inputs, a condition that, by the way, can only be verified by a simulationbased analysis. When applying the lower frequency input (ws1 ), the circuit is still
error-free also at 0.9V .
Importantly, in the case of the FIR, power savings do not increase monotonically
when voltage is decreased. This phenomenon is typical for complex designs, especially in deep VOS conditions, and is due to the optimizations performed during
the automatic synthesis of the replica. In fact, in order to make the replica timing
compliant despite the lowered supply voltage, our tool must optimize its netlist
until a positive slack is obtained (by modifying gate sizes etc.), thus increasing
the associated power overheads. This contribution may be larger than the power
reduction in the MDSP with respect to the previous VOS point, causing an increase
in the total consumption of the RPR architecture. When voltage is reduced further, if
the error rate does not increase significantly, allowing to maintain a similar replica
size, total savings may start to increase again.
The main difference between this experiment and the previous one on the multiplier, however, is the clear influence of input/output transfer function of the MDSP
on the RPR output quality. In fact, since the FIR is configured as a low-pass filter,
the attenuation introduced on the input signal is different at ws1 and ws2 . This causes
a reduction in signal power for the higher frequency waveform, which translates
in a significant SNR difference, even under the same conditions of input noise and
rate of VOS-induced errors. Consequently, a significantly larger replica ought to be
used when targeting the higher frequency waveform, in order to maintain the desired
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quality level. This dependency adds up with the influence of vectors sequences on
activated paths, resulting in a power saving difference between the two inputs sets
larger than 20%.
These two examples clearly highlight that the assumption of uniformly distributed
inputs can lead to sub-optimal RPR architectures (either overly optimistic or pessimistic depending on the considered circuit). They also show that considering the
sole distribution of values is not sufficient to overcome this issue, and that accurate
simulations, accounting also for input temporal correlation, can provide much more
realistic results.
Flexibility of the Approach and Comparison with Ad-Hoc Solutions
For each of the five target benchmarks we have identified an error-resilient application
that includes it, and profiled such application to generate the input stimuli required
in the simulations performed by our tool.
For the FIR filter and FFT-butterfly, we have considered the same applications
examined in [28], i.e. the low-pass filtering at the receiver of a QPSK communication link, and the modulation/demodulation in Orthogonal Frequency Division
Multiplexing (OFDM) WLAN respectively. We have also assumed the same channel
SNR conditions (21.5dB for the FIR and 55dB for the butterfly). As above, we have
set the quality constraints of the tool to the same SNR values, in order to make
VOS-induced errors comparable to input noise. To generate the signal component,
we have used a MATLAB model of the IEEE 802.11g WiFi standard, from which we
have extracted the input data for the two circuits. We have then converted these data
to the appropriate binary format and added AWGN. The produced sets of vectors has
been loaded in the VHDL testbench passed as input to the automation tool.
RM-CORDIC can be used in place of the classical butterfly unit in FFT accelerators [158]. Similarly, the IIR filter can replace the FIR in a QPSK receiver.
Therefore, we have decided to test these two new circuits for the same applications
of the previous two, and under the same quality constraints. This shows how our tool
can be used to determine empirically the most suitable architectures for a RPR-based
realization of a given task.
Finally, SRUs are used in many error-resilient applications, from FFT magnitude
evaluation to SVD-based image compression. For our experiments, we have targeted
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the Automatic Gain Control (AGC) task present in many DSP systems [156]. We
have generated the inputs to the SRU from a set of base-band audio samples. In this
case, in absence of precise data on noise, we have used the PSNR quality metric,
setting the maximum acceptable MSE to 10−12 . Table 3.1 summarizes the obtained
results for all five benchmarks.
Circuit

Net
Count

fclk
[MHz]

Optimal
Vvos [V]

Replica /
MDSP Bits

Tot. Power
Saving [%]

Area Ovr.
[%]

FIR

3379

330

0.60

6/12

44.96

82.39

Butterfly

3840

200

0.55

13/16

49.66

133.20

IIR

3556

250

0.50

9/16

8.82

181.82

CORDIC

4939

400

0.55

11/16

42.05

127.64

SRU

21267

125

0.75

17/32

47.91

143.32

Table 3.1 Summary of the RPR automation tool results for five benchmarks.

The large power saving values confirm the generality of the tool, since almost
50% reduction in total power can be obtained for 4 of the 5 benchmarks, with the
notable exception of the IIR filter, which is however due to intrinsic features of the
RPR approach (explained later).
The main drawback of RPR is the large area overhead introduced by the EC block
(replica and decision circuitry). For all of our benchmarks, except the FIR filter,
this overhead is larger than 100%, i.e. the area of the circuit is more than doubled.
This is mainly due to the gate resizing performed by Design Compiler during the
replica synthesis, whose impact is made more relevant by our application-agnostic
approach. In fact, since we create the replica from the MDSP netlist, using Design
Compiler directives, we only allow logic-level optimizations to be performed on the
reduced unit. DC cannot perform higher-level optimizations such as the instantiation
of different DesignWare macro-blocks. As an example, consider that under the same
synthesis constraints, an 8x8-bit multiplier generated removing inputs from a 16x16
netlist is 1.3x larger than one generated directly from behavioral VHDL, in our target
technology node.
One way to reduce these overheads would be to limit the applicability of our
methodology only to RTL-level designs defined parametrically, in which the input
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bit-width is set through a generic construct of the HDL. This would allow to generate
the replica with a full synthesis run, simply by changing the value assigned to the
generic, thus enabling all kinds of optimizations by the synthesis tool. However,
doing so would strongly affect the generality of our tool. Given that generality was
one of our main objectives, we have decided to keep our code as flexible as possible,
and to accept the additional overheads that derive from this choice.
Importantly, the power savings obtained for the FIR and butterfly with our
method are comparable to those reported in [28]. In particular, [28] achieves 60%
power reduction for the filter (versus our 44.96%) and 44% (versus 49.6%) for
the FFT block. Differences are partly related to the different testing conditions
(especially the technological node), partly to the different timing and power models
adopted. For instance, the leakage power overhead is much more significant at
45nm than at 250nm. However, the main contributor to these discrepancies might
be the fact that we take into account input sequences in our optimization, obtaining
more realistic estimates of the real timing and power behavior, as demonstrated in
Figure 3.3. In summary, the comparison with a classic RPR approach clearly shows
the competitiveness of our methodology.
We have also profiled the execution of the RPR automation tool, in order to
assess its complexity, and its applicability to real-life scenarios. Rather than absolute
values, which depend on the platform on which the code is run, we have collected
the ratio between the execution time of our tool and that of a normal design and
verification flow (i.e. a single sequence of synthesis, timing annotation, timing
simulation and power estimation). This metric is in first approximation independent
from the platform, as well as from the circuit complexity and input stimuli length; it
only depends on the number of VOS voltage points and on the number of feasible
solutions found by the tool. The result of this profiling is that the execution time of the
RPR automation tool for the five benchmark circuits is between 6x and 9x longer than
that of a standard flow. If needed, this overhead could be easily reduced by selecting
a smaller number of VOS points. Moreover, notice that the time used as reference
does not consider any power optimization. In practice, many low-power design
flows often require several iterations to converge to an optimal implementation, and
differently from our tool, may also require the manual intervention of the designer
for tuning parameters. In summary, although the iterative nature of the optimization
performed in our methodology clearly requires a not negligible execution time, we
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believe that this overhead is acceptable when balanced with the convenience of the
“push-button approach” offered by our tool.
Impact of Architectural Features
The IIR benchmark deserves a separate analysis. This circuit has a significant
difference with respect to all others, that is the presence of a feedback network
from the outputs [156]. This is clearly an architectural drawback from the point of
view of RPR. In fact, when a timing error is generated in the IIR, it remains in the
system for more than a single clock cycle due to the feedback network, worsening
the output quality. In other words, even if the rate of timing violations is low, the
error rate becomes extremely large. Since the “memory” of the IIR is limited in time
by the finite data precision, the error gradually reduces in magnitude and eventually
becomes comparable to the input noise. This is the reason why our tool is still able
to produce feasible solutions. However, due to the negative effect of feedback on
the outputs in presence of timing errors, a very large replica is needed to respect the
quality constraints, making the total savings achieved for the IIR significantly smaller
than those of all other circuits. Finally, the presence of feedback also limits the
simplifications that can be performed by Design Compiler when inputs are removed
during the replica generation, which also increases the area overheads.
The IIR example highlights some of the characteristics that a circuit should
possess to be an ideal candidate for RPR. However, results show that our tool is able
to deal also with unfavorable input netlists, generating all feasible solutions. The
assessment of the convenience of such solutions is clearly left to the designer.
Quality versus Power tradeoff
As a last result, we present in Figure 3.4 an example of the output produced by our
tool when executed in full mode, for the FIR filter benchmark. To generate this graph,
we have set a very low quality constraint (0 dB), and no error rate constraint. In
practice, this forces the tool to produce the entire set of feasible configurations for
each Vvos point in which the error rate is not 0. Input vectors and noise parameters
are the same used in previous experiment.
Two trends can be identified in the graph: on the left side (correspondent to
large replica implementations), the effects of input noise dominate the SNR, and the
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Fig. 3.4 Quality versus power tradeoff curve generated by the RPR automation tool in full
mode for the FIR Filter.

quality saturates at the 21.5 dB limit; as soon as the RPR effects start to become
relevant due to the reduction in replica size, the tradeoff between power and quality
becomes evident. Note that different curves have different numbers of points. This
happens because the tool still eliminates those replica implementations that either
produce a negative power saving, or cannot be synthesized with positive slack at the
given Vvos .

3.3

EDA Flow for Precision-Configurable Operators
Based on Combined Voltage Scaling and
Adaptive Back Biasing

DAS and its variants are design techniques for quality-configurable datapath units
that rely mostly on technological knobs, with minimal architectural modifications [34,
48, 78]. The general background on this family of approaches has been presented
in Section 2.1.1. As mentioned in that context, DAS-based approaches have been
proven superior to most of the other techniques for the design of quality-configurable
hardware, both in terms of sheer power savings, as well as in terms of associated
overheads and generality of application [34, 77]. Among the different variants,
DVAS achieves the best balance between effectiveness (its savings are significantly
larger than those of DAS thanks to voltage scaling) and generality (differently from
DVAFS, it does not require architectural modifications to support subword parallel
operation, and it allows a finer granularity of precision configurations).
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However, similarly to the case of RPR, the theoretically sound principles that
motivate DVAS-based design do not match the characteristics of real implementations, which are optimized using standard EDA flows. In particular, the assumption
that gating some LSBs produces a reduction in the critical delay of an operator, thus
allowing voltage scaling, is not valid for most real circuits. In contrast, the most
common scenario is to have a large number of timing paths whose delay is close to
the critical one. In that case, even if a large number of bits is gated, the critical delay
is likely to remain very close to the nominal one. This phenomenon is known as the
wall-of-slack, and will be analyzed in greater depth in Section 3.3.1.
This limitation can be solved either by modifying the synthesis process, or by
means of a fine-grain delay and power consumption tuning of the circuit internals
at runtime, through an additional technological knob. The second option allows to
reshape the distribution of timing paths within the operator, depending on the selected
precision configuration. Because of this reshaping, as shown in the following, the
power saving opportunities offered by input gating can be fully exploited, even in a
circuit synthesized with a standard EDA flow. This is the solution adopted in this
section. In Section 3.4, we propose a flow that modifies the synthesis process to
achieve a similar result, and we also compare the two options.
In particular, the technique described in this section combines DVAS with dynamic threshold voltage (Vth ) scaling. By acting on the Vth of standard cells within
a quality-configurable operator at fine grain, our method selectively speeds up the
timing-critical regions of the hardware, thus increasing the usable dynamic when the
supply voltage is scaled. In principle, our solution can work with any technological
knob for dynamic Vth tuning. However, in this work, we demonstrate it on stateof-the-art Fully-Depleted Silicon On Insulator (FDSOI) technology using dynamic
back-gate biasing [159, 160].
Because of the much finer spatial granularity at which the tuning of Vth can be
applied, compared to dynamic voltage scaling, our method allows to overcome the
main limitations of DVAS. Our proposed flow is fully automated and integrated with
state-of-the-art tools, and yields a power reduction of about 40% with respect to
standard DVAS.
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3.3.1

Limitations in Classic DVAS Design

As discussed above, DVAS can be regarded as one of the state-of-the-art techniques
for the implementation of energy-quality scalable hardware operators. However,
DVAS incurs in a major issue when implemented in combination with a standard
EDA flow.
As a matter of fact, synthesis and Place and Route (P&R) tools normally optimize
the most timing-critical paths of a circuit for performance, whereas less critical paths
are exploited for area and power recovery. Therefore, gates belonging to short paths
are mapped to smaller and less power hungry standard cells, which are invariably also
slower. This produces a reduction in area and power at the expense of an increase in
delay [161]. Because of this optimization, the delay of non-critical paths tends to
increase, to the point where their slack is comparable to that of critical ones, causing
the wall-of-slack phenomenon [83].
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An example is shown in Figure 3.5a, which reports the slack histogram of the
endpoints of a 16x16-bit multiplier. The histogram is obtained after P&R, at the
nominal implementation supply voltage (1V ).
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Fig. 3.5 Endpoint slack histogram for a 16x16-bit multiplier implemented in 28nm UTBB
FDSOI technology, with a target clock frequency fclk = 1.25GHz.

The effect of the wall-of-slack on DVAS is that the input bit-width usable without
incurring in timing violations decreases rapidly when VDD is scaled. As an example,
Fig. 3.5b shows the multiplier endpoint slack histogram, after the supply voltage
has been downscaled to 0.8V . Red bars correspond to endpoints violating timing
constraints. Such a large amount of violating paths indicates that, in order to restore
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timing compliance, the input bit-width should be decreased drastically, even for
such a limited VDD reduction. Reversing the perspective, in order to work at highprecisions with DVAS, VDD cannot be scaled more than few tens of mV .
Another limitation of DVAS occurs when multiple operators within the same
integrated circuit must work with independently tunable precisions. In such case,
each operator must receive its own supply voltage, and therefore it must be placed
in a dedicated voltage domain. In MOS technology, voltage domains are separated
inserting level shifters, which introduce significant power overheads, as detailed in
the next section.

3.3.2

Fine-Grain Speed/Power Control Using Back Bias

Using supply voltage (VDD ) scaling as a knob to regulate power, in response to a
precision reduction, has some technological downsides. First, VDD Scaling has a
relatively coarse granularity and cannot be applied to arbitrarily small regions, due
to the power and area overheads of level shifters: practical voltage domains have
sizes in the order of hundreds of standard cell rows [162–164]. Second, the supply
voltage cannot be tuned in arbitrarily small increments; indeed, to contain generator
costs, VDD is normally selected among a pool of few (≤ 10) pre-generated voltages,
using the so-called VDD hopping [164].
A finer-grain knob that can be exploited to tune the power/precision operating
point is the regulation of the threshold voltage Vth . At runtime, this can be achieved
with adaptive Body Biasing (BB), that is by modifying the voltage applied to the
body contact of a MOSFET transistor. Detailed analyses of the relations between BB
and the delay and power consumption of a MOSFETs can be found in [165, 166].
In classical bulk CMOS, adaptive BB has limited effectiveness, since the applicable voltage ranges are limited to ≈ ±300mV by the presence of parasitic P/N
junctions between the body and source terminals of a transistor. Consequently, the
range of variation of Vth is also limited, and transistors power and delay are only
moderately affected.
Conversely, runtime Vth tuning is much more effective in advanced technologies
like FDSOI. Specifically, in the Ultra-Thin Body and Box (UTBB) FDSOI technology
used in this work [159], the applicable BB voltage range is approximately ±2V ,
and the body factor (i.e., the sensitivity of Vth to BB) is as high as 85mV /V [160].
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The larger range of applicable biasing is due the presence of a Buried Oxide (BOX)
layer, which removes body-source P/N junctions and acts as a back-gate. For this
reason, BB is referred to as back-gate biasing, or simply back biasing in the context
of FDSOI technology.
Such a large BB voltage range can be leveraged for a very effective dynamic
tuning of the performance/power tradeoff. Specifically, Forward Back Biasing (FBB)
lowers the Vth and reduces the switching delay of a transistor, at the expense of
an increase in sub-threshold leakage currents. Reverse Back Biasing (RBB) has
the opposite effect. In literature, adaptive body/back biasing has been widely used
in combination with Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) for power
management, to improve the Pareto frontier of power/performance points [160, 167,
166]. However, to the best of our knowledge, BB has never been used before as a
knob for implementing energy-quality scalable systems.
With respect to VDD scaling, adaptive BB can be implemented at much finer
granularity, since no level-shifters are required. However, there are still technological constraints that prevent its application to single devices. As a matter of fact,
gates with different BB voltages must be separated by guardbands that have a size
comparable to that of a standard cell [160]. Further technological details about the
specific technology used in our work will be given in Section 3.3.5.

3.3.3

Fine-Grain Back Bias in Precision-Configurable
Datapath Operators

The methodology proposed in this manuscript uses the same approach of DVAS
to generate multiple quality configurations in a circuit: the latter are obtained by
varying the operator precision, which is achieved by simply zeroing some of the
input LSBs. However, our method employs fine-grain tuning of speed and power to
contrast the wall-of-slack problem of DVAS.
To motivate our choices, we first describe the situation in which this kind of
fine-grain tuning is realized using multiple VDD s within the same operator. We then
explain how the same result can be achieved with Vth tuning (via back biasing), albeit
with smaller overheads.
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In a reduced-precision operator, many timing paths are disabled as a consequence
of zeroing the LSBs, and therefore they are irrelevant for timing. These, plus the
few paths that are not critical despite the wall-of-slack, could theoretically receive a
smaller VDD , while the rest of the circuit is supplied with a “conservative” (higher)
VDD to prevent violations. This subdivision of paths is exemplified in Figure 3.6.
Notice that the membership of a path to one of these three groups depends on the
selected supply voltage, as well as on the number of gated LSBs.

Fig. 3.6 Conceptual subdivision of the timing paths within an operator working at reduced
bit-width. Some of the paths in each group are highlighted.

Using multiple VDD s within an operator would permit significant power benefits,
despite the fact that the critical delay of the design is unchanged at reduced precision
(due to the wall-of-slack). In fact, disabled and non critical gates would consume
much less than critical ones, in terms of both dynamic and leakage power, thanks to
the lowered supply voltage.
Unfortunately, such a partitioning of the circuit in multiple VDD domains is only
feasible at the SoC-level, and not at the fine granularity required for the relatively
small hardware operators considered in this work; in particular, the insertion of level
shifters between domains would have a relevant impact on power consumption [162].
Therefore the “conservative” value of VDD must be applied to the entire circuit,
resulting in less power savings than what could potentially be achieved.
The speed and power knob offered by dynamic Vth tuning can be leveraged to
solve this issue, offering an additional degree of freedom. For example, the entire
operator can receive a lower VDD , thus reducing power in the disabled and non
critical parts. Then, only the gates belonging to critical paths can be speed up by
lowering the threshold voltage (e.g. through FBB), in order to recover the timing
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violations. The main difference with the multi-VDD approach is that, as anticipated,
Vth tuning by means of adaptive BB can be applied at a much finer granularity.
Indeed, as explained in Section 3.3.2, topologically close cells in a circuit must
still be grouped into areas with a common body/back biasing control, in order to
contain area overheads associated with guardbands. However, given the typical
dimensions of guardbands, the minimum acceptable size of one of these regions
is only in the order of few tens of rows. Moreover, no level shifters are needed to
separate one region from its neighbors. Consequently, while fine-grain Vth tuning
still incurs some area overhead, it has a much smaller power cost compared to using
multiple VDD s, which is what enables its application at finer granularity.
In the rest of this manuscript, we will refer to groups of cells that receive the
same body/back biasing with the term Vth domains, or equivalently BB domains.

3.3.4

Overview of the Proposed Methodology

A conceptual depiction of our methodology is shown in Figure 3.7. We propose to
split an operator in multiple Vth domains, each with an independent back bias control,
whereas the entire circuit shares a single VDD . The additional fine-grain back biasing
knob is leveraged to selectively speedup the (precision dependent) timing critical
paths of the circuit, by applying a lower Vth to a subset of domains (shown as shaded
red areas in the figure).
At a given VDD , thanks to back biasing, the circuit will therefore be able to
work at a higher precision compared to DVAS, without incurring timing violations.
Consequently, it will also achieve higher power efficiency for most precisions.
To better highlight this advantage, Figure 3.7 reports the Pareto frontiers obtainable with DVAS (i.e. without fine-tuning) and with our method. These frontiers are
constructed connecting the minimum power points for each bit-width, considering
all possible combinations of knobs available in the two solutions (DVAS and ours).
As an example, in the figure DVAS allows using the first lowered supply voltage
below the nominal one (i.e. VDD,2 ) only for a precision of 7-bit or lower. Higher
precisions cause timing violations at reduced VDD due to the wall-of-slack effect.
In contrast, the selective speed-up offered by BB allows the design to be timing
compliant at VDD,2 already at 14-bit.
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Fig. 3.7 Conceptual scheme of the proposed methodology for fine-grain speed and power
control of a precision-configurable operator by means of adaptive Vth tuning.

In this work, we assume that each domain can be assigned one out of two possible
Vth values: Standard Vth (SVT), which is considered the nominal condition, and
Low Vth (LVT), which is the “boosting” (faster and more leaky) condition. In 28nm
FDSOI with flip-well devices [160], we map SVT to No Back Bias (NoBB) and LVT
to Forward Back Bias (FBB).
Limiting the choice to two Vth values has several advantages with respect to more
complex assignments. First, it simplifies the search of the optimal Vth assignment to
domains, for a given precision. Second, it makes the generation of back bias voltages
easier, as we will show in Section 3.3.5. Nonetheless, our methodology can also
be applied to more than two Vth values, with increased flexibility at the expense of
higher complexity. Similarly, it can also be implemented using other forms of Vth
tuning (e.g., body biasing in bulk CMOS).
It is worth re-emphasizing that our approach is not alternative but rather complementary to DVAS, since we still apply voltage scaling to the entire design, and
then use BB to fine-tune the consumption and speed of different parts of the circuit.
Indeed, the effect of our method is to make DVAS compatible with the optimizations
performed by standard synthesis tools, which cause the wall-of-slack.
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The same is true also for DVAFS, which benefits from a reduction of the wall-ofslack as well, and can be implemented on top of our technique. Of course, the effect
of DVAFS on timing paths slightly differs from the one discussed in Section 3.3.3.
In particular, disabled paths are not simply those driven by a zeroed input bit, but
rather those that are never activated due to the “split” of the operator into two
sub-circuits [48].
The Circuit Partitioning Problem
The use of back biasing for Vth tuning brings about new design issues. First of all,
we need to determine the maximum number N of Vth domains that can be inserted in
a given operator. This number depends on a user-defined acceptable area overhead,
due to separation guardbands. Even once N is defined, however, there are still many
degrees of freedom available regarding the possible shapes of the Vth domains. The
definition of these regions is a fundamental issue in the proposed methodology.
The basic problem of partitioning a circuit into multiple regions for selective
application of a knob (Vth tuning, in our case) to control some design tradeoffs
(power/precision, in our case) has been already studied the literature for various
knobs and tradeoffs [168]. However, this particular instance, i.e. the application to
precision-configurable designs, introduces several new elements of complexity.
The ideal goal of the partitioning process can be formulated as follows: build
a partitioning that ensures timing compliance with minimum power consumption,
considering all relevant precision configurations (i.e. bit-widths) and VDD values.
Here, a relevant configuration is one that will be actually used in applications (e.g.
1-bit precision might not be interesting).
This goal is achieved if the partitioning can isolate exactly the cells that define
the critical paths (the red part of the circuit in Figure 3.6). This must be true for
all relevant bit-widths at their corresponding optimal VDD , i.e. the supply voltage
that, after boosting critical cells with FBB, allows to reach timing compliance with
minimum total power for that bit-width.
However, finding this optimal solution is in general impossible. In fact, the
physical partitioning of the circuit in domains must be done at design time, and is
single for a given operator. In contrast, each bit-width mode implies a different set of
critical paths, and a partitioning that is optimal, (i.e., that allows to speed up only the
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critical cells) for a given precision, might not be optimal for others. The only solution
that would always guarantee perfect isolation of critical cells for all bit-widths is the
independent back biasing of each cell, which is technologically unfeasible.
Moreover, the partitioning process also impacts the other figures of merit of the
circuit (timing, dynamic power consumption, etc.), due to the fact that Vth domains
are physically isolated regions in the die. In the partitioned circuit, cells should
be kept as close as possible to their optimal locations (i.e., those determined by a
standard placement algorithm) in order to minimize this impact [162, 168].
Partitioning Strategies
The fundamental criterion used in this work to drive the circuit partitioning into BB
domains is to keep the figures of merit of the precision-configurable operator as
close as possible to those of a standard design, when the former is used at maximum
precision. To this purpose, we only consider partitioning solutions in which cells are
minimally displaced with respect to a standard P&R.
The default choice in this work consists of the simplest possible partitioning, i.e.
a regular tiling of the operator into N BB domains. In this solution, each domain
is assigned an identical area of rectangular shape, equal to a fraction 1/N of the
total operator surface. Starting from the result of a standard P&R, cells are mapped
to the closest domain in the newly created grid of tiles, as shown by the arrows of
Figure 3.8 for the case N = 4. This solution has the desirable property of producing
a regular structure, which eases the physical implementation [169]. Moreover, it is
easy to automate and embed in a standard EDA flow.
Of course, the drawback of regular tiling is that it does not consider the spatial
distribution of timing paths. Therefore, for a given precision and VDD combination,
each BB domain will generally include a mix of critical cells (highlighted in red in
the figure for one particular combination) and non-critical/disabled cells. In order
to meet timing constraints, the entire BB domain has to be assigned to LVT/FBB,
resulting in a power overhead due to the unnecessary speed-up of non-critical and
disabled cells. However, thanks to the relatively small granularity of BB domains,
this overhead is normally smaller with respect to that of increasing VDD in the entire
circuit. Domains that must be boosted to “cover” all the critical cells in the example
of Figure 3.8 are shown with a red-shaded background.
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Fig. 3.8 Regular tiling partition of an operator into multiple Vth domains, and example of
critical cells and boosted domains, for one particular VDD and precision combination.

In general, the smaller the Vth domains, the more it is possible to identify a set of
tiles to be boosted that approximately isolates the critical paths from the rest of the
circuit. In fact, the smaller the tiles, the fewer cells are grouped together; at the limit,
this reduces to the case in which each domain contains a single cell, which (although
unfeasible due to area overheads), would allow perfect isolation of critical paths.
One benefit of a regular tiling is flexibility: since the partitioning is determined
a priori, without a specific target precision or VDD , it will perform reasonably well
on average for all bit-width and VDD values. Conversely, an irregular tiling that tries
to better match the spatial distribution of the critical cells will be very effective for
the specific precision/VDD these cells refer to, but it will simply be inappropriate
for other precision/VDD points. Moreover, since critical cells also depend on clock
frequency, process, temperature, etc, the irregular solution will also not adapt to
changes in the operating conditions.
Nevertheless, in the following, we also propose one possible irregular partitioning
approach. Specifically, we obtain this partitioning using a regular grid as a starting
point, and merging some of the BB domains according to their criticality in different
precision configurations. The description of this criticality-driven partitioning
is postponed to Section 3.3.7, as it requires some of the concepts introduced in
Section 3.3.6.
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Enabling Technologies to Support Multiple BB Domains
and Associated Overheads

As anticipated in Section 3.3.2, the practical implementation of multiple BB domains
requires two main enabling technologies, i.e. separation guardbands and back
bias generators. Each of these elements introduces some overheads compared to a
standard design, as discussed below.
Guardbands: Areas with independent BB voltage require a separation (guardband), in order to insert deep well trenches. In UTBB 28nm, the minimum BB
domain guardband width is 2µm, but in our work we chose a more conservative
width for better quality of results. Specifically, we chose a width equal to three times
the height of a standard cell row, i.e. 3.6µm. More information on the technological
details of our target process node can be found in literature [159, 160].
Back Bias Generators: Figure 3.9 shows a block diagram of the circuit used
to assign the back biasing voltages to each BB domain at runtime, in the particular
case of a dual assignment (NoBB or FBB). Each domain must receive two voltages,
VBB,N for NMOS transistors and VBB,P for PMOS.
Config.
Register

D0

DN-1

VREF
VBB,N

Charge
Pump

-

Domain0
VBB,P

Fig. 3.9 Block diagram of a dual back bias generation circuit. FBB biasing voltages:
VBB,N = VREF , VBB,P = −VREF .

Since VBB,N and VBB,P can only assume two values, back biasing voltages can
be pre-generated, without the need of a controllable voltage generator, and can be
shared by multiple operators. Charge pumps can be used to generate the negative
voltage required for VBB,P , as shown in the figure. Two power switches allow the
connection of either NoBB or FBB voltages to the bias pins in each domain (shown
only for one domain in the figure). Bias voltages are then routed to N-wells and
P-wells of transistors through well tap cells placed at regular intervals on the die.
Power switches are controlled by a configuration register, whose width is equal to
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the number of domains N. The register is memory-mapped, and is written when the
bit-width of the operator must be modified. Thus, the area overheads for generating
back bias voltages are limited to a few switches and flip-flops, and are negligible
compared to those caused by the insertion of separation guardbands. Notice that
we do not consider VDD generation, as the latter is already present in most modern
systems.
Runtime assignment of back bias voltages also introduces a time overhead, which
makes the transition between two different assignments not instantaneous. This
overhead is due to the loading of well capacitances by the circuit of Figure 3.9. As
reported in Section 3.3.8, thanks to the small size of the BB domains considered in
this work, the transition time is in the order of tens of nanoseconds. This overhead
is acceptable, considering that the precision requirements are expected to vary for
different applications (or portions thereof) and not for single instructions [9, 8].

3.3.6

Design Flow

In this section, we describe a fully automated EDA flow to implement precisionconfigurable operators based on our proposed fine-grain Vth tuning approach. A
high-level block diagram of this flow is shown in Figure 3.10. The entire process
internally leverages commercial EDA tools for P&R and timing analysis.

Cadence Innovus

Netlist
(.v/.vhd)

Parasitics
(.spef)

Conditions:
N, bi , VDD, VBB,N, VBB,P

First Placement
(no BB Domains)

Synopsys
PrimeTime
Power Analysis

Yes

Insertion of Vth
Domains

No

Violation?
STA (Filter)

Incremental
Placement

∀ Knobs
Combinations

Netlist
(.v)

Optimal Conf.
∀bitwidths

Fig. 3.10 Proposed EDA flow for the implementation of precision-configurable operators
based on DVAS and fine-grain Vth tuning.
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The main input to the flow is a gate-level netlist describing a standard implementation of the target hardware operator, whose precision is equal to the maximum
desired precision of the output design. Moreover, the user needs to specify four
additional parameters:
1. the VDD values that can be applied to the entire operator (one or more)
2. the FBB voltages for N-well and P-well.
3. the relevant precision configurations to be considered throughout the flow (bi ).
4. the number of Vth domains N, which determines the acceptable area overhead.
The sequence of operations can be split in two main parts. The first implementation phase (green background, on the left in the figure), consists of the physical
design of the operator, with the insertion of Vth domains. The result of this implementation then undergoes a second analysis phase (blue background, on the right), in
which the best assignment of technological knobs for each bit-width is determined.
Implementation Phase
First placement: The implementation phase begins with a first placement of the
operator at nominal voltage, without Vth domains. This operation is performed by
the P&R tool using its standard algorithms. Hence, cells are placed according to the
usual constraints of timing, area and power. The information gathered in this step is
used during Vth domains creation to assign the cells to the closest domain, as shown
in Figure 3.8.
Insertion of Vth domains: With the placement available, Vth domains can be
created. The die area reserved to the operator is also enlarged to insert separation
guardbands. The details of this phase depend on the selected circuit partitioning
technique. When using regular tiling, domain creation is straight-forward and simply
consists of the insertion of guardbands at equally spaced intervals. The details for an
irregular partitioning are provided in Section 3.3.7.
Incremental placement and routing: Finally, an incremental placement is executed on the modified circuit. In this step, the tool takes into account the newly
inserted Vth domains and their possible operating modes (NoBB or FBB) and consequently modifies gate sizing, position, etc., in order to meet all timing (setup
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and hold) and DRC constraints. The tool is also instructed to insert well taps for
the connection of back bias voltage rails to the different domains. Finally, the
implementation is completed with routing.
The outputs of the implementation phase are the placed and routed netlist of
the operator, including Vth domains, and the relative parasitics file to be used in the
following analysis.
Analysis Phase
We propose two algorithms to identify the combination of knobs (i.e. back bias
voltage assigned to each domain and global VDD ) that minimizes power for each
bit-width bi . An optimal method based on exhaustive exploration, which has exponential complexity in the number of domains N, and a greedy heuristic with linear
complexity. The two methods are detailed in the following. Regardless of the chosen
search algorithm, the flow of the analysis phase is the same and is composed of two
main steps.
Static Timing Analysis (STA) Filter: For a given combination of knobs, the
operator is analyzed using static timing analysis, checking for setup and hold timing
compliance. In case a violation is found, that combination is discarded. For example,
a configuration in which NoBB (high Vth ) is assigned to all domains and VDD is set to
a low value (e.g. 0.6V ) will probably incur in violations at maximum precision (e.g.
bi = 32 bit). STA is quite fast (in the order of 0.1s for the scale of our operators) and
even faster for low precision netlists, thanks to the fact that many paths are disabled.
On average, we have observed that about 75% of the configurations are filtered by
STA, hence this step allows to greatly reduce the total analysis time.
Power Analysis: Configurations that pass the STA filter are then analyzed for
total power. In this phase, switching activity data from simulations can be optionally
loaded to increase the estimation accuracy. If the configuration consumes less power
than the previous best for the same bit-width, it is saved in an internal database.
When all configurations have been analyzed, the tool produces in output a list
of configurations (one for each relevant precision), with the corresponding knobs
settings.
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Note that this process (specifically the STA filter) is dependent on the target clock
frequency fclk . If the operator is to be used at multiple frequencies, the analysis must
be repeated.
Exhaustive Search
The easiest method to identify the optimal knobs configuration is to analyze all
possible combinations of domains Vth and global VDD exhaustively. This corresponds
to evaluating all 2N combinations of NoBB/FBB assignment to the N domains, for
each VDD and bi . An example is shown in Figure 3.11, where red squares represent
FBB domains.
0 FBB
Domains

1 FBB
Domains

2 FBB
Domains

3 FBB
Domains

4 FBB
Domains

Fig. 3.11 Example of the back biasing configurations considered in exhaustive search, with
N = 4, for a given (bi , VDD ) point. Red squares correspond to boosted domains.

Therefore, the overall analysis complexity is O(2N · B · NVDD ), where B is the
number of considered bit-widths, and NVDD is the number of supply voltages to be
explored.
Since these values are all relatively small, and since STA filters out most of the
combinations, exhaustive exploration is feasible. Indeed, N is in the order of a few
tens (more domains would generate unacceptable area overheads). B in the worst
case coincides with all possible bit-widths (e.g. from 1 bit to 32 bit) but is typically
smaller. NVDD depends on the step and range of variation of VDD : assuming a 100mV
step and a range between 0.6V and 1.0V, NVDD = 5. With these values, the number of
points to consider is in the order of thousands. Power estimation including importing
of VCD traces takes about 1s on our target platform (Intel Xeon E5-2630@2.4GHz
with 128GB DDR3), hence the entire analysis can be carried out in tens of minutes or
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few hours. This time is acceptable for a final stage of design, and it ensures that the
optimal combination of knobs is detected. However, during exploratory phases (e.g.
when deciding the best value of N for a given operator), a faster heuristic solution,
described in the next section, is preferable.
Dual-Vth Guided Search
Dual-Vth assignment (multi-Vth in general) is a static design-time solution for leakage
power optimization, applicable when the target standard-cell library includes devices
designed to have different Vth values [170, 171]. The basic idea is that of mapping
gates in critical timing paths to low-Vth devices for performance maximization,
and the remaining gates to high-Vth devices for leakage recovery. Differently from
dynamic Vth assignment (e.g. back biasing), static dual-Vth can be applied with a
single cell granularity.
We exploit the algorithms normally used for static dual-Vth as a guidance for our
analysis. To do so, we provide a commercial P&R tool with library characterizations
in NoBB and FBB conditions, mapping them to high-Vth and low-Vth respectively.
With these libraries available, we instruct the tool to implement static dual-Vth
assignment, exactly as if the different Vth values were obtained technologically
(rather than through biasing).
After running the algorithm, the circuit contains a mix of NoBB and FBB cells,
with the latter mostly located in critical paths. We then use the concentration of
FBB cells as an indication of the domains that are most “important” for a particular
bit-width and VDD ; this allows the designer to drastically reduce the number of
configurations to test. The overall algorithm can be summarized as follows. For a
given bi and VDD :
1. We disable the appropriate timing paths for bi , and have the P&R tool execute
a dual-Vth assignment on the operator.
2. If dual-Vth did not insert any FBB cell, we just analyze the configuration in
which all domains are in NoBB.
3. Otherwise, we start boosting the domain which contains the highest number
of FBB cells.
4. We run STA and possibly power analysis on this configuration.
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5. If timing compliance is reached, we stop. Otherwise, we apply FBB to the
next domain with the highest number of FBB cells, and repeat from step 4,
until one configuration is compliant, or all domains have been boosted.
An example of this procedure is shown in Figure 3.12, where blue squares
represent individual FBB cells identified by dual-Vth . With this method, the number
of analyses performed in the worst case, for a given bi and VDD , is linear in the
number of domains. Thus, the overall complexity is O(N · B · NVDD ), and with the
same setup described for exhaustive search, the number of configurations to test
reduces to few hundreds. The time to execute single-cell dual-Vth with our P&R tool
is less than 10s, and this step is only executed once for every bi and VDD .

Fig. 3.12 Example of the back biasing configurations considered in the proposed dual-Vth
guided search, for a given (bi , VDD ) point. Red squares correspond to boosted domains,
while blue squares correspond to individual boosted cells according to a dual-Vth assignment
algorithm.

It is worth emphasizing that we do not boost all domains that contain at least
one FBB cell in a single step. This is because when we apply FBB to an entire
domain, more cells than those strictly needed (blue squares) will be sped-up. In
practice, we observed that these additional cells often “compensate” for the fact that
some of those identified by dual-Vth in other domains are not boosted. Thus, timing
compliance could be reached with a smaller number of domains.
This procedure does not necessarily identify the optimal configuration of knobs.
Firstly, because the single-cell dual-Vth algorithms embedded in EDA tools are
heuristic [170]. Secondly, because the concentration of FBB cells might not be
sufficient to identify the optimal domain to boost. For example, if the concentration
of FBB cells in two domains is similar and small, boosting either one might be
sufficient for timing compliance, due to the “compensation” effect described above.
However, the power increase caused by forward back biasing will generally be
different among domains, even in the case of regular tiling, due to different leakage
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consumption of each standard cell. Therefore, the least leaky domain should be
selected in this case, rather than the one containing more FBB cells. Nonetheless, we
show in Section 3.3.8 that this heuristic identifies the optimal design point in most of
the cases and is therefore interesting for early design stages, or for cases in which N
is too large for exhaustive exploration.

3.3.7

Irregular Partitioning

Besides being used to guide the selection of back biasing configurations as described
above, dual-Vth assignment can also be used during implementation, as a way to
construct irregular Vth domains.
Specifically, we propose to run dual-Vth before the insertion of back bias domains
(after the first placement of the operator), in all precision and VDD conditions. This
allows to identify the minimum set of cells that should ideally be boosted to reach
timing compliance in that condition (i.e. the critical cells described in Section 3.3.3).
This information is then used as basis to determine domain boundaries.
As explained in Section 3.3.4, the key issue is merging the results of different
dual-Vth runs into a single physical partitioning. As a first heuristic simplification,
when multiple VDD values are considered, we select, for each precision bi , the supply
voltage that produces the minimum power consumption according to the dual-Vth
output. In this way, we are left with B different sets of FBB cells to be considered
for the construction of domains.
Classic clustering approaches (k-means, dbscan, etc.) cannot be applied straightforwardly to this multi-objective problem. We propose instead a simple aggregative
algorithm to generate the domains, named criticality-driven partitioning hereinafter.
The approach is depicted in Figure 3.13 for a simplified example in which B = 2.
We first subdivide the placement of the operator in a virtual grid of identical regions,
each of which represents a potential Vth domain. As for regular tiling, the maximum
number of regions is determined by the acceptable area overhead. Then, we apply
the analysis described in the previous section on the virtual grid, i.e. we identify
the regions that should be boosted for each considered bit-width, using the dualVth output as guidance. A possible result is shown in the two leftmost drawings of
Figure 3.13. Finally, we generate Vth domains merging regions that, for all bit-widths,
always receive the same BB voltage (rightmost drawing in the figure). The merging
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bi = 32

bi = 16

Placement with Vth
domains

Fig. 3.13 Example of the proposed criticality-driven partitioning to build irregular Vth domains.

phase only deals with N configurations in total, therefore its complexity is negligible
compared to the previous guided search.
The advantage of this solution with respect to regular tiling is a possible reduction of the number of domains, for similar results in terms of power consumption.
This translates into smaller area overheads and simpler control. However, irregular
partitioning also has a disadvantage in terms of flexibility, as anticipated in Section 3.3.4. First, merging domains as shown in Figure 3.13 is only possible when
few bit-width configurations are considered; with too many precision modes, no
group of domains always receives the same BB voltage, and merging is impossible.
Second, all the previous analyses depend on the target operating conditions, and in
particular on the clock frequency fclk . Hence, the partitioning determined with the
aggregative method will be optimal only for a single clock frequency; modifying
fclk would change the way in which virtual regions should be merged into physical
domains. Regular tiling, in contrast, uses the minimum acceptable size for each
domain, and leaves more freedom to reconfigure the Vth assignment depending on
operating conditions at runtime.

3.3.8

Experimental Results

Setup
We have tested our method on a set of representative operators, implemented on a
28nm flip-well UTBB FDSOI standard-cell technology library from ST Microelectronics. We have started from designs downloaded from OpenCores [155], specified
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in behavioral VHDL or Verilog. We have performed synthesis using Synopsys Design
Compiler L-2016.06 and P&R using Cadence Innovus 16.1. Post-implementation
netlists and parasitics have been loaded in Synopsys PrimeTime L-2016.06 for timing
and power analyses.
Throughout our analyses, we have considered a total of five VDD conditions,
from 1.0V to 0.6V , in steps of 0.1V . As FBB voltages, we have used VBB,N = 1.1V
and VBB,P = −1.1V for NMOS and PMOS devices respectively. Unless specified
differently, analyses have been performed in a slow-slow process corner, at 125C.
During the first P&R of the operators (without BB domains), we have considered as
nominal operating condition VDD = 1V , with FBB applied to all cells of the circuit.
We have considered the following four representative operators:
• A 16x16-bit multiplier, with radix-4 Booth encoder and Wallace tree [32].
• A 64-bit Kogge-Stone adder [32].
• A 16-bit, 30-tap FIR filter in direct form [156].
• A 16-bit butterfly unit (the main datapath component of a FFT accelerator) [156].
The adder and the multiplier have been considered because they are the basic building
blocks of most datapath circuits. The remaining two designs have been chosen as
representative of datapath accelerators for signal processing applications, a typical
error-tolerant domain [9]. The latter two benchmarks prove that our method yields
good results also when applied directly on bigger and more complex circuits.
DAS and DVAS [34] have already been demonstrated superior to traditional
architectural solutions for precision-configurable hardware operators design ([76, 75],
etc.). Therefore, in this work we have considered these two techniques as the main
references for comparison.
Comparison with standard DAS
Our method can provide power benefits also when using only dynamic Vth tuning,
independently from the availability of a global supply voltage scaling knob. To show
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these benefits, we have implemented a precision-configurable version of the Booth
multiplier composed of 4 BB domains, using a 2x2 regular tiling grid.
Figure 3.14 shows the power versus bit-width curves obtained by this multiplier
at a fixed VDD = 0.90V . The graph reports the Pareto frontier, i.e. the minimum total
power for each bit-width, obtained testing all possible back biasing assignments
to the 4 domains, with the exhaustive analysis method described in Section 3.3.6.
Power consumption includes both leakage and dynamic components. The clock
frequency is set to the maximum value that does not incur timing violations at
maximum precision, with FBB applied to all 4 domains (i.e. fclk = 1.25GHz). Only
configurations that fully meet timing constraints, taking into account disabled paths
due to reduced dynamic, are reported in the figure. We neglect bit-widths smaller
than 4-bit as they are of very limited interest, even in error tolerant applications.
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Power [W]

0.0020
0.0015
0.0010

Proposed (2x2 Domains)
DAS (NoBB)
DAS (FBB)
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7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Bit-width

Fig. 3.14 Power versus bit-width curves for a Booth multiplier enhanced with fine-grain Vth
tuning, at fixed VDD = 0.90V .

For comparison, Figure 3.14 also reports the results of simple DAS applied to
the original multiplier, without BB domains. Two set of DAS results are shown: one
when no back bias is used, the other when FBB is applied “monolithically” to the
entire operator. In both cases, the clock frequency is set to the same value used for
our method.
At the considered fclk , the original multiplier with NoBB cannot operate at
precisions higher than 6-bit, without incurring timing violations. In contrast, the
multiplier version modified by our flow with the insertion of BB domains can reach
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maximum precision (16-bit), thanks to fine-grain FBB. At the same time, our finegrain solution is (on average) significantly more efficient than using FBB on the
entire design. For example, at 7 and 8-bit precision, the power savings with respect
to monolithic FBB are 44.8% and 42.3% respectively.
These benefits are paid with a small power overhead with respect to the operator
without domains at very low and very high precision (6.2% worst case). This is
mostly due to the cells resizing performed in the incremental placement phase, to
account for the insertion of separation guardbands. Secondarily, the additional
area also causes an increase in the length of metal routes, and consequently in the
dynamic power consumption. The area overhead is approximately 14% compared to
the operator without domains.
On the top of Figure 3.14, we also report graphically the back biasing configurations used for each bit-width, where red squares represent domains that receive
FBB. Notice that, as expected, a smaller bit-width requires a smaller or equal number of boosted domains, and that all domains are boosted in at least one precision
configuration.
Comparison and combination with DVAS
In its most effective embodiment, fine-grain Vth is combined with voltage scaling applied to the entire operator (i.e. DVAS). To show this scenario, we have implemented
both our method and standard DVAS on all four benchmark circuits. We have used
a regular grid of BB domains, with the configurations shown in Table 3.2 (column
Domains). The table also reports the corresponding area overheads (column Area
Ovr.), and the clock frequencies used for analyses (column fclk ).
Figures 3.15–3.18 show the results of this experiment on a bit-width versus
power consumption plane. The curves are generated as for the previous DAS
experiment, and report the minimum power for each bit-width, considering all
possible combinations of VDD and (for our method) BB assignment. For a fair
comparison, for each benchmark we report both the results of DVAS with NoBB and
DVAS with FBB (applied monolithically to the entire design).
The shapes of the curves are similar to the case of simple DAS. Through finegrain power and speed tuning, our method is significantly more efficient than DVAS
with FBB at the same frequency, whereas DVAS with NoBB can seldom reach
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Circuit

Domains

fclk
[GHz]

Area Ovr.
[%]

Max. Power
Saving [%]
(Bits)

Max. Power
Ovr. [%]
(Bits)

Mult.

2x2

1.25

14.5

32.67 (10)

0.26 (9)

Adder

2x2

2.00

11.3

33.78 (12)

0.46 (64)

Butterfly

3x3

1.00

17.0

26.45 (5)

17.15 (4)

FIR

3x3

0.75

15.1

43.06 (16)

0 (-)

Table 3.2 Implementation details and results summary of the comparison between the
proposed fine-grain Vth tuning method and standard DVAS.
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Fig. 3.15 Comparison among standard DVAS and our proposed design method based on
fine-grain Vth tuning for a Booth multiplier.
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Fig. 3.16 Comparison among standard DVAS and our proposed design method based on
fine-grain Vth tuning for a Kogge-Stone adder.
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Fig. 3.17 Comparison among standard DVAS and our proposed design method based on
fine-grain Vth tuning for a FFT butterfly unit.
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Fig. 3.18 Comparison among standard DVAS and our proposed design method based on
fine-grain Vth tuning for a FIR filter.

maximum precision without violations. Even when the latter is timing compliant
(e.g. in the case of the adder) our method can provide better power efficiency, by
working at a lower VDD and only speeding up (with FBB) the critical parts of the
operator. This comes at the cost of a small leakage overhead, thanks to the fine
granularity of BB domains.
Notice that, for adder, multiplier and FIR, the effects of the wall-of-slack are
particularly evident looking at the step-wise shape of the Pareto frontier generated
by standard DVAS. Each step corresponds to a change of VDD , and occurs because
scaling the supply voltage drastically reduces the maximum bit-width that can be
used without violations. Therefore, the supply voltage must be kept constant for large
ranges of bit-widths (obtaining only a linear power decrease due to the reduction
in circuit activity). In contrast, our method can leverage fine-grain back biasing to
obtain numerous “intermediate steps”, and therefore produces a more graceful power
versus precision dependency. In the case of the butterfly unit, the more linear curves
of DVAS show that this unit is less affected by the wall-of-slack (probably due to a
very relaxed implementation frequency) and consequently the improvement thanks
to back biasing is less marked.
The maximum power savings and overheads obtained by our method with respect
to DVAS are reported in Table 3.2 (columns Max. Power Saving and Max. Power
Ovr.), together with the bit-widths at which these savings and overheads are obtained.
For all designs, the maximum saving is higher than 25%, and reaches 43% for the
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FIR filter. When combined with DVAS, the power overheads of our method are
generally very small (less than 1%), except for the FFT butterfly. This exception is
motivated by the fact that the number of domains used in the FFT experiments is
large compared to the size of the circuit. Thus, the compensation of area overheads
during incremental placement is more marked. Butterfly implementations with less
BB domains were not chosen as they poorly isolated the critical paths of the circuit,
and provided very limited power savings compared to DVAS, as shown in Table 3.3.
Impact of the number of Vth domains
The number of Vth domains has a strong impact on all figures of merit in our method.
This is shown in Figures 3.19 and 3.20 using the Booth multiplier as an example.
The first figure shows the power consumption obtained at different bit-widths for
different configurations of BB domains. For ease of visualization, the graph only
reports precisions between 8 and 16 bits. These results still refer to the regular tiling
solution, and the only difference among configurations is the number and position of
the tiles.
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Fig. 3.19 Minimum power versus bit-width for a Booth multiplier implemented with different
configurations of Vth domains, using a regular tiling approach.

As expected, increasing the number of domains produces a general reduction
in power consumption, especially at high bit-widths. Indeed, the presence of more
domains allows a finer-grain control of the parts of the operator to boost. In few
particular cases, this trend is not respected, and increasing the number of domains
has a negative effect of power (e.g. 2x1 versus 3x1 domains at 10-bit precision). This
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Circuit

1x2

1x3

2x2

3x3

Multiplier

25.90(3.61)

26.82(3.87)

32.67(9.75)

42.56(14.10)

Adder

24.20(14.53)

22.61(15.98)

33.78(19.56)

33.90(22.11)

Butterfly

16.33(2.86)

19.70(2.76)

19.39(3.74)

26.45(9.14)

FIR

23.65(16.89)

34.60(15.31)

41.59(22.74)

43.06(31.40)

Table 3.3 Maximum (mean) power saving [%] of our proposed design method based on
fine-grain Vth tuning with respect to standard DVAS, for different configurations of regular
Vth tiles.

is due to the addition of guardbands between groups, which may cause displacements
of critical cells that were previously placed close to each other by the tool. As a
consequence, the incremental placement must perform substantial modifications
to restore timing compliance, causing the trend inversion. Table 3.3 shows the
maximum and mean power savings with respect to DVAS obtained by the four
benchmark circuits for a subset of groups configurations, in the same conditions of
the previous experiment. As for the multiplier, finer granularity generally allows
larger power reductions.
Figure 3.20 reports the area and settling time overheads for the groups configurations tested on the Booth multiplier. The settling times refer to a SPICE simulation
performed using an implementation of the circuit in Figure 3.9 on the target technology, and the values reported are worst-case, i.e. they refer to the domain with the
largest well capacitance. Expectedly, the area overhead increases with the number of
domains. On the contrary, the settling time is shorter for a larger number of domains,
due to the smaller well area of each region.
In general, the selection of the number of BB domains strongly depends on
system-specific constraints; the power reduction in precision modes of interest must
be balanced with the area budget. However, as explained in the next section, the
design space of possible implementations can be explored exhaustively, at least for a
small number of groups (≤ 10).
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Fig. 3.20 Area and settling time overheads versus bit-width for a Booth multiplier implemented with different configurations of Vth domains, using a regular tiling approach.

Exhaustive and heuristic search algorithms
Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show the comparison between exhaustive search and the
dual-Vth guided heuristic for the identification of the optimal configuration of VDD
and BB. The curves referring to exhaustive search are the same as in Figures 3.15
and 3.18, whereas the ones referring to guided search are obtained with the heuristic
method described in Section 3.3.6.
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Fig. 3.21 Comparison between exhaustive and dual-Vth guided search algorithms for identifying the optimal configuration of fine-grain Vth and global VDD in a precision-configurable
operator. Example on the Booth multiplier.
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Fig. 3.22 Comparison between exhaustive and dual-Vth guided search algorithms for identifying the optimal configuration of fine-grain Vth and global VDD in a precision-configurable
operator. Example on the FIR filter.
Multiplier

Adder

Butterfly

FIR

7.2(1.0)

9.3(1.4)

6.6(1.5)

11.9(2.2)

Table 3.4 Maximum (mean) difference in power consumption [%] between the exhaustive
and dual-Vth guided search algorithms for the identification of the optimal configuration of
fine-grain Vth and global VDD in a precision-configurable operator.

For both circuits, the proposed heuristic is able to identify the optimal configuration in the majority of the bit-widths conditions. Even when it fails to identify
the correct combination of knobs, the algorithm still outputs a configuration that is
close to the optimal. The maximum and average difference in power consumption
between the solution identified by the exhaustive algorithm and the one found by the
heuristic is reported for all four benchmarks in Table 3.4.
While these errors might be unacceptable for a final design, the small average
deviations prove that the heuristic method can be used to quickly explore the design
space (e.g. to identify the optimal number and configuration of BB tiles, or to
compare regular with irregular partitioning), providing results that closely resemble
the optimal ones, despite the complexity reduction (from exponential to linear).
On our testing platform, whose technical specifications have been introduced in
Section 3.3.6, the exhaustive search applied to the multiplier requires about 1 hour
and 20 minutes, whereas the guided search only takes about 12 minutes.
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Fig. 3.23 Placement snapshot of a precision-configurable Booth multiplier implemented
using the proposed fine-grain Vth tuning method, with irregular BB domains.

Irregular Partitioning
In this experiment, we compare regular and irregular partitioning approaches on one
example design, namely the Booth multiplier. Specifically, we compare the regular
tiling approach with a 2x2 grid with an irregular implementation built using the
approach described in Section 3.3.7. To generate the irregular domains, we have
started from a virtual 3x3 grid, and we have assumed that the target application only
requires three precision modes: 4, 8 and 16 bit. The clock frequency has been set to
the same value used for the regular design (see Table 3.2). After the merging phase,
the resulting circuit only contains 2 domains; a placement snapshot obtained from
the tool is shown in Figure 3.23.
Figure 3.24 shows the power consumption of the two versions of the circuit in
the three considered bit-width conditions. The irregular version is slightly more
efficient than the regular one due to the smaller number of domains, which eases the
placement process. Most importantly, reducing the number of domains simplifies
the control logic of the modified circuit (e.g. the size of the configuration register
in Figure 3.9) and reduces separation guardbands overheads, while maintaining
comparable power. However, these advantages must be balanced with the reduction
in flexibility discussed in Section 3.3.7. In fact, the irregular version of the operator
is tailored for three precision modes only, and for a single clock frequency.
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Fig. 3.24 Power versus bit-width for two precision-configurable implementations of the same
Booth multiplier, obtained with our proposed fine-grain Vth tuning method, using regular and
irregular partitioning techniques respectively.

Effects of operating conditions
As a final experiment, we assess how the results of our methodology depend on
operating conditions. Intuitively, the larger the share of leakage in the total power,
the higher will be the benefits of our approach. In other words, larger savings are
expected at high temperature, low voltage, and low frequency [159], i.e. the corners
that cause circuits to be most leaky. As a matter of fact, when leakage is negligible,
applying FBB to the entire circuit has almost no impact on total power, and the
difference between DVAS with FBB applied to the entire circuit and our solution
becomes less evident. Conversely, the fine-grain approach is more effective when
the leakage increase due to FBB has a strong impact on power, since only critical
portions of the circuit are boosted.
Two examples are shown in Figure 3.25. Both plots refer to the same circuit
as Figure 3.14. In Figure 3.25a, the clock frequency has been reduced from 1.25
to 1 GHz, leaving the temperature at the default 125C. Conversely, Figure 3.25b
has been obtained leaving fclk at 1.25 GHz, and reducing T from 125C to 25C.
As expected, the savings of our method compared to global back biasing increase
at lower frequency (the maximum saving at 1 GHz is 48.5% at 9 bit precision).
Conversely, they reduce at low temperatures, although the maximum power saving at
25C is still 22.1% (at 8 bit), a value that can justify the area overhead of our method.
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Moreover, notice that 25C is quite a low junction temperature, so this plot refers to a
pessimistic condition 2 .
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Fig. 3.25 Effects of operating conditions on the power versus bit-width Pareto curve of a
Booth multiplier implemented with our proposed fine-grain Vth tuning technique.

In general, low power IoT devices normally operate in conditions were leakage is
comparable to dynamic power (e.g. ultra-low voltage and low frequency) [5], which
are exactly the operating points where our method performs best.

3.4

Application-Driven EDA Flow for
Precision-Configurable Operators

The technique proposed in the previous section of this manuscript has been proven
effective in improving the results of DAS and DVAS when they are combined with a
standard EDA flow. However, that solution depends on the presence of an effective
knob for tuning the speed and power consumption of a hardware operator at finegrain. In FDSOI, this is achieved thanks to the strong impact of adaptive back biasing
on Vth . Not all technologies have similarly powerful knobs available; for instance, in
bulk CMOS, adaptive body biasing has a much more limited effect.
2 Intermediate

characterizations.

temperatures between 25C and 125C have not been tested due to lack of library
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In this section, we describe an alternative EDA flow for designing precisionconfigurable operators that does not rely on the existence of a fine-grain power/delay
tuning knob. As such, this second solution can be applied to a wider set of technology
targets. The two techniques have in common the way in which multiple quality
configurations are obtained, that is analogous to the one of DAS and its variant, i.e.
precision modulation by means of LSB gating.
The motivation for this work is the same presented in Section 3.3.1, i.e. the
limited compatibility of DVAS with standard EDA approaches, due to the wall-ofslack phenomenon. However, rather than reducing this effect by means of dynamic
path reshaping, in this work we propose to statically avoid the wall-of-slack by
modifying the synthesis process. Therefore, the method presented in this section is
more similar to standard DVAS than the previous one. While the previous solution
significantly revised the original principles of [34], in this case those same principles
are maintained, and our additional contribution focuses on how to actually obtain the
theoretical benefits of DVAS within a realistic industrial design flow.
To this end, we describe the first published algorithm for the synthesis of
precision-configurable circuits based on DVAS, that can be fully integrated with
standard EDA tools. Our algorithm identifies the optimal supply voltage for each
target bit-width, and constrains the synthesis process accordingly, preventing the
formation of the wall-of-slack. Throughout this process, information on the target
application, obtained through off-line characterizations, can be leveraged to drive
the optimization. Thus, our method is particularly suited for application-specific
hardware accelerators. To show the effectiveness of our solution, we apply it to a
Multiply-And-Accumulate (MAC) operator, which is the key data-path component
in accelerators for artificial neural networks [48]. On this benchmark, we obtain a
total energy saving > 25% compared to a standard implementation of DVAS.

3.4.1

Multi-scenario optimization in DVAS-based circuits

All state-of-the-art commercial synthesis and P&R tools support some form of
multi-scenario optimization. In this type of optimization, the tool is instructed to
simultaneously consider multiple corners (i.e. process, supply voltage and temperature or PVT points) while synthesizing a circuit. Each corner is associated with
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a corresponding operating mode, that is a set of constraints to be used during the
optimization of that corner.
In a DVAS-based circuit, multi-scenario optimization can be leveraged to ensure
that the circuit does not have timing violations at the desired VDD , for each considered
bit-width mode. To do so, a separate scenario for each mode must be created, setting
the desired VDD as part of the corresponding PVT corner.
Then, the case analysis features of the tool must be used within each operating
mode, to mimic the effect of zeroing LSBs. In particular, constant logic-0s must
be imposed on the inputs that will be disabled in a given mode, so that the tool can
propagate these constraints to the circuit internal signals. Paths that have zeros as
inputs are marked as false, and the tool ignores them during the optimization of
the corresponding scenario. More precisely, false paths are ignored when checking
timing compliance and when evaluating the power consumption of a given reducedprecision scenario. However, thanks to the fact that multi-scenario optimization
considers all precision modes concurrently, no logic is eliminated from the circuit.
In fact, the same paths that are false in a certain reduced-precision condition are not
false in the maximum precision mode.
Providing the tool with one scenario for each precision mode will force it to
concurrently ensure timing compliance in all VDD and bit-width combinations. Thus,
the final design will be able to operate at reduced VDD when low bit-widths are used,
differently from what happens normally in standard DVAS, thanks to a more graceful
distribution of timing paths. In turn, this will yield larger power savings at reduced
precision.
The drawback of this solution is an increase in the area occupation and power
consumption at maximum precision. In fact, to allow lower VDD operation, gates
belonging to true paths (i.e. not disabled) in low bit-width modes will be upsized
and/or mapped to lower threshold voltage devices compared to a standard implementation of the same circuit. Fortunately, in many applications, maximum precision
is only seldom required [172, 173, 48], hence this solution has the potential to be
advantageous in terms of total energy.
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Proposed Greedy VDD Selection and Synthesis

The multi-scenario methodology described in Section 3.4.1 can be implemented
assuming that the best VDD value for each bit-width mode is known. In practice,
finding this value is not trivial. In this work, we propose to find an appropriate
VDD for each bit-width using the greedy incremental synthesis algorithm shown in
Figure 3.26.
1: procedure G REEDY INCREMENTAL SYNTHESIS
2:
Vstart = current supply voltage, initialized to nominal VDD
3:
s0 = nominal scenario [Vstart , bmax ]
4:
S = list of scenarios, initialized to s0
5:
C = nominal circuit netlist, synthesized in scenario s0
6:
for all reduced bit-widths b (in decreasing order) do
7:
snew = [Vstart , b] (same VDD as previous scenario)
8:
Pnew = weighted power of C in scenarios S + snew
9:
Vnew = Vstart
10:
do
11:
sref = snew , Pref = Pnew , Vref = Vnew
12:
Vnew = decrease Vnew
13:
snew = [Vnew , b]
14:
Cnew = incr. synthesis of C in scenarios S + snew
15:
Ts = worst slack of Cnew in scenarios S + snew
16:
Pnew = weighted power of Cnew in scenarios S + snew
17:
while Vnew > Vmin and Ts ≥ 0 and Pnew < Pref
18:
S = S + sref
19:
Vstart = Vref , C = Cnew
20:
end for
21: end procedure

Fig. 3.26 Proposed greedy VDD selection and incremental synthesis algorithm for precisionconfigurable operators based on DVAS.

This procedure takes as input a gate-level netlist of the target circuit, synthesized
in nominal conditions, i.e. maximum VDD (Vstart ) and bit-width (bmax ). Synthesis
constraints (clock frequency, boundary conditions, etc.) are also received as inputs,
as well as the set of reduced bit-width modes to consider during the process, and the
available VDD s. In the pseudo-code, the + symbol used with scenarios (lines 8, 14,
15, 16) corresponds to the list concatenation operation.
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The core of the algorithm spans the available set of supply voltages, starting
from the nominal value and progressively decreasing it. While doing so, it adds one
bit-width mode at a time to the considered set, in decreasing order of precision.
For each new bit-width, the first step (line 8) is an assessment of the power
consumption of the circuit when the new mode uses the same supply voltage as the
previous one (i.e. the only difference between the modes is in the number of zeroed
LSBs). This power estimation, as well as the one in line 16, takes into account all
bit-width modes in the considered set, as detailed in Section 3.4.3.
Then, VDD is decreased (line 12), and an incremental synthesis (line 14) is
performed on the circuit, so that the tool can try to enforce timing compliance at a
lower VDD for the considered bit-width. During the re-synthesis phase, the tool also
takes into account the previous (larger) bit-width modes, using the multi-scenario
functionality described in Section 3.4.1.
In some cases (i.e. when VDD is too low), the tool can fail to resolve timing
violations. Therefore, the resulting netlist undergoes a Static Timing Analysis (STA)
in line 15, where the worst setup and hold slacks in all bit-width modes are evaluated.
Then, the power of the modified netlist is evaluated in line 16.
The progressive scaling of VDD is continued until it results in a reduction of total
power, and the tool is able to avoid timing violations. The lowest VDD that satisfies
these two conditions is selected as final supply voltage for the considered bit-width,
and the corresponding scenario is saved (line 18). Then, a new precision mode is
added, and the procedure is repeated starting from the current VDD , i.e. Vstart .
The proposed algorithm requires to re-synthesize the operator several times.
Thus, we perform this optimization at gate-level, rather than after P&R. Although
the latter solution would yield more accurate results, it would also require a longer
execution time. Moreover, as long as power estimations after synthesis and P&R
are correlated (although exact values might differ), it makes sense to select the
appropriate VDD s post-synthesis, and then enforce them during P&R.
In particular, the VDD selected at gate-level for each precision mode is then
provided to the P&R tool as part of the corresponding scenario. The tool then
executes a single multi-scenario P&R, considering all modes in its optimizations.
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Application-driven Power Weighting

A key feature of the algorithm in Figure 3.26 is the way in which the total power
consumption of the operator is assessed. Specifically, as reported in the figure (lines
8 and 16), we consider a weighted contribution from each scenario, that is:
Ptot = ∑ wi Pi

(3.11)

i

where Pi is the power in each bit-width mode. Pi depends on the VDD applied to the
circuit in that mode, and is affected by the re-synthesis phase, because of the possible
gates resizing/remapping performed by the tool when further scenarios are added.
Using wi = 1 for all i, would give the same importance to the power consumption
in all modes. However, our main concern is energy efficiency, which also depends
on the usage frequency of each mode. For example, if the power consumption of the
circuit at maximum precision is high, but that mode is very rarely used in the target
application, the impact on total energy will be minimal.
Therefore, we propose to select weights wi in a way that lets our algorithm minimize a “proxy” of the total energy consumption, leveraging information about the
target application. In practice, this can be done assigning to wi a value proportional
to the probability that a given operation requires mode i, which can be obtain through
an offline characterization of the application.
Notice that the algorithm of Figure 3.26 is greedy, in that it stops decreasing
VDD at the first minimum of (3.11), although this might not be the global best.
For example, if the nominal VDD and bit-width for a circuit are 0.9V and 16-bit
respectively, using 0.8V for the 8-bit mode might cause a slight increase in the total
weighted power, due to the impact of gates resizing on the consumption at 16-bit.
However, decreasing the 8-bit supply voltage further, e.g. to 0.7V, might reduce the
power consumption at that precision enough to improve the value of (3.11). The
occurrence of this situation depends on the values of weights wi , on the topology of
the considered circuit, and on synthesis constraints (especially fclk ).
The advantage of the greedy approach is that it requires a smaller number of resynthesis. Alternatively, an exhaustive search could also be performed, considering
all possible supply voltages for each bit-width (among those smaller than the ones
used for higher bit-widths). This would guarantee optimality at the cost of longer
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execution time, and it would still be feasible if the number of bit-width modes and
VDD s is not too large. In practice, in our test cases, the situation described above
never verifies, and the greedy and exhaustive solutions coincide.

3.4.4

Experimental Results

Setup
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the methodology described above we have performed some experiments on a 16x16-bit MAC operator, with a 44-bit accumulator.
We have described the architecture of the MAC in VHDL, and synthesized it targeting
a 28nm FDSOI technology library from STMicroelectronics. The clock frequency
and nominal supply voltage have been set to fclk = 1.1GHz and VDD = 0.95V respectively. In all experiments, we have considered supply voltages from 0.95V to
0.60V in steps of 0.05V .
For logic synthesis we have used Synopsys Design Compiler L-2016.03, P&R
has been executed with Cadence Innovus 16.1, while STA and power analyses have
been performed in Synopsys PrimeTime L-2016.06. The algorithm of Figure 3.26
has been implemented in Python 3.5, and internally makes use of both Design
Compiler and PrimeTime.
The choice of a MAC operator is motivated by the fact that this circuit is a
basic building block of hardware accelerators for the inference phase of neural
networks [97–99]. In the following, we have considered the case of designing a
MAC operator contained in an accelerator for the popular LeNet-5 NN architecture,
originally proposed for handwritten digit recognition tasks [1]. We have selected
this benchmark due to its relevance, and the availability of previous bit-width characterizations. However, notice that our method is applicable to any other domain for
which the number of operations performed at different bit-widths can be estimated
through offline characterizations.
The authors of [48] have studied the impact of using different fixed-point bitwidths for performing MAC operations on the accuracy of popular NN models,
including LeNet. They have shown that better accuracy is obtained if a different bitwidth is used for each layer of the network. In our experiments, we have considered
the same bit-widths derived in [48] for the two convolutional layers of LeNet-5.
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Bit-Width

Number of MACs

16

0.01 · 106

8

1.6 · 106

4

0.3 · 106

Table 3.5 Number of MAC operations performed at each bit-width during the classification
of one digit in the LeNet-5 neural network [1].

Moreover, we have assumed that 16-bits are used for Fully Connected (FC) layers,
in accordance to [173]. With these assumptions, the number of MAC operations
performed at each bit-width for the classification of one digit using LeNet-5 is
reported in Table 3.5.
In the following, we compare three different DVAS-based MAC operators, each
supporting 4-bit, 8-bit and 16-bit modes. A first Classic version, used as baseline for
comparison, has been obtained without synthesis optimizations, i.e. applying classic
DVAS (a posteriori) to a circuit implemented with a standard flow. Additionally, we
have generated two versions of the MAC using the algorithm of Figure 3.26. For the
first, all weights wi have been set equal to 1 (Uniform version). When generating the
second version, instead, weights have been set to a value proportional to the usage
probability of each bit-width mode, i.e. w16 = 0.01, w8 = 1.6, w4 = 0.3 (Weighted
version).
Power, area and energy comparison
Table 3.6 shows the supply voltages used in reduced bit-width modes by the three
MAC versions, as well as the area overheads with respect to the Classic version.
Figure 3.27 shows the post-P&R total power consumption (including leakage and
dynamic contributions) obtained by the three designs at each considered bit-width.
In the Classic MAC, scaling the VDD to 0.90V causes timing violations at both
8-bit and 4-bit precision, due to the wall-of-slack. In the Uniform version, conversely,
thanks to the multi-scenario optimization, the synthesis tool enforced timing compliance at 0.90V for 4 and 8 bit modes. The VDD was not reduced further because of
the high power overheads that this would cause at 16-bit. However, this intermediate
solution does not take the statistics of application data into account. In particular,
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MAC Version

8-bit VDD [V]

4-bit VDD [V]

Area Ovr. [%]

Classic

0.95

0.95

-

Uniform

0.90

0.90

9

Weighted

0.75

0.70

16
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Table 3.6 Supply voltage VDD for reduced bit-width operation and area overheads of three
precision-configurable implementations of a MAC. Area overheads are normalized to the
area of a standard MAC (Classic column).

Classic
Uniform
Weighted

Power [W]

0.003

0.002

0.001

0.000

16

8

4

Bit-Width

Fig. 3.27 Power consumption at different bit-widths for three precision-configurable implementations of a MAC.

it ignores that maximum-precision is only required in about 0.005% of the MAC
operations.
Conversely, in the Weighted case, our algorithm selects a much more aggressively
scaled VDD for both 8 and 4-bit, since these two modes are much more relevant than
16-bit in LeNet inference. This causes an area overhead of 16% compared to the
Classic version, but allows significant power savings at reduced bit-widths (27% at
8-bit, and 31% at 4-bit).
The advantage of the Weighted solution is demonstrated by Figure 3.28, which
reports the total energy consumption due to MAC operations for classifying one
digit in LeNet-5, if the three MAC versions are used. Results are normalized to the
Classic implementation.
While the Uniform version only consumes ≈ 5% less energy compared to a
standard design, the Weighted solution reduces consumption by ≈ 27%. Importantly,
this result also accounts for the additional leakage energy of the Weighted version,
caused by the larger area.
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Fig. 3.28 Energy due to MAC operations for classifying one frame in LeNet-5 using three
different precision-configurable implementations of a MAC.

Comparison with the fine-grain Vth approach
In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we have described two different techniques to implement
quality-configurable operators based on the principles of D(V)AS. Both solutions
have been demonstrated superior to a straight-forward application of standard DVAS.
As a final experiment, in this section we provide a comparison of these two methods,
examining the advantages and limitations of each.
One example of such comparison is shown in Figure 3.29. To generate this plot,
we have implemented the synthesis-based technique described in this part of the
chapter on the same 16-bit Booth multiplier used in Section 3.3.8 to evaluate the
method based on dynamic Vth tuning. For fairness, the set of supply voltages used
for this experiment is the same of Section 3.3.8. The clock frequency has been set
to fclk = 1GHz, to ensure that also the circuit generated with incremental synthesis
can operate at maximum precision without violations, despite not using FBB. The
circuit based on fine-grain Vth tuning has been implemented using a regular grid
of 2x2 domains. In the algorithm of Figure 3.26, we have targeted three precision
configurations: 16, 8 and 6-bit. Moreover, in absence of information about the target
application, we have set the power weights for each precision mode to 1, as for the
Uniform MAC of the previous experiment. The plot of Figure 3.29 reports the power
consumption of the two methods for different bit-widths, normalized to the power of
the synthesis-based solution at 16-bit.
On average, the method based on fine-grain threshold voltage tuning (Fine-grain
curve) obtains larger savings for this design. This is expected and it is motivated
by the greater flexibility offered by dynamic Vth tuning, compared to the static
optimization performed at synthesis time in the second method. In particular, the
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Fig. 3.29 Power consumption versus bit-width curves obtained on a 16-bit Booth multiplier
using the two proposed techniques for designing quality-configurable hardware operators
based on LSB gating.

fine-grain Vth approach does not optimize a specific set of precision configurations;
instead, it provides a runtime knob that can be used to optimize power at all bitwidths. On the other hand, the incremental synthesis approach specifically optimizes
a subset of precisions, by permitting a more aggressive voltage scaling than what
would be possible in standard DVAS. By doing so, it achieves comparable power
savings for its three targets, i.e. 16, 8 and 6-bit. However, in between these points,
the only power reduction in the synthesis-based method is due to the reduction of
switching activity caused by gated inputs. In contrast, the fine-grain method can
optimize intermediate bit-widths by partially changing the back biasing assignment
to some domains.
In terms of overheads, the incremental synthesis solution achieves the best results
for this circuit. As shown on the plot, the power at maximum precision is smaller
than that of the fine-grain approach. The same is true also for the area overhead
compared to a standard Booth multiplier implementation, which is approximately
10.3%, compared to the 14.6% of the solution based on back biasing. This last
difference is motivated by the strong impact of separation guardbands between BB
domains in such a small circuit; the ranking of the two methods in terms of area
overheads may change for larger operators.
In summary, none of the two solutions clearly outperforms the other. The method
based on fine-grain Vth tuning offers the highest flexibility and largest power savings
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on average, at the cost of a not negligible area overhead. The incremental synthesis
method is of interest when the target circuit will be operated in a limited set of
quality-configurations. Moreover, it has the important advantage of not relying
on technology-specific knobs, which makes it equally effective in all technologies.
Finally, the incremental synthesis can also take into account a characterization of
the target application when optimizing the design. While this makes the result less
flexible, it may allow to obtain larger savings at a specific precision (e.g. 8-bit), if
the latter is expected to be used most of the times.

3.5

Final Remarks

The three works described in this chapter propose different ways to design qualityconfigurable operators, each of which can be applied to a different set of design
scenarios and technologies. Nonetheless, all three follow a similar automation-driven
approach, and have as main goal the integration of EQ scalable design techniques
within standard flows used in industrial-level EDA.
In all three cases, we have demonstrated that this kind of integration is possible.
Most importantly, we have shown that the results obtained by our flows often differ
significantly from those yielded by a naive application of the original ideas of
RPR and DVAS (both improving and worsening them, depending on the scenario).
This is, in our opinion, the main take-away of this chapter: in order to be really
useful for building commercial products, any new design technique based on EQ
scalability principles should be tested and integrated with industrial EDA flows,
possibly through modifications of the latter. Additionally, the issues of generality
and dynamic quality reconfigurability should be always taken into account.
To conclude the chapter, this section recaps some of the features of the proposed methods. A comparative analysis of the two flows for implementing qualityconfigurable hardware based on the principles of DVAS has been already presented
in Section 3.4.4. Although both these solutions are significantly different from the
one based on RPR, it is still possible to perform a high-level comparison among
them. In the following, we subdivide this comparison in two parts. First, we discuss
the different ways used by the two approaches to achieve EQ scalability. Second, we
compare their overheads and application use cases. We refer to the work described
in Section 3.2 as RPR-based and to the ones of Sections 3.3 and 3.4 as DVAS-based.
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Type of EQ scaling
DVAS-based techniques achieve power savings by systematically reducing the precision of computations. Thus, reduced-quality modes almost always produce wrong
results (except when the truncated portion of inputs is equal to 0). The magnitude of
these errors is limited in the worst case by the amount of gated LSBs. For example,
in a circuit whose maximum precision is N bits, the maximum relative error when
N−M −1
working at M < N bits using LSB-gating is equal to: 22N−1 −1
, assuming integer data
represented in two’s complement. This is a typical fail small approach, in which
errors have a high rate, but are limited in magnitude (see Chapter 1).
The RPR-based solution achieves quality scaling by VOS. Assuming that the
critical paths of a circuit are only seldom activated, a RPR architecture may produce
outputs identical to those of a standard design most of the times. When large errors
occur due to timing violations, they are mitigated by the EC block. Therefore, RPR is
theoretically both a fail small and a fail rare approach, since errors occur sporadically,
and when they do their magnitude is limited.
In practice, however, the occurrence of unmitigated errors in RPR is much more
common then expected. This is again due to the wall-of-slack effect, which makes
the majority of paths critical. We have introduced this phenomenon when discussing
DVAS-based methods, showing how it prevents aggressive voltage scaling even
when input bit-width is reduced. Although less dramatically, the same effect also
negatively impacts RPR. Indeed, when working in VOS, the wall-of-slack causes
timing violations to happen not only on MSBs, but also on some LSBs. Given
the decision scheme of RPR, the latter could remain undetected, causing small but
frequent errors on the final output 3 . However, these errors are still smaller than the
systematic ones produced by DVAS-based circuits, on average. Therefore, from the
point of view of pure output behavior, RPR is definitely the most effective technique.
One simple justification comes from the consideration that the output function of the
replica in RPR is basically the same of a DVAS-based circuit operating at reducedprecision. However, while the latter is used as is, the former is only used as a “last
resort”, to recover from a large MDSP timing error.
Another fundamental difference between the two approaches is that it is not
possible to set a theoretically proven upper bound on the error committed by a
3 These

errors are taken into account by our simulation-based flow.
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RPR circuit implemented with our flow. In fact, as explained in Section 3.2, the
detection circuit parameters are determined based on a finite-length simulation.
When different inputs are applied to the circuit, some timing errors in the MDSP
may remain undetected. Clearly, if simulation inputs are representative of the
final application, the average output quality will not deviate substantially from the
expected.
Overheads and Use Cases
One aspect where DVAS-based approaches are definitely superior to RPR is cost, as
clearly shown by the results presented in Sections 3.2.5, 3.3.8 and 3.4.4 (although
obtained on different technologies). In fact, while DVAS-based circuits require
minimal additional hardware compared to a standard design (e.g. BB generators
or larger gates for contrasting the wall-of-slack), RPR almost invariably leads to
doubling the size of a circuit. These area overheads also translate into reduced
energy benefits, due to the contribution of the replica and decision block on the total
consumption of the system.
Another advantage of DVAS-based approaches is the flexibility they offer for
reconfiguring power consumption and quality at runtime. Indeed, these solutions
offer a very large number of possible quality modes (e.g. a 16-bit datapath operator
may theoretically work in 16 different modes). In contrast, RPR only allows two
modes of operation, respectively at nominal and VOS supply voltage. Consequently,
although RPR-based circuits still offer some reconfigurability to perform accurate
computations, they are destined to application-specific hardware, for which the
desired output quality can be determined at design time. DVAS-based operators, in
contrast, could be embedded in more general purpose hardware for error resilient
applications (e.g. an error resilient processor such as [95]).
In conclusion, despite their similarities, the methodologies proposed in this
chapter have very different metrics and application use cases. Consequently, there is
also not a straight-forward way to combine them into a single technique, so that the
benefits of both approaches are combined.
The choice among one approach or the other boils down to the analysis performed
in this section: the smaller overheads of DVAS-based methods come at the cost
of a larger number of errors, and a generally lower output quality. However, these
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methods provide higher reconfiguration flexibility and a larger set of operating modes.
Therefore, the techniques presented in this chapter are positioned in different corners
of the cost versus benefits design space, as exemplified in the qualitative diagram of
Figure 3.30.
RPR-based Flow

DVAS-based Flows

Output Quality
Flexibility
Overheads
Low

High Low

High

Fig. 3.30 Qualitative comparison of the different methods proposed for the design of qualityconfigurable processing hardware.

Chapter 4
Approximate Bus Encodings for
Quality-Configurable Serial I/O
In this chapter, we describe two different encoding techniques for reducing energy
consumption in serial I/O buses. A general background on serial bus encodings has
been presented in Section 2.6.2. Both our proposed encodings are lossy; as such,
they achieve large reductions in the number of level transitions on the bus (which
translate into power savings) in exchange for some inaccuracies in the decoded data.
A dynamic reconfiguration of the tradeoff between error and power is also possible
by tuning the parameters of both encodings. The content presented in this chapter is
an extended and revised version of our previous publications found in [51–54].

4.1

Motivation

As anticipated in Chapter 2, serial communication links are ubiquitous in modern
digital systems. On-chip, they are employed within some modern NoC designs;
off-chip, they are the de-facto standard for interconnecting processing elements with
I/O peripherals.
Even a single off-chip serial bus can be a significant contributors to the total
power consumption of a device. Indeed, the average energy consumption of a PCB
trace is in the order of 1-2 pJ/bit/inch [132]. For a trace of a few centimeters,
this corresponds to about 10 pJ of energy for the transmission of a single bit of
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information. In comparison, an ultra low-power processor for IoT sensor nodes
may have an active current of about 50-100 µA/MHz, which translates to 10-20
pJ/instruction at a typical clock frequency [174, 175]. Therefore, the transmission of
a single bit on a serial bus may consume roughly the same energy as the execution
of one processing instruction. This clearly motivates the need for energy efficient
serial I/O, especially when considering that a complex system may easily contain
tens of peripherals, each connected serially to the processing logic.
One kind of interface where serial buses are commonly found is that between
processing elements and sensors. In this scenario, the EQ scaling design paradigm
can be adopted for reducing the power consumption of the link. In fact, the data produced by a sensor is typically error tolerant, being already affected by external noise
and analog to digital conversion errors (see Chapter 1). Furthermore, sensor nodes
typically have very limited power budgets, being battery operated and often selfpowered, and targeting long autonomy cycles (from several months to several years).
Another type of interface with similar characteristics is that connecting actuators
such as displays or speakers, whose outputs are destined for human consumption.
Lossy bus encodings can be adopted in these interfaces, in order to achieve
large power savings at the expense of some approximations on the decoded data.
In order to be effective, a lossy encoding may consider the features of the data
being transmitted. Indeed, both the data produced by sensors and those directed to
“multimedia” peripherals tend to have very well-defined dynamics. Moreover, as
for most EQ scalable systems, the amount of tolerable error in such a connection
is not invariable. For instance, it may be influenced by environmental conditions
(amount of external noise, range of variation of the measured quantity, etc.), as
well as system status (battery state of charge, usage context, etc.), and application
target (precise measurement versus rough estimate). Therefore, a lossy serial bus
encoding should allow dynamic reconfiguration of the amount of error committed
during transmission.
In this chapter, we propose two different lossy encodings for serial buses, called
Approximate Differential Encoding (ADE) and Serial-T0 (ST0), that leverage data
dynamics and permit runtime reconfiguration of the error. The former targets energy
reduction in generic interfaces from sensors and to actuators, exploiting the temporal
correlation of the serial data traces produces by these devices. The latter specifically
targets image data, and leverages the bursty data of the corresponding traces.
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For each encoding, we also propose a set of variants for specific use cases (e.g.
DC-balanced connections). We show that the encoding and decoding (CODEC)
functions of these methods can be implemented with very simple hardware, incurring
minimal energy overheads compared to the savings on the bus. Additionally, we
discuss the integration of our encodings with standard serial protocols.

4.2

Serial Buses Power Consumption Model

An off-chip serial connection can be modeled, in first approximation, as a purely
capacitive load, due to the large pitch of PCB lines [126, 129–132]. According to
this model, all power dissipation occurs in correspondence of electrical level changes,
i.e., the total consumption is approximately equal to the dynamic power. Therefore,
the power consumption on the channel is:
2
Pchan = Pdyn = α ·Ctot ·Vswing
·f

(4.1)

In this expression, Ctot represents the total channel capacitance, accounting for driver,
pin and wire contributions, Vswing is the voltage swing between electrical levels and
f is the signaling frequency. Finally, α ∈ [0, 1] is the switching activity factor, i.e.
the average probability of occurrence of a logic value transition in a clock cycle.
Serial bus encodings achieve power savings by reducing the number of transitions
on the bus, that is by acting on α. In the following, we refer to the total number
of transitions on a serial line during the transmission of a sequence of words as the
Transition Count (TC) of that sequence.

4.3

Common Features in Error-Tolerant Serial Bus
Traces

Data streams coming from sensors or transmitted to audio and video peripherals may
have different ranges of variation and rates. However, they often share one common
characteristic, which is that of (intermittent) temporal correlation. In general, temporal correlation refers to the dependency among values transmitted subsequently in
time on the bus. In information theory terminology, this corresponds to saying that
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the sequence of words transmitted on the bus is not a Discrete Memoryless Source
(DMS) [176]. In practice, this correlation manifests as a numerical similarity among
subsequently transmitted values, deriving from the physical nature of the considered
quantities. In many cases correlation is intermittent, meaning that the data trace is
composed of relatively long regions with strong similarity among subsequent words,
alternated with sporadic regions of faster and larger variations. We will refer to these
two types of behaviors with the informal terms of correlated regions and bursty
regions respectively.
Three examples of serial data correlation, taken from the bus traces produced by
real peripherals are shown in Figure 4.1.

(a) CCD-Camera bus trace [177].

(b) Accelerometer (x-channel) bus trace [178].

(c) ECG bus trace [179].
Fig. 4.1 Examples of serial bus traces produced by real sensors

The uppermost graph shows the trace generated by one of the three RGB color
channels of a CCD camera. In this case, correlated regions represent sections of the
image in which the color is almost constant, whereas bursty regions (e.g., around
the 4000-th word) represent lines or boundaries between two different colors. While
this sequence refers to the acquisition of an image, the transmission of serial data
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Fig. 4.2 Pixel-to-pixel magnitude correlation in serialized image data.

towards a display clearly follows a similar pattern. The second graph shows the data
generated by one of the axes of an accelerometer. This sequence is strongly correlated
when the device is idle or moving at a constant speed, while large variations occur
correspondence of sudden movements (e.g., the interval between the 1300-th and
1800-th words). The lowermost graph shows a biomedical signal taken from an
Electrocardiogram (ECG). Therein, correlated and bursty regions correspond to the
intervals between heartbeats and to the pulses themselves, respectively.
A further example is provided in Figure 4.2, for the case of image data (camera
sensor or display). In particular, the three scatter plots refer to the three RGB
channels of the Lena image [177]. Each plot relates the color components of the
pixels sent on the bus at time t − 1 and at time t, assuming that the image is sliced
by rows for serialization. The correlation coefficients among subsequent pixels are
≥ 0.91 for all three color channels.
Analyzing public databases for sensor and audiovisual data [179, 178, 177, 180],
correlated regions tend to be much longer than bursty ones. Therefore, following
the typical “common-case” approach of low-power design, an encoding for this type
of data should reduce power especially in correlated regions. Additionally, these
are also the regions for which a larger error (in relative terms) is acceptable. In fact,
most of the information content is carried by bursty regions, and correlated ones can
be approximated with less impact on the overall quality. An example is given once
again by the traces in Figure 4.1: evidently, the information on lines/color changes
in an image is more important then the exact RGB value of a pixel. Similarly, the
occurrence of a sudden event is more important than the exact acceleration value in
an accelerometer.

4.4 Approximate Differential Encoding for Correlated Sensor Data
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In this section, we describe ADE and its variants. ADE is the EQ scalable version of
the previously proposed lossless Differential Encoding (DE), which has been proven
effective in reducing the number of serial bus transitions for correlated data [126]. On
top of the principles of DE, we add a simple data approximation scheme that further
improves the TC reduction, by leveraging the observation that small magnitude
errors in highly-correlated data are often acceptable.
We also present a set of variants of ADE, to be used in specific scenarios,
i.e. when preserving small data fluctuations is fundamental and when the physical
connection requires a balance among electrical values (DC balancing). Finally we
describe how the proposed encoding can be jointly optimized with the Analog to
Digital Converters (ADC) included in sensors, to further reduce energy consumption.
Using realistic data traces generated by error resilient applications, in Section 4.6
we will demonstrate that ADE achieves competitive results both in terms of sheer TC
reduction, as well as in terms of total energy savings, also considering the overheads
due to the encoding and decoding circuitry.

4.4.1

Differential Encoding

DE is a simple yet very effective way to reduce the number of transitions, hence
the total power consumption, produced by a serialized stream of correlated data.
One effective use of this method is found within the SILENT algorithm described
in [126], which has been been already summarized in Chapter 2. In this section, we
present the functionality of DE in a more detailed way.
DE works by transmitting on the bus the bitwise difference between the current
and previous words. Accordingly, the bits of a codeword are generated using the
following equation:
Bi [t] = bi [t] ⊕ bi [t − 1], ∀i ∈ [1, n]
(4.2)
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where bi [t] is the i-th bit of the data word to be transmitted at time t, and Bi [t] is the
corresponding codeword bit. The decoding expression for DE is as follows:
bi [t] = Bi [t] ⊕ bi [t − 1], ∀i ∈ [1, n]

(4.3)

DE is effective due to the fact that data transmitted by sensors or received
by audio/video devices are normally represented in positional notation. Common
positional formats include unsigned binary, Magnitude and Sign (M&S) and two’s
complement, with integer or fixed point semantics. These formats are used to
represent physical quantities in sensors, as well as sound and color intensities.
For positional data, numerically close values such as those found in subsequently
transmitted words of a correlated stream tend to have a very small Hamming distance.
This is because the MSBs of two numerically similar positional values tend to be
equal, which makes the HD among the two small (e.g. 00101000 and 00101011 in
pure binary, corresponding to 40 and 43 in decimal). One exception occurs for two’s
complement data with similar magnitude and different sign, case in which MSBs
tend to be all different (e.g. 00000101 and 11111000 corresponding to +5 and −8),
and the corresponding HD is large. Finally, there are also conditions for which a
small value difference does not translate into a small HD, for example when the two
values are respectively smaller and larger than a power of two, or vice versa (e.g.
00111111 and 01000000).
The empirical Probability Mass Functions (PMFs) of the Hamming distance
obtained for strongly correlated data represented in the three most common base-2
positional formats is shown in Figure 4.3. These PMFs have been obtained computing
the HD among 1 million of pairs of 12-bit words. The first word of each pair has been
drawn randomly for the entire range of values, while the second has been picked
within a range of ±25 (in decimal) from the first, corresponding to ±0.6% of the
full scale. The plots show that, regardless of the chosen format, the first of the three
conditions explained above (i.e. a small HD due to value similarity) is by far the
most common. Indeed, approximately 85% of the word pairs have an HD ≤ 4.
When the HD between words is very small or very large, the codewords generated
by DE are characterized by a long sequence of 0s or 1s respectively, in the MSB
positions. Since this sequence does not have any value transition when serialized, the
overall TC obtained transmitting it will be significantly smaller than that obtained by
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Fig. 4.3 Hamming distance PMF for 1 million pairs of random 12-bit words with absolute
value difference |w1 − w2 | ≤ 50.

raw data. Given the results of Figure 4.3, such a TC reduction will be obtained for
the large majority of the words, when encoding a strongly correlated trace.

4.4.2

Limitations of DE

Figure 4.4 shows the qualitative dependence between the average HD between
subsequently transmitted words in a sequence and the average transition count of the
corresponding DE codewords, as presented in [126]. The graph also reports the TC
of unencoded input data, which is roughly independent from the HD. As mentioned
in the previous section, DE reduces the TC for small or large HDs; however, it tends
to increase the TC, hence incurring a power overhead, when the HD is about half of
the word length (n).

Fig. 4.4 Input Hamming distance versus transition count for lossless differential encoding.

This overhead is particularly relevant when DE is used to encode data transmitted
from/to the error resilient peripherals mentioned above. In fact, most of these data
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are represented on small bit-widths. For example, 8-12 bits are commonly used to
store samples from sensors, and image pixels are rarely represented with more than
8-bit per color component [122]. When considering such small bit-widths, even
if the transmitted data is highly correlated, many pairs of words will have an HD
falling exactly in the overhead range of DE (i.e. n3 < HD < 2n
3 ).
Figure 4.5a reports one example of this phenomenon. The figure shows the
HD PMF obtained from serialized pairs of pixel components in the RGB image
Lena [177]. Despite the good correlation among subsequent pixels, demonstrated in
Figure 4.2, about 59% of the transmitted pairs of words have HD∈ [3 : 5]. For these
words, differential encoding will not reduce the number of transitions on the bus.
The work of [127] and others have proposed ways to solve this issue while still
providing a lossless encoding scheme. However, these solutions require redundant
bits, which add large overheads to serial buses, either in terms of throughput or
cost, as detailed in Section 2.6.2. Approximate DE (ADE), in contrast, provides a
low-overhead solution by transforming DE into a lossy encoding, as explained in the
next section.
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Fig. 4.5 PMF of the Hamming distance between consequent words in the bus trace produced
by the Lena image, before and after LSB-saturation.

4.4.3

Approximate Differential Encoding

We propose to solve the limitations of DE described above by leveraging the error
tolerance quality exhibited by many of the applications that involve serial links. The
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1: procedure ADE E NCODING(w = data word of length n, l = n. of saturated bits)
2:
// Saturation Phase
3:
for i ∈ [1, l] do
4:
ti [t] = wl+1 [t]
5:
end for
6:
for i ∈ [l + 1, n] do
7:
ti [t] = wi [t]
8:
end for
9:
// Bitwise Difference Phase
10:
for i ∈ [1, n] do
11:
Bi [t] = ti [t] ⊕ ti [t − 1]
12:
end for
13: end procedure

Fig. 4.6 Proposed ADE encoding algorithm.

basic principle of our encoding, ADE, is to reshape the HD distribution of the input
data pairs. By doing so, HD values which are favorable for DE are made more
frequent, and the overall TC reduction improves. To achieve this objective, the basic
form of ADE simply saturates some LSBs of the input words to all 1s or all 0s, before
encoding the word with accurate DE. Thanks to saturation, the least significant part
of the ADE codeword will not introduce any transition, being composed of either all
zeros or all ones.
This simple idea is very effective in reshaping the HD distribution. As an
example, Figure 4.5b shows the HD PMF obtained after saturating 2 LSBs of each
word in the data trace generated by the Lena image. Compared to the original PMF
of Figure 4.5a, this new distribution is visibly more skewed towards HD= 0. The
number of word pairs with an unfavorable HD is reduced from 59% to 45%.
The number of saturated LSBs, called l hereinafter, allows to trade-off power
consumption for output quality in ADE. If n is the bit-width of the input data, the
encoding procedure of ADE is implemented as follows:
Bi [t] = bl+1 [t] ⊕ bl+1 [t − 1], ∀i ∈ [1, l]
Bi [t] = bi [t] ⊕ bi [t − 1], ∀i ∈ [l + 1, n]

(4.4)

where bn [t] represents the MSB and b1 [t] is the LSB. A pseudo-code implementation
of ADE encoding is reported in Figure 4.6.
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The decoding procedure of ADE is identical to the one of lossless differential
encoding, i.e. it is implemented using (4.3). Notice that the decoder does not need to
be informed of the value of l, hence no parameter handshaking is needed between
transmitter and receiver when the accepted error changes.
The maximum absolute error introduced by ADE for integer data is EMAX =
In the example of Figure 4.5b, the saturation of 2 LSBs introduces a maximum
error of: 22 − 1 = 3, about 1.2% of the maximum value representable on 8-bit (255).
Through the experiments shown later, we will demonstrate that this error produces
a minimal reduction of visual quality on the decoded image. In exchange for this
small error, ADE significantly reduces the TC on a serial link, both with respect
to unencoded data and to lossless differential encoding. For the Lena example,
transitions are reduced of about 61%.
2l −1.

Example of Operation
Input

DE

LSBS

ADE

Word

TC

Word

TC

Word

TC

|E|

Word

TC

|E|

00001011
00001111
00001101
00001101
00010111
00100011
00000100
00001101
00001110
00001011

4
2
4
4
4
4
2
4
2
3

00001011
00000100
00000010
00000000
00011010
00110100
00100111
00001001
00000011
00000101

4
2
2
0
4
4
4
4
2
3

00001000
00001111
00001111
00001111
00010111
00100000
00000111
00001111
00001111
00001000

2
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
2
2

3
0
2
2
0
3
3
2
1
3

00001000
00000111
00000000
00000000
00011000
00110111
00100111
00001000
00000000
00000111

2
2
0
0
2
4
4
2
0
1

3
0
2
2
0
3
3
2
1
3

Totals

33

22

19

17

19

29

Table 4.1 Example of operation of the ADE serial bus encoding for a trace of 8-bit unsigned
data.

An example of operation of ADE for 8-bit unsigned binary data is reported
in Table 4.1. The table shows the input data trace in the leftmost column pair,
whereas ADE codewords are found on the rightmost set of columns. The two
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remaining column sets are included for sake of comparison, and report the outputs
of conventional DE and LSB Saturation (LSBS) for the same inputs. In this example,
both LSBS and ADE saturate 3 LSBs of each word, which corresponds to allowing
a maximum relative error of 2.7% for 8-bit inputs. Columns labeled TC report, for
each encoding, the transition count generated when the corresponding words are
transmitted on a serial bus, assuming a LSB-first protocol and including also interword transitions. Column |E| reports the absolute error introduced by approximate
encodings (LSBS and ADE) on each word.
As shown in the example, ADE outperforms both LSBS and lossless DE, by
combining the features of these two algorithm. The total transition count is reduced
19
of 33−17
33 ≈ 48%, whereas the average absolute error per word is just 10 = 1.9, which
corresponds to less than 0.75% of the full-scale value (255).
Comparison with Reduced Bit-width Transmission
In this section, we compare ADE to a reduced bit-width serial transmission based on
lossless DE, that simply skips the transmission of the l LSBs. In particular, we show
that the former is more flexible, despite introducing the exact same amount of error.
One obvious advantage of ADE is the possibility of changing the amount of
error introduced in codewords at runtime. This can be done very easily simply
by changing the parameter l in the encoding procedure, in response to changes in
the error tolerance of the running application, or in the conditions of the system
(e.g. battery status). Throughout these changes, the codeword bit-width remains
constant and equal to n. Conversely, achieving the same result with reduced bit-width
transmission requires a variable word length transmission.
Therefore, the ADE approach is easy to integrate with standard serial protocols
(e.g. SPI, I2C, etc.), which rely on a fixed length scheme of transmission, without
having to change the I/O interfaces of existing peripherals. Variable width transmission, on the other hand, results in significantly more complex transmitter and receiver
circuitry, and is also impossible to integrate with legacy devices based on standard
protocols. For example, SPI-based devices [123] often have fixed-size MOSI/MISO
registers. Other protocols, such as I2C [124], support variable-width transmission
only in multiples of one byte, a too coarse granularity to allow a fine tuning of quality
and energy.
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Another reason why ADE is more flexible than reducing the transmission bitwidth is that error reconfiguration can happen independently from the receiver, as
the latter does not need to know the number of saturated bits l. In contrast, for a
variable length transmission, even if the underlying protocol supports it, transmitter
and receiver should share the knowledge of the current word length. Therefore,
a parameter handshaking phase is needed every time the amount of acceptable
approximation changes.

4.4.4

Hardware Implementation

One of the advantages of ADE with respect to other lossy serial bus encodings
(e.g. [132]) is that its encoding and decoding algorithms can be implemented very
easily in hardware. One possible implementation is shown in the form of block
diagrams in Figure 4.7. The encoder and decoder represented in this figure refer to a
4-bit implementation, for ease of visualization.
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(a) ADE encoder.

(b) ADE decoder.

Fig. 4.7 Hardware implementation of the proposed ADE serial bus encoding.

The encoder hardware is conceptually organized in two main sections, highlighted by gray dashed areas in the figure, corresponding to the two phases of the
algorithm in Figure 4.6.
The Saturation section implements LSB rounding, and corresponds to lines
2-8 of the pseudocode. It is composed of an array of multiplexers, each of which
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determines if one of the bits in the input word (bi ) should be forwarded to the next
section, or replaced with a bit of higher significance. The selection signals for these
multiplexers (l j ) are the bits that compose the base-2 representation of l, the main
parameter of ADE, introduced in (4.4). For instance, if l = 1, meaning that 1-bit is
saturated, then l0 = 1, l1 = 0 and each multiplexer selects the second input form the
top, resulting in t0 = b1 , and ti = bi , ∀i ≥ 1. For a generic n-bit word, this part of
the encoder is composed of n instances of a n-way multiplexer, each having log2 (n)
control inputs, in order to represent all possible values of l, from l = 0 to l = n − 1.
The second section of the encoder, labeled Bitwise XOR, implements word-level
differential encoding, taking as input the intermediate saturated word. This section
corresponds to lines 9-12 of Figure 4.6. The saturated data word transmitted in the
previous clock cycle is stored in an array of flip-flops, and used to perform a bitwise
XOR operation with the current datum. The result of the XOR is loaded into a shift
register which acts as serializer.
The decoder hardware is even simpler, as shown in Figure 4.7. The previously
decoded word is stored in a bank of flip-flops, initialized with zeros at the beginning
of a transmission. When a new word is received and deserialized, an array of
multiplexers selects between the memorized value and its negation, depending on the
corresponding bit read from the parallel output of the shift register. As mentioned in
Section 4.4.3, this hardware is independent of the parameter l.
Both circuits in Figure 4.7 have a latency of one clock cycle 1 . Moreover, they
have a throughput of one encoded/decoder word per cycle. This means that (assuming
that the encoding and decoding circuits operate synchronously with the transmitter
and receiver) implementing ADE does not introduce any performance overhead in
the serial communication. Moreover, area and power consumption of these hardware
implementations are very limited, since both blocks are composed of very simple
logic and memory elements.

4.4.5

Selective ADE for Small Variation Preservation

ADE achieves power savings by eliminating small variations on the input data
through LSB saturation. However, there are contexts in which small variations in
1 The latency for serialization and deserialization is not considered since it is present in any serial
transmission.
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a signal are important, especially when the amplitude of the signal itself is small.
Indeed, while small errors on the LSBs may be tolerable for signals that exhibit large
variations (close to the full dynamic range), when the amplitude is small the LSBs
become the carriers of the essential information.
An example of such situation is the transmission of digital audio data containing
the recording of a person speaking. When the sound amplitude is large (high volume),
the noise introduced by LSB approximations can be tolerated, as it does not impact
the intelligibility of words. On the other hand, when the amplitude is small (for
example because the speaker moved away from the microphone), the same amount
of noise may prevent a correct understanding.
In situations like the one above, a modified version of ADE can be used in order
to better preserve small variations in the signal, at the expense of smaller power
savings, yet still greater or at worst equal to those achieved by accurate DE. This
variant, called Selective ADE (SADE), only accepts data approximations through
LSB saturation when the input signal varies significantly, and reverts to accurate DE
when the variation is small. Formally, SADE implements the following equation:

DE(b[t], b[t − 1]) if ∥b[t] − b[t − 1]∥ ≤ T
h
B[t] =
(4.5)
ADE(b[t], b[t − 1], l) otherwise
where Th is a user-defined threshold and DE()/ADE() correspond to equations (4.2)
and (4.4) respectively.
As for standard ADE, also SADE can be implemented efficiently in hardware. A
high-level block diagram of the encoder for this variant is shown in Figure 4.8, where
the additional components with respect to the circuit of Figure 4.7 are highlighted in
gray. The decoding hardware for SADE is exactly equal to that of DE and ADE.
The threshold Th in SADE must be set according to the application requirements,
and is in principle independent from the number l of saturated bits. However, in
many cases, it might make sense to tune these two parameters jointly. In particular,
setting Th as follows:
Th = K · (2l − 1)
(4.6)
corresponds to implicitly accepting a maximum error equal to K · 100% of the current
variation of the signal. For example, if K = 1, the encoding saturates l bits (i.e.,
generates a maximum error of 2l − 1), only when the variation of the signal is larger
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Fig. 4.8 Encoder hardware for the proposed Selective ADE algorithm.

than 2l − 1. In other words, the error is accepted when it alters the variation of the
signal of less than 100%.
The functionality of the original ADE algorithm can also be obtained using
SADE, if the threshold is set to Th = 0. Therefore, a single software or hardware
implementation can account for both alternatives, and choose among the two on-thefly setting the parameters appropriately.
It is easy to see that the savings obtained by SADE are always intermediate
between those of ADE and DE, for any input sequence. In particular, the worst case
scenario for SADE is when the input signal is only composed of strongly correlated
data, with similar magnitude among subsequently transmitted words. In this case,
the second expression of (4.5) is never executed, and SADE is unable to introduce
approximations, reducing to accurate DE. Conversely, in order for SADE to be
effective, the signal should include sufficiently long bursty phases.
The concept of SADE can be further extended, generalizing the relation between
the amount of approximation and the local variation of the signal. A scheme of this
generalized encoder is shown in Figure 4.9. In this block diagram, the saturation
parameter l used in ADE encoding is obtained as a generic function f () of the current
data variation and, possibly, of an external parameter lext . For example, rather than a
“binary” decision between transmitting accurately or approximately, one could think
of using multiple thresholds, each enabling a different degree of approximation (i.e.,
a different value of l).
A specific variant of this scheme, called n-SADE, generalizes (4.6) to n thresholds, where n is the length of a data word. In practice, instead of setting a single
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Fig. 4.9 Encoder hardware for the proposed generalized SADE and n-SADE algorithms.

value of l and a threshold Th , as in basic SADE, quality is controlled by imposing a
maximum ratio K between the variation of data and the allowed error:
EMAX =

∥b[t] − b[t − 1]∥
K

(4.7)

Then, for every new word to be encoded, the appropriate value of l is obtained from
the local data variation as follows:
l = ⌊log2 EMAX + 1⌋ = ⌊log2

∥b[t] − b[t − 1]∥
+ 1⌋
K

(4.8)

The scheme of (4.8) can be implemented in practice using n thresholds, corresponding
to increasingly larger values of data variation, and to an increasing number of
saturated bits l.
Generalizations of SADE tend to increase the complexity in the encoding circuitry. For the particular case of n-SADE, described above, an implementation
requires n comparators, one for each threshold. Simpler implementations are possible, but only for specific values of the parameters (e.g., if K is a power of two).
The experiments that we performed on n-SADE did not show a consistent improvement in terms of power saving at iso-quality with respect to basic SADE, especially
considering the increased overheads due to the encoder and decoder. However, the
possible relations encapsulated by f () in Figure 4.9 are virtually infinite. A more
in-depth analysis of SADE generalizations will the subject of future work.
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ADE for DC Balanced Connections

In the context of bus encodings, DC balancing consists in ensuring that the sequence
of data transmitted on the bus contains approximately the same number of logic-0s
and logic-1s, and in limiting the length of sequences of bits with the same logic
value. This is important for AC-coupled connections, which act as high-pass filters,
cutting off the DC component of the signal. Indeed, a strong prevalence of 0s or 1s
in the data sent on such connections biases the DC component of the signal, and may
cause decoding errors.
Most standard serial bus protocols do not specify any constraint relative to
DC balancing on the adopted encoding of data. Moreover, PCB connections are
mostly DC-coupled; hence, the problem of DC balancing is not relevant for the most
common use cases of our encoding. Nonetheless, we show that ADE and its variants
can be easily adapted to support DC balancing if needed.

Occurrence [%]

By construction, ADE produces codewords that contain more 0s than 1s for
correlated data, since the output of the bitwise XOR phase will mostly contains
0s in its MSBs. One example is shown in the two leftmost bars of Figure 4.10,
which report the ratio between logic-0s and logic-1s in the serial stream produced
by the pixels of the Lena image, when the latter is transmitted unencoded (left), and
encoded with standard ADE with l = 2 (center). While the logic values in the raw
120

Zeros

Ones

100
80
60
40
20
0

Input

ADE

ALADE

Fig. 4.10 DC balancing in the proposed ADE serial bus encoding.

image are almost perfectly balanced (49.1% of zeros), codewords exhibit a clear
prevalence of logic-0s (67.2%).
To restore balancing, we start from the observation that ADE could be equivalently implemented replacing the bitwise difference operation with the bitwise
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equality (i.e. using XNOR gates instead of XORs in hardware). In fact, bitwise
equality between consecutive correlated words would produce long strings of 1s
instead of 0s in the MSB-part, but the transition count reduction would be exactly
the same.
Therefore, we propose Alternate ADE (ALADE) as a DC balanced variant of
ADE, in which words are encoded alternating difference and equality operators
(XORs and XNORs) on a word-by-word basis.
The hardware must be slightly modified to support ALADE; one possible implementation of 1-bit encoder and decoder circuits for ALADE is reported in Figure. 4.11. In the encoder, only the bitwise XOR section of Figure 4.7 is affected.

alt

alt
ti

Bi
(a) Encoder.

B0
0
1

b0

(b) Decoder.

Fig. 4.11 Hardware implementation of the proposed ALADE algorithm.

The output of each XOR gate is fed to a conditional inverter, implemented with
another XOR and controlled by the inversion signal alt. The latter is provided by a
1-bit counter (T flip-flop), whose value toggles every time a new word is transmitted/received. As for the ALADE decoder, the modifications are even simpler. An
alternating signal, generated by another T flip-flop, is used to invert the selection of
the multiplexers for every other word, as shown in Figure 4.11b.
This simple solution allows to achieve almost perfect DC balance, as shown
in the rightmost bar of Figure 4.10: when Lena pixels are encoded with ALADE,
logic-0s are 49.9% of the total transmitted values. This result is paid with a reduction
in the achieved power savings. The most extreme case occurs when the input trace
is perfectly constant: with ADE, after transmitting the first word, the rest of the
encoded trace consists only of 0s. Thus, both the TC per word and the ratio between
number of 1s and number of 0s tend to 0. With ALADE, instead, the encoded trace
consists of the alternation between 00..0 and 11...1, hence the ratio between 1s and
0s tends to 1 (perfect DC balance), but the TC per word also remains at 1. In practice,
however, the TC difference between ADE and ALADE is much less marked for real
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data traces. In the example of Figure 4.10, for instance, ALADE reduces the TC
of 60.7% with respect to transmitting raw pixels, just a 0.5% less than the 61.2%
reduction achieved by standard ADE.

4.4.7

Fine-grain Adaptation of Power/Quality Tradeoff

The main tunable parameter of ADE and its variants is the number of saturated bits
l, which influences the maximum accepted error. As explained in Chapter 1, the
notion of output quality is essentially application dependent; hence, the selection of
l should be driven by application-level considerations. In particular, the problem of
finding the optimal l is essentially an error-constrained power minimization. The
designer must set the maximum l that allows to meet application-level constraints on
quality, since it will produce the minimum power consumption on the bus.
For many application domains, such as radio and multimedia, quality (error)
constraints are not specified in terms of maximum error, but rather through statistical
aggregate metrics, such as the MED or the MSE, both introduced in Chapter 1. In
this section, we show that ADE can be used also when targeting quality constraints
expressed with these metrics. This is thanks to the fact that l can be easily reconfigured at runtime. For instance, in the hardware implementation of the encoder for
ADE, the number of saturated LSBs can be stored in a flip-flop-based register, so
that its value can be changed in a single clock cycle.
Given that l only determines an error upper bound, the ideal way to meet a
statistically-specified constraint (e.g. in terms of MED) would be to keep track of
the considered metric within the encoder, computing the actual error introduced by
saturation on each transmitted word. This value would then be compared with the
application-level constraint, in order to determine l for the next transmitted word.
While this scheme would be feasible in software, it would introduce a significant
overhead to a hardware implementation of the encoder.
The simpler yet effective solution described in this section consists in periodically
alternating between different values of l according to a fixed Duty Cycle (DC),
computed offline. This solution works under the reasonable assumption that LSBs
of input words are uniformly distributed [181]. If this assumption holds, it is easy
to derive that the saturation error is also a uniformly distributed random variable e,
taking values in the range between 0 and the l-dependent upper bound EMAX [l] =
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2l − 1. Consequently the MED and the MSE can be computed analytically as:
EMAX [l]
2
E
[l](2EMAX [l] + 1)
MAX
MSE[l] = E(e2 ) =
6
MED[l] = E(e) =

(4.9)

Both equations only depend on EMAX , which is in turn function of the encoder
parameter l. Given a constraint on MED or MSE, these equations can be inverted to
extract the ideal value of the maximum error ÊMAX that would generate the desired
value of the aggregate metric.
Unfortunately, the achievable values of EMAX in ADE are quantized, due to the
fact that the number of saturated bits l cannot be fractional. This means that except
for some particular cases, the desired maximum error ÊMAX cannot be achieved with
a fixed setting of l, which motivates the need for periodic duty cycling.
The ideal (fractional) l will be in general included between two integer values:
lL = ⌊log2 (ÊMAX + 1)⌋
lH = ⌈log2 (ÊMAX + 1)⌉

(4.10)

Alternating between these two values with the proper duty cycle allows to almost
exactly match the imposed constraint. For example, supposing that the metric of
interest is MED, and that the target error constraint is ÊMED , the problem of matching
the target constraint reduces to finding a duty cycle DC < 1 so that:
DC · MED[lH ] + (1 − DC) · MED[lL ] = ÊMED

(4.11)

Solving (4.11) for DC and using (4.9) yields:
DC =

ÊMED − MED[lL ]
2ÊMED − EMAX [lL ]
=
MED[lH ] − MED[lL ] EMAX [lH ] − EMAX [lL ]

(4.12)

The denominator of this equation is always an integer, and represents the minimum
period (in number of clock ticks) of the duty cycle. The numerator represents the
number of clock ticks in each period for which the ADE encoder must use l = lH ,
before switching to l = lL for the rest of the period. A similar relation can be
computed for the MSE case.
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Theoretically, using the duty cycle computed with (4.12) would yield exactly the
desired statistical error, under the previously mentioned assumptions on the uniform
distribution of LSBs. In practice, it is not always possible to exactly achieve the
desired DC, and consequently the error target can only be matched approximately.
This is due to two main reasons. First, the numerator in (4.12) might be not integer
and second, the sequence of transmitted words might not be a multiple of the DC
period. Both conditions cause a slight bias in the error. The latter, however can be
made conservative (i.e. tending towards smaller MED/MSE) using two precautions:
(i) the numerator of (4.12) should be truncated towards zero rather than rounded to
the nearest integer, (ii) every new duty cycle should start using l = lL , so that a lower
error is produced whenever the cycle cannot be completed.
In this approach, the optimal duty cycle for a given error target can be computed
offline. Consequently, the hardware cost of this solution is simply that of a counter
and a comparator, used to increment and decrement l according to the numerator and
denominator of (4.12). As mentioned above, switching l has practically zero cost in
the hardware implementation of ADE, as it simply consists in changing the value of
a register.

4.4.8

Compatibility with Standard Bus Protocols

Most standard serial bus protocols do not specify a particular semantic of data bits,
which means that words can be encoded arbitrarily without violating the standard.
However, the details of ADE integration depend on the selected protocol.
Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) [123], Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) [124],
Integrated Interchip Sound (I2S) [182] and others specify an interface composed
of three main types of wires: (1) one or more data lines, (2) a separate clock line,
(3) one or more control lines (e.g., slave select in SPI). For these protocols, ADE is
clearly only applied to data lines, whereas clock, which provides synchronization and
control lines, which have very low switching activities are not encoded. Moreover,
since ADE does not alter the word length, it can be fully integrated with preexisting
interfaces.
In SPI, the entire control of the transmission takes place through the Slave Clock
(SCLK) and Slave Select (SS) lines. Thus, the Master-Out-Slave-In (MOSI) and
Master-In-Slave-Out (MISO) lines are only used for data bits, and can be fully
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encoded with ADE. The same applies also to the I2S protocol, in which the Serial
Data (SD) line only transmit audio samples.
In other cases, such as I2C, the data line is used, in different instants, to transmit
both data and control information (e.g., slave addresses). In this scenario, ADE
encoding and decoding must be applied selectively to data words, which are the
only ones that can tolerate errors, skipping control words. However, although with a
reduced impact on total power savings, ADE is fully applicable to these cases.
Other protocols, such as RS-232 [183] and Controller Area Network (CAN) [125]
are asynchronous, i.e., timing information is conveyed through data lines and no
separate clock lines are present. RS-232 transmits synchronization and control
information through start/stop bits (and optional parity bits, etc.) on the data line.
CAN is a much more complex standard, which embeds up to 64 bytes of data in
frames that contain synchronization, priority, acknowledge and CRC information.
All these elements must remain untouched in order for the transmission to complete
correctly. Nevertheless, ADE can still be used on data bits.
The only case when ADE cannot be used straight-forwardly is when a standard
specifies a precise data encoding. This is the case for some display protocols such
as MIPI’s DSI [184], which uses TMDS. In this case, although ADE can still be
applied in cascade, it is likely to have limited effectiveness.

4.4.9

ADC/Encoder Co-Optimization

Sensor devices implementing ADE can obtain further power savings beyond those
yielded by the encoding itself from the optimization of their embedded ADCs.
This co-optimization is specifically possible for ADCs based on the Successive
Approximation Register (SAR) principle [185].
SAR ADCs are relatively old, but they have recently regained popularity for
embedded applications because of their low implementation costs. Indeed, this
family of converters uses a single chain of Sample-and-Hold (S/H) and threshold
comparator [185]. Despite this low complexity, the energy consumption of a SAR
ADC can be comparable to that of a long off-chip bus. For instance, the commercial
converter described in [186] consumes up to 17.3 pJ/bit when working at its maximum operating frequency of 48 MHz, which corresponds to 207.6 pJ for a 12-bit
conversion.
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A high-level block diagram of a SAR ADC is shown in the gray area of Figure 4.12. These ADCs work by comparing the input analog voltage sampled by the
S/H (VS/H ) to increasingly accurate approximations (VAPP ) generated by an internal
Digital to Analog Converter (DAC), using a dichotomous search approach. Next, we
will briefly recap the functionality of a SAR ADC in order to then discuss its integration with ADE. Without loss of generality, we will assume that the digital output
produced by the converter is in unsigned binary format, and that the quantization of
analog voltages is uniform.
EOC

CONTROL
LOGIC

SOC
W

DOUT

SAR
VREF
VAPP

S/H

ENCODER
SERIAL
BUS

DAC

VIN

l

-

VS/H
+

Fig. 4.12 Schematic of a SAR ADC and of its connection with the proposed ADE serial bus
encoding.

A new conversion is triggered activating the Start Of Conversion (SOC) control
signal. In the first conversion cycle, the successive approximation register is loaded
with the digital value 10..0, which after D/A conversion, corresponds to VAPP ≈
VREF
2 , where VREF is the full-scale voltage. This value is then compared with the
sampled analog signal VS/H by the threshold comparator. Depending on the outcome
of this comparison the MSB of the SAR is kept at 1 or reset to 0. Specifically,
these two operations are performed when VAPP ≥ VS/H and when VAPP < VS/H
respectively, since all values greater than VAPP have a 1 at the MSB in their output
digital representation, and vice versa.
In the next conversion step, the second MSB of the SAR is set to 1, so that the
register content is either 010..0 or 110..0 depending on the outcome of the previous
3VREF
cycle. Once converted to analog, these values correspond to either VREF
4 or
4 .
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This new approximation is compared again with the sampled analog input and the
result is used to determine the final value of the second MSB of the SAR. This
process is repeated a number of times equal to the desired output bit-width.
In summary, each cycle of a SAR conversion determines the value of exactly one
bit of the digital output, starting from the MSB. At the end, the ADC activates the
End Of Conversion (EOC) signal to notify that the process has completed.
The latency of a SAR ADC is linear in the number of output bits, while its power
consumption is approximately constant throughout the conversion, since each cycle
involves the same set of components (S/H in hold mode, SAR, DAC, comparator
and control logic). Therefore, the energy consumed by the converter is in first
approximation linearly dependent on the output bit-width.
This feature can be used in combination with the ADE family of encodings to
simultaneously reduce both conversion and transmission energy, with the scheme
shown in Figure 4.12. Several variants are possible, depending on the integration
between encoder and ADC.
Let us denote with n the maximum precision of the ADC. At some point during
the lifetime of the system a full-precision conversion output will be surely transmitted
on the bus, therefore n should also be the length of the serial bus codewords. The
contrary would mean that a too precise ADC has been selected, and a better choice
would be to replace the component.
A first possible optimization consists of forcing a reduction in the A/D conversion
bit-width using the saturation parameter l of ADE. In fact, it is an evident waste of
energy to perform A/D conversion on the entire bit-width n if some LSBs will be
ignored by the encoder because of saturation. As explained above, SAR converters
process the bits of each sample starting from the MSB. Therefore, halting the conversion after n − l clock cycles will induce an energy saving (and latency reduction)
proportional to l. Many commercial SAR ADCs already support variable bit-width
operation (input W in Figure 4.12). So, this basic form of early stopping does not
require internal modifications of the converter [186]. It is enough to simply set the
conversion precision parameter of the ADC to the value W = n − l.
Further savings are possible if the ADC and the serial bus encoder can be codesigned from scratch. In fact, the SAR can be easily modified to internally perform
LSB saturation. This would allow to transform the encoder block of Figure 4.12
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into a simple DE encoder (i.e. an array of XOR gates), eliminating the saturation
multiplexers and reducing the complexity and energy consumption of the hardware.
Finally, an even tighter integration with SAR ADCs is desirable when using
SADE. Indeed, this variant of our encoding performs saturation only when the
difference between two consecutive words is larger than a threshold Th . Therefore in
the case of SADE, the ADC must always start with the maximum bit-width n, since
at the beginning of a conversion it is not yet possible to know weather the transmitted
word will be approximated or not. However, since SAR ADCs produce their output
MSB-first, it is possible to determine if the difference between two samples is greater
than Th while performing the conversion. Then, if the ADC and the encoder are
co-designed, the conversion can possibly be stopped after l − n bits, or carried out
completely with maximum accuracy.
To better explain this integration, we call bn−l [t] the sample currently being
digitized by a SAR ADC after n − l clock cycles. According to the functionality
of these converters, this sample includes n − l correct MSBs, while the remaining l
LSBs are equal to 0. Let b̂n−l [t] be the word with the same MSBs as bn−l [t] but with
l 1s at the LSBs. The final SAR output at maximum precision is guaranteed to be in
the range between these two words. Calling the last fully converted word b[t − 1], a
conversion can be stopped early if either one of these two conditions verifies:
b[t − 1] ≥ b̂l−n [t] + Th or
b[t − 1] ≤ bl−n [t] − Th

(4.13)

The implementation of these comparisons obviously requires additional hardware
with respect to the SADE encoder shown in Figure 4.8. However, this scheme
allows to effectively optimize the precision (and energy consumption) of a SAR
ADC combined with SADE on a sample-by-sample basis.

4.5

Serial-T0 Encoding for “Bursty” Sensor Data

The second lossy bus encoding presented in this chapter is called Serial-T0 (ST0).
While ADE and its variant are effective for encoding data coming from a variety of
error tolerant peripherals, ST0 is especially adequate for image data. Therefore, the
ideal targets for ST0 encoding are the serial buses connecting image sensors (e.g.
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CCD or CMOS cameras) and displays (e.g. LCDs or OLEDs). These connections
are often relevant contributors to the energy consumption of a system, due to the
high signaling frequencies involved, in the order of hundreds of MHz, and the large
quantities of data transmitted. Typical standard protocols for these devices include
SPI and I2C, as well as the more specific Camera Serial Interface (CSI-2).
Serial-T0 is inspired by the T0 technique for parallel address buses in microprocessors [187], from which it inherits the idea of leveraging the correlation among
subsequently transmitted data to totally eliminate value transitions from the bus.
However, this result is achieved in a significantly different way compared to the
original T0, considering the serial nature of the target physical links and the error
tolerance of the transmitted data.
In the rest of this section, we describe the encoding algorithm of Serial-T0, as well
as the corresponding hardware implementations of encoding and decoding circuits.
We then discuss the integration of ST0 with standard protocols used in commercial
image peripherals and the required modifications to support DC balancing.
In the experimental results of Section 4.6 we show that, for image data, ST0 is
superior to both lossless and lossy state-of-the-art encodings, including the ADE
algorithm introduced in Section 4.4. We also evaluate the impact of a ST0-based
serial transmission on the outputs of two machine learning applications involving
images (OCR and face recognition), showing that significant power savings on the
bus can be obtained at the cost of a negligible drop in output quality.

4.5.1

Parallel T0 Encoding for Memory Addresses

ST0 is inspired by a popular (lossless) encoding for parallel buses called T0, first
proposed in [187]. T0 was designed to encode addresses sent by a processor towards
the instruction memory. Its functionality can be expressed by the following equation:

(B[t], 1) if b[t] = b[t − 1] + S
(B[t], INC[t]) =
(4.14)
(b[t], 0) otherwise
In this formula b[t] and B[t] are the input data word and the corresponding codeword
transmitted at time t, INC[t] is a redundant bit, and S is a constant power of 2
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called stride, corresponding to the parallelism of the memory (e.g., S = 4 for 32-bit
addresses).
In practice, when the memory addresses requested by the processor form an
ascending sequence with stride S, T0 avoids transmitting the new address completely
and instead sets the INC bit to 1, leaving the data lines of the parallel bus untouched.
The actual requested address is computed automatically by the decoder (within
the memory). The rationale of this algorithm is that the instruction memory is
mostly accessed in sequences with fixed stride, occasionally interrupted by jumps, in
correspondence to loops, function calls or interrupts in the processor.
The name T0 refers to the fact that, for an ideal infinite ascending sequence, this
encoding reduces the number of transitions on the bus to 0.

4.5.2

Serial-T0

Serial-T0 inherits from T0 the idea of transmitting new data only when some condition is verified and letting the receiver autonomously “infer” the implicitly transmitted
value in the remaining cases. However, the two encodings are extremely different in
many aspects:
• First and foremost, T0 is designed for parallel buses, while ST0 deals with
serial data connections.
• T0 is a lossless encoding whereas ST0 is lossy and trades off power reductions
for data approximations.
• T0 exploits data locality in addresses, while ST0 leverages the bursty nature
of image data.
The similarity between the two solutions lies in the analogy between the statistics
of requested memory addresses and that of serialized image pixels. Specifically,
the correlation among consecutive memory addresses in a sequence resembles the
one between subsequently transmitted pixels. Likewise, occasional breaks in the
sequentiality of addresses caused by jumps and loops are similar to bursty regions in
image data traces (see Section 4.3).
Serial-T0 exploits the fact that most of the relevant information in a serialized
stream of image pixels is contained in bursty phases. Accordingly, it reduces the
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number of value transitions on the bus to 0 during high correlation phases and
transmits accurately during bursty phases. This is achieved selectively replacing the
word to be transmitted with a special pattern that does not induce any transition on
the bus (called 0-TC pattern hereinafter). Formally, the basic form of ST0 encoding
implements the following equation:

0-TC pattern if ∥b[t] − b[t ′ ]∥ ≤ T
h
B[t] =
(4.15)
b[t]
otherwise
where Th is a tunable maximum error threshold, and time t ′ represents the last time
in which a data word was directly sent on the bus.
The similarity between (4.14) and (4.15) is clear. However, one important
difference is the use of a special 0-TC pattern in ST0. This difference is due to the
fact that, in a serial bus, repeating the last word does not eliminate transitions (in
general) as in the parallel case.
Serial-T0 decoding is implemented as follows:

b[t ′ ] if B[t] = 0-TC pattern
b[t] =
B[t] otherwise

(4.16)

In practice, the codeword is simply taken as is, except when the 0-TC pattern is
received. In that case, the decoder assumes as output the value of the last valid (non
0-TC) word received.
Data approximations in ST0 occur when the decoder output is different from the
transmitted word, that is when:
0 < ∥b[t] − b[t ′ ]∥ ≤ Th

(4.17)

Increasing Th produces more approximations, but allows to transmit more words as
0-TC patterns. Hence, tuning this parameter allows to explore the tradeoff between
energy consumption and output quality.
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Selection of 0-TC pattern and Implementation Details
Considering a data word of length n, there are only two n-bit patterns that do not
produce value transitions when serialized: the all-zeros pattern (00..0) and the allones pattern (11..1). In order to completely eliminate all transitions during correlated
regions, one of the two has to be used as 0-TC pattern in ST0. However, in most
data formats, these binary patterns are already used to represent some other value.
For example, in 24-bit RGB format, one of the most common representations of
image pixels, 00..0 and 11..1 are interpreted as minimum/maximum hue of the
corresponding primary color.
One way to solve this issue would be to add some form of redundancy to
distinguish between the special 0-TC pattern and a real binary pattern with allzeros/all-ones. Alternatively, one of the two patterns must be dedicated to be used
exclusively as 0-TC pattern. Considering the critical impact of redundancy in serial
buses, discussed in Section 2.6.2, our encoding uses the latter option.
This, however, creates a further issue: whenever a real datum equal to the
0-TC pattern is transmitted on the bus, the decoder erroneously interprets it as
a repetition of the last valid word. Therefore, an additional data replacement is
needed. A reasonable choice is to replace a real all-zeros/all-ones pattern with the
binary word that is “most similar” in the chosen data representation, so to minimize
the introduced error. In standard positional binary notations, as well as in 24-bit
RGB, this corresponds to replacing 11..11 with 11..10, or 00..00 with 00..01. This
substitution causes an additional error on the decoded data. For a standard positional
representation, the relative magnitude of this error is in both cases equal to 1/FS,
where FS is the full-scale range of the data (e.g. 255 in 24-bit RGB).
With the goal of minimizing the occurrence of this data replacement, it is preferable to use as 0-TC pattern a binary word that occurs rarely in the input trace. In
the case of image pixels, both 00..0 and 11..1 are uncommon and in general equally
probable. However, in view of the possibility of using ST0 also for other types of
error tolerant data, we choose 11..1 as the default 0-TC pattern.
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Input

Total TC

Codeword

Total TC

Decoded

Error

00001011
00001111
00001100
00001101
00010111
00100011
00000100
00001101
00001110
00001011

3
5
8
11
15
19
22
25
28
31

00001011
11111111
11111111
11111111
00010111
00100011
00000100
00001101
11111111
11111111

3
3
3
3
7
11
14
17
17
17

00001011
00001011
00001011
00001011
00010011
00100011
00000100
00001101
00001101
00001101

0
4
1
2
0
0
0
0
1
2

Table 4.2 Example of operation of the proposed ST0 bus encoding for a trace of 8-bit
unsigned data, under a maximum relative error constraint of 3.125%(8/256).

Example of Operation
One example of the functionality of ST0, similar to the one described for ADE in
Section 4.4.3 is reported in Table 4.2. The maximum error threshold of the ST0
encoder has been set to Th = 8. This value corresponds to ≈ 3% of the full-scale
range of inputs and causes a total TC reduction of 31−17
31 = 45.2%, considering both
intra-word and inter-word transitions and assuming MSB-first serialization. This
1
remarkable reduction is obtained at the expense of just 255
= 0.4% average error on
the decoded data (in general, the average error is smaller or at worst equal to Th ).
For a better visualization of the effects of ST0 encoding, Figure 4.13 reports the
trace of input data words and decoded codewords over time for the same example
of Table 4.2, assuming a decimal interpretation of data. Notice how ST0 “flattens”
the low variation phases of the data sequence, while preserving accurately the bursty
phases. In this example, high and low correlation phases are approximately equal in
length. However, the former are normally much longer in real image sensor traces.
Thus, in real applications, Serial-T0 can obtain even larger TC reductions.
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Fig. 4.13 Example of operation of the proposed Serial-T0 bus encoding for a trace of 8-bit
unsigned data, under a maximum relative error constraint of 3.125%(8/256).

Comparison with Reduced Bit-width Transmission
As for ADE and any other lossy encoding, one first important assessment to be made
on the usefulness of ST0 is whether our proposed encoding is superior to a simple
reduced bit-width transmission.
Similarly to the case of ADE, the amount of data approximation in ST0 can
be easily set at runtime. In practice, quality reconfiguration can be implemented
simply changing the value of Th in (4.15). The codeword length is not affected by
this reconfiguration, making it transparent from the point of view of the underlying
transmission protocol Moreover, Th can be tuned with very fine granularity ( ±1
LSB), allowing precise control of the maximum allowed error. In contrast, ADE
only allowed changing the maximum error in steps of powers of two.
Also in this case, the tuning of the acceptable error can be performed independently from the receiver, without the need for an initial handshake. In fact, the
decoder functionality described in (4.16) does not depend on Th .
All these features of our encoding provide the same advantages described in the
case of ADE with respect to the integration with standard protocols. In particular,
we will discuss in more detail the integration of ST0 with CSI-2, one of the most
popular standard for image sensors, in Section 4.5.5. This standard only allows
packing data in multiples of one byte, therefore variable bit-width transmission
could only be performed at a very coarse granularity. In contrast, ST0 still allows
very fine dynamic quality configuration when implemented for links that use legacy
peripherals, without requiring any hardware modification.
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(a) ST0 encoder.
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b[t]

b[t']

(b) ST0 decoder.
Fig. 4.14 Hardware implementation of the proposed ST0 serial bus encoding.

4.5.3

Hardware Implementation

A further similarity between ADE and ST0 is the ease of implementation of the
encoding and decoding procedures in hardware. Two block diagrams of possible
implementations are shown in Figure 4.14. Both circuits are designed to use the
all-ones pattern as 0-TC pattern.
The hardware of the encoder is composed of six main elements. A n-bit register
(where n is the codeword length) stores the last word transmitted without approximations b[t ′ ], and another is used to store Th , so that the maximum error constraint
can be changed at runtime. A subtractor and a comparator are used to determine
whether the absolute value difference between b[t ′ ] and the current word b[t] is larger
than Th . Moreover, a n-to-1 AND gate is used to detect the occurrence of a real
11..11 pattern. Based on the outputs of the comparator and of the AND gate, a
multiplexer forwards to the serializer either the input data word, the 0-TC pattern,
or the replacement pattern 11...10. Notice that, as for ADE, storing Th in a register
allows quality reconfiguration in a single clock cycle.
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The decoder circuitry is even simpler. Again, a n-bit register stores the last valid
received word. Another n-to-1 AND gate detects the occurrence of a 0-TC pattern,
and a multiplexer produces the final output selecting between the current codeword
and the last valid word.

4.5.4

Serial-T0 for DC Balanced Connections

Coherently with our previous presentation of ADE, this section discusses possible
modifications to the ST0 algorithm to support DC balancing.
Although the balancing of logic values is not an issue for most protocols considered in this work, it is still possible to devise a simple variant of ST0 to achieve it, at
the cost of a small increase in the encoder and decoder complexity and of a slightly
worse TC reduction.
The prevalence of 0s or 1s in ST0 codewords strongly depends on the selection
of the 0-TC pattern, as discussed in Section 4.5.2. Using all-zeros as special 0-TC
pattern will result in codewords with a large number of 0s, and vice versa. The most
straight forward solution to avoid this strong prevalence is to alternate between the
two possible 0-TC patterns for each new transmitted word. It is easy to see that
doing so will not worsen the DC balance of unencoded input data. Conversely, it
will tend to improve it. Moreover, considering that ST0 mainly targets image data,
there are no strong drawbacks in choosing this solution, since both 00..00 and 11..11
are equally uncommon patterns in image pixels, as discussed in Section 4.5.2.
In order to implement DC balanced Serial-T0, a toggle flip-flop must be used in
order to change the used 0-TC pattern in every clock cycle. When a “real” 00..00 or
11..11 pattern has to be transmitted, it will be approximated with 00..01 or 11..10,
respectively. The corresponding modifications to the encoding and decoding circuits
of Figure 4.14 are trivial and similar to those presented in Section 4.4.6.
Figure 4.15 shows an example of the effectiveness of this solution, analogous
to the one described for ALADE. The three bars report the occurrence of logic-0s
and 1s in the serialized bus trace generated by the Lena image. The leftmost bar
refers to unencoded data words, while the one in the center has been obtained after
ST0 encoding with Th = 8. Our encoding yields a TC reduction of ≈ 63% for these
data, but also produces a strong prevalence of logic-1s, due to the use of the all-ones
0-TC pattern. Finally, the rightmost column shows the outcome of the DC-balanced
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Fig. 4.15 Occurrence of 0s and 1s in the serial bus trace produced by the Lena Image before
and after encoding with two Serial-T0 variants. Both variants use Th = 8.

version of ST0. In this case, the TC reduction is less dramatic (≈ 52%), but the
balancing between logic values is almost perfect (49.9% of 0s).
In general, similarly to ALADE, DC balanced ST0 will always yield inferior
TC reductions compared to the original algorithm. The worst case is that of a
highly correlated bus trace, in which the difference between all consecutive words
is included in the interval [−Th : Th ]. In such scenario, standard ST0 would totally
eliminate logic value transitions on data lanes: after correctly transmitting the first
datum, all subsequent words would be replaced by the chosen 0-TC pattern. For the
same trace, the DC balanced version of ST0 would instead generate one transition
per word, due to the alternation among 11..11 and 00..00.

4.5.5

Compatibility with Standard Bus Protocols

The most widely adopted serial protocols for connecting image sensors (i.e. cameras)
to processing elements are those developed by the MIPI alliance [184]. In particular,
the Camera Serial Interface (CSI-2) is currently the de facto standard for camera
interfacing, due to its good compromise between high speed and low implementation
costs [188].
CSI-2 can be combined with multiple physical level protocols. The most common
choice is to use the D-PHY standard [189], which is based on LVDS connection
pairs. In particular, D-PHY specifies up to four physical LVDS pairs (called lanes in
the standard) for transmitting data, while a separate lane is used for transmitting a
Double Data Rate (DDR) source synchronous clock. In the latest versions of CSI-2
and D-PHY, the peak transmission rate of each lane is 2.5 Gbps.
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CSI-2 uses D-PHY only for the transmission of pixels, which can be represented
in multiple formats, including RGB, YUV, RAW and others. Control messages and
status information on the peripheral, instead, are exchanged on a separate 2-wire
physical interface that implements the I2C protocol [124].
A high-level schematic of an interconnection between a camera and a processing
element using CSI-2 and D-PHY is shown in Figure 4.16.
D-PHY CLK
Data 0

...

Data N

SDA
I2C

SCL

Fig. 4.16 Example of camera to processor connection using CSI-2 and D-PHY standards.

As discussed in the case of ADE, in order to integrate ST0 with CSI-2, care must
be taken to only encode raw pixel data. In fact, to preserve full compliance with the
standard and allow correct communication, control bytes (sync-sequences, packet
headers and footers, etc.) cannot be approximated. To this end, pixel data must be
encoded with ST0 before encapsulating them into a CSI-2 packet.
Differently from other more general purpose protocols, CSI-2 explicitly specifies
the semantics of the packet payloads sent on D-PHY lanes, which must contain
image pixels. However, although ST0 alters the value of the transmitted words, it
does not alter their semantics (i.e. a pixel component remains a pixel component
after being encoded with ST0). Therefore, ST0 can be applied on CSI-2 payloads
without having to modify the standard in any way.
In terms of effectiveness, since LVDS is a level-based encoding, every transition
eliminated by ST0 on data directly translates to power savings on the bus. Therefore,
the final impact of our encoding is proportional to the amount of data bits over the
total bits transmitted including control.
Special care must be taken when ST0 is used to transmit color images. In
fact, different color components are in general not cross-correlated. Therefore, in
principle, the encoding and decoding hardware of Figure 4.14 should be replicated
for each color channel. In practice, however, an optimized implementation can
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reduce costs by sharing hardware (namely the mux. and the n-to-1 AND gate) if the
physical data lanes are less than 3.
In terms of pure transition count reduction, the optimal interconnect configuration
from the point of view of ST0 is one that uses a separate physical wire for each
color component (e.g., three lanes in CSI-2). In fact, this allows to further reduce
the TC, eliminating also some inter-word transitions when multiple 0-TC patterns
are transmitted in sequence. In general, however, this advantage has to be balanced
with the cost of the encoder, which thanks to sharing slightly reduces for a smaller
number of lanes.
While this section has focused on CSI-2 due to its wide adoption for image
sensors, similar considerations also apply to other protocols (SPI, I2C, CAN, etc.).
Clearly, as discussed for ADE, the net impact of ST0 will be more significant in
simpler protocols (such as SPI) with respect to more complex ones (like CAN), due
to the larger amount of error intolerant control-related information exchanged in the
latter.

4.6

Experimental Results

Setup
In a first experiment, we assess the effectiveness of the two proposed encodings on
realistic serial traces of error tolerant data. In particular, we consider three groups of
inputs.
A first set contains the traces generated by three common sensors found in mobile
devices, namely accelerometer, magnetometer and gyroscope, obtained from the
Pervasive Systems Research Data sets [178]. Data in these sets are collected when
the user of a mobile device is performing a specific activity. In our experiment,
we consider the walking and biking activities. The original decimal data have been
converted to binary format, using the datasheets of commercial products to determine
appropriate conversion parameters (bit-width, full scale ranges, etc.) [190–192]. All
three datasheets refer to devices equipped with serial interfaces, using either I2C or
SPI.
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Input Set

Format

Bit-Width

Ref.

Accelerometer

Two’s complement

12-bit

[190]

Magnetometer

Two’s complement

16-bit

[191]

Gyroscope

Two’s complement

16-bit

[192]

ECG

Unsigned

11-bit

[179]

Audio

Two’s complement

16-bit

[180]

Images

RGB (Unsigned)

3·8-bit

[177]

Table 4.3 Input data sets used for comparative experiments on EQ scalable serial bus encodings.

A second group of data contains ECG samples taken from the Physionet online
database [179], as representatives of biomedical applications. To simulate serial
transmission, ECG samples have been converted to unsigned binary on 11-bit,
according to the specifications of Physionet.
The third and last set refers to multimedia peripherals, namely voice recordings
and images. Audio data have been obtained from the Open Speech Repository [180]
and consist of 16-bit two’s complement Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) samples.
Images have been taken from the Kodak Database [177] and are represented in
24-bit RGB. Table 4.3 summarizes the inputs used in these first experiments and the
corresponding data representations.
As shown in the following, ADE achieves superior savings for the same error
constraint compared to ST0 for most of these inputs. A notable exception are image
pixels, which are exactly the main target of the latter encoding. To further evaluate the
effectiveness of ST0 on image data, we then evaluate its performance in the context
of real error tolerant applications. Specifically, we test the effectiveness of ST0 for
two machine-learning classification tasks dealing with images, i.e. Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) and face detection/recognition. For these applications, we assess
the impact of transmitting a camera image with ST0 on classification accuracy.
The selected faces and text data sets are reported in Table 4.4. OCR is performed
using the open-source software Tesseract, currently maintained by Google [193].
Face detection uses Haar-like features cascade [194], whereas face recognition is
obtained through a Local Binary Pattern Histogram (LBPH) recognizer [195]. Both
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Application

Data Set

Content

Size [pixels]

Ref.

Face Recognition

Faces94

Faces

180x200

[197]

OCR

ICDAR 2003

Text

Variable

[198]

Table 4.4 Input data sets used for application-specific experiments on image data for the
proposed Serial-T0 encoding.

algorithms are already included in the OpenCV [196] library and have been used
with default parameters.
In our experiments, we compare ADE and ST0 with two state-of-the-art lossy
serial bus encodings, namely LSBS [131] and Rake [132]. While Rake is a generalpurpose encoding, LSBS is specifically designed for image data. Moreover, we also
present results for two representative lossless approaches. With the same rationale,
we consider SILENT [126], which internally makes use of accurate DE and is a
general-purpose solution for correlated data, and the image-specific k-LIWT [130].
In particular, we select the best variant of this algorithm in terms of performance
versus overhead tradeoff according to the authors of [130], i.e. 2-LIWT. In order
for our comparisons to be fair, all selected works from the literature mentioned
above do not use redundancy. This is in accordance with the analysis of the large
overheads of redundancy in serial buses in terms of cost or throughput, presented in
Section 2.6.2. To evaluate TC reductions, both our encodings and the comparisons
from the literature have been tested within a simulation framework implemented in
Python 3.5.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the underlying protocol on top of
which our encodings are implemented does not transmit control bits on the same
physical line as data. This is similar to the assumption done in the encodings we
compare against, in order to simplify the computation of value transitions. Real
protocols such as SPI and I2S follow exactly this architecture. As discussed in
Sections 4.4.8 and 4.5.5, for more complex standards (e.g., CSI-2) the TC reduction
is approximately equal to the one reported in these experiments, but weighted by the
ratio between data and control bits.
To accurately evaluate the overheads associated with the implementation of
our two proposed encodings, we have also synthesized the encoding and decoding
hardware of Figures 4.7 and 4.14. The circuits have been specified at RTL using
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Fig. 4.17 Transition count reduction of state-of-the-art serial bus encodings for different
input data sets and for two different maximum relative error constraints.

VHDL, and synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler K-2015.06 on a 45nm
standard cell library from ST Microelectronics. We have verified the correctness of
the post synthesis netlists by means of a timing simulation in Mentor QuestaSim
v10.4, with random input stimuli. During these simulations we have also annotated
the internal switching activity of the encoder and decoder netlists, which we have
then loaded in Synopsys PrimeTime J-2014.12 to accurately estimate power.

4.6.1

Transition Count Reduction for Error Tolerant Data

TC Reduction Versus Maximum Error
Figure 4.17 reports the TC reduction (expressed in percentage) achieved by all
considered encodings for the input data sets of Table 4.3. The two charts refer to
two different constraints in terms of allowed error. Specifically, we impose an upper
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bound on the maximum relative error ER , as a percentage of the full-scale range of
variation of each data set. The parameters of the different encodings are set so as not
to violate these constraints. In particular, the l parameter in ADE is computed as:


ER
l = log2 (
· FS + 1)
100

(4.18)

while the threshold Th in ST0 is set to:
Th = ⌊ER · FS/100⌋

(4.19)

In both cases, the floor operator ensures that the constraint is never violated. The
parameters of competitor lossy encodings have been in a similar way, to have a fair
comparison. SILENT and 2-LIWT, being lossless, do not accept a quality/error
parameter. Consequently they have the same TC reduction in both graphs.
As shown by the plots, ADE obtains the largest TC reductions of all considered
encodings for 7/9 or 8/9 input sets, depending of the maximum allowed error. ADE
is slightly outperformed by ST0 for ECG data and Accelerometer data relative to the
biking activity, because of the strong bursty nature of these traces. ST0 also achieves
the second best reduction for 3 to 5 inputs, depending on the allowed error.
Both ADE and ST0 always obtain better TC reductions compared to the two
considered lossless encodings, i.e. SILENT and 2-LIWT. This is an important result,
that justifies the data approximations performed by our algorithms. In contrast, both
Rake and LSBS are sometimes outperformed by one or more lossless encoding.
Figure 4.18 gives a sense of the impact of the errors committed by ADE and
ST0 for one of the previous inputs. The leftmost picture is the original 24-bit RGB
Lena from [177]. The other two are the images received by an ADE decoder and a
ST0 decoder respectively, after being encoded with the corresponding parameters set
to obtain a maximum ER of 4%. In accordance to the graph of Figure 4.17, using
this configuration yields a TC reduction of ≈ 72% for ADE and ≈ 70% for ST0.
Nonetheless, there is hardly any noticeable difference between the two received
images and the original input. In quantitative terms, the average normalized error
distance (NED) on pixel colors is only ≈ 1.3% for ADE and ≈ 1.1% for ST0. A
better metric for evaluating images differences is the MSSIM [31], which has been
demonstrated to correlate well with the way humans perceive similarity. The ADE
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and ST0 outputs in the above example achieve MSSIM values of 0.9930 and 0.9933
respectively, where 1 would correspond to perfectly identical images.

(a) Input image.

(b) ADE output.

(c) ST0 output.

Fig. 4.18 Example of the effect of data approximations in the transmission of an image
using the proposed ADE and ST0 encodings, with a maximum relative error constraint of
ER = 4%.

Notice that ST0 tends to produce slightly better output quality for the same
error constraint for image data; this trend will be confirmed in the next section.
In summary, this experiment shows that a constraint such as ER = 4% may be
reasonable for a realistic application and that the relevant TC reductions obtained by
our two proposed encodings do not translate in relevant quality degradations.
TC Reduction versus Actual Mean Error
In this second experiment, we consider the tradeoff between the TC reduction
achieved by each encoding and the actual NED on decoded data. As a matter of fact,
the parameters of all the lossy encodings considered in this section only constrain
the maximum accepted error. The actual deviation introduced on each datum is
in general smaller than this bound; consequently, also the final NED is in general
smaller than the imposed constraint.
Figure 4.19 reports the tradeoff between NED and TC reduction for all encodings
and for the same inputs of Figure 4.17. The points on the Pareto-curves relative to
ADE and have been obtained varying the l parameter from l = 1 to l = 5. For each
of these values, in order to have a fair comparison, the ST0 threshold has been set to
Th = 2l − 1, i.e. exactly the maximum error induced by the saturation of l bits. As
for the previous experiment, the parameters of competitor encodings have been set
in a similar way to ensure fairness. The two horizontal lines in each graph represent
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Fig. 4.19 Tradeoff between transition count reduction and NED in state-of-the-art serial bus
encodings for different input data sets.

the TC reductions of SILENT and 2-LIWT: since these two encodings are lossless,
their TC reduction is constant with respect to the error axis.
The curves show that, even when considering the actual error introduced by
lossy encodings, ADE outperforms all alternatives for the majority of the inputs. In
fact, the top-left corner of each graph represents optimality, i.e., an ideal encoding
that reduces transitions to zero while not introducing errors. In most cases ADE
dominates other encodings in the Pareto sense, by reducing the transitions more for
the same output error.
Another conclusion drawn from this experiment is that ST0 has a much more
limited range of applicability with respect to ADE. In fact, while the former is the
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best performing algorithm for two inputs (ECG and images) and for large-enough
allowed errors, it achieves the worst tradeoff for many other data sets. This is due to
the marked bursty nature of ECG and pixel data, which favors the functionality of
ST0. The remaining inputs are clearly still temporally correlated (otherwise SILENT
would not achieve positive savings); nonetheless, they tend to have a less marked
alternation between idle and bursty phases, making ADE much more effective than
ST0.
Notice that the relations between the TC reductions of different encodings in
Figure 4.19 are generally different from those of Figure 4.17. On the one hand, this
is because the considered quality metric is different (NED versus maximum error).
On the other hand, differences are also due to the error ranges considered. In fact,
by varying l in a fixed interval [1 : 5], we are considering different ranges of NED,
depending on the bit-width of the data (see the x-axes of each graph).

4.6.2

Transition Count Reduction for Random Data

ADE and ST0 are built specifically to deal with error resilient data from real devices.
Nonetheless, analyzing their effectiveness for random data allows to draw interesting
conclusions. Figure 4.20 shows the TC reduction obtained by all encodings considered in previous experiments when applied to 12-bit unsigned inputs generated
randomly. Each point in the graph refers to a different set of inputs. All sets are
drawn from a Gaussian distribution with the same mean µ, equal to half of the full
scale range (211 ), whereas the standard deviation σ is varied in increasing powers of
2, from 20 to 212 . Each input set consists of 10,000 words. In this case, the maximum
allowed error for lossy algorithms has been set to 1% of the full scale range.
Figure 4.20 shows that ST0 achieves the best TC reduction for small σ . This
is expected, since a small standard deviation enforces a strong correlation among
subsequently transmitted words. For values of σ larger than 24 and for a quite large
range of standard deviations, ADE is once again the best performing algorithm. The
effectiveness of ST0, in contrast, decreases rapidly for more widely distributed data,
which confirms the conclusion drawn is the previous section that this encoding is
best used only for very strongly correlated data.
At the rightmost extreme of the graph, i.e., for highly-uncorrelated data traces,
ADE yields approximately the same TC reduction as LSBS. This is because dif-
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Fig. 4.20 Transition count reduction of state-of-the-art serial bus encodings for random
Gaussian data traces with different standard deviations (σ ) and same mean (µ). Maximum
relative error for lossy encodings ER = 1%.

ferential encoding has no effect for this kind of data and actually incurs a slight
increase in the number of transitions. Such behavior is expected, since a Gaussian
distribution with large standard deviation tends to approach a uniform distribution,
which is the worst-case condition for differential encoding. In fact, it can be proven
that, for uniform data, the HD between consecutive words has a binomial distribution
centered in n/2, with n being the word length. Thanks to LSB saturation, ADE is
still able to reduce the TC of about 40% in this case.

4.6.3

Transition Count Reduction for ADE Variants

This section is dedicated to the assessment of the effectiveness of SADE and ALADE.
Figure 4.21 reports the TC reduction obtained for ADE and its variants, as well
as for accurate DE, for some of the inputs listed in Table 4.3. In this experiment,
the l parameter of ADE and its variants has been set to l = 4, which corresponds
to a maximum allowed error of 15. The bar chart reports three variants of SADE,
differing in the values of the threshold: Th = 16 (SADE-16), Th = 32 (SADE-32)
and Th = 64 (SADE-64) 2 . As explained in Section 4.4.5, using these thresholds
with l = 4 corresponds to accepting a maximum error equal to approximately 100%,
50% and 25% of the signal variation.
2 Although

we use the same symbol to refer to both of them, the reader should not confuse the
SADE threshold with the analogous parameter of ST0.
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Fig. 4.21 Transition count reduction of the proposed ADE serial bus encoding and its variants
for a selection of input sets. Saturation parameter set to l = 4.

A first observation is that, for audio and magnetometer inputs, ALADE achieves
practically the same TC reduction as ADE (55.7% versus 55.6% and 60.3% versus
60.0% respectively). This indicates a small impact of inter-word transitions, which
are the only source of difference in TC between the balanced and unbalanced versions
of our proposed encoding. For ECG data the difference in TC is more marked, due
to the fact that these inputs have long almost constant (highly correlated) sequences
of words in the intervals between two heart beats. The latter resemble the worst-case
condition for ALADE, discussed in Section 4.4.8. Similar results can be obtained
also for the DC balanced version of Serial-T0.
As expected, all SADE versions achieve smaller TC reductions compared to
basic ADE. Indeed, SADE skips some approximations in order to preserve small
variations in the signal. A larger Th generally causes smaller toggle reductions, yet
always larger than those of accurate DE. The audio and magnetometer traces are
composed by the alternation of small variation and large variation phases, while in
ECG data, small variations are predominant. Thus, as for ALADE, SADE variants
obtain better results for the first two data sets.
A better way to evaluate the effectiveness of SADE is to use an error metric that
takes signal variation into account. To this end, we consider a metric that normalizes
the error on each word with respect to the local variation of the data. In principle,
this could be achieved simply dividing the error by the absolute value difference
between two consecutive words. However, when two consecutive words are equal,
such metric would produce a division by zero. Therefore, we use a windowed error
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metric Ew , in which the error on each word is normalized to the maximum variation
of the signal in a sliding window of size w ≥ 1, where w is computed as the minimum
that avoids divisions by zero. Normalized errors on different words are then averaged
to obtain the final aggregate metric. Mathematically, Ew is computed as:
Ew =

∥bd [t] − b[t]∥
1 N−w
∑
N t=1 max (b[s]) − min (b[s])

(4.20)

t≤s≤t+w

t≤s≤t+w

where b[t] and bd [t] are the input and decoded words at time t respectively, and N is
the length of the input trace. As desired, this metric gives more “weight” to errors
happening in correspondence of small signal variations.
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Fig. 4.22 Transition count reduction versus “windowed error” tradeoff obtained by the
proposed ADE serial bus encoding and its variants for two input data sets.

Figure 4.22 shows the error versus TC reduction tradeoff for ADE and SADE
considering Ew , for audio and magnetometer inputs. Different points in the graph
have been obtained varying the general parameter l of all encodings from l = 1 to
l = 5. The window length for error computation is w = 4 for audio data, and w = 5
for magnetometer. When using Ew SADE outperforms ADE for both inputs. Notice
that SADE variants with a larger Th always produce very small windowed errors,
regardless of the value of l, because they have less opportunities for approximations.
When very high quality is required, SADE-64 configures as the best solution for both
input sets, while if a slightly lower quality is acceptable, an intermediate solution
such as SADE-16 might be preferable. In general, the choice of the appropriate Th
must be evaluated depending on the specific inputs considered.
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Finally, we present a motivating example of the use of duty cycling in ADE to
fine-tune the error and TC reduction. To this end, we use a realistic application
scenario. As mentioned in Chapter 1 image quality is sometimes measured by the
PSNR metric. Acceptable PSNR values, e.g., in the context of lossy compression
algorithms, are in the range of 20 to 40 dB [199]. Consider an application that uses
ADE to transmit image pixels, e.g., digitized by a camera. Assume that the PSNR
of decoded data with respect to the input is required to be ≥ 38 dB. For instance,
this could be imposed in order to make the effect of our lossy encoding negligible
with respect to a following compression phase, performed by the receiving processor.
Using a typical 8-bit representation for each color component of a pixel, the PSNR
constraint can be converted to MSE ≤ 10.306.
Table 4.5 shows the result of a simulated ADE transmission with l = 2 and l = 3
of the usual Lena image. With l = 2, the MSE is significantly smaller than the
requirement, meaning that ADE is not fully exploiting the available error tolerance,
and is loosing opportunities to reduce the TC. On the contrary, with l = 3, the requirement in terms of MSE/PSNR is violated. Since l must be integer, no intermediate
values are possible. Consequently, in this example, no single value of the parameter
allows to closely match the PSNR constraint.
l

MSE

PSNR [dB]

TC Reduction [%]

2

3.48

42.71

61

3

17.01

35.82

73

Duty Cycling

9.929

38.162

66

Table 4.5 Example of fine-grain quality tuning in the proposed ADE serial bus encoding by
means of duty cycling. The example refers to image data.

This limitation can be solved resorting to duty cycling, as discussed in Section 4.4.7. Using equations similar to (4.11-4.12), but for the MSE metric, we can
obtain the minimum duty cycle length and the corresponding parameter assignment
to closely match the desired PSNR. In this example, the results of such analysis
yield a period of 84 cycles, in which l = 2 is used for the first 44 and l = 3 for the
remaining 40. The result of encoding Lena with this scheme is reported in the last
line of Table 4.5. As expected, this solution matches the desired quality constraint
almost perfectly. By doing so, it allows to improve the TC reduction of an extra 5%
with respect to the fixed solution with l = 2. Finally, notice that the MSE of the duty
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cycling solution is slightly smaller than the requirement, due to the conservative
management of errors described in Section 4.4.7.

4.6.4

ST0-based Transmission Within Real Applications

The experiment of Figure 4.19 has demonstrated that, for a relaxed-enough error
constraint, ST0 achieves the best tradeoff in terms of TC reduction versus NED for
image data. Therefore, in this section, we analyze the effectiveness of this encoding
for transmitting images within the context of the two realistic applications introduced
in Table 4.4. We have used the Rake encoding as state-of-the-art comparison for this
experiment.
We have initially pruned the data sets of both applications, in order to only
include those images for which classification is correct without approximations.
Then, for all images in the pruned data sets, we have evaluated the results of applying
the same algorithm to the output of a ST0-based or Rake-based serial transmission
rather than to the original image. We have repeated this experiment for different error
constraints; both Rake and ST0 accept such constraints in the form of a maximum
allowed error (with a resolution of one LSB), which makes the comparison fair.
We have used application-level metrics for evaluating the quality of outputs for
both tasks. In particular, for face recognition we have considered the Hit Ratio (HR),
i.e. the ratio of correctly classified images over the total size of the pruned data set,
while for OCR we have adopted the Levenshtein distance [200].
The results of this experiment are reported in Figure 4.23. In these graphs, the
horizontal axes report the maximum allowed relative error (ER ), corresponding to the
constraint imposed on the two encodings. The vertical axis shows the corresponding
TC reduction and the output accuracy according to the selected metric, on a scale
from 0 to 1.
These results show that, for the same error constraint, ST0 not only achieves
larger TC reductions, but it also allows to obtain a better classification accuracy than
Rake. This is motivated by the fact that ST0 only makes approximations in regions
of the bus data trace with strong temporal correlation, which in turn correspond
to regions of slowly varying color in the image (e.g. the background around the
subject’s face for the case of face recognition). These areas do not provide relevant
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Fig. 4.23 Transition count reduction and application-level output quality as functions of the
maximum error parameter of the proposed ST0 serial bus encoding and of one competitor
encoding, for two realistic classification applications.

information from the point of view of the classification task, which therefore is able
to still output the correct result.
Assuming as a goal that of maintaining the accuracy of classification above 95%
of the golden reference, ST0 allows to reduce the transitions on the bus of about 60%
for both applications. For face recognition, Rake only generates a TC reduction of
≈ 30% for the same target quality. Furthermore, the Rake accuracy for the OCR
application drops below 95% even when the maximum error is set to 1 LSB (leftmost
point on the graph).

4.6.5

Hardware Overheads and Break-even Length Analysis

In previous experiments, we have compared different serial bus encodings in terms of
pure TC reduction. A more accurate assessment of the real benefits of such encodings
must take into account the actual energy consumption on the bus, including the
overheads due to encoding and decoding circuitry.
To this end, we have synthesized the circuits of Figure 4.7 and 4.14 with the setup
described at the beginning of the experimental results section of this chapter. We
have implemented both 8-bit and 16-bit versions of the CODECs for ADE and ST0,
targeting a 200MHz clock frequency in both cases. Table 4.6 reports the results of
this synthesis. Moreover, the table also provides a simplified power versus frequency
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Bitwidth

Area
[µm2 ]

Power @
200MHz [W ]

ADE Encoder

85.02

2.33 · 10−5

ADE Decoder

68.80

3.32 · 10−5

ST0 Encoder

304.82

4.59 · 10−5

ST0 Decoder

73.38

1.66 · 10−5

ADE Encoder

173.57

4.83 · 10−5

ADE Decoder

136.53

6.70 · 10−5

ST0 Encoder

720.06

1.11 · 10−4

ST0 Decoder

146.41

3.28 · 10−5

Circuit

8-bit

16-bit

Power vs Freq.
[W ]
1.14 · 10−13 f
+5.94 · 10−7
1.64 · 10−13 f
+5.24 · 10−7
2.20 · 10−13 f
+1.95 · 10−6
8.08 · 10−14 f
+4.84 · 10−7
2.35 · 10−13 f
+1.21 · 10−6
3.30 · 10−13 f
+1.05 · 10−6
5.22 · 10−13 f
+6.29 · 10−6
1.59 · 10−13 f
+9.01 · 10−7

Table 4.6 Synthesis results for 8-bit and 16-bit encoders and decoders for the proposed ADE
and ST0 serial bus encoding algorithms, implemented on 45nm CMOS.

model, where we assume that leakage power is constant, and dynamic power linearly
depends on frequency.
Although both algorithms result in extremely low hardware overheads, the total
power consumption of ADE is approximately 80% of that of Serial-T0, for the 16-bit
implementation at 200MHz, and 90% for the 8-bit version, denoting also a better
scalability. This is expected, given the respective complexity of the block diagrams
of Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.14. In particular, the presence of a subtractor, an absolute
value computation block and a comparator accounts for most of the area and power in
the ST0 encoder, which is the block responsible for most of the additional overhead
with respect to ADE. In the remaining three circuits, area occupation and power
consumption are dominated by the contribution of the flip-flop registers that store
the latest transmitted/received word (in ADE) or the latest “valid” word (in ST0).
Having the hardware overheads due to encoding and decoding available allows
the evaluation of the total energy consumption of a serial transmission that uses ADE
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or ST0. To do so, we have modeled the bus data line as a microstrip on a FR-4
PCB [201]. We have assumed a line with 25µm of width and 10µm of thickness,
over a substrate of 200µm height with permittivity εr = 4.5. These parameters yield
a capacitance per unit-length equal to CLEN = 42.3 pF/m. This value can be used
with the model of (4.1) to evaluate the power and energy per unit length consumed
by the line.
The remaining parameters of (4.1), depend on the application considered and are
summarized in Table 4.7. In particular, the switching activity (α) and the bit-width of
input words (n) considered in this experiment refer to the transmission of the Audio
and Images inputs from Table 4.3. We have selected two reasonable transmission
frequencies for these two multimedia domains and we have assumed that encoder,
decoder and serial line all use the same clock signal. For both inputs, we have
compared the energy cost for transmitting unencoded data, with the one required for
transmitting ADE and ST0 codewords. The maximum error constraint for our two
proposed encodings has been set to 10 units for both data sets.
The results of this comparison are reported in Table 4.7. To obtain them, we have
first computed the energy required by ADE and ST0 CODECs for encoding and
decoding one word of data (Ehw ). To this end, we have used the power consumption
model from Table 4.6. Next, we have computed the average energy per unit-length
consumed by the microstrip to transmit one word (El ). The latter depends on the
encoding used, as both ADE and ST0 reduce the number of transitions on the line,
and consequently affect α.
For combining these two energy values, we have considered that the hardware
implementations of our two CODECs are able to encode and decode one word
in a single clock cycle. In contrast, the transmission of a word on the microstrip
takes n clock cycles. Consequently, we have assumed that, when not used, the
CODEC hardware blocks are power managed, and we have approximated their
power consumption with 0 during this time.
The last column of Table 4.7 reports the break-even length lBE of the bus required
to amortize the cost of the CODEC. An encoding saves energy only if the bus exceeds
lBE , because the savings on the line due to the reduced TC become larger than the
overheads due to the CODEC.
For both encodings, the break-even length obtained for image data is in the order
of millimeters. In contrast, ADE outperforms ST0 for audio data, still obtaining
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Data

n

Audio

Images

16

8

f
[MHz]

4.0

184.3

Vswing
[V]

1.8

1.6

Encoding

α

Ehw
[pJ]

El
[pJ/m]

lBE
[mm]

None

0.34

-

744

-

ADE

0.18

1.13

398

3.26

ST0

0.28

1.46

620

11.8

None

0.52

-

454

-

ADE

0.14

0.57

123

1.74

ST0

0.15

0.61

133

1.89

Table 4.7 Analysis of energy consumption and break-even line length for the proposed ADE
and ST0 serial bus encodings, when they are used to transmit audio and image data.

a value of lBE of few millimeters, whereas ST0 requires at least 1 cm of line to
be effective. The superior results of ADE are produced by two combined effects:
on the one hand, this encoding achieves better TC reductions, especially for audio
data. On the other hand, it also incurs a smaller encoding and decoding overhead.
However, notice that these results do not consider the actual impact of the encoding
on the transmission quality. For example, although both encodings are constrained to
commit an error smaller than 10 LSBs, the average error after decoding committed
by ST0 is 14% smaller in the case of image data, and 74% smaller for audio data,
compared to ADE. Therefore, a complete evaluation should account for the effect
of each encoding on the quality of outputs, considered from the point of view of
the target application. Nonetheless, all the break-even lengths reported in Table 4.7
are very short compared to the typical size of a PCB line, hence confirming the
effectiveness of our proposed encodings.

4.7

Final Remarks

In this chapter, we have described two different lossy encodings for serial buses.
Both these techniques leverage the inherent error tolerance of data that are commonly
transmitted serially, such as samples from sensors, audio and images. By introducing
controlled errors in the transmitted data, they trade off energy consumption for
transmission quality.
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Differently from the case of the techniques dedicated to processing elements
presented in Chapter 3, the ADE and ST0 encodings detailed in this chapter have
very similar application targets. Therefore, an extensive comparison among the
two has already been presented in Section 4.6. Specifically, we have shown that
ADE is superior to ST0 for most of the considered data sets. This is due both to its
lower complexity in terms of hardware implementation and to its superior results
in terms of reduction of the number of transitions on the bus. Nonetheless, ST0 is
still useful for data that are characterized by an alternation of short bursty phases
and long correlated phases. The most notable domain that produces this type of
serial data is image transmission, which is particularly relevant due to the high
frequencies and large amounts of data involved (other signals such as ECG also
produce similar streams). In summary, the most appropriate encoding for a given
application should be chosen through a preliminary analysis of the statistics of the
serial streams involved, as well as considerations on the impact of each algorithm on
the application-level output quality.
At the end of this chapter, it is worth mentioning that a follow-up work inspired
by our proposed Serial-T0 has been recently published in [133]. The authors of this
work have proposed a new encoding algorithm called AXSERBUS, which includes
three modes of operation. Two of these modes correspond exactly to the ones of
ST0, i.e. the transmission of a special 0-TC word to indicate a repetition of the
previous word, and the standard transmission of the unencoded binary value of a
word. However, the authors propose to also use 1-TC patterns to encode intermediate
differences among subsequently transmitted values, which are small but not totally
negligible. In particular, the 2(n − 1) 1-TC patterns available for n-bit data are used
to encode increasingly large positive and negative differences, in a non uniform way.
Each pattern is used to represent a range of possible differences, hence introducing a
further data approximation. Two thresholds D0 and Dm control the ranges of data
differences transmitted as 0-TC and 1-TC patterns respectively.
With experiments on image data, the authors of AXSERBUS show that their
encoding achieves superior TC reductions and quality compared to both ST0 and
ADE for image data. However, the additional operating mode complicates the
corresponding encoding and decoding hardware, which appears to be almost one
order of magnitude more power hungry than the circuits for ADE and ST0 (also
AXSERBUS has been synthesized on 45nm technology, albeit from a different
manufacturer). Therefore, a complete analysis that considers CODEC overheads,
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similar to the one of Section 4.6.5, should be performed to accurately compare this
encoding with our proposals. Such analysis will be subject of future work.

Chapter 5
Low-Overhead Image
Transformations for Energy-Quality
Optimization in OLED Displays
In this chapter, we describe two techniques to achieve energy efficiency in Organic
Light-Emitting Diode (OLED) displays. The required background on OLED energy
optimization has been presented in Section 2.6.3. Both our proposed techniques
exploit the content-dependent power consumption model of OLEDs to obtain savings
through image transformations. These transformations are adaptive, meaning that
although the functions they implement remain constant, their parameters change
automatically depending on the considered input image. This adaptiveness tailors the
“strength” of the power optimization to the current input, so that visual quality is not
affected too drastically. Despite this common approach, the two transformations have
significantly different goals. The first technique, presented in Section 5.3, is based on
simple brightness scaling and leverages an adaptive method to identify the optimal
scaling factor for each image. The second transformation, presented in Section 5.4,
combines display power reduction with image enhancement to achieve better visual
quality at the cost of a more complex implementation. The content presented in this
chapter is an extended and revised version of our previously published papers found
in [38, 55, 58].
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5.1

Motivation

OLED displays are increasingly being used as an alternative to classic Thin Film
Transistor (TFT) Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD) in mobile devices [202]. This is
due to the numerous advantages of OLED technology compared to LCD, including
higher brightness and better viewing angles, as well as the possibility of building
thinner and flexible screens [203].
As anticipated in Section 2.6.3, the most peculiar feature of OLED displays is
that they are composed of emissive devices and therefore do not require an external
light source. This has the important consequence of making the power consumption
of these displays strongly image-dependent. In particular, while OLEDs are more
efficient than traditional LCDs on average, they tend to consume significantly more
power for very bright images [202, 203]. Therefore, considering the strong contribution of the display subsystem on the total power consumption of many devices
(see Figure 1.6b), a proper management of OLED energy consumption becomes
fundamental [204, 140].
The main techniques for reducing energy consumption in OLEDs have been
analyzed in Chapter 2. In particular, we have mentioned that the most flexible
approaches are those that rely solely on image transformations. In fact, these
methods do not require any hardware modification of the panel, and can be applied
also to off-the-shelf displays. Two main types of transformations have been proposed
in literature. Some are based on brightness or luminance scaling, i.e. a simple
reduction of all (or a range of) pixel intensities in the image. Others leverage more
complex nonlinear functions, that try to concurrently reduce power and enhance the
image quality.
In formal terms, an energy efficient image transformation for OLEDs turns an
input image Ii into an output image Io = T (Ii ), so that the power consumption of
the latter is reduced, while the perceived visual quality is preserved or enhanced,
depending on the type of approach. The parameters of the transformation function T
are generally image-dependent, so that the amount of power reduction and quality
can be tailored to the displayed image. However, this implies that the parameters
must be recomputed in real time, every time a new image is stored in the frame
buffer of the display. Typical display refresh rates are in the order of 50-60 Hz,
thus the computation of parameters and the application of T must be repeated every
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15-20 ms. Moreover, OLEDs also allow faster response times, possibly making
timing constraints even tighter in future scenarios [202].
Most OLED image transformations in literature pay very little attention to the
analysis of time and energy overheads.
For what concerns transformations for quality enhancement, most proposed
methods involve computationally intensive operations, such as the solution of nonlinear optimization problems [148, 149], or complex histogram processing [151, 150].
Implementing these operations under the real-time constraints described above is
not trivial. A software solution could consume a significant percentage of the CPU
time, not leaving space for other tasks. Alternatively, dedicated hardware could
be used. In both cases, the implementation of the transformation may consume a
significant amount of energy, thus reducing or even nullifying the benefits due to
power reduction on the display.
Even literature focusing on adaptive brightness scaling, i.e. those approaches in
which scaling is performed in an image-dependent way, has proposed methodologies
whose execution times are unacceptable for a real-time application [147, 146]. The
only solutions that tackle overheads reduction do it relying on a custom camera
application [153, 154] and cannot be applied to images obtained from different
sources.
The works described in this chapter focus specifically on implementing lowoverhead image transformations for energy reduction in OLEDs. In particular, we
propose one method for each group of transformations: the solution for brightnessscaling is simply called Low-overhead Adaptive Brightness Scaling (LABS), whereas
the transformation for concurrent power saving and image enhancement is called
Low-overhead Adaptive Power Saving and Contrast Enhancement (LAPSE). Both
solutions are designed to favor a simple hardware acceleration. This allows to
implement them in real time with very low overheads in terms of both power and
time. Experimental results show that our proposed methods are able to obtain similar
savings and image quality compared to the state of the art, despite this great reduction
in complexity.
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5.2

OLED Power and Image Similarity Models

OLED Power Consumption
Each pixel of an OLED panel is formed by three emissive devices, corresponding to
the three components of the RGB color space [140]. The intensity of a component
depends on the current flowing through the corresponding device. Therefore, the
total power consumption of the panel is strongly dependent on the brightness of the
displayed image, and secondarily on the balance between colors. Measurements on
real panels in [140] allowed to build an empirical model for the power consumption
of an OLED, which can be expressed by the following equation:
W

Ptot = ∑

H
γ

γ

γ

∑ (w0 + wr · Ri, j + wg · Gi, j + wb · Bi, j )

(5.1)

i=0 j=0

In this formula, W and H are the width and height of the panel, (Ri, j , Gi, j , Bi, j ) are the
sRGB components of the pixel at position (i, j), and wx and γ are panel-dependent
coefficients, obtained via characterization. For most displays, γ ∈ [2 : 3]. Notice that
w0 represents a baseline power contribution, present even when a pixel is black (i.e.
when all three sRGB components are equal to 0). This component is not influenced
by image transformations, which operate only on pixel intensities.
The Mean Structural Similarity Index
There is no universally accepted metric to express the “quality” of a generic image
in numerical terms. Although there is a large body of literature on the so called
no-reference image quality assessment [205], no single model has yet being accepted
by the community, and the most reliable way to assess the output quality of an image
transformation is to perform a subjective test, i.e. a comparative evaluation survey
with a pool of human subjects 1 .
In contrast, when the goal is to measure similarity among two images, the
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) is by for the most commonly used metrics [31].
1 This

is true only for generic images. There are domain-specific types of images (e.g. some
medical images) for which quality can be measured by their usability from the point of view of a
following processing task (e.g. a disease classification).
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This index has been shown to correlate very well with the way humans perceive
similarity. Mathematically, the standard expression of the SSIM for a gray scale
image is the following:
SSIM(x, y) =

(2µx µy + c1 )(2σxy + c2 )
2
(µx + µy2 + c1 )(σx2 + σy2 + c2 )

(5.2)

In (5.2), x and y are subsets of the image pixels, obtained via a sliding window.
Moreover, µx , µy and σx2 , σy2 are the mean and variance of pixels gray levels in x
and y, and σxy is their covariance. The coefficients c1 and c2 are constant, and are
added for stabilization purposes, i.e. to avoid 0/0 divisions (e.g. when both images
are totally black, µx = µy = 0).
For computing the SSIM on color images, gray levels are replaced with the
luminance components of each pixel. The latter can be extracted by converting pixels
to an appropriate color space, such as YCbCr, where the Y component corresponds to
luminance. The conversion from RGB to YCbCr and vice versa is obtained through
linear transformations:

  
  
Yi, j
Ri, j
0

  
  
(5.3a)
Cbi, j  = C · Gi, j  + 128
Cri, j
Bi, j
128




  
Ri, j
Yi, j
0



  
Gi, j  = K · Cbi, j  − 128
Bi, j
Cri, j
128

(5.3b)

where C, K ∈ R3x3 are matrices of constant coefficients [206]. Using the JPEG
standard for YCbCr conversion [207], both RGB and YCbCr pixels are represented
on 24-bit, with each component spanning the range [0, 255].
SSIM values for all positions of the sliding window are then averaged to compute
the global Mean SSIM (MSSIM). This allows to have a single real number in the
range [0 : 1] which is well correlated with the similarity among two images. In
particular, an MSSIM = 1 corresponds to identical images.
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5.3

Low-Overhead Adaptive Brightness Scaling

The proposed LABS technique modifies the “amount of brightness scaling” applied
to each image, so to optimize the balance between power saving and image alteration
with respect to the input. In practice, brightness scaling is applied more aggressively
when it can result in larger power savings, and vice versa.
This result is achieved maximizing an image-dependent metric that combines
power saving and image similarity in a single function. We show that the expression
for such a metric can be derived analytically in closed form and has a single optimum
for a given image. We then demonstrate that this optimum point can be put in relation
with simple features of the input image (namely its total luminance) by means of
regression. This allows to easily extract the optimum transformation parameter at
runtime in real time, with small software or hardware overheads.
Our solution is significantly different from all previous brightness scaling techniques. In fact, standard brightness scaling is static, i.e. it is based on a fixed
transformation that is irrespective of the considered image. Although some adaptive
solutions exist [147, 146], they normally try to optimize power under a similarity
constraint, or the opposite. Moreover, they result in very large performance overheads, that prevent a real-time application. Our method, in contrast, co-optimizes
power and similarity, and can be applied in real time with small overheads.

5.3.1

Brightness Scaling and its Limitations

Brightness or luminance scaling 2 is one of the simplest possible image transformations. More specifically, it consists of a pixel-by-pixel mapping. For gray-scale
images, it transforms every pixel according to the following function:
x′ = k · x

(5.4)

where x is the input pixel value and k is a real number called scaling factor. In
general, to obtain power savings 0 ≤ k ≤ 1. For color images, the same effect is
obtained scaling the luminance component of a pixel, e.g. in YCbCr.
2 Brightness scaling is the most commonly found term to define this transformation in the literature.

A more correct term is the less common luminance scaling, as luminance is a measurable property of
light, while brightness is subjective. In the following, we will use both terms interchangeably.
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Despite its simplicity, brightness scaling is very effective in reducing OLED
power consumption. Indeed, (5.1) and (5.3b) imply that P ∝ Y γ , hence reducing the
luminance of all pixels has a strong effect on power [148].
However, the traditional implementations of brightness scaling are static, i.e.
they use a single scaling factor for all images. The value of k can only be changed by
the user of a device, who acts on a setting knob (e.g. on a smartphone). Alternatively,
the firmware or operating system of the device can also control k in reaction to some
external event, such as a change in the ambient illumination or a decrease in the
battery state-of-charge. In both these scenarios, the time granularity at which the
scaling factor is adapted is very coarse (in the order of seconds to hours). This is
clearly sub-optimal, as both the achievable power savings with a given k and the
corresponding impact on visual quality will differ among different images.
There exist also few dynamic brightness scaling solutions in literature, in which
the scaling factor is automatically adapted to the display content with fine time
granularity. For example, the authors of [147] propose an algorithm to obtain the
value of k that minimizes power, under a constraints on the minimum allowed
MSSIM (or equivalently on the maximum allowed image alteration). However, these
adaptive brightness scaling algorithms involve very complex calculations, which
make them virtually impossible to implement in real time. For instance, the extraction
of k in [147] requires about 2 seconds of execution on a high-end processor, for a
1920x1080 pixels image.
Our method takes a different approach, as explained in the introduction to this
section. Rather than minimizing power under a similarity constraints, it concurrently
optimizes both power reduction and similarity for the considered image. This allows
to obtain the optimal scaling factor for each image, in a fully automatic way.
Within a mobile device (e.g. a smartphone), our solution could be leveraged
to replace the traditional brightness control knob with a single on/off button, that
activates adaptive brightness scaling when desired. This would allow to automatically
optimize the visibility and power consumption of each image, and relieve the user
from the task of manually setting the desired brightness level.
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5.3.2

MSSIM and Brightness Scaling

The starting point of our approach is the analysis of the relation between brightness
scaling and image similarity. To measure the latter, we use the SSIM and MSSIM
defined in Section 5.2.
The authors of [147] have noted that (5.2) can be simplified in the case in which
the pixels in y are brightness scaled versions of those in x, i.e. y = kx. In particular,
the following relations hold:
µy = kµx
(5.5a)
σy = kσx

(5.5b)

σxy = kσx2

(5.5c)

Consequently (5.2) can be rewritten as:
SSIM(x, kx) =

(2kµx2 + c1 )(2kσx2 + c2 )
[(1 + k2 )µx2 + c1 ][(1 + k2 )σx2 + c2 ]

(5.6)

What the authors of [147] did not consider, however, is that this equation can
be further simplified by introducing a small approximation. Indeed, as explained in
Section 5.2, c1 and c2 are only introduced in the equation for stabilization purposes.
Consequently, their value is chosen to be very small compared to the other terms, so
not to impact on the value of the metric.
As a matter of fact, the values used as defaults for these constants are: c1 =
(0.01L)2 and c2 = (0.03L)2 , where L is the maximum pixel intensity, e.g. L = 255
in JPEG YCbCr [207]. Excluding the special case of extremely dark images (which
are not relevant for energy efficiency in OLEDs anyway), it is easy to see that c1
and c2 can be removed from (5.6) with a negligible impact on the numerical value
of the SSIM/MSSIM. In fact, even for a small scaling factor k, the terms 2kµx2 and
2kσx2 are at least one if not two orders of magnitude larger than c1 and c2 . With this
additional simplification, the SSIM equation reduces to the following:
SSIM(x, kx) ≈

(2kµx2 )(2kσx2 )
4k2
=
[(1 + k2 )µx2 ][(1 + k2 )σx2 ] (1 + k2 )2

(5.7)

where the rightmost expression comes from trivial simplifications of identical terms.
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The fact that this expression only depends on the scaling factor k means that
(for the great majority of images), the SSIM and consequently also the MSSIM are
approximately independent from image pixel values.
An experimental confirmation of this conclusion is shown by the box plots of
Figure 5.1. These graphs show the distributions of the MSSIM values obtained comparing all images from three different data sets [208, 177, 209] with their otherwise
identical brightness-scaled versions. The scaling factor for this experiment has been
fixed to k = 0.8. As shown in the plots, for the majority of images, the MSSIM varies
by less than 0.5%.
1.00

MSSIM

0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.90
BSDS

INRIA

Kodak

Fig. 5.1 Distribution of the MSSIM between original and brightness scaled images with a
scaling factor k = 0.8, for three different image data sets.

This apparently counter-intuitive finding makes sense when considering that
brightness scaling with a constant scaling factor applied to all pixels does not
introduce any content-dependent image distortion. Therefore, any brightness scaled
image receives the “same amount of alteration” with respect to the corresponding
unscaled input, regardless of its content. Given that the MSSIM is a metric of image
similarity or alteration (and not of image quality, albeit being often treated as such),
it is reasonable that it takes the same value for any such pair of images.

5.3.3

The Power Reduction-Similarity-Product Metric

In the previous section, we have shown that the MSSIM of a brightness scaled image
with respect to the input is roughly independent from pixel values. The same is not
true for the power consumption of an OLED panel, as evident from (5.1).
Indeed, as mentioned in Section 5.3.1, the total power is proportional to the γ-th
power of the total image luminance. Since brightness scaling reduces the luminance
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of each pixel of a factor k, the relation among the power P of an image and that of
its brightness scaled version PSCAL is:
PSCAL ∝ kγ P

(5.8)

According to this equation, if a “stronger” brightness scaling (smaller k) is applied
to an image with a high average luminance, the resulting power benefits are more
significant, because of the larger initial power P.
At the same time, more luminous images are also those for which brightness
scaling is more tolerable. In fact, although the numerical similarity (MSSIM) is
invariant, dimming bright and dark images does not have the same effect on the
perceived image quality. In the case of a bright image, scaling the luminance makes
it more dull and generally less beautiful, but does not prevent the intelligibility of its
content. In contrast, scaling an already dark image might bring to the partial or total
loss of its information content.
The dependency of the achievable power savings (and information preservation)
on the image content shows that an optimal brightness scaling approach should adapt
the scaling factor k to the features of the input image.
To achieve this goal, we use a metric called Power reduction Similarity Product
(PSP). The mathematical expression of the PSP is the following:


P(kI)
PSP(k, I) = 1 −
MSSIM(I, kI)
PMAX

(5.9)

where P() is the total power consumption of the image computed with (5.1) and
MSSIM() is the approximate similarity metric for the case of brightness scaling,
expressed by (5.7). Finally, PMAX is the maximum power that can be dissipated by
the OLED panel, i.e. that of a totally white image.
As the name says, the PSP is the product of two components; the first accounts for
the achievable power reduction when brightness scaling is applied on the considered
image, while the second measures the impact that this scaling has on image similarity.
Specifically, the former is computed as the power reduction obtained by displaying
the scaled image on the OLED panel, normalized to PMAX . The latter is simply
the MSSIM between the original and scaled images. The normalization performed
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on power ensures that both components vary in the range [0 : 1] regardless of the
considered image.
Both components are functions of the scaling factor k. Moreover, both should
be ideally maximized, since we would like to achieve large power savings and also
maintain a good similarity with the input. However, this ideal goal is impossible, as
the two components have opposite dependencies on k. For example, k = 1 would
yield perfect similarity (the output image would be identical to the input) but no
savings, while k = 0 would yield maximum savings (black image) but a very low
similarity. Therefore, there exists a clear tradeoff among similarity and savings. By
computing the product of these two terms, we build a combined metric that can be
used to co-optimize two opposing goals.
The shape of the PSP and those of its two components as a function of k are shown
in Figure 5.2a for one example image. The blue dotted curve is the approximate
SSIM/MSSIM equation obtained in (5.7), while the green dashed curve represents
the image-dependent power reduction component, which decreases proportionally to
−kγ . Due to normalization, the latter does not reach zero for k = 1. This is because
even when no scaling is performed, the considered image consumes only a portion
of PMAX , which depends on the intensity of its pixels.
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(a) Example for one image.
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Fig. 5.2 Analysis of the proposed PSP metric for adaptive brightness scaling.

As a consequence of the opposite trends of power and similarity with respect to
k, the PSP always has a single maximum, highlighted with a red dot in the example
of Figure 5.2a. The value of k corresponding to this point is the scaling factor that
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achieves the best balance between power reduction and similarity for that image:
kopt = arg max(PSP(k, I)).
Figure 5.2b shows how the maximum point of the PSP changes for images with
different total luminance. The curves have been generated computing our metric on
monochrome images, with average luminance values ranging from 0 (black) to 255
(white). As luminance increases, the power reduction curve becomes more steep.
At the extreme, a totally white image produces a power consumption P(I) = PMAX .
Therefore, the dashed green curve of Figure 5.2a would reach 0 for k = 1 in this case.
Because of this increasing steepness, kopt moves towards lower values as luminance
increases, expressing the intuition that that the optimal scaling factor is smaller for
brighter images.
For a fully black image obviously kopt = 1; indeed, power consumption is already
minimal and scaling has no effect. At the other extreme, i.e. for a white image, the
optimal scaling factor converges to kopt ≈ 0.59.

5.3.4

Low-Overhead Adaptive Brightness Scaling

In a single sentence, LABS computes the optimal scaling factor kopt according to
the previously described PSP metric for each new image and then applies a standard
luminance scaling with that factor. Doing so at runtime, however, involves some
additional technical measures.
In fact, computing kopt directly from (5.9) would require computing the derivative
of that equation with respect to k, and finding its single stationary point, i.e. the
value of k that verifies:
δ PSP(k, I)/δ k = 0
(5.10)
Even using the approximate MSSIM expression of (5.7), the PSP derivative still
includes divisions, as well as γ-th and (γ − 1)-th roots, computed for every pixel of
the image.
To obtain runtime adaptive scaling, kopt should be recomputed for each new
image with minimal energy overheads. Thus, it must be either computed in software,
in very short time, or accelerated with simple hardware.
Since in realistic OLED models γ is not integer, the power operations described
above would have to be implemented with numerical methods [32]. Implementing
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those operations, as well as divisions, at runtime, under the constraints determined
by the display refresh rate, would either consume most of the main system CPU time
just for transforming images, or require an additional dedicated processor, with huge
energy overheads.
Therefore, LABS uses an alternative approach to obtain kopt at runtime. This
method is based on regression, and only provides an estimate of the optimal scaling
factor. Nonetheless, as shown in the following experimental results, the regression
error is low on average, while allowing to obtain kopt with much lower overheads
compared to the exact method.
Specifically, kopt is put in relation to the total luminance Ytot of the considered
image, in accordance to the observation of Section 5.3.3 that power, and hence kopt ,
are strongly affected by luminance. Computing Ytot at runtime is straightforward,
and just requires summing the Y component of each pixel in YCbCr space. The
conversion to YCbCr, e.g. from RGB, is not an additional cost, as it is already part
of most brightness scaling approaches.
Building such model model requires an initial off-line training phase in which
Ytot and the corresponding exact value of kopt are computed using (5.9) for a set
of representative images. These pairs of values are then used to determine the
parameters of the regression equation.
With the goal of minimizing overheads we use linear regression to model this
dependency, due to its extremely low evaluation complexity. Therefore, the computation of kopt at runtime in LABS reduces to the evaluation of the following
equation:
kopt = mYtot + q
(5.11)
at the cost of one multiplication and one addition per image, with constant coefficients. These operations have low energy and time overheads, both in software and
in hardware, allowing to adapt the scaling factor at runtime in an efficient way.
Regardless of the selected model form, this method clearly produces an approximation of the real kopt . In fact, it ignores that pixel chroma components contribute
to power (and hence affect kopt ), although with a smaller impact compared to luminance [140]. Moreover, small image-dependent MSSIM variations are also neglected,
due to the use of the simplified equation reported in (5.7). However, our experiments
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show that despite these approximations and the simple model selected, the estimation
error produced with this method is low.
Hardware Implementation

R
G
B

Y
Cb

RGB
to
YCbCr Cr

Accumulator

A block diagram that summarizes the operations performed by LABS is shown in
Figure 5.3. While purposely kept general, this figure can be easily mapped to a
hardware implementation of our proposed technique. In particular, after RGB to
YCbCr conversion, a simple accumulator is leveraged to compute Ytot by summing
the luminance of all pixels. Then, the linear regression model is evaluated using one
multiplier and one adder, to extract kopt . Finally, the luminance component of each
pixel is scaled by means of another multiplication, which can be implemented by the
same hardware block of the previous, since they are performed in disjoint times.
kopt

q
Ytot
m

Y'
YCbCr
to
RGB

R'
G'
B'

Fig. 5.3 Block diagram of the operations involved in the proposed LABS technique for
OLED power and image similarity optimization.

Overall, the complexity of this additional hardware is minimal, even compared
to that required to implement simple color space conversions.

5.3.5

Experimental Results

Setup
We have assessed the performance of the proposed LABS algorithm both on still
images and on videos. For experiments on images, we have considered three publicly
available data sets: the classic Kodak data set (24 images) [177], the INRIA holiday
data set, (800+ images) [209] and the Berkeley Segmentation Data Set (BSDS), (500
images) [208]. All three contain images with a wide variety of subjects, luminance
and contrast. Notice that, although we have experimented on natural images due to
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the availability of many standard data sets, the proposed method is equally applicable
also to GUIs, as any other form of brightness scaling [147]. For experiments on
videos, we have used sequences from the Open Video Project [210] and from the
Derf’s Test Media Collection [211].
To estimate the power consumption of an OLED panel we have used the model
of (5.1), with the same numerical coefficients used in [148], i.e. (w0 , wr , wg , wb , γ) =
(0, 70, 115, 154, 2.2).
The training phase of LABS and the computation of regression coefficients have
been implemented using Python 3.5. The runtime adaptive scaling part has been
implemented both in software and in hardware. The software version has been
written in C and compiler with LLVM 3.9.1. Its execution time has been measured
on a Intel Core i7 processor running at 2.2GHz, with 16GB of RAM. The hardware
version has been specified in VHDL and synthesized on a commercial 45nm standard
cell library from ST Microelectronics. Synthesis has been performed using Synopsys
Design Compiler L-2016.03, setting the clock frequency of all blocks included in
Figure 5.3 to 1 GHz. In this case, the execution time has been evaluated through
gate-level simulations of the synthesis output performed in Mentor QuestaSim 10.6,
whereas power consumption has been estimated in Synopsys PrimeTime L-2016.06.
We compare LABS against standard brightness scaling, with a single imageagnostic factor k, to show the advantages deriving from online adaptiveness. Moreover, we also compare it with a state-of-the-art adaptive scaling technique for
OLEDs [147] in terms of software implementation performance.
Average Power Saving and Adaptiveness
In this first experiment, we have computed the average power saving obtained by
LABS on the three still images data sets. We have also analyzed the corresponding
average MSSIM and optimal scaling factor kopt . Power saving has been computed
with respect to the corresponding image without brightness scaling, in percentage:
PSAV



PSCAL
= 1−
· 100
PORIG

(5.12)

Furthermore, to show the benefits deriving from image-adaptiveness in LABS,
we have repeated the same evaluation after splitting each data set into two subsets.
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Specifically, defining L as in Section 5.3.2, the first subset includes images whose average luminance is < 0.5L, denoted as Dark, while the second includes all remaining
images, denoted as Bright.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 5.4, where the heights of the
bars represent average values over the corresponding set of data, and black segments
indicate the intervals defined by the standard deviation.
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Fig. 5.4 Average power saving, MSSIM and scaling factor obtained by the proposed LABS
algorithm for adaptive brightness scaling in OLEDs, before and after splitting each data set
into dark and bright subsets.

The average power reduction obtained by LABS is superior to 30% for all three
data sets. Moreover, the variability for different images and different data sets is
relatively low. When considering bright and dark images separately, as expected, the
largest savings are achieved for the former, due to the smaller values of kopt selected
by our method.
The MSSIM between input images and their brightness scaled counterparts is
> 0.97 on average, when considering all three data sets in their entirety. While
luminous images are transformed more aggressively, the similarity remains larger
than 0.92 also for the Bright subsets.
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A visual example of the benefits of our adaptive approach is shown in Figure 5.5.
In this experiment, we have compared the visual quality obtained processing two
images of different luminance with adaptive scaling factors, with the results obtained
on the same images using a single k for both. The latter is the output that would
be produced by a standard, image-agnostic brightness scaling approach. To make
this comparison fair, we have computed a scaling factor that, when applied to both
images, produces the same total power saving of LABS.

(a) Original

(b) Adaptive scaling factor

(c) Uniform scaling factor
Fig. 5.5 Comparison between the proposed LABS algorithm for adaptive brightness scaling
in OLED displays and a standard uniform scaling.

According to the model of (5.1), the total power consumption for displaying the
two images of Figure 5.5a on an OLED panel is mostly determined by the leftmost,
brighter one (≈ 95% of the total). The rightmost image only contributes for ≈ 5%.
When LABS is applied to these two images, the scaling factor that is obtained for
the leftmost image is kopt,l ≈ 0.68. Due to its lower luminance, the rightmost image
is processed with a much less aggressive scaling, and specifically with kopt,r ≈ 0.96.
The LABS outputs obtained using these two factors are shown in Figure 5.5b. As
expected, the leftmost image has become less bright, thus obtaining a large power
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reduction. However, its content is still perfectly understandable. In contrast, the
rightmost image is practically unchanged. This is because the saving that could be
obtained by scaling it more aggressively is not proportionate to the corresponding
similarity loss. The total power reduction obtained for the two images is 55.1%.
The results of image-agnostic brightness scaling are shown in Figure 5.5c. The
common scaling factor has been computed with a bisection method, in order to
achieve the same total savings as LABS (55.1%). The result of this computation
is k̃ ≈ 0.70. As expected, this value is similar to kopt,l , since the leftmost image
accounts for most of the total power. However, applying the same scaling factor to
both images is clearly inferior to our approach; while there are no visible benefits on
the brighter image, the darker one is significantly duller, and many details are lost.
Application to Video Sequences
The advantages of LABS are even more evident for videos. We have processed a
number of video sequences from [210] and [211] with LABS and put them side by
side with the corresponding unprocessed videos for comparison. The results of this
experiment have been uploaded to the URL found in [212].

Scaling Factor

Figure 5.6 shows the variation of the scaling factor identified by LABS over time,
for one of these sequences. Namely, the graph refers to the Nasa Anniversary 01 clip
from [210]. In order to better understand the variations of kopt over time, some key
frames of the video have been superimposed to the graph.
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Fig. 5.6 Sequence of scaling factors obtained by the proposed LABS algorithm for a video
clip with varying luminance.
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Notice how our algorithm adapts the scaling factor to the content of the video,
applying a more aggressive scaling when brightness increases, and vice versa. The
sequences uploaded to [212] also show that, although the scaling factor is recomputed
for every new frame, this does not generate any flickering in the videos. In fact,
abrupt changes in kopt only occur in correspondence of scene changes, when the
brightness of the frame changes significantly. Within a single scene, kopt remains
approximately constant, and LABS does not generate visible artifacts.
Regression Analysis
LABS uses a regression model to obtain a simplified relation between the total image
luminance Ytot and the optimal scaling factor kopt , which enables low-overhead
runtime adaptiveness.
In order to verify the effectiveness of this approach, we have validated it using
BSDS images [208], which are already conveniently split into training and test
subsets. We have computed the total luminance Ytot and the correct value of kopt ,
obtained directly from (5.9), for all images in the data set. Then, we have used
the results obtained on the training subset to determine the parameters of the linear
regression model of (5.11), i.e. the slope m and the bias q, using ordinary least
squares. Finally, we have validated this model against the results obtained on the test
subset.
The model output and test data are shown in Figure 5.7, in which the total
luminance has been normalized to a [0 : 1] range. The caption of the figure also
reports the numerical value of the model parameters, as well as the regression scores
and errors.
The R2 value close to 1 confirms the goodness of the model. More importantly,
the small RMSE and Maximum Absolute Error (MAXE), show that the difference
between exact and predicted kopt values is negligible. Specifically, the error is
never larger than 0.05, and in most cases it is smaller than 0.01, a difference that is
completely indistinguishable for the human eye. These errors are due both to the
simple model form and to the approximations involved in it (i.e. the fact that the
effects of chroma on power are neglected, and the simplified MSSIM equation used).
However, their limited magnitudes show that the proposed model can achieve a good
accuracy despite these simplifications.
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Fig. 5.7 Linear regression model validation for the proposed LABS algorithm. Model slope:
m = −0.34, bias: q = 1.05. Scores: R2 = 0.89, RMSE = 0.01, MAXE = 0.05.

Software and Hardware Implementation Results
The results of hardware and software implementations of LABS are reported in
Table 5.1. These refer to the design and evaluation setup described at the beginning
of the experimental results section. Time and energy results are reported for two
different image sizes. Given that all operations that compose the runtime part of
LABS (shown in Figure 5.3) have data independent complexity, these are valid for
any image of the same size. The software execution time reported is the average over
1000 runs.
HW

SW
Image
Size

Time
[ms]

512x512

0.49

1920x1080

4.59

Net
Count

Area
[mm2 ]

Power
[mW]

2557

0.0058

2.89

Time
[ms]

Energy/
Frame [µJ]

0.52

1.50

4.14

11.97

Table 5.1 Software and hardware implementation results of the proposed LABS algorithm
for adaptive brightness scaling in OLEDs.

Software execution time does not include the contribution of color-space conversion phases (RGB to YCbCr and vice versa), in order to fairly compare our approach
with other image transformations. The authors of [147] report a processing time of
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1.78 µs per pixel for their technique. For a 512x512 pixels image, this corresponds to
a total execution time of 466.6 ms. For the same image size, our method requires less
than 0.5 ms, corresponding to a speedup of almost 1000x. Although the objectives
of the two methods are slightly different ([147] minimizes power under a quality
constraint) this speedup is remarkable. In particular, differently from [147] our
method can easily meet the runtime constraints imposed by the display refresh rate.
The results of the hardware version, instead, refer to the full transformation,
including color-space conversions. The hardware that we have implemented uses
fixed-point to represent all intermediate quantities (m, q, kopt , etc.). The bit-width of
each variable is selected to ensure an average error on the output pixels smaller than
0.5% with respect to software, which uses double precision floating point. The very
small energy and area costs and the short execution times obtained for this version
confirm the benefits of the proposed technique.
For sake of comparison, the datasheet of a small 240x320 pixels AMOLED panel
reports a power consumption of 260 mW in typical conditions [213]. Assuming
a refresh rate of 15 ms, this corresponds to an energy consumption per frame of
0.26 · 0.015 = 3.9 · 10−3 J. Despite the fact that the panel is even smaller than the
minimum image considered in Table 5.1, the energy consumption of the display
is three orders of magnitude higher compared to that of the additional hardware
implementing the transformation. This proves that the theoretical savings computed
in previous experiments will be preserved almost exactly in a real system.
Notice also that hardware results in Table 5.1 refer to pixel-serial implementations, that process one pixel per clock cycle. However, parts of the architecture of
Figure 5.3 (e.g. the final scaling of all pixels luminance) would easily lend themselves to parallelization, allowing to further explore the execution time versus cost
design space.

5.4

Low-Overhead Adaptive Power Saving and
Contrast Enhancement

The technique presented in this section belongs to the category of image transformations that try to concurrently achieve power savings and image enhancement. Our
method, called Low-overhead Adaptive Power Saving and Contrast Enhancement
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(LAPSE), is specifically designed to favor a hardware acceleration of the involved
image transformation, with very small energy costs. This is achieved thanks to two
key factors:
• The use of a “hardware-friendly” shape for the transformation function T .
• The offloading of part of the computational burden to a training phase, performed offline.
A high-level scheme of the functionality of LAPSE is shown in Figure 5.8. The
computationally intensive Offline Phase produces a fitting model that puts in relation
simple features of an image (µ and σ 2 , detailed in the following) with the corresponding optimal parameters (a) of the transformation function T . This model is
then used to reduce the complexity of the Online Phase, which becomes linear in
the size of the panel. During the latter, features µ and σ 2 are computed for the target
image, and the parameters of T are derived according to the fitting model. Finally,
the actual low-complexity transformation is applied to produce a low-energy and
high-quality output image.

Fig. 5.8 Flow of the proposed LAPSE method for power saving and image enhancement in
OLEDs.

This high-level scheme is similar to the one proposed for LABS. However, the
two methods differ in the method used for training, in the selected set of image
features, and clearly also in the shape of the transformation function T , which for
LAPSE is more complex than a simpler brightness scaling.
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In the experimental results of Section 5.4.5 we will show that LAPSE yields
power savings and visual quality results comparable to those of previous solutions [148, 151, 149, 150], yet significantly reducing the computational complexity
of the transformation.

5.4.1

Theoretical Foundation

This section presents the basic theoretical foundation of LAPSE, and motivates the
main choices done in the following, most importantly the selection of the transformation function T . In Sections 5.4.2 and Sections 5.4.3 we will then detail the offline
and online phases of the flow of Figure 5.8, respectively.
Transforming Luminance
Regardless of the involved optimizations, most of the previous image transformations
for OLED power reduction [148, 151, 149, 150] eventually produce a pixel-by-pixel
intensity mapping. The latter normally involves only the luminance component of
each pixel, while chroma components are left untouched. This choice is motivated by
the fact that, especially for photos and videos, color alteration dramatically affect the
perceived visual quality [148–150]. In summary, the image transformation function
reduces to:
Yout,i, j = T (Yi, j ) ∀ 0 ≤ i < W, 0 ≤ j < H
(5.13)
where Yi, j and Yout,i, j are respectively the input and output luminance components of
the pixel in position (i, j). LAPSE also follows this approach. The main difference
with previous literature is the selection of the shape of T .
Since most systems internally store images in RGB, pixels must be converted
to YCbCr before applying T . Therefore, the complete image transformation is
composed of three steps: (i) color space conversion from RGB to YCbCr, (ii)
application of an intensity mapping to the first component of each YCbCr pixel (iii)
conversion of the output image back to RGB. The operations involved in color space
conversions have been introduced in (5.3a) and (5.3b).
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Choice of the Generic Transformation Function
Power reduction in OLED displays can be trivially achieved by decreasing pixels
luminance, which is the approach followed by brightness scaling techniques (see
Section 5.3). However, pure luminance reduction degrades significantly the perceived
quality. Therefore, as mentioned in Section 2.6.3, most techniques that aim at
concurrent power saving and image quality improvement combine a reduction of the
total luminance with contrast enhancement [26, 148, 151, 149, 150].
The shapes of the pixel intensity mappings produced by these solutions share
some common characteristics. In order to enhance contrast, they are generally nonlinear. Additionally, in most cases, they have non-monotonic concavity, in order to
alter the contrast of dark and bright areas of the image differently [148, 151].
Since the primary goal of our approach is overhead containment, the chosen
form of T must be computable with simple operations. One obvious choice is to use
polynomials, which only require additions and multiplications, i.e. some of the least
expensive operations to implement both in software and in hardware. In general,
the lower the order of a polynomial, the less operations are required to evaluate it.
Therefore, in an attempt to minimize overheads, the ideal choice would be to use a
third order polynomial, which is the lowest order transformation that can take shapes
similar to those observed in previous solutions, since it can have varying concavity.
Figure 5.9 shows two motivating examples for the choice of this pixel transformation. Red solid curves represent luminance mappings obtained by the PCCE
algorithm of [148] for the famous Lena and Monarch images. The main parameter β
of PCCE has been fixed to the default value of 1 for this experiment. Black dashed
lines are the best third order polynomial fittings of the PCCE output. As shown,
cubic curves can approximate PCCE output transformations very closely for both
images.
For a more quantitative estimate of this similarity, we have determined the best
cubic fitting of the PCCE output when the latter is applied to each of the images in the
two datasets that will be used for our experiments of Section 5.4.5. Table 5.2 reports
the average R2 score and RMSE obtained for each dataset, and the corresponding
standard deviations. The small error values and high scores confirm that, despite its
simplicity, a cubic polynomial is effective in producing a very similar mapping to
previous power reduction and contrast enhancement algorithms.
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Fig. 5.9 Output of the state-of-the-art PCCE algorithm for OLED power reduction and image
enhancement for two example images and corresponding cubic fittings. RMSE = 1.6% and
0.6% respectively.
Data

R2

RMSE [%]

Live

0.999 ± 0.001

0.858 ± 0.376

BSDS

0.997 ± 0.003

1.464 ± 0.907

Table 5.2 Cubic fitting of the pixel transformations generated by the state-of-the-art PCCE
algorithm for OLED power reduction and image enhancement, aggregate results for two
image data sets.

Given this analysis, in LAPSE we transform the luminance of each pixel according to the following equation:
Yout,i, j = T (Yi, j ) = a3Yi,3j + a2Yi,2j + a1Yi, j + a0

(5.14)

The coefficients ax in (5.14) are set to a numeric value that minimizes power while
enhancing contrast, and are adapted to the target image, as described in Section 5.4.2.
Even in its most general form, (5.14) only requires 6 multiplications and 4
additions per pixel. However, the degrees of freedom for the general expression
of T can be further reduced imposing some additional constraints, similar to those
of [148]. Specifically, we constrain the transformation T to:
1) Have an output that spans the entire range of luminance intensities, i.e.
[0 : 255] in JPEG YCbCr. Since one of the goals of the transformation is to enhance
contrast, it is desirable to have it span the full range of luminance values, so that the
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image dynamic range is preserved. This is achieved imposing:
T (Ymin ) = Ymin

T (Ymax ) = Ymax

(5.15)

where Ymin and Ymax are the minimum and maximum luminance values, i.e. Ymin = 0
and Ymax = 255 in YCbCr. Substituting (5.15) into (5.14) yields:
a0 = 0

a3 =

1 − a1 − 255a2
2552

(5.16)

and consequently:
Yout,i, j =

1 − a1 − 255a2 3
Yi, j + a2Yi,2j + a1Yi, j
2552

(5.17)

2) Be monotonically increasing in [0 : 255]. This constraint is to avoid the
creation of artifacts due to inversions of luminance relations between the input
and output images [148]. It allows to set a relation between the two remaining
coefficients a1 and a2 and defines the search space for the optimal (image dependent)
transformation parameters. Monotonicity is imposed forcing the derivative of T to
be non negative for the entire luminance range:
T ′ (Yi, j ) = 3

1 − a1 − 255a2 2
Yi, j + 2a2Yi, j + a1 ≥ 0, ∀Yi, j ∈ [0, 255]
2552

(5.18)

Geometrically, T ′ (Yi, j ) is represented by a parabola. The forbidden region, i.e. the
region of plane that the parabola must not intersect in order to meet the constraint
expressed by (5.18), is shown in Figure 5.10. The figure also reports one example
for each of the four families of parabolas that meet the constraint, together with the
corresponding mathematical relations on a1 and a2 . The four families differ in the
orientation of the curves, determined by the sign of the coefficient that multiplies
Yi,2j , and in the value of the two solutions of T ′ (Yi, j ) = 0, computed as:

Y1 ,Y2 =

−a2 ±

q
3
a22 − 255
2 (1 − a1 − 255a2 )a1
3
(1 − a1 − 255a2 )
2552

(5.19)

Parabolas with upward orientation (i.e. tending to +∞ for Y → ±∞) assume
negative values when Y is between Y1 and Y2 . In particular, parabolas with upward
orientation and no real solutions are always positive, hence they meet the constraint.
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Fig. 5.10 Examples of first-order derivatives that ensure a monotonically increasing transformation in the proposed LAPSE method for OLED power reduction and image enhancement.

This is represented by the example labeled CASE1 in Figure 5.10. Similarly, if there
are real solutions, but they are both smaller than 0 or greater than 255, the negative
part of the curve will not intersect the Forbidden Region. Examples of these two
categories are shown as CASE3 and CASE4. These groups also include the limit
cases of two coincident solutions.
In the case of downward orientation, conversely, the curve is positive for Y ∈
[Y1 ,Y2 ]. Therefore, to meet (5.18), we must have Y1 ≤ 0 and Y2 ≥ 255, as in the
example labeled CASE2.
These four subsets can be further reduced to two based on the following observation: the inflection point of T (Yi, j ) i.e. the point in which the cubic pixel
transformation changes concavity, corresponds to the stationary point (minimum or
maximum) of T ′ (Yi, j ). For CASE3 and CASE4, this point always occurs outside of
the [0, 255] interval. Hence, using coefficients from these two cases would significantly reduce the flexibility of the transformation, by preventing the occurrence of
concavity changes in the interval spanned by luminance values.
Additionally, the relations between a1 and a2 that can be derived in CASE3
and CASE4 define unbounded regions (semi-planes). Thus, they do not permit
the identification of a finite domain for the search of the optimal values of these
coefficients.
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For these reasons, we discard CASE3 and CASE4, and limit our analysis to
CASE1 and CASE2. Explicit relations between a1 and a2 in the latter two cases
are obtained simply solving the two systems of inequalities reported in the labels of
Figure 5.10, after substituting Y1 and Y2 with (5.19). The results are two bounded
plane regions:

0 ≤ a ≤ 2
1
RCASE1 :
(5.20a)
 1−a1 < a2 < 3−2a1
255
255

0 ≤ a1 ≤ 4
√
(5.20b)
RCASE2 : −3a −√3(4a −a2 )
−3a1 + 3(4a1 −a21 )
1
 1
1
≤a ≤
2·255

2

2·255

The union of RCASE1 and RCASE2 is the largest bounded area of R2 for which T
is monotonically increasing in [0 : 255] and defines the search domain used in the
following to determine the optimal transformation coefficients.

5.4.2

Offline Phase

In Section 5.4.1 we have determined the mathematical form of the generic image
transformation T used in LAPSE, and the search domain for its free parameters a1
and a2 . The offline phase of LAPSE consists in the optimization of the value of
these two parameters for a set of training images. The information gathered during
training is then used to identify a relation among the optimal values of a1 and a2 and
simple quantitative features of the target image.
During training, parameters are optimized according to the cost function:
F(I) = w p · Ptot (I) − σ (Luminance(I))

(5.21)

In this equation, I represents the image pixel matrix and Ptot is its total power consumption on an OLED panel, obtained according to the model of (5.1). Luminance(I)
corresponds to the operation of extracting the luminance component of all pixels,
e.g. from RGB using (5.3a) and σ is the standard deviation of the luminance matrix,
defined as:
s
W,H
∑i=0, j=0 (Yi, j − µ)2
σ=
(5.22)
W ·H
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where µ is the mean luminance:
W,H

∑i=0, j=0 Yi, j
µ=
W ·H

(5.23)

The function in (5.21) tries to concurrently minimize power consumption (Ptot )
and maximize contrast. The latter is measured by means of σ , which quantifies the
spread of the luminance histogram and is therefore a simple measure of contrast.
The two goals are balanced by means of a weighting factor w p .
The optimization performed during training is also constrained. In particular, we
limit the amount of image alteration that can be introduced by the transformation.
This constraint, not present in previous solutions [148, 151, 149, 150], controls the
impact of our method limiting the “strength” of the modifications that can be applied
to the image. Alteration is measured by the MSSIM, i.e. the mean of (5.2) over the
entire image. During training, we only consider solutions for which MSSIM(I, It ) ≥
MSSIM min , where I and It are the input and transformed images, and MSSIM min is a
user-imposed threshold.
The pseudocode for the training phase of LAPSE is reported in Figure 5.11.
For clarity, the two transformation parameters have been grouped to form a vector
a = [a1 , a2 ]. Matrices Y, Cb and Cr indicate the three YCbCr components of image
I, while the subroutines YCbCrComponents() and Image() encompass color space
conversions and components separation/grouping. F and Fopt are the current and
optimal values of the objective function. The remaining symbols are defined as in
previous sections.
The additional constraint Ptot (It ) < Ptot (I) in line 9 ensures that the transformed
image consumes less than the original. It is inserted because power reduction is the
primary goal of LAPSE, and is always favored over pure contrast enhancement.
The initial settings of the parameters aopt = [1, 0] corresponds to the identity
transformation, i.e. T (Y) = Y, as evident from (5.17). The search space for aopt is
explored exhaustively, with a granularity that depends on the desired accuracy. In
our experiments, we have considered a grid of 40000 points. Exhaustive search is
necessary for global optimality, since both the objective function and the constraints
are not convex [214]. However, the resulting computational effort is acceptable,
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1: procedure LAPSE TRAINING
2:
for I ∈ Training Images do
3:
(Y, Cb, Cr) = YCbCrComponents(I)
4:
aopt = [1, 0]
5:
Fopt = F(I)
6:
for a ∈ RCASE1 ∪ RCASE2 do
7:
Yt = T (Y, a)
8:
It = Image(Yt , Cb, Cr)
9:
if F(It ) < Fopt and Ptot (It ) ≤ Ptot (I) and
10:
MSSIM(I,It ) ≥ MSSIMmin then
11:
Fopt = F(It )
12:
aopt = a
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
Store [aopt , µ(Y), σ (Y)] in a database.
16:
end for
17: end procedure

Fig. 5.11 Pseudocode of the training phase for the proposed LAPSE method for OLED power
reduction and image enhancement.

given the relatively limited search space and that training is performed only once,
offline.
Linear fitting of Transformation Coefficients
The training algorithm of LAPSE yields the optimal parameters of T for a given
image, according to the cost function (5.21). However, performing this procedure
based on exhaustive search at runtime is clearly unfeasible.
To obtain an adaptive transformation that is flexible (i.e. image-adaptive) but
simple enough for online usage, coefficients of T have to be put in relation with
elementary features of the image being processed. Since the transformation affects
the Y component of pixels, the features that we select are also luminance-related.
The two simplest choices are the average brightness and contrast, measured by the
luminance mean µ and standard deviation σ respectively [31]. The latter can be
computed as shown in (5.23) and (5.22). More precisely, in order to simplify the
hardware implementation of the transformation, as explained in Section 5.4.3, we
substitute σ with σ 2 .
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Similarly to what we had done for the LABS technique, we use a linear regression
model to put in relation a with µ and σ 2 .
This model is built using the outputs from the previous training procedure, using
ordinary least squares. Since we have two free parameters a1 and a2 , the model
coefficients are P ∈ R2x2 and q ∈ R2x1 , and identify a regression plane:
" #
" #
a
µ
1
aT =
= P· 2 +q
a2
σ

(5.24)

P and q are then used to determine the transformation parameters for new images.
The values of a1 and a2 used as training data, and consequently the values of
P and q, depend on the MSSIM min constraint set in the algorithm of Figure 5.11.
Therefore, when estimating a1 and a2 for a new image, the regression model will
output parameters that, apart from the estimation error, cause the transformation T
to meet the same quality constraint.
Repeating training with different MSSIM constraints yields different fitting
coefficients. For example, if training is performed setting first MSSIM min = 0.95 and
then MSSIM min = 0.90, it will produce coefficients (P0.95 , q0.95 ) and (P0.90 , q0.90 )
respectively. When these are used for new images, the latter will produce larger
power reductions in the display, but will also cause more visible image alterations.
Therefore, fitting coefficients obtained with different MSSIM constraints allow to
explore the power versus quality Pareto frontier.
Similarly to the case of LABS, the choice of a linear model has been dictated
by its low evaluation complexity. In fact, while training is performed offline, the
evaluation of the model according to (5.24) must be executed online, in real time.
Therefore, the complexity of this regression should be kept as low as possible.
In our experiment, we will show that this simple model is sufficient to obtain
transformations that are very similar to the optimal ones, from both visual inspection
and quantitative analysis.

5.4.3

Online Phase

Having determined the fitting coefficients that link the basic features of an image
(µ, σ 2 ) to the optimal values of a, we can adapt the pixel-by-pixel transformation
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expressed by (5.17) to the content of the OLED display at runtime. A flow diagram
summarizing the online part of LAPSE is shown in Figure 5.12. Globally, these
operations take an input image Ii in RGB format and transform it into an energyefficient output image Io , in the same format. Internally, the flow can be subdivided
into three main phases. The complexity of each phase in terms of number of required
operations, with respect to the size of the OLED panel, is reported in the figure.
Phase 1: O(WH)

II

Phase 2: O(1)

Phase 3: O(WH)

Cb, Cr
Y

YCbCr to RGB

Compute
a 3

Apply T()
Y
Pixel by Pixel 4 t

RGB to YCbCr
1

2

Compute
and 2

P,q

5

IO

Fig. 5.12 Flow diagram for the online part of the proposed LAPSE method for OLED power
reduction and image enhancement.

The first part, labeled phase 1, consists in the conversion from RGB to YCbCr
space and in the computation of the average luminance and contrast of the input
image. Both these tasks need to execute operations on every pixel, hence their
complexity is O(W H), i.e. linear with respect to the size of the panel. Notice,
however, that the two tasks can be completely overlapped: as soon as one pixel
has been converted to YCbCr space, its luminance can immediately be used for the
calculation of µ and σ 2 .
The section labeled phase 2 consists in the evaluation of the fitting model. It
takes as input the fitting coefficients P and q, as well as the values of µ and σ 2 ,
computed in the previous phase. Since the number of transformation parameters
is 2 (a1 and a2 ) regardless of the size of the panel, the complexity of this phase is
constant.
Phase 3 includes the actual application of the transformation T to the luminance
component of each pixel, and the conversion of the transformed image to RGB. As
for phase 1 complexity is linear, since both tasks must be executed once per pixel.
Again, the two tasks can be overlapped, applying the color space conversion to a
pixel as soon as it has been transformed.
Overall, the scheme of Figure 5.12 is significantly simpler than those proposed
in previous works [148, 151, 149, 150]. First, as detailed in the following, the only
operations involved in the online transformation, apart from some basic control flow,
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Phase

Add/Sub

Mul

RGB to YCbCr

6W H

9W H

Compute µ and σ 2

2W H + 1

WH +3

Compute a1 and a2

4

2

Apply T()

4W H

5W H

YCbCr to RGB

6W H

4W H
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Table 5.3 Number of additions/subtractions and multiplications required in each phase of the
online computations that compose the proposed LAPSE method.

are additions, subtractions and multiplications. Second, very few of such operations
are required to process each pixel of the image, and the overall complexity grows
linearly with the OLED panel size. Table 5.3 shows a breakdown of the number of
basic operations required in each block of Figure 5.12.
One important aspect of this flow is the possibility of changing coefficients P and
q at runtime. According to the analysis of Section 5.4.2, this permits runtime switching of the transformation “quality mode”, i.e. the amount of allowed image alteration.
For example, this change can be triggered by external conditions (e.g. battery state
of charge, ambient illumination), or by a user-driven quality setting. Conversely,
previous methods for concurrent power reduction and contrast enhancement do not
allow to directly set a maximum alteration constraint on their transformations. In
[148, 151, 149], different degrees of alteration can be obtained acting on algorithm
parameters, but this requires non-trivial tuning. Other works, such as [150], propose transformations that reach a target power saving, without taking alteration into
account.
Hardware Implementation Details
While a software implementation of Figure 5.12 is relatively trivial, the online part
of LAPSE also lends itself to hardware acceleration, for better performance and
energy efficiency. One possible hardware implementation of each of the blocks that
compose Figure 5.12 is shown in Figures 5.13.
All circuits work on fixed-point data, and only use addition, multiplication and
shift operations. The choice of σ 2 in place of σ as a feature eliminates the need of
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Fig. 5.13 Hardware implementation of the different blocks that compose the online part of
the proposed LAPSE method.

computing a square root. Moreover, the divisions required to compute µ and σ 2 can
be implemented as multiplications via inversion. In fact, the denominator W · H is
the size of the panel, which is constant.
The diagram of Figure 5.13a implements equation (5.3a) to convert each image
pixel from RGB to YCbCr. Square blocks represent constant multiplications, which
do not require full hardware multipliers.
Figure 5.13b shows the circuit used to compute µ and σ 2 . The block labeled
SQR represent the squaring operation (i.e. Yi,2j ). Mean luminance is obtained using
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(5.23), whereas for variance we use an alternative expression with respect to (5.22):
W,H
2
(∑W,H
i=0, j=0 Yi, j ) − µ · ∑i=0, j=0 Yi, j
σ =
WH
2

(5.25)

The advantage of this factorization with respect to the previous is that µ is not
included in the summation. Hence, ∑ Yi,2j can be computed in parallel with ∑ Yi, j , and
both µ and σ 2 can be calculated with a single scan of all pixels. Cancellation errors
typical of floating point implementations of this equation do not occur in fixed point.
Figure 5.13c shows the hardware for evaluating the fitting model. This is the circuit with the largest power consumption, since it includes four multipliers, although
with small bit-widths (12x12-bit according to the precision analysis described in
the following). However, it is only active for two clock cycles per image. Thus,
low-power optimization techniques such as clock and/or power gating can be used to
dramatically reduce its energy impact.
The circuit in Figure 5.13d implements the actual pixel luminance transformation
of (5.17). To this end, the parameter a3 is first extracted from a1 and a2 using (5.16).
In this operation, the constant 255 can be replaced with 256 = 28 without a significant
impact on the output error. Using a power of two allows to replace multiplication
with proper wiring, with zero hardware cost. Thus, the computation of a3 reduces to
a simple addition. This circuit is pipelined, so that one transformed pixel is produced
at each clock cycle. A non-pipelined implementation can be easily designed to obtain
even smaller hardware, loosing in throughput.
Finally, Figure 5.13e shows the hardware for converting the transformed pixels
back to RGB color-space, according to equation (5.3b). The circuit is similar to
that of Figure 5.13a, with the difference that some constant multiplications can be
replaced by proper wirings, thanks to the fact that the corresponding elements of
matrix K are either 1 or 0 [206].
Given that both inputs and final outputs are 8-bit values, most intermediate
operations do not need large bit-widths to obtain sufficient accuracy. For example, the
constant factors in the multiplications of Figure 5.13a and 5.13e must be represented
on 9-bit and 10-bit two’s complement respectively, with proper ranges, to generate
color-space conversions that are accurate up to one intensity unit, with respect to a
double precision floating point reference. With similar considerations, it is possible
to devise the bit-widths of all other operations. For the fitting model evaluation, we
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select bit-widths that make the hardware arithmetic error negligible with respect to
the fitting RMSE on a set of test images [215, 208].
Since both RGB and JPEG YCbCr formats represent pixels on 24-bits, no
additional memory is required to implement the transformation, except for the
intermediate registers shown in the figures. In fact, pixels can be overwritten in place
after color-space conversions and luminance transformations. The memory used
for this purpose can be either the main system memory or the display frame buffer
depending on the global system architecture.
It should be remarked that, as for the case of LABS, the ones presented are just
some of the possible implementations for the tasks of Figure 5.12. For instance, most
of the operations involved in the transformation lend themselves to parallelization.
Hence, vectorized versions of the circuits can be designed, in order to improve
throughput, at the cost of an equivalent increase in area and power. On the other
hand, architectures that favor hardware reuse (e.g., non-pipelined) are also possible,
in order to reduce the number of required adders and multipliers. In general, the
optimal architecture depends on system-specific requirements.

5.4.4

Universal LAPSE

An interesting variant of the method described in Sections 5.4.1-5.4.3 consists in
maintaining the cubic form of T , but making its parameters independent of the
considered image. We call this variant universal LAPSE. In practice, rather than
computing the optimal image-dependent parameters of the transformation through
fitting, two constant values are assigned to a1 and a2 throughout the online phase.
These constants are chosen as the averages of the a1 and a2 values obtained in the
training algorithm of Section 5.4.2.
The advantage of the universal solution is a reduction in the complexity of the
online phase. Specifically, the computation of µ and σ , as well as the fitting of a1
and a2 (i.e. tasks labeled 2 and 3 in Figure 5.12) are not necessary. The obvious
drawback is that the transformation is not adapted to the considered image. As a
consequence, its effect on visual quality, and especially on the MSSIM between
input and output images, will vary significantly from one image to the other. The
choice between universal and adaptive LAPSE identifies a tradeoff between quality
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of results and overhead impact, which will be analyzed further in our experimental
results.

5.4.5

Experimental Results

Setup
In the experiments presented in this section, we have once again used the model
of equation (5.1) to estimate the power consumption of an OLED panel. Model
coefficients have been set to the same values used for LABS and in [148], i.e.
(γ, w0 , wr , wg , wb ) = (2.2, 0, 70, 115, 154). The MSSIM has been used to measure
image similarity.
We have tested LAPSE on two data sets of still images: LIVE (29 images) [215]
and BSDS (800+ images) [208], which had already been considered for LABS. For
tests on videos we have also considered the same sources used in our experiments on
LABS, i.e. the Open Video Project [210] and the Derf’s Test Media Collection [211].
We have implemented the offline part of LAPSE in Python 3.5. In the algorithm
of Figure 5.11, we set w p to:
wp =

255
W · H[w0 + (wr + wg + wb )255γ ]

(5.26)

The denominator of this equation is the maximum power consumed by a panel of
size W · H, corresponding to a totally white image. Thus, using this value for w p
normalizes power to the [0 : 255] range, and makes it comparable to the values
assumed by the luminance standard deviation σ ∈ [0 : 255
2 ]. This guarantees a good
balance between power reduction and contrast enhancement during training. The
search space for aopt , defined by equations (5.20a) and (5.20b) has been divided into
a regular grid of 40.000 points for exhaustive search. A smaller discretization of the
search space does not produce a significant difference in the power saving and visual
quality achieved during training.
The online part of the transformation has been implemented in both software and
hardware. For the former we have written a single-thread program in C, which we
have compiled with GCC version 6.3.0 for a high-end x86_64 platform (Intel Xeon
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E3-12, 8MB L3, Linux Kernel v. 2.6). We have measured execution times with the
Linux real time clock library, averaging the results of 1000 runs.
The hardware version has been designed at RTL using VHDL. It has been then
synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler v2016.03, targeting a 45nm CMOS
standard-cell library from ST Microelectronics. The clock frequency for synthesis
has been set to 1GHz for all blocks. The execution of the synthesized hardware
has been evaluated by means of simulations in Mentor Graphics QuestaSim v10.6.
Power consumption has been estimated in Synopsys PrimeTime Suite v2016.6, using
annotated switching activity from simulations. Since the number of operations
required by the online transformation is independent on data, the hardware time is
constant for a given panel size.
Fitting and universal transformation
In a first experiment, we have evaluated the performance of our selected linear
regression model to estimate the parameters of T at runtime. For a more complete
evaluation, we have also compared it with polynomial models of different order. For
this test we have used BSDS images [208] (similarly to the regression experiment
for LABS), due to the fact that they are already split into training and test sets.
We have run the algorithm of Figure 5.11 on all BSDS images, and we have used
the values of µ, σ 2 , and a from the training subset to build the different models.
We have then evaluated the goodness of each model on test images. As accuracy
metric, we have used the (normalized) RMSE of a1 and a2 , and that of the output
MSSIM. The latter has been computed transforming all test images with fitted a1
and a2 and evaluating the MSSIM difference with respect to the image obtained with
ideal parameters, directly generated by the algorithm of Figure 5.11.
The results of this evaluation for the constraint MSSIM min = 0.80 are shown
in Figure 5.14, where the x axis shows the order of the polynomial. The 0 point
corresponds to a constant polynomial, i.e., a model that estimates a1 and a2 as
constant values, using the average of the training set. Evidently, this corresponds to
universal LAPSE described in Section 5.4.4.
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Fig. 5.14 Fitting RMSE for polynomial regression models of different order applied within
our proposed LAPSE method to estimate transformation parameters from simple image
features.

These results confirm that a linear model (order 1) is a good choice 3 . In fact,
with respect to the constant approximation, all errors drop significantly. In particular,
the RMSE on MSSIM decreases from 6.7% to 1.5%. On the other hand, increasing
the model order beyond 1, the error on MSSIM remains approximately constant
(1.3% for a 3rd order model). Thus, the linear solution represents a knee-point, and
is a good tradeoff between evaluation complexity and accuracy.
Moreover, the low errors obtained for the different models also demonstrate that
the mean and variance of the image luminance are sufficient features to determine
close-to-optimal parameters for the transformation T of LAPSE. Although more
complex features could provide even better fitting results, they would also require
more complex calculations to be extracted, hence increasing the transformation
overheads. Finally, notice that the universal solution could be still acceptable,
depending on the system requirements. Obviously, it will produce images whose
similarity with the input is sometimes significantly lower than the imposed constraint.
However, this loss in accuracy must be traded off with the advantages in terms of
implementation complexity, detailed in the following.
Subjective evaluation
Although simpler than previous solutions for concurrent power reduction and image
enhancement in OLEDs, LAPSE still introduces some overheads for implementing
3 The

order of the fitting model (linear) should not be confused with the order of the polynomial
used for transforming pixels (cubic).
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the online part of the transformation. To justify these overheads, the subjective
quality of the transformed images must be superior to that achieved by brightness
scaling, e.g. using LABS or a similar technique. This would prove that LAPSE
actually achieves the desired image enhancement.
To determine whether this is the case, we have performed a subjective evaluation
test, using the entire Live data set, together with the first 50 images of the BSDS
training set. The number of images has been limited in order to gather a sufficient
number of votes per image. We have compared LAPSE with brightness scaling
under the same power consumption conditions. To do so, we have first transformed
all benchmark images with LAPSE, setting the minimum MSSIM constraint to 0.80.
We have then computed the power saving obtained for each image. Finally, we
have applied luminance scaling to the input images, setting the scaling factor k to a
value that produces the same power saving as LAPSE. This value can be obtained
numerically using a bisection method, as explained in Section 5.3.5.
The generated pairs of images have been shown to a pool of 169 subjects, not
expert in image or video processing. Each subject has been asked to evaluate 10
pairs of images, and for each pair, select the version that he or she preferred. Results
are shown in Table 5.4.
Data

Images

LAPSE

Scaling

Draw

Live

29

24 (82.8%)

5 (17.2%)

0 (0.0%)

BSDS

50

38 (76.0%)

11 (22.0%)

1 (2.0%)

Total

79

62 (78.5%)

16 (20.3%)

1 (1.3%)

Table 5.4 Results of a subjective evaluation test performed to compare our proposed LAPSE
method with brightness scaling in same power conditions. Number and percentage of
preferences for each data set.

Columns “LAPSE” and “Scaling” report the number of images for which the
proposed approach was preferred to brightness scaling by the voters, and vice versa.
The last column report draws. This result confirms that, for the large majority of
images, LAPSE produces subjectively better outputs compared to luminance scaling,
at the same power level.
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Comparison with PCCE
PCCE, presented in [148], is one of the most popular image transformations for
OLED power reduction and contrast enhancement. Although PCCE is significantly
more complex than LAPSE, it achieves a similar objective, hence we have chosen
this technique as state-of-the-art reference for comparison.
Differently from the previous comparison with brightness scaling, in this case it
is not possible to compare the two methods for equal power consumption. In fact,
both PCCE and LAPSE do not allow to fix the desired power saving. Rather, PCCE
performs an unconstrained optimization of power and contrast, only controlled
through the parameter β , whereas in our solution, power is minimized under a
MSSIM constraint. Thus, we have compared the two methods in same similarity
(MSSIM) conditions, and evaluated whether they obtain similar power savings and
image enhancement scores.
To do so, we have applied PCCE to all the images in the BSDS and Live data sets.
We have then computed the MSSIM between each original and transformed image,
and set that value as a constraint in our framework. As metric of image enhancement
we have used the popular EME score [216].
Table 5.5 shows the aggregate results obtained in this analysis. For both power
and EME, the table reports average values and standard deviation intervals. Under
the same MSSIM conditions, the two methods achieve almost identical power savings,
although PCCE has less variation over different images. In terms of quantitative
enhancement, PCCE is slightly better than our approach, due to its greater flexibility
in the shape of the pixel transformation T . It must be remarked, however, that the
primary goal of our method not to improve PCCE performance, but rather to achieve
comparable results at a much lower overhead cost. Thus, results should be read
taking into account the difference in complexity among the two methods.
A more detailed comparison for six example images is shown in Figure 5.15 and
Table 5.6. In addition to the original images and to the PCCE outputs, two sets of
LAPSE outputs are reported. The first has been obtained with ideal parameters, i.e.
running the algorithm of Figure 5.11 directly on the target image, setting the MSSIM
of the PCCE output as constraint. The second refers to the transformation with fitted
parameters, i.e. computed according to the model of equation (5.24). These images
are affected by fitting error, and are the actual outputs of LAPSE at runtime. Fitting
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Data

Power Saving [%]

EME

LAPSE

PCCE

LAPSE

PCCE

Live

47.5 ± 15.9

49.5 ± 10.9

24 ± 16.1

28.7 ± 15.1

BSDS

44.2 ± 20.1

44.6 ± 10.6

19.7 ± 14.4

25.9 ± 12.8

Table 5.5 Comparison between the proposed LAPSE method and a state-of-the-art technique
for concurrent power reduction and image enhancement in OLED displays: aggregate results.

coefficients for each image have been determined performing a full training using
the MSSIM of PCCE as constraint, after removing the image from the training set.

(a) Original

(b) PCCE (β = 1)

(c) LAPSE (ideal parameters a)

(d) LAPSE (fitted parameters a)
Fig. 5.15 Comparison between the proposed LAPSE method and a state-of-the-art technique
for concurrent power reduction and image enhancement in OLED displays: example for six
images.

These examples highlight the similarity between the outputs of our solution and
those of PCCE. Looking at the images, it is very hard to notice any difference in
terms of quality and level of detail.
To better evaluate the similarity of the two methods, Figure 5.16 shows the luminance transformation curves obtained by PCCE and by the two LAPSE variants for
the six images of Figure 5.15. These graphs show that the luminance transformations
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Data

Power Saving [%]

EME

MSSIM

PCCE

LAPSE
Ideal

LAPSE
Fitted

PCCE

LAPSE
Ideal

LAPSE
Fitted

PCCE

LAPSE
Ideal

LAPSE
Fitted

Cat

37.1

32.1

36.4

28.5

23.9

24.3

0.812

0.842

0.825

Boat

47.1

51.1

44.0

29.3

25.3

23.0

0.794

0.795

0.805

Fish

52.7

59.8

58.1

12.6

11.3

10.3

0.755

0.756

0.791

Lighthouse

61.0

62.2

60.3

17.2

15.6

14.7

0.764

0.768

0.782

Parrots

51.8

55.1

51.2

14.4

5.9

5.6

0.724

0.725

0.772

Bikes

49.3

42.0

36.4

31.6

33.7

36.1

0.778

0.778

0.788

Table 5.6 Comparison between the proposed LAPSE method and a state-of-the-art technique
for concurrent power reduction and image enhancement in OLED displays: numerical results
for six images.

obtained by LAPSE are very similar to the ones of PCCE. The occasional differences
are due to the higher number of degrees of freedom available to PCCE for shaping
the luminance intensity mapping, but they are typically very small.
Moreover, the examples also show that the fitting error does not worsen the
performance of our transformation significantly, neither in terms of visual quality
nor quantitative metrics. This is demonstrated both by the similar values of saving
and EME in Table 5.6, and by the fact that the fitted luminance transformations in
Figure 5.16 are almost exactly superimposed to the ideal ones.
Quality versus power tradeoff
LAPSE directly takes a maximum alteration (minimum MSSIM) constraint for its
training phase. This allows to easily change “quality modes” at runtime, as explained
in Section 5.4.3. Notice that none of the previous solutions for concurrent power
reduction and contrast enhancement allows to set a similar constraint; some receive
as input a target power consumption (e.g. [150]), while some others have parameters
specifying the balance among power reduction and contrast increase (e.g. [148]).
However, none of them allows to directly limit the alteration on the output image.
To show this novel aspect of our framework, we have trained LAPSE on BSDS
images, setting three different MSSIM constraints: 0.95, 0.85 and 0.75. Then, we
have calculated regression coefficients for each of these conditions and we have used
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Fig. 5.16 Comparison between the proposed LAPSE method and a state-of-the-art technique
for concurrent power reduction and image enhancement in OLED displays: transformation
curves for six images.

them to transform two example images, not included in the training set. Results are
shown in Figure 5.17 and Table 5.7.
Target MSSIM

0.95

0.85

0.75

Image

Saving
[%]

Out
MSSIM

Saving
[%]

Out
MSSIM

Saving
[%]

Out
MSSIM

Butterfly

24.0

0.961

41.3

0.881

57.9

0.765

Android

27.7

0.977

43.7

0.849

54.4

0.777

Table 5.7 Examples of power versus quality tradeoff offered by the proposed LAPSE method,
detailed results.

The last column of the figure shows the output of a simple brightness scaling,
with a scaling factor that guarantees the same power saving as LAPSE in the case
MSSIM = 0.75. Notice how the contrast and details (e.g. the butterfly wings) are
highlighted better by LAPSE.
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(a) Original

(b) MSSIM=0.95 (c) MSSIM=0.85 (d) MSSIM=0.75
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(e) Scaling

Fig. 5.17 Examples of the power versus quality tradeoff offered by the proposed LAPSE
method.

For completeness, Table 5.8 shows the aggregate power saving and output
MSSIM results when the experiment described above is performed on the entire Live
data set and on the BSDS test set (fitting coefficients have been obtained considering
the BSDS training set only). This table shows that our method obtains relevant
savings even for MSSIM values close to 1, and that the fitting model is able to match
the target MSSIM very accurately, on average.
Target

MSSIM = 0.95

MSSIM = 0.85

MSSIM = 0.75

Data

Saving [%]

Saving [%]

Saving [%]

Live

24.87 ± 5.91

39.38 ± 8.73

49.37 ± 10.41

BSDS (Test)

23.35 ± 7.77

37.51 ± 11.88

47.21 ± 13.84

Data

Out MSSIM

Out MSSIM

Out MSSIM

Live

0.959 ± 0.015

0.855 ± 0.026

0.773 ± 0.038

BSDS (Test)

0.950 ± 0.019

0.855 ± 0.042

0.776 ± 0.051

Table 5.8 Examples of power versus quality tradeoff offered by the proposed LAPSE method,
aggregate results.

The Android screenshot example in Figure 5.17 highlights the generality of our
approach, which yields good results also when applied to GUIs, despite not being
expressively designed for them. In particular, the icons and text are much more
contrasted and visible in Figure 5.17d than in Figure 5.17e, for identical power
savings.
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Performance on video sequences
The low overheads of LAPSE compared to previous solutions allow real-time application to video sequences. Some examples of transformed videos, put side by
side with the original input have been uploaded to [217] for visual inspection. The
sequences have been transformed using a fitted parameter vector a, trained under a
constraint of MSSIMmin = 0.80. These examples show that, although a is adapted on
a frame by frame basis, this does not generate visible flickering artifacts in the videos.
The motivation is similar to the case of LABS: the parameters in a are function of
the luminance mean and variance of each frame, and frames belonging to the same
scene tend to have similar luminance. Thus, abrupt changes of the transformation
coefficients only occur in correspondence of scene changes, and do not impact user
experience.
Figure 5.18 shows the trend over time of the power saving (normalized to [0 : 1],
where 0 means no saving) and MSSIM obtained by LAPSE on some of these video
sequences. Each plot also reports the average MSSIM over the entire sequence, as
Pin,tot
well as the total power saving i.e., 1 − Pout,tot
where Pin,tot and Pout,tot are the total
power consumptions over all frames, for the original and transformed videos.
MSSIM (avg)
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Frame Number

(d) Dead Poets Society

Fig. 5.18 Power saving and MSSIM variation over time for some video sequences transformed
with the proposed LAPSE method.
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Notice how the MSSIM stays very close to the target value (0.80) throughout
the videos. Instantaneous power saving, instead, can vary significantly over time,
as in the case of the first and last videos, which are both characterized by varying
luminance. These examples clearly show the effectiveness of LAPSE in limiting the
amount of image alteration allowed, and automatically tuning the amount of power
reduction accordingly.
Software implementation results
The software execution time of LAPSE, under the conditions described at the beginning of the experimental results sections is reported in Table 5.9. Two different
image sizes are considered, and each cell of the table reports the average time over
1000 runs and the corresponding standard deviation. For comparison, we have also
implemented the PCCE algorithm [148] and the Noniterative PCCE (NIPCCE)
of [150] in C language and computed their execution times on the same platform.
For PCCE, we set the β = 1, whereas for NIPCCE, we used 8x8 local windows and
we set T PCR = 0.7, wcl = 0.05, and γ = 2.2.
All three algorithms have been profiled in sections for a more detailed analysis.
The acronyms used for the sections of PCCE and NIPCCE are as follows: HIST
= luminance histogram computation, LHM = log-based histogram modification,
PCCE = main optimization loop of PCCE, GA = global attribute computation, LA =
local attribute computation, LT = local transformations computation, BI = bilinear
interpolation, ADJ = final image adjustment.
The bottom right section of the table reports the execution time of color-space
conversions (RGB to YCbCr and vice versa) alone.
While implementing the three algorithms, we have minimized the number of
image scans grouping those operations that could be performed in the same loop
(e.g. RGB to YCbCr conversion, and µ and σ 2 computation in LAPSE). Since
these are single-thread programs, operations are still executed sequentially. However,
overheads due to control operations and memory accesses are reduced. Moreover,
we have not made use of any advanced image processing or mathematical library, nor
of GPU acceleration. This choice has been made in order to build implementations
that (although tested on a high-end processor) could be easily ported to less powerful
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LAPSE

PCCE

Task

512x512
[ms]

1280x1280
[ms]

Task

512x512
[ms]

1280x1280
[ms]

RGB-YCbCr
and µ, σ 2

2.96 ± 0.35

15.19 ± 0.88

RGB-YCbCr
and HIST

2.61 ± 0.35

13.68 ± 0.94

Compute a

(3.23 ±
5.52)10−4

(5.98 ±
1.56)10−4

LHM and
PCCE

13.3 ± 0.72

13.6 ± 0.76

T () and
YCbCr-RGB

3.53 ± 0.32

19.49 ± 1.05

T () and
YCbCr-RGB

3.36 ± 0.31

13.62 ± 0.76

Total

6.49 ± 0.49

34.68 ± 1.62

Total

19.29 ± 1.07

45.01 ± 2.48

NIPCCE

Color Conversions Only

Task

512x512
[ms]

1280x1280
[ms]

Task

512x512
[ms]

1280x1280
[ms]

RGB-YCbCr
and GA

3.01 ± 0.33

13.96 ± 0.75

RGB-YCbCr

2.31 ± 0.37

12.75 ± 0.95

LT and LA

5.16 ± 0.29

31.67 ± 1.32

YCbCr-RGB

2.34 ± 0.21

13.94 ± 1.17

BI

4.58 ± 0.25

30.78 ± 1.11

Total

4.67 ± 0.48

26.69 ± 1.95

ADJ and
YCbCr-RGB

2.59 ± 0.13

15.48 ± 0.72

Total

15.35 ± 0.89

91.89 ± 3.15

Table 5.9 Software execution time of the proposed LAPSE method and of two state-of-the-art
algorithms for power reduction and image enhancement in OLEDs.

embedded devices, i.e. the final targets for LAPSE, which might not have these
features available.
As shown in Table 5.9 the execution of LAPSE is dominated by colors-space
conversions, regardless of the size of the considered image. The largest overhead is
the application of T , which increases the duration of phase 3, compared to the pure
YCbCr to RGB conversion. Overall, the transformation requires ≈ 2 ms more with
respect to color conversions for a 512x512 image (6.49 ms vs 4.67 ms), and ≈ 8 ms
more for a 1280x1280 image (34.68 ms vs 26.69 ms). Notice that the execution time
of LAPSE is independent of the considered image, and only changes in response of
variations in external system conditions (e.g. CPU load).
On the contrary, the second phase of PCCE requires more than 10 ms, independently on the size of the image (it operates on histogram bins). Moreover, while
independent on size, the duration of this phase is highly dependent on image content.
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Results in the table refer to two scaled versions of Lena, but the execution time could
be even higher for other images.
Considering total execution times, LAPSE is approximately 3x faster than PCCE
for 512x512 images, and 1.3x for 1280x1280 images. Taking into account only the
additional time with respect to color space conversions, performance ratios become
8x and 2.3x respectively.
Noniterative PCCE [150] does not use the iterative optimization loop present
in standard PCCE. However, this algorithm still includes complex operations (e.g.
bilinear interpolation, local image filtering for structural sensitivity evaluation, and
internal power consumption estimation). Moreover, since NIPCCE applies different
transformations to different local windows of the image, its complexity increases
significantly for large images. This is confirmed by the results in Table 5.9, which
show that NIPCCE is faster than PCCE for 512x512 images, but significantly slower
for 1280x1280 images. In both cases, NIPCCE remains significantly slower than
LAPSE (2.3x times and 2.65x respectively). When excluding color space conversions,
these speed-ups become 5.87x and 8.16x. Therefore, although this method improves
the output image quality with respect to PCCE, as shown in [150], it is still not
usable in a real-time setting.
Importantly, for 1280x1280 pixels images, even just the execution of the two
color-space conversions is too long for real-time application, considering the typical
constraints imposed by OLED refresh rates. An implementation that achieves
the required performance could be obtained resorting to parallelism (multi-thread
or GPU). However, this would require a high-end computing device exclusively
dedicated to the transformation of images, with very large power and cost overheads.
This confirms the need for hardware acceleration, in order to obtain the desired
benefits from this kind of image transformation. Software results are still useful to
compare LAPSE with PCCE and NIPCCE, as no hardware acceleration for these
methods has been proposed.
Hardware implementation results
The main advantage of the proposed polynomial transformation is that it is amenable
to hardware implementation. To demonstrate it, we have implemented the architectures of Figure 5.13a-5.13e, under the conditions described at the beginning of this
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Area
[mm2 ]

Power
[mW]

RGB to
YCbCr

0.013

2.12

Compute µ
and σ 2

0.029

1.81

Compute a

0.042

5.28

Block

Apply T ()

0.044

3.10

YCbCr to
RGB

0.008

1.09

Total

0.138

4.06

Latency / Image [ms]
512x512

1280x1280

0.26

1.64

2 · 10−6
0.26

0.52

2 · 10−6
1.64

3.28

Energy / Image [J]
512x512

1280x1280

Breakdown
[%]

5.55 · 10−7

3.47 · 10−6

26.1

4.74 · 10−7

2.96 · 10−6

22.3

1.06 · 10−11

1.06 · 10−11

≈0

8.13 · 10−7

5.08 · 10−6

38.2

2.85 · 10−7

1.78 · 10−6

13.4

2.13 · 10−6

13.29 · 10−6

100

Table 5.10 Hardware implementation results for the proposed LAPSE method.

section. A breakdown of the main figures of merit of each hardware component of
the online transformation is reported in Table 5.10.
Notice that, differently from software, hardware blocks that belong to the same
phase execute in a fully parallel fashion. The energy consumption is assumed to be
zero when a block is not being used (e.g., the RGB to YCbCr block does not consume
during phases 2 and 3). This simplification is quite accurate assuming power and/or
clock gating are used. The power consumption reported in the last row is the average
during the transformation of an image (i.e., the total energy divided by the execution
time).
Hardware execution times are almost one order of magnitude faster than software.
Even for the higher resolution image, execution completes in ≈ 3.3ms. This result
is more than sufficient for a real time implementation of the transformation on a
HD OLED panel. Nonetheless, the total energy consumption is still extremely low.
For sake of comparison, in the experiments for LABS we have mentioned that a
small 240x320 pixels AMOLED panel consumes approximately 3.9 · 10−3 J per
frame [213]. Therefore, even though the panel is smaller than the images considered
in this experiment, its energy consumption is still three orders of magnitude larger
than that required to implement LAPSE. From this point of view, LAPSE and LABS
achieve similar results.
Table 5.10 also helps in assessing the advantages of universal LAPSE (Section 5.4.4). In this variant, the computations of µ, σ 2 and a are not needed, and
the corresponding hardware can be removed. While the latter has practically no
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impact on energy (being active in very few clock cycles), the former contributes to
the 22.3% of the total consumption. This is reported in the last column of Table 5.10
which shows a breakdown of the energy consumption of the different blocks. Hence,
universal LAPSE is expected to consume ≈ 78% of the energy of the adaptive version. Due to operation overlapping, the advantage in latency is practically null. As
explained above, this energy reduction comes at the cost of a worse matching of
the expected MSSIM by the transformation. Whether this is acceptable depends on
the system; adaptive LAPSE might be preferable for high-end devices, e.g. smartphones, whereas the universal solution could be interesting for low cost products
like smartwatches.

5.5

Final Remarks

In this chapter, we have described two different approaches to achieve energy efficiency in OLED displays. Our two proposals tackle the problem in different ways:
while LABS performs a simple brightness scaling transformation, trying to balance
the alteration introduced in the image with the achievable power savings, LAPSE
achieves concurrent power reduction and image enhancement under a maximum
alteration constraint.
Due to these different goals, LABS and LAPSE are not comparable in a straightforward way. Nonetheless, there are common aspects and differences that are worth
being analyzed in this section, to summarize the concepts introduced in the chapter.
Both methods have been designed with the goal of favoring a simple software
implementation, and a straight forward conversion into hardware for acceleration.
The results of Section 5.3.5 and Section 5.4.5 have shown that the hardware versions of both transformations achieve the required performance to allow real-time
application even for large image sizes. Moreover, both have a negligible energy
overhead compared to the consumption of a real OLED panel. These overheads are
actually similar for LABS and LAPSE. However, for the former even a software
implementation achieves sufficient performance for real time application on large
images. LAPSE, on the contrary, requires hardware acceleration (or at least some
form of parallelization) to be used at runtime.

Low-Overhead Image Transformations for Energy-Quality Optimization in OLED
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Displays
In terms of output image quality, the subjective test performed in Section 5.4.5
has shown that users tend to prefer the enhanced images produced by LAPSE to
simple brightness-scaled outputs such as those generated by LABS. However, it is
important to remark that pure visual quality is still partially subjective (differently,
for example, from metrics like PSNR or MSSIM, which however require a golden
reference). The voters in the test have been asked to simply evaluate the “beauty”
of images and consequently they have favored LAPSE. Nonetheless, in a different
setting, the low distortion introduced by the linear transformation of LABS could be
considered more desirable.
In summary, the choice between LABS and LAPSE reduces to possibility of
implementing a customized hardware accelerator and to the desired type of image
transformation. The former method is straight-forward, and could even be implemented on off-the-shelf devices by just modifying the operating system display
drivers. The latter requires larger design and implementation costs due to custom
hardware, but generates enhanced output images.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The energy-quality scalability paradigm is one of the most promising ways to design
future generations of digital devices. Modern computing systems are increasingly
being integrated into everyday objects, such as the end-nodes of the IoT. Extracting
and elaborating information in these connected objects involves measuring the physical word and interacting with human beings; often, the nature of such information is
statistical. In summary, there is a trend towards applications whose outputs can be
provided with different “levels of quality” while still remaining useful.
This trend in applications, together with the strong need for energy efficiency,
the diminishing returns offered by technology scaling, and the high energetic “cost”
of computing precise results, has caused a strong interest towards EQ scalability.
An EQ scalable system can work in different quality modes, and leverage quality
relaxations to achieve higher energy efficiency. Quality modes are selected at runtime
depending on the current task, context and input data.
In the previous chapters of this thesis, we have presented several new techniques
for designing the components of an EQ scalable system. As anticipated in Chapter 1,
we have focused on making our proposals mature for a real industrial application,
which is an often lacking aspect in previous literature.
This has involved focusing on generality and automation aspects, as well as
enforcing the compatibility of our novel ideas with existing industrial best practices. Moreover, it has required a careful analysis of the overheads related to the
implementation of our proposed techniques.
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A large portion of the effort that brought to this thesis has been spent in developing techniques for components that are not part of the processing “brain”of a
system, starting from the observation that these are often relevant (or even dominant)
contributors to the total energy consumption. By doing so, we have shown that many
of the same principles applied for processing elements can be transported to other
components.
Concerning processing, we have proposed two methods for designing hardware
data-path operators, using either the principles of reduced-precision redundancy or
those of dynamic accuracy scaling. For this second case, we have actually investigated two alternative design solutions: a more flexible approach which however
requires the availability of technology-specific knobs, and an application-driven
solution that does not. In these works, the compatibility with best practices has been
guaranteed by the integration with commercial EDA tools, which is a fundamental
aspect in all the techniques described in Chapter 3. Similarly, automation has been
achieved making the proposed flows as “plug-and-play” as possible, with none or
minimal user intervention involved. The overheads of each method in terms of area
and energy have been assessed in detail and compared with each other. Generality
has been obtained making our techniques applicable to a broad family of hardware
blocks, rather than being specifically designed for one particular type of unit.
In the context of serial interconnects we have designed two EQ scalable encodings
called ADE and Serial-T0. These encodings exploit the error resilience of input data,
e.g. coming from sensors, as well as some simple assumptions on their input statistics,
to obtain large energy reductions by introducing controlled approximations during
data transmission. In this case, compatibility with best practices has been enforced by
analyzing the integration of the proposed encodings with standard protocols for serial
buses. Both algorithms have been designed with the goal of minimizing overheads,
by using very simple procedures that lend themselves to hardware acceleration. In
terms of generality, the best results have been obtained with the ADE method, which
achieves relevant power savings for a wide variety of input types. While Serial-T0
is somewhat more limited, it achieves state-of-the-art savings in the transmission
of image pixels; consequently, this solution is still relevant for the broad range of
applications that involve cameras of different types and/or displays.
Finally, we have also proposed two different approaches for achieving energy efficiency in OLED displays, at the cost of quality losses in the displayed images. LABS
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performs an adaptive form of brightness scaling, optimizing the balance between
power saving and image alteration for each image. LAPSE achieves concurrent
power saving and image enhancement by means of an adaptive cubic transformation
function. For each of these methods we have proposed fully automatic frameworks
to compute the required transformation parameters, based on the offline training of
simple regression models, using sets of representative images. We have targeted
generality by considering generic pictures and videos, rather than focusing on specific categories such as GUIs. Most importantly, we have put a lot of effort in the
reduction of the overheads associated with the two proposed image transformations,
thus making them really applicable at runtime.
A fundamental aspect linked with generality in EQ scalable design is quality
configurability. This is common to all the components considered in this thesis, and
it consists in the possibility of dynamically changing the quality mode at runtime,
as opposed to designing a component for a fixed quality target. All our proposed
techniques, be it in processing, serial interconnects or displays, allow such kind of
configurability. The appropriate quality is sometimes selected automatically (e.g.
in LABS) while in other cases it is set by a command from a higher level of the
computing stack or from the user (e.g. the maximum error threshold in ST0).
Future Perspectives
While we believe that the innovations presented in this thesis have brought to some
interesting results, we are also convinced that a lot more remains to be done in the
context of EQ scalable design.
Up to now, most research has only focused on ways to design the components
(hardware or software) of an EQ scalable system. Although in this thesis we have
considered other parts of the system besides processing elements, we have still
only focused on one component at a time. However, as for any other type of
design, a full-system perspective is fundamental for the development of real complex
products. While some system-level approaches have been proposed in literature (see
Section 2.5) these focus mainly on combining techniques for processing elements at
multiple abstraction levels. No approach has yet really considered the entire system
from the point of view of EQ scalability, in order to build an architecture similar to
the one shown in Figure 1.3 that includes including processing, memory, peripherals
and interconnects, all part of the “feedback loop”.
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Such holistic application of the EQ scalable design paradigm brings about new
issues. In fact, there is a need for a unified framework for setting the available quality
knobs (often of very different nature for different components), taking into account
the impact that each component has on total energy and on output quality. Moreover,
the interactions among different components, which influence the respective quality
of results, should also be considered.
This framework should answer questions such as: “in response to a change
in the requested output quality, e.g. due to a modification in the usage context,
which EQ scalable component(s) should be tuned and how, in order to achieve the
maximum possible savings?”. This is not a trivial problem, since the applicationlevel quality is only measured at the final outputs, often with a domain-specific
metric, and the contribution of each component is generally not straight-forward to
estimate. Additionally, tuning the quality-mode of one component may influence
the others. For example, if a processing phase is performed at a certain quality level,
the subsequent data transmission or display phases should be tuned accordingly, as
an excessive effort with respect to the quality of the inputs would result in wasted
energy.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no effective and general solutions to this
holistic quality management problem. The investigation of system-level techniques
for EQ scalable design and the study of possible solutions to this problem will be
some of the main objects of our future work.
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